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SUMMARY

This thesis is a new reading of Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauris, and argues that, 

contrary to common scholarly opinion, Iphigenia in Tauris is a serious tragedy which 

engages with serious issues, and is as finely constructed as some of Euripides’ better 

known, and better loved, plays. I have examined IT  as an individual play on its own terms, 

but within the whole context of fifth century literature and ideology. Throughout this thesis, 

my methodology has been based primarily on close reading of the text while keeping in 

mind the contemporary context. I have approached the text as one written for performance, 

and 1 have always analyzed the text with performance in mind. The present study is thematic 

rather than seriatim, with the exception of ch. 2, which deals with the stagecraft o f the play.

I have used thematic textual analysis rather than that of a commentary precisely because of 

the value of thematic readings which non-seriatim analysis can yield. The exercise of 

examining Iphigenia in Tauris for its own sake has proved a rewarding and fruitful 

endeavour. Focus on this single play has allowed for the exploration of a wide and varied 

range o f contemporary, dramatic and thematic issues, including characterization, gender 

roles, ethnicity (and the deconstruction o f traditional polarities), religious practices and 

beliefs, the role of the chorus, and the intertextual relationship between Iphigenia in Tauris 

and previous plays which deal with the same mythological family. Part of this study also 

involves analyzing literary motifs such as katabatic missions, aetiologies, recognition scenes 

and systems of imagery. Each chapter argues, through performance and literary criticism, to 

reinforce a serious reading of Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauris, as a fine example of a fifth 

century BC tragedy. As an appendix to this thesis, I include an analysis o f Goethe’s 

Iphigenie a u f Tauris as a reception study of the Euripidean version, since in many ways 

Goethe’s interpretation reflects my own.
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1. IT  and the Genre o f  Attic Tragedy

It is hoped that the present work will revive interest in a relatively neglected play. 

But those who may be stimulated to read the play and the secondary literature which 

discusses it, will find that Iphigenia in Tauris, among other Euripidean plays, is dogged by 

scholarly insistence on categorizing it variously as a ‘tragicomedy’, ‘melodrama’, ‘romantic 

comedy’, and as ‘non-serious’V Some recently published work does point out the fluidity of 

the ancient tragic genre. Kovacs’ introduction to the new Loeb translation of IT  mentions 

briefly that ancient tragedy did not always end in misery", and Sommerstein’s recent 

introductory survey of Greek drama and dramatists explains the various plot types which 

belong to the ancient tragic genre, including a ‘horrific act [which] is narrowly avoided’\  

However, Kitto’s handbook on Greek tragedy, which categorizes IT  as a ‘melodrama’ or 

‘tragicomedy’ remains authoritative and continues to be reprinted".

The two most recent and authoritative English-langage editions of the play reinforce 

this categorization. Platnauer’s (1938) edition, which remains the standard Oxford 

philological commentary, claims that ‘the Iphigenia is not a tragedy at al^^ Martin Cropp’s 

much more recent and extremely valuable (2000) edition explains the genre of the play by 

saying that ‘its tone is ...varied by the colouring of tragedy’s standard ingredients with other 

less ‘tragic’ elements. The motif of the hero’s quest to a faraway land and discovery of his 

long-lost sister ...is more associated with romance than tragedy. The situation in which 

stranded Hellenes outwit primitive, isolated and threatening natives ...was much used in 

Attic satyr-plays. The sentimentally handled recognition ...has humorous elements which 

...become stock features in New Comedy and its Roman derivatives’. A little fiarther on, 

Cropp seemingly hedges his bets by admitting that we ‘cannot be sure . .that the humour and 

sentimentality o f the recognition-scene ...were not thought ‘properly tragic’, or that 

elements would have seemed like intrusions from other genres’®.

' Cf. e.g Kitto (1961) 311-29, Burnett (1971) esp. 1-17, Caldwell (1975) 34, Knox (1979) 250-74; cf. 
Seidensticker (1982) 199-211. Goward (1999) follows the concept of IT  as ‘non-serious’ by arguing 139, 
that ‘tin IT\ neither authorial nor narrative audience are likely to fear that fratricide is a real danger’. I 
argue against this, see p. 3, below, and ch. 2 passim. Conacher (1967), which remains the standard 
introductory work on Euripides also categorizes IT  as ‘romantic’ (cf Sommerstein (2002) 178 ‘No modem 
introductory work on Euripides can be recommended, though D.J. Conacher ...(1967) was good in its day’).
 ̂ Kovacs (1999) 146.
 ̂ Sommerstein (2002) 18, though I cannot agree with him in the case of IT  that ‘the action ends 

satisfactorily for everyone’; on the consequences of the outcome of the play for Ipliigenia in particular, see 
esp. ch. 3.1 40-44 and passim.

Most recently in 2002, by Routledge.
 ̂ Platnauer (1938) v.

® Cropp (2000) 42.



In fact, I will argue that we can be sure that Iphigenia in Tauris was thought 

properly tragic within its ancient context, and that it should be regarded as a serious 

tragedy. Although IT  is not technically a tragedy in the modern sense o f the te rm \ there is 

no question that it is a tragedy in our understanding o f the ancient sense o f  the term, and 

since I will be examining the play within its ancient context, it is important to clarify the 

concept o f the ancient tragic genre, as far as is possible. However, my reading o f IT  will 

show that this play is in fact not as far removed from the modem concept o f tragedy as it 

first appears. This is clear mainly with regard to the fate o f Iphigenia who, at the end o f the 

play, is denied everything she has desired during the play, and will remain forever in a 

liminal state in the service o f Artemis*. But ancient dramatic genre did not include 

‘tragicomedy’ or ‘melodrama’, so it is anachronistic to apply these terms to IT, and it is 

simply wrong to treat IT  as a ‘comedy’ or ‘satyric’’.

A ‘death averted’ scenario o f the kind involved in the resolution o f  IT  could be an 

integral part o f  a well-constructed fifth century BC tragedy, and there is no reason to see it 

as deviant from the tragic genre, nor even as transcending or confusing the boundaries 

between comic and tragic. In his Poetics, Aristotle investigates the essence and nature o f 

good tragedy, and discusses the best kind o f  tragic plot. It is well noted among scholars that 

in chs. 13 and 14, Aristotle reaches seemingly incompatible conclusions as to which kind o f 

tragic plot is more desirable. In the former, the best plot is one in which a moderately 

virtuous character falls from good fortune into bad; 1453a7-10 €<ni toioOtoj 6 jiTjre ape-rn 

^ta^epojv KOA diKObiocrvvjj /aijtc 5ia KObKiav Kai fji,ox^qp'iav /AeTo/So/^wy ei^ nqv ducrruxidv 

h ’ a4iaprlav riva. The latter describes the best kind as one in which the imminent bad 

fortune does not actually fulfill itself®: 1454a4-7 K p a T ia -r o v  d e  t o  reXeuraTov, Xeyu) d e  oJov e v  

T<y K p e c r ( f)6 y r ! )  'f) M epoT rrj \x A X k e i r o v  u io v  a n o K r e l v e i v ,  a n o K r e i v e i  o v ,  oAA’ a v e y v M p ic r e ,  K a i  k v  

TT) ’l^iyeveig, 'q â eX<j)'fj t o v  a^eX^ov. This kind o f plot will arouse the emotions o f  pity and 

fear, which are the aim o f tragedy, in spite o f its happy ending. The apparent inconsistency 

as regards the best kind o f tragic plot has perplexed scholars, but it seems that Aristotle’s 

theory o f  tragedy as a whole is primarily concerned with the pattern o f  change and reversal 

o f fortune, rather than emphasizing an ultimate evil". This analysis correlates well with the 

evidence o f  extant tragedies, some o f which end in disaster, some in salvation. For our

 ̂ ‘tragedy: a play dealing with tragic events and having an unhappy ending, especially one concerned with 
the downfall of a main character’ (The New Oxford Dictionary o f  English (1998) 1965).
* See n.3 above and Conclusion.
 ̂ E. Segal (1995) calls IT  a ‘proto-comedy’; Burnett (1971) 71-2 argues that IT has satyric qualities, Sutton 

(1980) 184-90 argues t lia t/r  was pro-satyric.
'“This is named as the second best of tragic plot in ch. 13, 1453a30-3.
" C f Halliwell (1986) 181ff., Heath (1996) xxxv.



purposes here, therefore, we should note that a disaster averted, in Aristotle’s eyes, counts 

as the second-best kind o f tragic plot, at least, if not the best’̂ .

But some o f the confusion over genre can be traced back to Aristotle, At the end of 

ch. 13, after the mention o f the death averted scenario, he remarks 1453a35-6 ecrnv de oux 

auTTj aTO rjdov  ̂aAAo, /xaAXov Trjg KC0 fJ,Ci)̂ iag oiKeia. This does not mean to say that

Aristotle sees such plots as comic or tragicomic. The imminent disaster has evoked the 

tragic emotions o f pity and fear, and the reconciliation provides a relief which is not comic, 

simply more akin to comedy. This becomes clearer in the next section o f Aristotle’s analysis 

1453a36-9 6Ke7 yap ot av ex6icrroi cocriv kv oTov ’Opecm]g Kai Al'yicrSog, <j)lXoi

yevoiievoi en'i TeXev-rrji; e^epxovrai, ko,! anodv'ijcrKei oudeig un’ ou^evog. It becomes obvious here 

that the idea o f the reconciliation, and nothing more, is what Aristotle associates with 

comedy. In tragedy, this reconciliation takes place between (j)iXoi, who had been ignorant of 

each other’s identity. This is a far cry from the comic example o f Orestes and Aegisthus, the 

arch exSpoi, becoming friends (and Aegisthus is a figure to whom I shall ^eturn)'^

Iphigenia in Tauris, apart from OT, is the play most mentioned by Aristotle in his 

Poetics. However, it has been claimed that there is no real danger involved in the build-up 

to the recognition scene and that the intrigue and deception o f the barbarians in the second 

part o f the play are too humorous to belong to the realm o f tragedy. But I will argue 

throughout my analysis that various factors do conspire to make fratricide a very real 

possibility for over half o f the play. These include; the fact that Iphigenia believes her 

brother to be dead, the sense o f danger created during Orestes’ first entrance, Iphigenia’s 

anger and grief which make her harden her heart against the ‘strangers’, and perhaps most 

significantly, the stage setting which is inhospitable and bloody and bears witness to the fact 

that Iphigenia has consecrated human victims for slaughter before.

Even after the recognition scene, danger is ever-present. We experience momentary

relief as the fratricide is averted, but we are once again placed in a situation o f  anxiety as we

await the success or failure o f the escape plan. Indeed, Euripides will make us wait until the

final 60 lines and the entry o f Athena as dea ex machina to allay our fears and ensure the

safety o f  the fugitives. For, as we hear in the messenger speech, even as the Greeks were

'^On Aristotle’s interpretation of IT, see further Belfiore (1992) who shows how, 360, ‘on an Aristotelian 
reading...the IT  is a better-constructed, more serious, and more “tragic” play than modem scholars often 
believe’.
'^Even the wedding between Hermione and Orestes arranged at the end of E. Or., though Orestes had been 
on the point of killing Hermione, is not comic. Rather it reinforces the continued polluted state of tlie oikos, 
and emphasizes the madness and bloodlust of Orestes in his desire to murder his cousin; c f  Gregory’s 
(2000) argument tliat apparently ‘comic’ motifs in tragedy must be examined within each individual play, 
and in the examples she analyzes, (74) ‘their seriousness is vouched for by some combination of language, 
context and intertext’.
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fighting off Thoas’ men and boarding their ship, they are driven back to land by the suif 

(1394-7). This once more shows the danger and real risks involved in the deception and 

intrigue. The atmosphere of danger and threat created by Euripides throughout the play 

entails that any laughter or humour evoked by situations or specific lines will be 

underpinned by a feeling of unease and anxiety, which is very different from the humour 

evoked by comedy.

One example of a potentially “funny” line from IT  occurs during Iphigenia’s 

deception of Thoas. She explains that she must take Orestes and Pylades to the sea-shore to 

purify them for they are tainted with the pollution of matricide, using Orestes’ matricide to 

their advantage. She claims that Pylades is his brother and that they committed the crime 

together. Thoas is appalled and exclaims ‘By Apollo, not even among barbarians would 

someone dare such a thing’ (1174)'“*. Thoas’ shock is appropriate to the magnitude of the 

crime. If any laughter is evoked by this line, it is uneasy and uncomfortable in the 

knowledge that the comment of the barbarian king Thoas highlights the barbarity of the 

Greeks, and his invocation of the Greek god Apollo further reminds the audience o f that 

god’s condoning o f this crime’̂

The claim that IT  is like a satyr-play or pro-satyric should also be dismissed. In his

introduction to Euripides’ Cyclops, the only surviving satyr-play, Seaford examines the

distinctive themes of satyr-plays, and lists them as follows, the captivity, servitude and

liberation of the satyrs, marvellous inventions and creations (including: musical instruments,

other artefacts, fire, negative creations, wine, fertility), emergence from the underworld, the

care of divine or heroic infants, sex, and athletics'®. The only theme which we can associate

with / r i s  emergence from the Taurian land as a kind of Underworld'^. In this vein, are we

to identify Medea with satyr-plays because o f Medea’s negative creations through her

powerful magic devices and the sexual overtones o f the play? Similarly, wine and sex, and

the invention o f a new cult are central elements o f Bacchae. Yet these are two of Euripides’

two most famous tragedies, admired in the modern sense of the term ‘tragedy’'*. Surely the

''*In spite of problems with the untranslatability of laughter from language to language and culture to 
culture, I was most gratified that not a single person in the substantial audience laughed when I delivered 
this line in a conference paper at the Classical Association in Edinburgh (2002). That paper forms the basis 
for this chapter. On laughter in Greek culture, see Halliwell (1991) who argues for a case-by-case study 
because individual instances of laughter are so various and complex; this is also discussed by Gregory 
(2000) 62.
'^On the conflation of Greek and barbarian in IT, see ch. 5.1.
‘®Seaford(1984) 33-44.
'^On the land of the Taurians as a kind of Underworld, see ch. 3 .2.
'*This argument, I have realized, is very similar to that of Sansone (1978), which came to my attention after 
I had fonnulated this suggestion. His article ‘The Bacchae as Satyr-Play?’ takes Burnett (1971) to task on 
her analysis of Euripidean plays (including IT) which, she claims, contain satyr-play ‘motifs’, by showing
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most basic component of a satyr play is the chorus of satyrs themselves, and any play which 

does not have a chorus of satyrs, is not satyric in type.

Finally, we should note that to categorize Euripidean plays as ‘comedies’ is to read 

history backwards. There is no doubt that New Comedy is greatly indebted to techniques 

employed by Euripides, techniques such as mistaken identities and recognition scenes which 

Euripides exploits to tragic effect in Aristotelian terms, but techniques which also have the 

potential to be used for comic purposes’®. However, chronologically, one simply cannot 

read New Comedy back into Euripidean tragedy. Euripides was notably criticised and 

ridiculed in Axistophanic plays for many things in his own life-time; for dressing his 

characters in rags, for his strange prologue speeches, for the poor quality o f his lyrics, but 

never for importing material belonging to the realm of Attic comedy onto his tragic stage.

The verb exjpimhapirrro^cLvit^eii/ has been misused in an attempt to construe Euripides’ 

IT  and other plays as ‘tragicomic’ or ‘comic’, when in fact the term seems to have been 

coined to describe Aristophanes’ parodies of Euripides^®. Barnes also treats IT  as a 

tragicomedy, and she analyzes such plays as different from tragedies in the following way: 

‘we are left with ambivalent feelings, aware that we cannot quite sum it all up, either 

intellectually or emotionally, in any clear statement or attitude’̂ '. But ambivalent feelings in 

Euripides are not something surprising, as illustrated by Von Fritz’ perceptive remark on 

‘the divisive discord which Euripides struck in m arly all o f  his plays and which, in many of 

them, is also expressed in the blatant discrepancy between the action and the apparently 

happy ending’-̂ .

In modern terms Euripides’ IT  could be called tragicomic. Mastronarde argues 

sensitively that modern ‘terminology o f genres’, which includes the terms ‘tragicomic’ and 

‘melodramatic’, ‘is useful as a heuristic device, for the help it gives us in differentiating 

various tones and emotional effects’ in Euripides^^. But such a position o f interpretation, 

reading literature backwards through genres that did not exist at the time o f original 

composition, can only be arrived at after an analysis o f the play within its original context. 

Once aware o f the context, one can avoid the pitfalls of anachronistic interpretation, and as

that precisely the qualities she names as ‘satyric’ are in fact equally applicable to an analysis of the 
Bacchae, which no one has ever suggested is not a ‘proper’ tragedy. Sansone argues his point in much 
greater detail than I have, and I direct the reader to his article.
'®0n New Comedy’s debt to tragedy, see Hunter (1985)114-36.
^°The term is misused by E. Segal (1995) 46fF., as also noted by Gregory (2000) 60 n.8, who also discusses 
the real meaning of the term.
^'Barnes (1965) 131.
^^Von Fritz (1932) 316.
^^Mastronarde (2000) 38.
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composition, can only be arrived at after an analysis of the play within its original context. 

Once aware o f the context, one can avoid the pitfalls of anachronistic interpretation, and as 

Mastronarde suggests, we can use modern terms as heuristic devices '̂*. It is the purpose of 

this thesis to examine IT  within its original tragic context, though we should note with 

Mastronarde, that various contemporary genres also contribute to our understanding of the 

ancient tragic genre (e.g. epic and lyric p o e t r y H o w e v e r ,  tragedy and comedy remained 

two very separate art forms in the ancient world, both in subject matter, costume and 

diction^^ The stark divide between the two genres, and here, I finally return to the figure of 

Aegisthus, is exemplified by the early 4th century Choregoi vase (below^’). In this 

depiction, Aegisthus has stumbled out o f the tragic world and onto the comic stage. We see 

the striking contrast between his tragic costume and mask and the paunch, phallus and 

grotesque face of each of the comic actors he has interrupted. Tragedy and comedy were 

two separate spheres, and if the discussion led by Socrates at the end of Plato’s Symposium 

(223d) concludes that one and the same poet ought to be able to compose both comic and 

tragic verse, this simply highlights the fact that they did not. Euripides does not abandon or 

corrupt a fixed genre, he explores the potentialities of a living one^*.

^''Goethe’s Iphigenie, d iscussed in the Appendix, is a ‘Schauspiel’ rather than a m odem  tragedy, but the play 
does have Aristotelian tragic features, see A ppendix n.3.

^^Mastronarde (2000) 33-4 .

^^See Taplin (1986) on the distinctions between tragedy and com edy in the fifth century; cf. Mastronarde 
(2000) 28 on the com ic actor and tragic actor as distinct.

’̂ im age copied from Taplin (1993) Plate 9.1; for further discussion o f  this im age, see Taplin (1993) 55-63. 

^®This concluding sentence is a paraphrase o f  a point made by Mastronarde (2000 ) 34.
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2. Stagecraft

The production of ancient tragedy is an area whicii has only in recent decades 

received the scholarly attention it deserves'. No stage directions survive for ancient plays, 

and like all studies of ancient stagecraft, this chapter will rely on close examination of the 

text to re-establish as much as possible of the performance o f Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauhs 

in an original context^. Goldhill uses the problematic ‘miracle-scene’ from Euripides’ 

Bacchae to stress the ambiguity of the tragic text which, he argues, is necessarily at odds 

with a single fixed performance. He asks ‘Is not a performance necessarily only a selection 

from among the plural potentialities of the text?’̂ . The answer, of course, is ‘yes’, but for all 

the ambiguities, there are also many certainties of staging which are retrievable from the 

text. My analysis of the stagecraft of IT  is not intended as a recreation of the first 

production, which is irretrievable. Rather I have sought to visualize the staging as it is 

suggested by the text. Some avenues of investigation have had to be left open to a plurality 

o f possibilities, but this does not detract from the value o f the exercise, which assists us in 

understanding the tragic text by remembering that it is designed primarily for performance. 

Indeed, Goldhill himself has acknowledged that, if it avoids ‘critics saying how they would 

direct plays, or the mere listing of entrances and exits’, ‘stagecraft criticism can explore the 

conventions and possibilities of staging to illumine the nature of theatrical representation 

and its production of meaning’'*. This has been the aim of the present chapter.

' Cf. Taplin (1977) on Aeschylean stagecraft, and Taplin (1978) which emphasizes performance in Greek 
tragedy more generally, Seale (1982) on Sophocles, Halleran (1985) on Euripides, though the earlier work 
on production in Euripides by Hourmouziades (1965) remains authoritative. Two recent studies of specific 
Euripidean plays devote considerable space to discussion of stagecraft: Mossman (1999) 48-68 on Hecuba, 
Allan (2000) 40-85 on Andromache. For a general overview of tragic performance in the fifth century BC, 
see Easterling (1997c).
 ̂ On stage directions as implicit in Greek tragic texts, see Taplin (1977a).
 ̂ Goldhill (1986) 282.
Goldliill (1997) 339.
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2.1 Setting and skene^

Iphigenia in Tauris is set in the land o f  the Taupo/, as we are told (30) in the 

customary Euripidean prologue speech®. The Taurians live in the Tauric Chersonese which 

lies on the north coast o f  the Black Sea, between Chersonesus and Theodosia, in the Crimea 

on the southern tip o f  modern-day Ukraine (see map p. 14). In ancient mythology, the area 

o f  the Black Sea is one o f  the outermost reaches o f  the world, a terrifying and remote place, 

inhabited by fierce creatures such as Amazons, traditionally associated with the city o f  

Themiscyra in Pontic Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey), and Colchians (m ost famously the 

barbarian sorceress Medea) who traditionally flayed alive the foreigners who landed on their 

shores’. Similarly w e are told by Iphigenia at 38-39 6uui yap oWoj tou vojaou Kat -npiv n6Xei,\ 

oV a v  KareXdji -rrivde "EAA-ijv avijp*, and it is on the shore that the temple which serves as 

the main backdrop for the play is located. This is made very explicit at the end o f  the play 

when, as Iphigenia explains that she must conduct a purification ceremony in the sea, Thoas 

asks (1196) ouKovv np6^ airrov vaov eKmrrTei kX v^uiv; In order to set the escape plan into 

motion, Iphigenia must then plead the necessity for an isolated place (1197). The setting o f  

plays on the shore is not uncommon in Greek tragedy’, and in this context, w e should take

 ̂ I assume tliroughout my treatment of the play that the actors performed on a low raised platform, 
connected by means of steps to the orchestra below, where the chorus sang and danced their odes. Whether 
or not there was a raised stage in the theatre when all the great tragedies were originally produced is a 
vexed question. Down to the last quarter of the nineteenth century, scholars never doubted that there was a 
raised stage. However in the last century, Pickard-Cambridge (1946) 69-74 was influential in arguing that 
there was no raised stage, basing his hypothesis on lack of archaeological evidence; more recently. Wiles 
(1997) 63-66 has taken up this view. However, Hourmouziades (1965) 58-74 argues persuasively for a low 
raised stage (cf also P. Amott (1962) 28-40), and as noted by Taplin (1977) 441 ‘we cannot rule out a low 
stage made of wood and, say, one metre high [with] several low steps’. Even Pickard-Cambridge (1946) had 
conceded (68) that ‘in some plays at least, broad steps in front of the building seem to be required’. In the 
case of IT  a raised stage seems to be indicated by the setting of a temple, which was normally approached by 
a flight of steps. In Eastern Greece, the temple altar was also approached by broad flights of steps (see 
Boardman (1996) 82).
® In contrast to Aeschylus and Sophocles, whose prologue speeches give us immediate context for tlie 
action, Euripides tended to open with explanatory prologues which deal with the events leading up to the 
current situation he wishes to present and often, as in IT, included a genealogy; see Erbse (1984) 1-6.
'' Braund (1994) 38
* The text of 38-41 is problematic and several excisions have been suggested. 38-9 are excised by Platnauer 
(1938) and Diggle (1981), who also excises 41 (for a defence of this excision, see Diggle (1981a) 75-6); 38 
and 41 are excised by Kovacs (1999); Sansone (1981) retains the whole passage (see Sansone (1978a) for a 
defence of this reading). Strohm (1949) and Cropp (2000) retain 38-9 and delete 40-1 as an explanatory 
interpolation. This last reading is the most persuasive in my view, and this is how I have read the play. As 
argued by Cropp ad loc ‘38-9 are needed because Iphigenia’s essential duty (sacrificing strangers) needs to 
be stated now in preparation for the narrative at 53-8 (n.b. 53 ‘this stranger-killing duty which I have’)’. 
However, the information given at 40-1, that Iphigenia consecrates while others slaughter, as Cropp argues, 
is ‘not properly connected to what precedes’. It ‘will only become important at 620-4 and is better concealed 
until then so that tlie prospect of Iphigenia killing her brother with her own hand can remain effective’.
’ C f S. Ajax, Phil., E. Hec., Hel., lA; and cf Phaeth. where the scene is the palace of Merops, King of 
Ethiopia, i.e. the eastern edge of the world w hich is bounded by the river Oceanus.
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note o f  recent work on contemporary cultural significances o f  the shoreline. It seems that 

the ancients regarded the sea as a connecting force rather than associating it with separation 

and division, as w e do today'®. This very means o f  communication afforded by the sea 

provides a context for contemporary interpretation o f  Euripides’ depiction o f  the Taurians. 

We know, for example, that there were Greek colonies in this area o f  the Crimea at least 

from the sixth century BC" and that this century also saw Black Sea fisheries gaining major 

economic importance from the development o f  salt-pickling plants for preservation'^. 

Pericles is reported to have embarked on a Pontic expedition, sailing around the Black Sea 

in a display o f  might, probably around 436/5 BC'^. With the outbreak o f  the Peloponnesian 

War in 431 BC, the Black Sea was to prove an invaluable source o f  food and money. It is 

impossible to say whether Euripides himself had visited areas o f  the Black Sea, though it 

seems likely that he did not''*. Certainly I T  gives no real suggestions that Euripides had 

first-hand knowledge o f  local topography, but he would not have needed to go there to 

procure such information, since there was definite interaction between this Black Sea area 

and mainland Greece during Euripides’ lifetime. The land o f  the Taurians, as it is presented 

in the play, however, is set in the mythic past, and is still very much remote, inaccessible, 

marginal and pastoral'^ It is on the a^eiuo^ novrog (as referred to at 124-5, 218, 253, 341, 

395, 438, 1388; c f  94 yrjv a§evov) rather than the eu^eivo^ m v ro q , a common fiflh-century 

euphemism for the Black Sea'^. This reflects the ambiguity o f  the Greek concept o f  the sea.

'°See esp. Hordern and Purcell (2000) who show how this theory of connectivity explains many episodes in 
Mediterranean colonial history, stating, 396, that ‘the sea contributes more than just a line of 
communication with home. It also supports a framework within which labour may be supplied, and the 
product of the settlers’ efforts redistributed’.
"T he two main settlements founded in the Tauric Chersonese were Panticapaeum in the east (an important 
source of com for Athens; see Bury and Meiggs (1978) 239) and Heraclea or Chersonesus in the west. 
'^Hordern and Purcell (2000) 196, who base their discussion on both literary and archaeological sources. 
'^See Braund (1994) 124-5.
''^Euripides did spend the end of his life in Macedonia but c f  Axmayor (1978) who argues that even 
Herodotus did not ever go to the Black Sea, though the Periclean expedition proves the fact that travel to 
this area was very much a possibility at the time.
'^Pastoralism, represented in IT  by the Herdsman and his fellow cattle-herders described in his 
messenger-speech (260ff.), is one of the typical resources of the marginal landscape; see Peatfield (1994) 
21; c f  also the theory put forward by de Polignac (1984) esp. ch. 2 which explains the emergence of 
sanctuaries situated in marginal or border regions (such as the temple in IT) in terms o f their function of 
cementing relations between town and country; on the Taurian community presented as a polis, see ch. 5.1, 
97-8.

The actual geographical topography of the Tauric Chersonese is also noteworthy. It is a shoreline which 
comes at the base of a mountainous part of the Crimean peninsula, starkly different from the surrounding 
flatlands; c f  Buxton (1994) 82, on tlie prime importance of pasturage in an oros (‘a height outside 
inhabited and cultivated space’). Topography thus reinforces marginality. Although IT  makes no mention of 
surrounding mountains, this feature of the land of the Tauri was noted by Herodotus 4.99, and must have 
been known to contemporaries through trade and expeditions such as Pericles’.
'^Braund (1994) 38 suggests that the name ‘Euxeinos’ or ‘Euxine’ came about through an attempt to 
legitimate and glorify Greek presence in the Black Sea; but see also Bury and Meiggs (1978) 71-2, who 
explain the name ‘in accordance with a habit of the Greeks to seek to propitiate adverse powers by pleasant
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On the one hand a positive force, it could also be treacherous and savage, as is implied by 

IT  1394-7, where it is reported how a sudden swell prevents the launch o f  the ship; 

yap eX6ihv vewjl (hde? TraXifinpufiv’ ioTi’' ol eKpaTepowl npog KVf/,a

XaKTi'^ovreg' yijy naXivl kXû cov TzaXippou  ̂ ^ ys  vavv. The ambiguity o f  the sea is

reflected in myth, which includes accounts o f  the sea as an agent o f  salvation'^. 

Contemporary communication and exhange between Athens and the ev^eivo^ -novroq serves 

to contextualise the undercurrent tension between Greek and barbarian on the a^etvoq mvroq 

which permeates the play, and assists Euripides in deconstructing traditional polarizations'*.

In spite o f  the alien setting, the temple building itself is represented as Doric in style'^. 

It has a(Lŵ /jSA')7CTTpa...To/%a)v...l ui/^Aa (96-7) and the mXag (100) have %oA/<oTeuKTa KX^Qpa 

which Orestes considers Xuaavre^ i/,oy(}̂ o7(; (99, c f  1286: €vyotji,<j)ou<; nuXa^). The fa?ade is 

decorated with triglyphs (113), which Pylades contemplates^”. The chorus sing o f  euaTuXo)v\ 

vaMv y(pu(rr}pet(; SptyKov^ (128-9; cf. 405-6; TrepiK/ovâ l vaou^). Bacon comments that most o f  

the terms applied to the Taurian temple are the same as those applied to the temple o f  

Apollo at Delphi in I o ir \  the only other temple facade to be described in any detail in extant 

tragedy^'. In fact, however, the Delphic temple is strikingly different. It is described as 

having a ‘twin facade’ (188-9 Bi^ufjuov npoa-t'o-l-nujv), which is odd, and may simply refer to 

the east and west fatades, only one o f  which is evident on stage, or it could refer to the 

temple o f  Apollo, and the off-stage temple o f  Athena^^. In any case it does not clearly 

indicate a difference in appearance to the temple in IT. More significantly, however, the 

gates o f  the Delphic temple are described as having po-nrpa in contrast to the 

‘bronze-wrought bars’ o f  the temple in IT. At Ion 1612-3, Creusa exclaims vQv poTrrpiov 

^epa^l eKKpuhva^eoBa Ka'i npocrevvemo nuXa^. The ring knocker on a temple door was

usually clung to in supplication, though in this case, Creusa hangs onto it through delight at

names’ and 239 on Pericles’ Euxine expedition aiming to impress. Like the propitious name ‘Euxeinos’, the 
Furies (Erinyes) were often called ‘Eumenides’ (the kindly ones); on the title of A. Eum. see Sommerstein 
(1989) 11-12.
'^See Buxton (1994) 97-104, who notes (101) the story of the recovery of Perseus and his mother Danae cast 
adrift in a chest (Paus. 10.19.3, Call. fr. 197); but c f the myth surrounding the salvation of Thoas from 
death in Lemnos and his arrival in the land of the Tauri, discussed p. 102n.61.
'*See ch. 5.1.
'^Cf Hall (1989) 182 ‘the Taurians’ temple in IT seems to have been constructed on purely Doric lines’.

113-4 actually reads top® ^  t ’ eiVw im o i k€v6v \ dencu; K a6eT vai'\. On the implications of this
rather bizarre suggestion, with ‘inside the triglyphs’ generally taken to mean ‘inside the temple’ see Cropp 
(2000) ad loc, and see Sansone (1976) for further discussion of the textual problems here; triglyphs seem to 
be incorporated into skenographia by Euripides at Ba. 1214, Or. 1372.
‘̂Bacon(1961) 132.

^^Temples serve as a backdrop for the first part of A. Eum. and for all of E. Hik..
^^These are two of the suggestions listed by Owen (1939) ad loc\ another possibility is a reference to statues.
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the positive resolution o f events '̂*. It is also a gesture o f deference to the superior power o f 

the gods at the end o f the play. The temple o f Apollo is a place for consultation o f the 

oracle and the Priestess who interprets it, and it makes sense that there should be knockers 

on the doors. However, the possibility o f consuhation and supplication creates a strong 

contrast to the ‘well-bolted gates’ and ‘bronze-wrought bars’ o f the temple in IT  where 

there is no recourse to supplication. The temple o f Artemis is a threatening and 

unwelcoming presence in a place from which there is no escape. The coping stones o f the 

temple are also mentioned in Ion, but although the temple is described as golden, the coping 

stones themselves are not said to be gilded as in I P \  The only other reference made to the 

physical appearance o f the temple building in Ion  is that it is evKicov (185)“®. This is 

comparable to the euWyAoj o f IT  \1%. The Taurian temple is also -rrepiKiiou (405), but most 

Greek temples were peripteral, certainly the temple o f Apollo at Delphi was. Although both 

descriptions adhere to the Greek style of temple, the significant difference between them 

reflects their very different flinctions. In IT, the temple-building is described in more detail 

because it is a much stronger focus for audience attention and a much greater proportion o f 

the stage action is centered around the doorway. It is used for exits and entrances more 

than twice as often as in Ion~^, and represents the ominous threat o f the inauspicious rites 

that are carried out inside as part o f temple worship. There is no such threat inspired by the 

stage-building in Ion.

Apart from the temple-building, there is one constant prop present throughout the 

play. This is the sacrificial altar which must lie on stage right outside the central temple 

door^*. Although altars are the most common prop in Greek tragedy, now here is one so 

strikingly exploited as here. Like the temple door, an altar in Greek tragedy usually marks 

off a place o f supplication^’, but the blood-stained altar in IT  visually represents all the 

goriness o f Artemis’ cult o f human sacrifice^®. In the first stasimon, the chorus sing (403-6)

‘̂‘See Owen (1939) ad  loc., who notes that in Hdt. 6.91, a fugitive clings to a temple door-knocker until his 
hands are cut off.

At Ion  156-7, the chorus sing auSw ^innrrei:^ 6piyKo7i;\ fj.'rfS’ ej oikoû .
^^There is a passing remark made to the temple gates at 515, and two references to coping stones (172, 
1321).
"^The skene  is used seven times in Ion  at 82, 183, 219, 424, 516, 1319, 1368, while it is used sixteen times 
in IT  at 1, 66, 137, 392, 455, 470, 638, 642, 724, 726, 1089, 1156, 1205, 1222, 1233, 1307; all these 
instances in IT  w ill be discussed in more detail during the course o f this chapter.

Altars normally stood to the east outside tlie temple (see Boardman (1996) 82), which would be stage right 
in the Theatre of Dionysus.
’̂ Altars are used as places o f refuge in A. Hik., S. OT, E. Her., Held., Hik. \ cf. Thetis’ shrine in Andr., and 

Proteus’ tomb in Hel.
“̂Cf. Burkert (1985) 59 ‘The asylum of the altar stands in polar relation to the shedding of blood; the 

shedding o f human blood constitutes the most extreme, yet dangerously similar contrast to the pious work’. 
Blome (1998) examines how the altar is used as a locus  for horrific acts in iconography, which ties in with
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o f  coming to  this a/^eiKTov a l a v ,  e v 6 a  Koupjtl A<V Teyyeil ^ojfwvq K a i  n e p iK io v a ^ ]  v a o u ^  aTfx.a 

$ p 6 r e i o v .  The reference to  a blood-stained altar recalls the exchange betw een Orestes and 

Pylades in the second half o f  the prologue (72-3) Op. K a i  jSw/u-oj, "EAAtjv o u  K a r a c r r a l^ e i  

<l>6vo^;\ Hu. a l/ j ,a T c o u  youv §iv6’ e%ei r p i x M t ^ a r a .  These tw o passages strongly suggest that 

blood was represented on the altar in some way by means o f  red paint or fabric which 

w ould have created great dram atic effect and impact from a distance^'. T hat the altar is 

sm eared with blood reflects com m on Greek religious practice whereby the blood o f  a large 

sacrificial victim (too  large to  be held over the altar) was caught in a vessel and then 

sm eared onto the top  and sides o f  the altar^". By implication it also suggests that the male 

hum an victims sacrificed by the female are too large to  be held aloft, unlike Iphigenia’s 

experience where she was held high over the altar as she was sacrificed by males^^. The 

reference by the chorus to  the tem ples being drenched with blood, as well as the altars, is 

problematic. A definite contrast between temple and altar has been constructed  earlier in the 

play. The SpiyKoug o f  the tem ple are said to be (129), but the altar is stained with

blood. The chorus (403-6) m ust mean that the tem ple is stained with blood by implication 

rather than in actual fact.

The description o f  the altar has troubled critics. The m anuscript reading o f  

rpixfot^ara  in line 73 has been emended by recent editors to  OpiyKMii.ara^'^. B ut the original 

reading ‘heads o f  hair’^̂  makes much better sense than ‘coping stones’, which are 

m entioned again in the next line. It was known that the Scythians scalped their enemies, and 

that the Taurians lived in Scythia’®. As I understand this passage, the blond hair m entioned 

represents the scalps o f  sacrificial victims which have been affixed to  the covering stone o f 

the altar as trophies, in the same way as animal skulls and w ar booty w ere displayed on 

altars and tem ples in Greek ritual practice” . This is implied by 74-5 Op. 6ptyKo7^ ¥  un’ avro7^

the use of the sacrificial altar in IT.
^'Cf the use of the colour red in the Oresteia: the red draperies, and blood-covered Clyteinnestra in-4g., the 
bloody net and the bloody Orestes in Cho., and with a very different, positive, effect, the red metic robes 
bestowed upon the Furies in Eum.\ the image of ‘dripping’ blood also recalls the Oresteia, on this see ch. 
7.1, 179-80.
^^See Burkert (1983) 5 and (1985) 59; for vase paintings showing smears of blood on the sides of altars, see 
fig. 2 in Marinatos (1988) and fig. 7 in van Straten (1988).
^^On Iphigenia’s sacrifice see ch. 6.1; on gender relations in this play see ch. 5.2. On my reading of the 
play, the audience is led to believe for the first half of the play that Iphigenia actively performs human 
sacrifice, see p. 8n.8.
‘̂'Emended by Cropp (2000), Kovacs (1999), Diggle (1981), Gregoire (1950).

^^Retained by Sansone (1981), Strohm (1949) and Platnauer (1938).
^®For Scytliians as scalpers, see Hdt. 4.64 and Hartog (1988) 159, for Taurians living in Scythia see Hdt. 
4.99.
” See Burkert (1983) 6 and n.26 and (1985) 92 and 372 n.93; c f  E. El. 6-7 (also noted by Cropp (2000) ad 
74).
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(TKuX’ 6 p ^  'r)pTî fjb€va,; Hu. t w v  KarBavovTcov y  aKpoQ’m a  § e v o j v . It has generally been thought 

that the trophies mentioned are human skulls^*. It is a strong possibility, but scalps seem to 

fit the context quite well, and their presence may be supported by the bizarre occurrence in 

Iphigenia’s dream, which she has just explained^®. At 50ff., Iphigenia says that she dreamed 

there was only one pillar o f  her house in Argos remaining, and that it grew blond hair from 

the top (51-2 €K e-niKpaviov KOju-â l KadeTvai) which she sprinkled with lustral water

in consecration for slaughter. If the scalped hair o f  victims is displayed on the altar, this 

lends added significance to Iphigenia’s dream. This hair, which is the only physical human 

attribute o f  the pillar (though it does speak 52), will become the last visual reminder o f  

human existence after death through the cult o f  Artemis.

It is possible that both scalps and human skulls were displayed'". The only source

which tells us that the Taurians fixed impaled heads on temple walls is late'". The

decapitation and impalement described by Herodotus (4.103) is reflected in Thoas’ rage

towards the end o f  the play when he orders his men to chase the fijgitives, so that (1429-30)

7j Kara (ttu^Xou Tr^po^l piipoĵ juev 7) (tkoXoxI/i Tn5§w/x.ev N o heads or skulls are

specifically mentioned, though. Whether the trophies are scalps or skulls, one thing is clear,

the set o f  IT  is fit to strike terror into the heart o f  an audience. There is clear evidence that

humans are slaughtered here as part o f  religious worship. The temple is a stronghold,

well-wrought, and well-bolted, a powerfijlly inhospitable and foreboding setting. All the

elements o f  the set reflect some aspect o f  Greek ritual practice, smearing the altar with the

blood o f  a sacrificial victim, displaying trophies, and the architectural features o f  the temple.

Yet each o f  these is more extreme than common Greek practice in a strongly negative way.

The set shows familiar Greek ritual practice pushed to a barbaric extreme'*^.

^*0’Brien (1988) discusses this possibility in the context of the Oenomaus myth and Herodotus’ references 
to Taurian practices of impaling heads of victims, concluding, 106, that ‘it seems almost certain that these 
words [i.e. 74-5] refer to a display of severed heads’; Hourmouziades (1965) 52-3 retains the manuscript 
reading of TpizMfjuna but identifies the copings as belonging to the temple, and the trophies as being severed 
heads which he suggests are depicted by a row of masks are fixed to the temple, not the altar. However, as 
noted by Cropp (2000) ad  73, the temple was last mentioned at 69, and the ‘copings’ more naturally refer to 
the altar; also, the coping stones of the temple are specifically ‘gilded’ at 129. Cropp (2000) ad  75 also 
believes that tropliies are the ‘heads of human victims’.
^^Hourmouziades (1965) 52 notes this parallel but offers no further analysis.
‘‘‘̂ Hartog (1988) 159 notes that scalping and decapitation often go together (cf. Strabo 11.14.14). In Diod. 
5.29.4-5, aKpodivia. are heads of enemy victims, and c f  IT  459 where the sacrifical victims Orestes and 
Pylades are called yap aKpoDivta\ on decapitation and impalement, see further ch. 5.1,116-18.
'‘'Amm. Marc. 22.8.33.
'‘̂ Some Greek mythological figures have been associated with building temples from human skulls, but the 
dedicatees of tliese remain either unnamed or debated. Cycnus, known in this connection from LSG  
Stesichorus fr. 207 dedicates his either to Apollo as an insult, or to his father Ares, or to Fear (see Dawe 
(1972)); Antaeus dedicates his to his father Poseidon, according to Pindar/5. 4.71f., see Janko (1986), 48ff.; 
noteworthy in tlie context of the Tantalid house is the myth that prior to Pelops winning Hippodameia’s 
hand, her father Oenomaus beheaded all the suitors who had failed and decorated his palace with their
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2.2 The Action

1: enter Iphigenia, from  the tem ple ?alone ''\ The key distinguishes her as a priestess, but 

the fact that she com es out o f  the tem ple, and explains her position as priestess make her 

situation very clear. Iphigenia is called kXt]Bovxo<; (131) and therefore priestess in the land 

o f  the Taurians, ju st as A thena prescribes she will be at the cult in Brauron (1463). 

Sim ilarly she is called mX(t)p6<; (1153, 1227)'*''. The overw helm ing sense which pervades 

our first encounter w ith Iphigenia is one o f  extrem e isolation'*^ H er opening words lleXo\p o 

TavToikeioi; (1) em phasize her genealogy and therefore her G reek identity. This identity, 

again, is reinforced by Iphigenia’s account o f  her sacrifice by Greeks and the role o f  the 

Greek goddess A rtem is, first m entioned in connection w ith A ulis 8-9 'EXevrtq

heads, see O ’Brien (1988).
'’̂ Although there is no use of attendants in this section o f the play, characters o f high status are always 
attended in tragedy except in special circumstances, see Taplin (1977) 79-80. However, since Iphigenia 
herself delivers the prologue speech, which is often delivered by a divinity or a servant in tragedy, figures 
who are not normally attended, is it possible that Iphigenia is unattended here? This would certainly 
emphasize her isolation, though Iphigenia is attended when she reappears in the parados to pour libations for 
her brother.
'*'*In art, Iphigenia (in Tauris) is depicted without fail holdingthe Z shaped key typical ofthe early Greek form 
of lock. Although we must beware of reading art as representing specific scenes from tragedy (see Taplin 
(1993) 21-29), the iconographic evidence in this case does reinforce the general portrayal o f Iphigenia in the 
play.
■^^Garland (1990) 77, notes: ‘the most striking feature o f Athenian priests and priestesses is their isolation’.
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ovvex’, SoKeT, na-rrjpl ’Aprefjui^i KAeiva/^ ev Trn;%ar(7iv AvXlBo^. W e first learn at 29fF. that 

the tem ple is sacred to Artemis. In this way, the Greek style tem ple and its G reek dedicatee 

Artemis highlight the identity o f  Iphigenia herself, and contrast w ith the sacrificial altar 

destined for barbaric sacrifices. Straight after recounting the story o f  her ow n sacrifice to  a 

G reek goddess at her own G reek father’s hands, Iphigenia explains the savage and barbaric 

ritual o f  hum an sacrifice over which she presides. H er opening speech thus consolidates the 

physical tension represented on stage by the temple-building and the altar, that is, the 

tension betw een Greek and barbarian that runs uncomfortably through the w hole play"^.

The dram atic m otivation for Iphigenia’s stage entrance becom es explicit at 42-3 when 

she states a, Kaiva ^’̂ jKei vu^ (^epoucra (^ao'fiaral Xe^oj npo^ a ’ldep’. H er interpretation o f  the 

dream  as signalling her b ro ther’s death also m otivates her stage exit at 66, w hen she goes 

back into the temple a^eX(f>(t)..Jouvai xoag (61) The building itself is significant in that it 

fiinctions dramatically both as the sanctuary o f  the goddess and as the hom e o f  Iphigenia. 

This is m ade clear by Iphigenia at 65-6 elfi’ ecrio ^6 ĴU0l/\ ev olai vaiio raw d’ avaKropcov deaig. 

That a stage building should have such a double function is striking"*’, given that priestly 

dwelling inside the temple is the exception"**. This emphasizes Iphigenia’s close bond to 

Artemis, and the reality o f  her isolation and exiled plight- she has no real hom e, and no 

family, (as she laments at 220 describing herself as ayofjuo^ areKvog a-noXig a<l>iXog), but lives 

perm anently in her role as priestess to Artemis'*^. Before she departs, Iphigenia m entions her 

servants w ho are 'EXX'rjvlSa^ -yuvMKa^, again reinforcing her G reek identity, oAA’e^ ahla^i 

o'Cno) Tivo^ napeia-iv (64-5). This leads us to  expect the entry o f  the chorus. Iphigenia must 

close the doors o f  the tem ple behind her on exiting back into it for O restes’ w ords at 

100-102 to  m ake sense. He concludes tjV avoiyovreg ttuAojI X'i]<l)d(otM€v eafiacrei^ re  

fjb'r)xavu)fj,evoi,\ davovfjbed'. It is therefore clear that O restes and Pylades are faced with a 

tem ple w hose doors have been firmly bolted shut by the key-keeper. The building is a^eivo^ 

like the land in which it lies.

'*®See ch. 5.1.
"‘̂ This is a fascinating inversion of the use of the offstage space behind the central door in A. Ag. where tlie 
family home is turned into the perversion of a sacrificial temple, both through Clytemnestra’s references to 
sacrificial preparations and procedure e.g. 594fF, 1056f, and her particular attention to making the victim 
Agamemnon ‘agree’ to his sacrifice by giving the sacrificial nod of walking on the draperies, but also 
through Cassandra’s visionary speech at 1090-1172; the colour red highlights the difference in use of space 
in both plays, however, with the red draperies leading right up to the palace door in Ag. but the 
representation of blood being confined to the altar in /T. On the relationship between IT  and the Oresteia, 
see ch. 7.1.
■**See Burkert (1985) 94.

Another striking inversion is apparent here, this time of the motif of the barbarian princess as refugee and 
e.vile such as is presented in Euripides’ portrayal of Medea in the play of the same title.
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Eisodoi: The element o f danger in tragedies has been effectively exploited to prove that the 

eisodoi were used in some consistent way, where, for example, one side represents danger, 

the other safetŷ ®. Of course, in the case o f IT, this pattern is not feasible, since danger lurks 

on all sides. However, in an overview o f the exits and entrances, a clear pattern emerges 

showing one eisodos leading from or to the town (A) and the other leading from and to 

some kind o f more remote bay further along the shore (B). It can be traced as follows: 

Orestes and Pylades enter from the shore (67) and leave through the same eisodos (122), 

the chorus enter from the town (123); the Herdsman enters from the town (236) and exits 

on the same side (343); Orestes and Pylades then also enter from the town, escorted (456); 

as does Thoas with attendants (1152); an attendant exits towards the town (1211) 

Iphigenia, Orestes and Pylades exit towards the shore (1234), which is also from where the 

Messenger appears (1283). The use o f the eisodoi is thus both naturally consistent and 

balanced, with the formal pattern o f  entrance (B), exit (B), entrance (A), entrance (A), exit 

(A), entrance (A), entrance (A), exit (A), exit (B), entrance (B)^'.

67: enter Orestes and Pylades from the shore {eisodos B), unaccompanied, having left the 

ship on which they travelled^ .̂ They are dressed like young Greek male warriors. Orestes at 

least has a sword which he will use to slaughter the cattle, as reported by the Herdsman at 

296flf. Surprise entries are a favourite technique o f Euripides’, but this case is particularly 

abrupt in that the spectators have been guided to await the entry o f the chorus^\ The impact

‘̂̂ Wiles’ view, 154, that ‘the normal schema [is] wilderness on the left and civilization on the right’ is 
untenable. He uses the physical setting of the theatre at Athens to support his claim (although no fifth 
century structures remain) and infers that in the later theatre of Dionysus a straight line can be drawn from 
the city through the right eisodos and onto the stage (similarly for the country and the left side). When his 
rigid binary theory does not conform to pattern in Alcestis, he glosses over the problem by saying, 158 ‘We 
must begin by recognising that this is not a typical tragedy, but a surrogate satyr-play’, and then, 160 
'Alcestis is the exception that proves the rule’.

There is no doubt that the eisodoi were used consistently, but W iles’ analysis is too prescriptive; see 
Taplin (1977), 450-1, who remarks ‘In each particular play the dramatist... may establish two different and 
precise directions for the eisodoi. Their particular topographical significance is thus confined to one play, 
and has to be established afresh for each individual tragedy’.
^'Cropp (2000) would have all the characters enter and exit from the same side-entrance he calls ‘B ’, with 
the entrance of the chorus as the only function for side-entrance ‘A ’ (indicated by his stage directions). This 
over-use of one eisodos is both unnecessarily clumsy and refilled by the text, which clearly indicates two 
areas of operation; Hourmouziades (1965) 132, similarly claims that ‘one of the side passages seems to lead 
to the coast....the opposite parodos might only be used by the chorus...and probably Thoas’, but he ignores 
the fact that the whole area is coastline, geographically speaking, including the location of the temple (cf 
1196), so both side entrances can and must lead to some area of shore. Although both eisodoi lead to the 
shoreline, and the off-stage space is very linear, eisodos A goes through and to the town, while eisodos B 
leads to the remote expanse of shore
^^This is made explicit at Orestes and Py lades’ e.xit, see below 17-18.
^T aplin  (1977), 11 n.3 argues that this technique is never used by Aeschylus and that the nearest equivalent 
in Sophocles are tlie entries of Tiresias and Eurydice in Ant., but these examples are not comparable to IT  
because the entry of Eurydice is announced by the Messenger at 1257, and while T iresias’ entry is perhaps
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o f this unique false preparation for an entry is two-fold. Apart from bringing about surprise 

when the anticipated entry o f the chorus fails to occur, it serves to build up great tension as 

we continue to expect the chorus’ arrival and experience an agony o f concern for Orestes 

and Pylades, who are in danger o f being apprehended at any moment if the postponed entry 

occurs '̂*. Euripides here employs what Taplin terms a ‘difficult device’ with impressive skill 

and to great effect” . He brings the status o f the two men as fugitives to the fore and 

emphasizes the real danger in which both find themselves through this dramatic technique 

and the forceful physical presence on stage o f the human trophies and blood which complete 

the altar. The threat o f the two men dying at the hands o f Orestes’ sister is a frightening 

reality before the recognition scene. The visual element proves Iphigenia capable of 

presiding over such sacrifices, and her interpretation o f her dream as indicating the death of 

Orestes produces a flirther strand o f tension as we, the audience, are suddenly and 

unexpectedly presented with the very person Iphigenia believes to be dead. Danger is 

ever-present and immediately noted by Orestes and Pylades on their entrance 67-8 Op. opa- 

^uXa(Tcrou /u.'ig t/j ey jSporajv. III;. opu), crK07Z0 V(j,ai n a v r a x v  OTpe^tcov. We

observe with Cropp that the opening lines o f the pair are matched exactly both in rhythm 

and in phrasing^®. The urgency o f the opening dialogue provides yet another angle to the 

overwhelming sense o f unease in the second half o f the prologue.

Pylades’ statement at 76 aAA’ e'yKVKXoOvr' 64>6aXfi6v ev a-KoneJv "xp̂ uiv suggests that he

moves furtively around the stage area inspecting the building and the altar during Orestes’

speech recounting his ordeals (77-103)” , This would give Pylades ample opportunity to

come up with the possibility o f sneaking into the temple between the triglyphs (113-4)^*. At

his suggestion, they both leave in the direction from which they came (eisodos B). Pylades

unexpected, it comes directly after a choral ode in which we are given no indication whose arrival to expect. 
The examples of surprise entries in Euripides noted by Taplin are Orestes in Andr., Iphis and Evadne in 
Hik., Menelaus in Tro., Pythia in Ion, and Pylades in Or., but although these characters are perhaps 
unexpected in terms of plot, none of these examples builds up an expectation for a specific entry to supplant 
it by another one as we see in IT  65-7. In Andr., the approach of a stranger is announced by the chorus 
(879-80), Iphis and Evadne are both announced by the chorus by name (980ff. and 103 Iff.), similarly the 
entrance of Pylades is announced by Orestes (725), and while those of Menelaus in Tro. and Pythia in Ion 
are not directly announced, there is nothing in the text which would lead us to expect the specific entry of 
somebody else at this point.

For other examples of surprise e.xploited by Euripides, see G. Amott (1973), but again, none of these are 
directly comparable to this instance in IT.
’■*Cf Taplin (1977), 94-6, on false preparation of events (rather than entries).
^^Taplin (1977) 94 Tt may have been the danger of going astray and the unpredictability of the effect of the 
technique which led to its virtual disuse’. Here, however, Euripides demonstrates his firm grip on this 
dramatic technique.
^^Cropp (2000) ad loc.
’̂Cropp (2000) 75, translates ‘But I must look around and thoroughly explore’ and gives the stage direction 

‘/le explores while Orestes speaks'.
^^Temples do not have spaces between triglyphs; on this problematic suggestion, see n.20 above.
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urges 106-9 vaou anaXXaxSevre «pui//ajfz.ev Je/AOjl Kar avrp’ a noyrog i/oriSi diaKXu êi 

fj,eXagl yecog anatSeu, ju.'rj t/j  e/criJwv crKa<l)ogl /Sao’iAeuo'iv £1777̂  Kaira X'r)(f)6w(J,ev /3/(i Although 

Pylades emphasizes the need to hide away from the ship, there can be no doubt that they 

exit through the same eisodos from which they came, the side which represents the beach, 

away from the town. It would be clumsy for the pair to leave through eisodos A which leads 

to the town and through which the chorus will presently appear, for it would imply that the 

chorus cross paths with Orestes and Pylades, and there is no suggestion o f this in the text. 

Furthermore, the caves o f which Pylades speaks must have been observed by the pair on 

their way to the temple, since it is clear that they have just arrived. Therefore, the only 

conclusion to be drawn is that they leave the stage through eisodos B, and we are to 

imagine this off-stage space as a large expanse o f beach, big enough to include both the ship 

o f the two Greeks and the caves which will be far away from it. Their exit is prompted by 

fear o f being caught. The audience, which has been continuously expecting the arrival o f the 

chorus, and who can probably already see the chorus making their way along the long 

eisodos, will feel relief^. And now, the chorus finally make their entrance.

123: enter chorus®® o f Greek captive women, dressed as Greek maidens, through eisodos A, 

from the town. They do not state specifically that they come from the town but they have 

no reason to come from the shore and they must not cross paths with Orestes and Pylades. 

Iphigenia has stated at 63 that they are servants aj ehuyx.' '>)/x7v ava^, which associates the 

chorus with the palace and further suggests that they come from the town. The dramatic 

motivation for their entrance seems to be a response to a summons from Iphigenia, though 

it is left unclear how they heard it®'. At 138 they ask t / /̂ e Trpô  vaouq 'd'yaye  ̂ dyajeg. They 

are aware that there is some news or reason behind their summons. They ask (137)  before

^Halleran (1985) 10, is not strictly correct in using 118ff. to say that ‘in tragedy one mortal will say to 
another that one or both o f them ought to withdraw because o f someone’s approach’. Orestes and Pylades 
are unaware o f the chorus’ approach. They leave because Pylades feels they will be safer in their mission by 
night 110-12 orav  vuktoi;  ofitta, Xuyaia/; ToA/iTvreov toi ^errroi/ €k  vaoO XafieTv\ a y a ^ a  iraa-a^
npoa-<t>epovre (jurixava^. Orestes agrees 118, e5 7 0 ^ eTna^.

“ D iggle (1981) gives lines 123-5 to Iphigenia (ei<^a#ierr’ wl ttovtou ditrircu; -nerpa/; a^eivou

vaiovrec;), which means that she comes out of the temple immediately after Orestes and Pylades have left, but 
there is no obvious reason why Iphigenia should sing these lines, and it seems much more logical that they 
be sung by the chorus as suggested by Platnauer (1938), Strohm (1949), Gregoire (1959), Sansone (1981), 
Kovacs (1999), and Cropp (2000), Iphigenia enters after hearing their questions at 137ff. and addresses 
them SfAwai at 143. Furthermore, it seems much more logical that the chorus call for ritual silence and then 
be led into lamentation by Iphigenia, rather than Ipliigenia asking for silence and then crying out 143-7 Iw 
S/j,uiall Si/(r6p7]t/7jroi'; (b^ e'yKem.ai, rou; oCik eufiov<rou\ ^.oikna/; aAupofj eAeyoi?, a/a?,I ev /cTjoe/oi? ohcroicrw.
Iphigenia’s dream was the dramatic motivation for her stage entrance (43ff.), and the pouring o f funeral 
libations for her brother is foremost in her mind as she leaves (6 Iff ). It is appropriate that when she 
re-enters the stage, her first utterances should be laments.
®'Cf Thoas’ orders to launch a pursuit (1422ff.), which are thought o f as being heard by the citizens, and 
Athena’s address to the absent Iphigenia and Orestes (1446ff.), on which see p. 31, below.
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Iphigenia reappears, e/xoAov ri veov; riva (})povr'i '̂ Iphigenia has not called for them 

directly at any point during the prologue, but the fact that she wondered where they are 

(64-5), suggests that she has sent for them at some point outside dramatic time, before the 

opening o f the play,

143: enter Iphigenia from the temple with attendants, one o f whom carries a -nayxp^a-oi^l 

reOxo^ (167-8) which holds the Ao</3av "A(?a (168-9). A ritual (or sometimes non-ritual) 

vessel is not an uncommon stage property in tragedy. The urn supposedly containing 

Orestes’ ashes is a feature in Sophocles’ Electra^^, as is a libation-jug in Aeschylus’ 

Choephoroi. Euripides’ Electra  contains the non-ritual water-jug with which Electra fetches 

water, but all these vessels have very different ftinctions from the libation-jug in IT. In S. 

EL, the urn highlights Orestes’ deception, while the jug in Cho. represents Clytemnestra’s 

fears. In these two cases the stage property reveals Electra’s loyalties and precipitates the 

recognition scene. These are thus more functionally akin to the in IT, but on an

emotional level they highlight a sister’s grief at the loss o f her brother, like the libation 

vessel in IT. The water-jug in E. El. highlights her wretchedness and lack o f  status. Electra 

is servile yet o f noble stock®, and the fianction o f the water-jug can be compared to a 

certain degree to the libation vessel in IT, as both reinforce the status o f  the bearers®^. But 

this is much more forceful in El., and in IT, although the vessel can serve as a reminder o f 

Iphigenia’s priesthood, it more importantly emphasizes her grief and love for her family.

At 167, the vessel is handed over to Iphigenia by the attendant after her order aAA’ 

evSoj /A0 (. At 169, holding the libation-jug herself, she begins the ritual prayer and pours a 

libation on the ground for the brother she believes dead, as she had previously announced ^  

raabe %oa$l (jbeXXto Kpa-rrjpa re rov uypaiveiv yaia^ ev i/drroig (159-61). It is

immaterial whether or not there really was liquid in the vessel, but there may have been a 

little splash for dramatic effect^. There is no doubt, however, that the staging here is 

particularly effective. N ot only does it reinforce the atmosphere o f ritual which is already so 

strongly apparent on stage through the blood-stained altar and temple-building, the act o f

“ On the use of the um in S. El. see Dingel (1971) 355-63 and Ringer (1998) 185-199.
®^See Zeitlin (2003) on Electra’s ambiguous status in this play.
^Raeburn (2000) argues that the stage properties in E. El. reinforce an interpretation of the play as 
belonging ‘more to the world of comedy or satyr play than tragedy’ (150). This is not the place to take issue 
with Raeburn’s arguments, but it should be clear from ch. 1, that I do not subscribe to the view that 
Euripidean tragedies are more akin to comedy or satyr drama.
®^Cf Henderson (1987) on the water-pots used in Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, ad  319-49 'a real wetting is 
required for comic purposes, but in practical terms, it is conjectured that the water-pitchers contained only a 
small amount of water, enough to make a wetting obvious’.
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libation also highlights Iphigenia’s interpretation of her dream and her strong family loyalties 

and affections. The formal actions of ritual are reflected in the formal ritual language. The 

whole parodos is a lyric exchange between Iphigenia and the chorus. The lyric anapaests 

with many spondees substituted create a heavy atmosphere o f lament^. The important part 

played by Iphigenia in the parodos creates a close bond between her and the chorus. This, 

combined with the subject matter of the parodos, emphasizes both her Greek identity and 

her plight as exile®̂ .

236: enter the Herdsman, announced by the chorus, from eisodos A, the town. He may 

wear the distinctive barbarian cap and trousers, although no attention is drawn to his 

costume®*. He engages in dialogue with Iphigenia. Although the account of the Herdsman is 

mostly set in the off-stage space leading from eisodos B (the shore), and he is announced by 

the chorus (236) as a/craj exA/rrwv 6a\acrcriov^, we know that the whole area is coastline, 

and he explicitly mentions bringing the two captives to the king, 333-5 rrpoj avaKra -r^crh 

KOfMi^o^iev viv" 6 eaiSt'ou oerov ra^ojl ej re Kai ercfiayeT’ eWju-Tre croi. This means

that the Herdsman comes in from the palace, and therefore the town. It is clear that he has 

come ahead o f the pair in order to announce their arrival to the priestess. He is the first 

non-Greek character we encounter. His narrative consolidates the shoreline as an important 

off-stage space, and provides a structural preparation for the mirror Messenger scene whose 

narrative also deals with events on the shore, in the space conceived of as off eisodos B at 

1283ff., The stichomythia at the beginning of the exchange between the Herdsman and 

Iphigenia quicken the pace and entice us into the Herdsman’s vivid narrative®. Iphigenia’s 

response to his news is one of resignation and the Herdsman exits (through eisodos A) to 

intercept the strangers, who are already on their way, at her command 342-3 elev a-u ju-ev 

KOfjbi^e Tov^ fj,oX(bv,\ TO, d ’ €v6o2' oVia ^povrtou^ieBa.

The golden vessel from which Iphigenia poured libations for her brother must still be 

present on stage, probably handed back to an attendant after the ritual had been performed.

^Cf. tlie chorus of women in mourning in A. Cho. and see further Cropp (2000) ad  123-235 with 
bibliography.
®^0n Ipliigenia’s bond with the chorus, see ch. 4.1.
®*Vase paintings show Thoas and Taurian attendants wearing a specifically barbarian costume, with the 
distinctive cap and trousers (worn only by barbarians). The earliest vase is Attic and dates from the early 
fourth century, 390-80 BC, about 30 years after the original production of IT. It shows Thoas in barbarian 
costume, see LIMC s.v. Thoas (fig. 1); c f  the barbarian attendant in costume on the bell crater depicting 
Iphigenia in LIMC s.v. Iphigenia (fig. 27). But it is impossible to treat vase paintings as evidence for 
original productions, see e.g. Goldhill (1997) 337.
® 0n  this function of stichomythia in Euripides and his increased exploitation of this technique in his later 
plays, see Schwinge (1968) and Seidensticker (1971) 209-220.
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This serves to remind us of Iphigenia’s interpretation of her dream and her belief that 

Orestes is dead, and heightens the atmosphere of suspense. The dream has had the effect of 

steeling her more than usual to the task of presiding over the fate of the victims. At 348-50 

she says oveipiov oTcriu 'r)ypio)iJi,e6a\...^v<ruovv fj,e X'tjipecrB', o'lriveq no6 'r)Kere^\

Iphigenia and attendants must exit back into the temple at 391. Cropp and Kovacs both 

have Iphigenia stay onstage for the whole choral ode^ ,̂ but this is unnecessary and 

problematic. There is no specific reference to this in the text, but implicit in Iphigenia’s lines 

at 342-3, quoted above, is the understanding that she must go inside to prepare for the 

ritual. From a practical point of view, the libation-jug must be returned within the sanctuary, 

whether this is done by Iphigenia or her attendants.

456: enter Orestes and Pylades from eisodos A, announced by the chorus. They are no 

longer armed but appear as prisoners, a strong visual contrast to their previous appearance. 

Their announced entry immediately draws attention to the fact that the pair are bound, 

456-7 aAA’ o'lde %€pa<; SeaiMoTg ^iBu^lol\ a-uvepei(r6€VT€  ̂ They are escorted by Taurians

and enter through the opposite eisodos from the one through which they left. These factors 

make concrete their transition from fugitives to captives^^

456-65: enter Iphigenia from the temple, attended. Iphigenia must reappear on hearing the 

chorus announce the arrival of the victims. She must be on stage before 467 for her tone of 

resignation and apathy to be effective. Her e7ev (466-7) stands outside the metre and marks 

a strong break which develops her previous e7ev at 342 (though this elh- is not extra 

metrum) to give even more force to her apathy. Delivery of this significant word would lose 

much of its effect if the audience were distracted by Iphigenia’s movement as she enters the 

stage. The strong stop is echoed by Iphigenia at 471-2, when she exclaims <(tev. This 

highlights the burden Iphigenia bears in her role as priestess of the cult. At 468-9, the 

Taurian escorts obey her orders and untie the hands of Orestes and Pylades ^^,€^eT€ t m v  

^evoiv %€pajl wj oWej tepo'i /A ĵKer’ Sxri decrfj,ioi. She continues in this authoritative marmer

’°Note vOv as opposed to nph (344). This is an echo o f //ia d  21. 99-113 where Achilles claims to be no 
longer merciful after the death of Patroclus, see Jacobson (2000).
^'349 SoKoCa-’ 'Opea-rrjv fj-TiKed' 'i)Xiov $Xmeiv seems to be an unnecessary explanatory interpolation and is 
rightly excised by both D iggle (1981) and Cropp (2000); Platnauer (1938) retains it but admits ad  loc., that 
it appears to be an interpolation.
^Cropp (2000) 97 inserts the stage direction 'Iphigenia remains while the Chorus sings"-, Kovacs (1999) 
includes no stage direction at this point which implies that he assumes Iphigenia is present throughout.
^^Cf Andromache’s entrance with hands bound 2AAndr. 501, which marks her transition from suppliant to 
captive, with her life in danger.
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470-1 vaou €<rco crzeixovTei; €UTp€m^ere\ a  xP'h napoucri koa vofj,ll^€Ta.i. The sequence

o f thought as revealed by these consecutive lines indicates that Iphigenia must still be 

speaking to the Taurian escorts here, who leave the stage having unbound the prisoners. It 

is conceivable that Iphigenia sends other attendants into the temple, but it makes more sense 

for the Taurian guards to be absent in order to provide the dramatic opportunity to move 

towards a recognition and conspiracy scene as the three Greeks remain alone on stage, with 

only the presence o f  Iphigenia’s attendants and the sympathetic chorus to contend with '̂*. 

Other attendants guard Orestes and Pylades while Iphigenia fetches her letter at 642, and 

these leave at 724^^

In answer to Iphigenia’s question (492-3) mrepo^ o p ’ utuov kvSad' (oi ôiJi,a(riLei’oi;\ 

riuAa^ijj KeKXTjrai; rode iMadeTv npcbrov 6eXo), Orestes points at Pylades replying 494 o^’, e’l zi 

Brf] croi t o u t ’ e v  (jbcbdeTv. It is crucial for dramatic tension that Iphigenia does not

recognize the name ‘Pylades’, but does not yet learn that o f Orestes. Having ascertained 

that the pair are from her homeland, Iphigenia strikes a deal with them. She will spare one if 

he brings her deXrog back to Argos (578ff.).

642: exit Iphigenia into the temple, while her attendants guard Orestes and Pylades, with 

Iphigenia having voiced her intent to fetch her BeXrog 636-8 aXX’ eTfii, SeXrou r ’ ek 6ea$

avaxTopcovl o'lcrto \(to the a ttendants) ^•jXa.a-a-er a^oug, npocmoXoi, arep. Here,

dramatic opportunity is provided for Orestes and Pylades to discuss Iphigenia in her absence 

which furthers the development o f dramatic tension. We know from the previous exchange 

that Orestes and Pylades believe Iphigenia to be dead 564-5 I<̂ . t« duyarpog

ecrri t i j  Xoyog; Op. ye, nXiiv davoucrav oux opav <j>aog. The time given to them here

alone leaves them free to question her identity (660 t/V ecrriv veavig;), and argue over who 

should be the one to live, both reinforcing their ignorance o f Iphigenia’s true plight and 

heightening the sensation o f danger through debating and finally deciding (674-722) that 

Orestes should be the one to die (unbeknownst to all, at the hands o f  his sister)^®. This 

danger o f  Orestes being slaughtered under the supervision o f his sister is very real until the 

recognition scene and is consolidated by the visual evidence o f the sacrificial altar.

Kovacs’ (1999) stage direction at 471w hich reads "exit some o f  the servants into the temple', tliough 
he doesn’t specify whether or not these are the Taurian guards or other temple attendants.
^^Bain (1981) 37 understands the sequence of events as I do: ‘(1) After 468ff„ Orestes and Pylades are 
released from their bonds and the men who brought them go into the temple; (2) Attendants are told to 
guard Orestes and Pylades till Iphigenia returns (638f.); (3) These attendants depart when Iphigeneia 
returns and dismisses them (725f)’. There are clearly two groups of attendants, though see Bain (1981) 
37-8 on the confusion in the commentaries.
^®0n the bond of friendship that exists between Orestes and Pylades, see ch. 3.3, 61-2.
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724: enter Iphigenia from the temple with the tablet. She orders the attendants to go inside 

725-6 aneXSed’ Ka'i napevTpeml^eTel Tavhov ptoAovreg toT̂  €<̂ e(7Taxri cr(f)ay'fj. The three are 

now completely alone, apart from the presence o f  the chorus, and free to orchestrate their 

plan^ .̂ The BeXro ,̂ which Iphigenia has brought back on stage with her, and which will now  

become a major focus for audience attention, had been written for her by a sacrificial victim, 

an aixiJ^aXojrog (585), who pitied her (o/Kr/paj 584). He wrote the letter for her before he 

was sacrificed, judging that Iphigenia was not guilty (585-7). The letter/ writing-tablet is an 

unusually small and novel prop, exploited particularly by Euripides to very different effect in 

three o f  his extant plays, Hipp., IT  and lA , and also in several fragmentary plays’*. Euripides 

was the only one o f  the three great tragedians to develop the association between writing 

and immutability, whether positive or negative, by making the letter a material object on 

stage. In H ipp., the letter and its message represent the striking lack o f  communication that 

pervades this play’®, and in Hipp. the tablet is destructive. In lA  the tablet which we actually 

see on stage is intended as salutory (as opposed to the one previously sent, outside dramatic 

time, which was deceptive), but ultimately fails to fiilfill this function because it is 

intercepted, and the message from the first tablet sent remains unchanged. In IT, the 

message contained in the folds o f  the tablet becom es articulated in words by the 

m essage-giver herself and thus the written word is opened to questions which can be 

answered by the person in authority. Indeed, Iphigenia is  questioned and repeatedly 

interrupted, much to her annoyance, as she attempts to recount what the letter explains (c f  

772, 777, 780).

The main dramatic function o f  the tablet in IT  is to precipitate the recognition 

scene. In the build up to this recognition scene, tension mounts and becomes embodied in 

the physical stage-property o f  the deXro<; which seems on the point o f  being handed over to 

Pylades from Iphigenia’s entrance at 727, but the exchange is delayed, first by Iphigenia’s 

demand o f  an oath*°, and secondly by her decision to recount the contents o f  the tablet*'.

’’ it is possible that some attendants remain, but unlikely given the situation of urgency and secrecy. If 
attendants do remain they must be inconspicuous and are certainly irrelevant to the action.
’* Aeschylus and Sophocles tend to use the image of the tablet as a metaphor for committing something to 
memory. Sophocles makes actual reference to a letter in his Trachiniai, but this is never produced as a stage 
property . Euripides’ use of the deltas as a prop stems from his interest in literacy and in the contrast 
between the spoken word, and the written word, see Torrance (forthcoming).
’’ See Taplin (1978) 95.
*°There are several instances in tragedy where physical contact is required to bind two parties in an oath 
(e.g. S. Trach. I ISlfif., E. Ale. 1115ff.), but this is probably not the case here. There no evidence for contact 
in the text, and Iphigenia’s disgust and indignant response to Orestes’ embrace may further suggest an 
absence of physical contact during the oath-making, see p. 25, below.
*'A similar tension is built up repeatedly in S. Phil, surrounding the handing over of the title character’s 
bow; see Taplin (1971).
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Attention is drawn repeatedly to the tablet throughout this scene by use o f  deictic pronouns 

which engage audience attention closely around this point o f the stage*^. Gesturing towards 

this prop, unusually small by Greek standards, would have been important in emphasizing its 

significance to an audience, many o f whom may not have been able to see it quite clearly. 

When Iphigenia reveals her identity, Pylades can then lightheartedly take the tablet from her 

and pass it to Orestes, which he must do at 791-2 saying idou, <j>epco croi MXrov anodiBcoiii re, I 

’Opecrra, -rrjcr̂ e Kacriyi^-nQg Tzapa. There is no other obvious or logical point for him to 

come into possession o f the tablet.

In IT  it is very doubtfijl whether any o f  the characters are proposed to be literate 

themselves. Iphigenia could not write herself and does not seem to be able to read. She says 

at 761 Aoyfp ^paaoj aoi, which does not indicate that she actually reads from the tablet” . 

And there is no suggestion that Pylades could read it himself to reveal the message. The 

only proposed solution is for Iphigenia to explain. But the fact that Euripides uses the 

tablet, albeit through the medium of seemingly illiterate protagonists, to construct a 

recognition scene represents a different angle o f  investigation into the relationship between 

the written and the spoken word. The spoken word here supersedes the written both in 

importance and in the extraction o f positive results. In Hipp. and I  A, no good comes out o f 

the written word itself for different reasons in each play. In IT, the silent written word is a 

threat. It conceals the identities o f the characters from each other, but the spoken word 

reveals the truth and can be elaborated through discussion. The voice that screams from the 

tablet at Hipp. 877 is not the truth, but there is no way to question it*"*.

This concept o f literacy and the qualities o f the written word, be they positive or 

negative, which seem to have intrigued Euripides, are developed in IT  through the spoken 

account taking precedence over the written record and making it redundant. In terms o f 

plot, the tablet and its message create the opportunity for the recogition scene to develop. It 

is Orestes who lays the tablet aside after being handed it by Pylades, indicating that it is now 

void, 793 TTcipeig de ’ypofifidrcop diarrTux^i- Such a small prop can easily be discarded 

unnoticed on the stage. He rushes to embrace his sister at 797 after exclaiming 795-7 w 

(^(AxaTTj /xoi (T vyyov ', e/crreTrATj-y/i.evojI o/aws cr’ a n lc m {) n ep i^a X d iv  /3pa%/ov«l 6$ Tepi//iv e7ju.i, 

nu66fjb€voq dau(juaa~r’ e^oi. But Iphigenia, who has not recognized the true identity o f  Orestes,

*^Cf. 727, 733, 735, 744, 745, 764, 767, 786, 787.
” Cf. the Old Man in lA , who must hear Agamemnon explain the contents of the letter for his spoken word 
to tally with the written 117-8; note also lA 113= IT  761 Ao^v 4>pa,(ru <roi.
*^The superiority of the spoken word over the written develops here, in the examples from tragedy, in a way 
which is echoed in Plato’s Phaedrus. The dialogue ends with a discussion of the inferiority of books and 
wiriting in general to oral discussion, precisely because the written word cannot be questioned, and this 
reflects the growing engagement with issues of literacy and orality at the end of the fifth century BC.
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indignantly pulls away and his embrace catches her robes but ultimately falls short, 798-9  

§Ev’, OU ^iKaiojg TTĵ  6eou TTjv np6cmoXov\ ad'iKTOî  nepi^aXdyv -neTrXoig xepa^^ .̂ After

listening to Orestes’ proofs, however, she relents and embraces him at 827-8 w ( /̂'AraT’- 

ouSev aAAo, (^/AraToj yap e7-l e%oj (t ', ’Opeora*®. They hold each other until Iphigenia releases 

him when she turns to address the chorus some lines later at 842 aroTrov -rĵ ovav eXa^ov, m 

(f)iXai.

This recognition scene is most readily comparable with those o f  Orestes and

Electra in Cho. and the two Electras^^. In all three recognition scenes between Orestes and

Electra, the recognition is orchestrated and controlled by Orestes from the outset. In IT  the

force o f  fate and coincidence reveals the identities o f  the Greeks in IT  rather than the careful

planning o f  Orestes. The spontaneous rushed embrace which makes Iphigenia rebuke

Orestes detracts from any cunning quality typically associated with Orestes**, while also

reinforcing Iphigenia’s chastity and status in her role as priestess. During this recognition

scene between Orestes and Iphigenia, when the pair discuss Pylades (915ff.), the use o f

deictic pronouns referring to him is striking (915, 916, 917, 918, 920). This has the effect o f

excluding him from this intimate and personal moment for the siblings and detaches him

from the immediate family bond which joins brother and sister through blood.

After the three have decided on a plan o f  action, Iphigenia supplicates the chorus

to keep silent about their scheme. At 1068-70, she addresses them in turn saying, aAAo. Trpoj

ere ae Ka'i cr’ I k v o u ^m i i , ere §e <j)lX'r)i; TTap7]l̂ ô \ yovarajv re Kai twv ev 6̂/j,oicri <j)iXra,Ta)v.

Iphigenia’s description o f  her supplication conforms to what Gould terms ‘the ritual act in

its ‘complete’ or strongest form’*®. That the supplication here is in its most formal terms

suggests that Iphigenia’s supplication o f  the chorus may be, at least partly, a physical act^.

*^Cf. Electra’s initial rejection of Orestes at E. El. 223, and Helen’s of Menelaus in Hel. 567, where both 
women are appalled by the advances of their unrecognized philoi.
*®Embraces are part of the convention of recognition scenes, see Kaimio (1988) 35-9 for discussion and 
parallels.
*^For a more detailed discussion of the recognition scene, see ch. 3.3.
**Pylades is presented as the more cunning and rational of the two friends in IT, with Orestes characterized, 
in contrast, by emotion, see ch. 3, 50, and 62-3 for further discussion.
*®Compare perhaps the best known description of traditional supplication, that of Zeus by Thetis in Iliad  1, 
500-502. Here Thetis stretches up to Zeus’ chin with her right hand, while crouching at his feet and 
touching his knees with her left hand. Gould (1973) 76 comments ‘The significant elements in this 
sequence of actions are those of lowering the body and croucliing (sitting or kneeling), of physical contact 
with knees and chin, and of kissing. O f these gestures, only touching the knee is found exclusively in the act 
of supplication, and we shall see supplication in some sense can be said to take place without any of them, 
but together they constitute the ritual act in its ‘complete’ or strongest form’. O f these actions, the only one 
not mentioned is kissing, though it is possible that Iphigenia made to kiss the hand of a chorus-member 
during her supplication.
^Supplication is not always physical, c f  e.g. Odysseus’ figurative supplication of Nausicaa in Odyssey 
4.141ET., on which see Gould (1973) 77; Kaimio (1988) 56 believes that Iphigenia’s supplication here must 
remain figurative, but there may be an element of actual physical supplication also, particularly if a
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A physical supplication would highlight the immediate danger of the situation, and the 

formality of Iphigenia’s supplication indicates the seriousness of her desire to escape. My 

understanding of the staging at this point is that Iphigenia is in close proximity to the chorus 

on or by the steps communicating with the orchestra, though she is still above their levef'. 

With Iphigenia on a slightly higher level than the chorus-members, she will not be obscured, 

and can be positioned quite close to them^ .̂ The chorus-members she appeals to will be on 

either side of her, sideways-on to the audience, so as to be able to communicate with 

Iphigenia without having their backs to the audience. She falls to the ground at 1068 as she 

starts her appeal. She will then reach up towards the right hand of one chorus member, then 

a second, then a third, then a fourth, and reach up to their face before motioning to the 

knees of the fifth member. It is not necessary for her to physically touch each one, it may 

suffice for her to outstretch a hand, but she may physically clasp that of the chorus-member 

nearest to her, and simply motion to those who are further away. This piece of staging is 

unique in extant tragedy, but the action of throwing oneself to the ground is one favoured 

by Euripides^^ Iphigenia rises at the encouraging words o f the chorus in response to her 

entreaty, 1075 dapcrei, <1)1X7) Secmoiva, Kai a-<l)̂ ou /xovov. She wishes the chorus well, then 

turns to address Orestes and Pylades at 1079 saying o-ov epyov 'fjd'r} Kal crou ela-^aheii/

They obey her and exit. She follows them into the temple at 1088, after her prayer to the 

goddess.

1152: enter Thoas, with attendants, from eisodos A ^he town). His arrival is not directly 

announced but has been suggested by Iphigenia at 1080-1 a.irrlx' -rtjcr̂ e Koipauo^ 

%6o v o 5,1 dva-'iav ei Karelpyacrrai %kvuiv. This builds up dramatic tension before the

arrival of Thoas. Up to this late point in the play, the only non-Greek to appear has been the 

minor character o f the Herdsman. Thoas, the barbarian king, is therefore the first, and in 

fact the only barbarian character of noble rank in the play. There is no direct reference made 

to any barbarian costume in IT, and Euripides does not seem to favour designating

chorus-member is in close pro.vimity.
^'On my understanding of the raised stage, see n. 5, above.
^^This passage of IT  has been used to argue against the use of a raised stage (e.g. Pickard-Cambridge (1946) 
57). However, tliis supplication or indeed any interaction between chorus and actors can easily be effected 
through the use of steps connecting the orchestra with the stage. In Hecuba, the title character falls to the 
ground at 438 and lies prostrate until 505. throughout the first stasimon (444-483), see further Mossman 
(1999) 57-8. Without a raised platfomi characters who fall to the ground will be obscured by the 
chorus-members, and will not be clearly visible to the most important spectators, those in the proedria, who 
will be seated at roughly the same level as the orchestra (c f Csapo and Slater (1995) 82 ‘there is 
no. ..change of elevation between the front seats (proedria) and the orchestra’).
^^See Mossman (1999) 57-8 and n.37.
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foreigners by specific distinction either in speech or in dress®̂ . However Thoas may have 

worn the distinctive Asian cap and trousers. This is how he is depicted in vase-paintings, 

where he also holds a sceptre^^ A sceptre is not mentioned in the text, but it is probable that 

Thoas had some attribute which distinguished him as the king, and a sceptre would be most 

appropriate for this purpose.

1156: enter Iphigenia from the temple, ?alone’ ,̂ announced by the chorus, and holding the

carved statue of Artemis in her arms. This prompts Thoas’ astonishment 1156-8 ea'\ t! ro^e

lx,eTalpen; ef aKivTjTOJv ^a6pcov,\ ’Aya^e/xyovog naT, 6eS^ a ja X ii' ev wAeva.15; Thoas must make

a move towards Iphigenia as he says these lines to which she responds, 1159 ava^, ex cl̂ ou

no^a (Tov ev napacTTacnv (i.e. ‘Do not come any further forward’). He does as Iphigenia asks

and proceeds to question her as to her actions and intentions, and she moves the deception

plot forward with her answers and explanations. The stichomythia between the two change

to antilahe at 1203 as the pace of the action quickens® ,̂ Thoas must have at least three

servants in attendance. At 1205, Thoas orders two into the temple to fetch some ropes with

which to tie Orestes and Pylades (It ’ em dea-pi,a., np6(moXoi), and Iphigenia asks that they

bring the prisoners back outside (1206), then the third is ordered back into the town to

announce that all should stay inside for fear of contamination o f pollution at 1211 crreTxe km

crinhaive trv. He exits through eisodos A. The servants of Thoas who are to accompany

Iphigenia and guard the prisoners, must be the same two who have been sent into the

temple to tie Orestes and Pylades up. Iphigenia asks for some of Thoas’ men to accompany

her because she is anxious to seem mistrustflil of the strangers. She first asks that the

servants be bound, even though Thoas asks quite logically -not cr’ eK^uyoiev av; (1204). So

when Iphigenia asks for some of his men to be sent with her, and Thoas replies 1208 oi2'

o^iap-rqcroua-i aoi, he must point in the direction of the temple from which these men have yet

to emerge. It is conceivable that Thoas assigns some other attendants to escort Iphigenia,

^See Bacon (1961) 121-7.
barbarian costume and evidence from vase-paintings, see p. 20n.68.

^Iphigenia may be attended here, but she is about to lead the procession off the stage, which requires 
several attendants to carry the various accoutrements included in the ceremonial procession. This may mean 
that she enters alone and that the attendants follow her out of the temple. A further factor which seems to 
suggest Iphigenia is unattended at this point is that she is standing right in the doorway of the temple. This 
is evident from 1159 where she asks Thoas not to come forward past the doorposts. This means that she is 
effectively blocking the exit for attendants here. Iphigenia must move out of the way at least before 1205 to 
allow Thoas’ servants to enter the temple.
^^Hogan (1997) 120-121 comments quite rightly on this passage of antilabai: ‘The complex effect of 
intertwined speech that the series of suspended statements creates enhances the tone of the dialogue from 
mere request-and-assent to fervent conspiracy’ and what he calls a ‘feverish tone’. However, I do not agree 
that the antilabai help ‘to portray Thoas as an enthusiastic dupe and as Iphigenia’s willing agent’. Thoas is 
enthusiastic, but is motivated by his piety, not his stupidity. On Thoas’ character, see further ch. 5.1.
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but it seems logical that the henchmen who put fetters on Orestes and Pylades should act as 

the bodyguards in the exit procession.

Throughout this conversation, Iphigenia holds the statue o f Artemis in her arms. 

Statues, like altars, are not infrequent props in Greek tragedy. In IT, however, both the altar 

(as we have seen above) and the statue are exploited most unconventionally and 

innovatively. Instead o f  being a constant prop, as the statue almost invariably is in other 

plays®*, this statue appears three quarters o f the way through the play. It is considerably 

smaller than the usual free-standing statue, at the base o f which characters often fall in 

supplication, as it is small enough to be carried in Iphigenia’s arms. The production of the 

cult statue at this late stage in the play emphasizes its absence up to this point. Indeed the 

sibling deities, Artemis and Apollo, patrons o f the mortal siblings Iphigenia and Orestes, 

who are the strongest link between the human level and the divine in this play, are notably 

absent” . The presence o f the statue o f Artemis on stage serves as a reminder o f the 

goddess’ patronage, and guides the audience to expect her intervention if there is to be any 

divine epiphany in the play'°®. Just as the statue is silent, however, so the goddess remains 

silent and it is Athena who will appear to resolve the situation. Inside the stage-building is 

Iphigenia’s domain, and that o f Artemis. When the statue has been removed from the 

sanctuary, however, the temple becomes devoid o f function, for the cult statue embodies the 

essence o f the temple'®'. Thus Iphigenia takes control o f the essence o f the interior space as 

she leaves it, reinforcing her absolute control o f the theatrical space in contrast to Orestes 

and Pylades who are, in a sense, at her mercy, and also with Thoas and his retinue who are 

blind to Iphigenia’s convincing deceit.

1222: enter Orestes and Pylades from the temple, escorted by Thoas’ men and announced 

by Iphigenia. They are bound and their heads are veiled with garments (1207 KpSra 

KpvilvLvrei; nenXoicnuy^ .̂ Thoas pulls his cloak over his eyes when they come out, as

®*Statues feature in A. £uw.(though the statue may not be constant in this play, see Taplin (1977) 377), A. 
H it, Sept., E. Hipp. ; on tlie statue of Artemis in this play as a xoanon, see further ch. 6.1, 138-9.
” 0 n  the absence of the patron deities in the exodos, see ch. 6.3, 149-52.
'°®In Hippolytus where Artemis’ statue is worshipped, she is the deity who appears to resolve the action in 
the exodos.
'“‘Cf Burkert (1985) 88 ‘The temple is the dwelling place, naos, of the deity; it houses the 
anthropomorphic cult image’. That Iphigenia dwells in the temple is made explicit at IT  65-6.
'^^Halleran (1985) investigates the fonnal dramatic structure for announced or unannounced entrances in 
Euripides, which is a very worthwhile exercise, but I cannot agree with his analysis of this entrance where 
he says of Orestes and Pylades, 17 'they are announced in iambic trimeter, but no special attention is drawn 
to their entrance’. In making this remark, Halleran completely ignores the visual aspect of the stagecraft, for 
at this point, Orestes and Pylades enter with their heads covered in contrast to the other characters on stage 
which can only draw attention to them.
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Iphigenia instructs him 1218 [y(p'ri\ -ne-nXov 6yi,̂ ai,TUiv ■npodecrBa.t, and he understands 

immediately that this is to avoid pollution (ju-ij i-naXa^t.vaAov Xa^coi). They are followed by

the temple attendants, carrying deSi  ̂ Kocr̂ ioug, and veoyvov^ t ’  apva^ as sacrificial animals'^, 

along with o-Aaj AoftTr-a^wv''^ and ra  t ’  aAA’. Although this is not the finale, the procession 

is extremely lavish and comparable in grandeur only to that which brings the Oresteia to a 

close'“ . Aeschylus’ procession serves a very different purpose, however. It is a positive 

culmination o f events and an effective glorification o f Athens. This procession in IT  on the 

other hand, is a sham, and every step taken by it runs the risk o f discovery. It is no joyous 

procession, either, with two o f the main participants bound and veiled. The stage must be 

quite crowded at this point, which suggests that Iphigenia starts leading the procession after 

she announces the entrances from the temple, and as she is proclaiming her warning to the 

citizens and praying to Artemis (1226-33). As she does so, the other characters will fall into 

line behind her, and Thoas exits into the temple with his attendants and bolts the doors 

behind him. Thoas is following Iphigenia’s order at 1216 (Lyvtcrov yi.eXa8pov. He must

bolt the temple doors behind him for the next scene to be effective: the M essenger will 

arrive seeking Thoas and banging on the closed doors. The fact that Thoas is veiled as he 

exits into the skene emphasizes his good faith, and how completely deceived he has been by 

Iphigenia. Just as he is physically blind at this moment, having drawn his cloak to cover his 

face, so also he is metaphorically blind to  Iphigenia’s deception. The procession exits 

through eisodos B'®®. As it leaves, Iphigenia’s control o f the situation is reinforced by the 

staging. N ot only does she lead the procession, but all the male characters who are not 

servants are veiled (Thoas, Orestes and Pylades) and very much under her control'®^.

'°^Lambs are appropriate sacrificial offerings given the circumstances, since the blood of a lamb could be 
used as a substitution for the blood of a killer, see Parker (1983) 372; c f  A. Eum. 1006f for sacrificial 
animals on stage and Taplin (1977) 412.
'°^here is no reason to doubt that the torches were alight, c f  Taplin (1977) 413 on the torches used in 
Eum.', torches are also used in E. Tro. 298-352 and Hel. 865-872. This last example in which the Eg>'ptian 
priestess purifies the air and the ground with torches is a striking contrast to the situation in IT. In IT a 
Greek priestess perfonns a Greek ritual in a barbarian land using torches appropriate for worshipping 
Artemis who is called the ‘torch-bearing goddess’ at line 21 (on the significance of this, see ch. 3.1, 39). In 
Hel. a barbarian (Egyptian) priestess perfonns a barbarian ritual using torches (Greeks did use fire for 
purification (e.g. Od. 22. 480-501), but did not normally purify the air (c f Hdt. 2.37 on Egyptians obsessed 
with purity).
'“ On the grandeur of the procession in Eum., see Taplin (1977) 410-15; Aristophanes’ Frogs also ends 
with a torch-lit procession, but there is no mention of other ritual items.
'°^ h e procession exits towards the more remote part of the beach (eisodos B) where the ship lies at anchor. 
The fact that an attendant was sent to the town to announce that all citizens should stay indoors simply 
emphasizes tlie danger of pollution and its potential to reach the whole community, and does not imply that 
the fugitives exit through eisodos A.
'°^0n Iphigenia as a female controlling the males, see ch. 5.2 passim.
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But I need to defend my acceptance of the manuscript reading of xputrci) in 1216, 

which all recent editors emend to Purification by gold is mentioned in various

ancient sources, although it is never explained exactly how this was carried out'*” . Parker 

conjectures that ‘it was perhaps [a] sprinkling of water from a gold vessel’"®. This does not 

seem wholly satisfactory, for if purification by gold is in effect purification by water, why 

does Pindar, for example, draw such a contrast between the two (n. 109)? There is no firm 

basis for much interpretation here. The text of IT  helps us towards gaining a picture of this 

enigmatic ritual, in that in the context of the play, it seems unlikely that purification by gold 

should entail gold offerings of some kind, since Thoas is sent to purify the temple forthwith, 

without any chance to obtain such offerings. Indeed this is confirmed to a certain extent by 

the fact that offerings are not mentioned by sources in connection with this purification by 

gold. However, if we are to reconcile the Pindaric description, it should ‘shine out like a 

blazing fire in the night’. Although I am not convinced that water was involved in this ritual, 

Parker must be right in assuming that gold vessels are used in the process. This fact may 

also be implied by IT. We note that although the ritual vessel used to pour libations by 

Iphigenia during the parodos is made of gold, there is no mention of gold vessels in the 

mock procession, in spite of a clearly lavish array o f ritual items listed (e.g. torches and 

sacrificial lambs at 1223-4). This may point to the use of such gold vessels in the 

purificatory ritual which must stay within the temple at this point for the purification by gold 

to take place.

1283: enter the barbarian Messenger, all battered and bruised from eisodos B. He wears a 

mask which shows injuries to his face and may wear the distinctive barbarian cap and 

trousers. He draws Thoas’ attention to his wounds at 1366 ra  deiua TrAij-yptar’ -ijv 'yeveiadcoî . 

He enters in a hurry to find Thoas. The chorus-women manage to stall him for nearly 

twenty lines, but it is not long before he is pounding on the temple-door and calling out to

'”*1 include Platnauer (1938), Strohm (1949), Diggle (1981), Sansone (1981), Kovacs (1999), Cropp (2000). 
'^Cf. Pin. Oi. 1.1-2 ’'Aipi(nov nev uSojp, 6 Se %pu(r6̂  aWo/nevoi/ mpl are Siarrpenei vukt'i fjueyavop^; s^oxa, ttAoutou; 
this passage is particularly appropriate to the development o f the image o f gold in IT  (which is positively 
resolved in human terms at this point in the play) in its singling out o f this type o f gold as ‘above haughty 
wealth’; c f  ch. 4.2. Compare the following passage of lamblichus’ On the Pythagorean Way o f  Life 153: 
■napayyeT^ei de, ei/ fep<J av rt aKouo'wi' aT/j.a y e i^ a t ,  r) •xp̂ <rQ> V SaXarvj] Tzepippaivea^ai, Trpwrtp yevofjiev(p koa 
<t(5> KOL}J\.l(n(f) Twv oiniov, (rradfnofievii) rr)v rwv anavTwi'. Here note the reference to blood being spilt 
in a temple, which coincides with the idea of blood pollution in the temple o f JT, and the specification of sea 
water. C f also inscriptions from Kos dating from the third century BC: 154 A 29, 30, 44 and B 2, 4, 6, 15, 
26 in Sokolowski (1969).
" “Parker (1983) 228.
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his king and the attendants, 1304-6 <onj, %cxAaT6 KX ijdpa- roTg ev^ov X eya i-I  Kai decm orj)

CTTJ/ATJl'afl’ OUV€k’ €V  TTuAttljl TTOpei/XI KaiVMH <{>6prOV a,'Y'Y€?\X(OV KaKMV.

1311: enter Thoas from the temple. He calls out for a pursuit launched by all the citizens 

(1422) who should put reins on their horses (1423). This cannot apply to the servants 

attending him, who will not count as citizens, but this seems to be a general cry of 

frustration and intent and he does not actually send anyone off. It is assumed that the 

citizens hear him'", however, as Athena later asks Thoas to call off his armed pursuit 

(1437). Thoas’ anger and his astonishment at the Messenger’s narrative illustrate the 

success of the deception.

1435: enter Athena unannounced on the roof Athena may be distinguished by one of her 

usual attributes, perhaps a helmet or the aegis"^, or both, though neither is specified in the 

text. In any case she announces her identity at the beginning o f her speech, 1456 aKouaov 

Tijcr '̂ 'Ad^vaia^ Xoyoug. Although an entrance on the roof does not necessarily entail the use

of the mechane, 1487-9 suggest that Athena may be airborne. She says, as she is leaving i t ’ , 

S) TTVoa/, vauadX oure  tov  ’Ayap.eiMvovoi^l iraTB’ e/$ ’A6nr)vag" av^/jzopeucro^at ey w l <r(l)l^oucr’ 

aBeX<i»iĵ  -rrĵ  crefjuvov Another possibility is that Athena may remain suspended

rather than alighting onto the roof This might tie in well with her address to the absent 

Orestes and Iphigenia, and emphasize the supernatural carrying of her v o ice 'M as tro n a rd e  

includes this instance in the cases for which he advocates the use of the crane, comparing IT  

to Helen. The simultaneous appearance of two actors playing the Dioscuri at the end of 

Helen convinces Mastronarde of the need for a mechane in this play. The structural 

similarities between these two plays leads him to conclude the use of the crane in IT  also"". 

However, Hourmouziades, who also compares these two plays, stating that ‘common to 

both cases is the need to convey the impression o f suddenness to the audience as well as to 

the persons on stage’ decides that, in the case of IT, ‘the slow procedure of a 

mechane-appearance should be precluded’"^ Although there is no firmly conclusive 

evidence, use o f the mechane seems appropriate in the context of travelling, and I do agree 

with Mastronarde that a mechane was probably used. The use o f the crane seems to have 

been gaining in popularity at the end of the fifth century as is attested by references in

"'See p. 18n,61 above.
"^Cf. E. Ion 1580 and A. Eum. 404 where Athena is wearing her aegis. 
"^Cropp (2000) ad  1435-89 notes both of these possibilities. 
"■^Mastronarde (1990) 283.
"^Hourmouziades 167.
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Aristophanes"®. As regards the suddenness demanded by Hourmouziades, it can easily be 

effected with regard to the characters. Thoas is the only one for whom the appearance need 

be sudden and there is no way he would be able to see Athena approach, no matter how 

slow the machinery, unless he turned around and looked up, which he has no reason to do. 

The chorus are in a distracted state o f lament fearing both for their mistress and for their 

own fates, and Thoas himself is otherwise frantically engaged in trying to organize the 

armed pursuit o f the escapees. For the spectators, in turn, it is no less exciting to have a 

slow entrance by Athena, as we wait anxiously for the characters to acknowledge her 

presence and for the resolution o f the plot. The fact that Thoas must be taken aback by 

Athena’s sudden entry emphasizes his god-fearing nature, as he immediately heeds her 

words in spite o f being in a state o f rage. Athena makes her exit, flying away on the crane, 

at 1491.

1496: Exeunt omnes.

"®Cf. e.g. C/ouJj 218-37 (produced 423), Peace  173-76 (produced 421), B irds  1202 (produced 414).
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3. Characterization

Euripides’ characters have often been criticized for their inconsistency, particularly 

for seemingly abrupt changes o f  heart, and more generally, Greek tragedy has often been 

treated as not essentially concerned with character’. Like the recurrent complaint that 

Euripidean choruses are poorly integrated and irrelevant to their plays (which will be 

addressed in the following chapter)^, these criticisms can also be traced to Aristotle^. That 

Aristotle disregards the importance o f  characterization in Greek tragedy has been 

highlighted as very questionable indeed by Mossman, among others, who argues 

convincingly that the statement o f  priorities made in the P oetics  (that character is secondary 

to plot) ‘implies as plainly as anything is made plain in the P oetics  that while plot is 

indispensable, character is scarcely less so if  the plot is to be intelligible’'* In analysing IT, I 

hope to  show that characterization is indeed extremely important for the development o f  the 

play.

This chapter will deal with the Greek characters o f  the drama, namely Iphigenia, 

Orestes and Pylades. The barbarian characters and their relationship with the Greeks will be 

touched on briefly here where appropriate, but will be fully discussed in ch. 5.1. Iphigenia is 

the central and most powerfiil character in this play. We have glimpsed at one o f  her 

defining characteristics in the preceding chapter, her absolute control o f  the stage action, 

particularly in the second half o f  the play. There are two defining aspects to Iphigenia’s 

character: her failed marriage and her status as priestess. To avoid overlap, the latter strand

’ Cf. Goldhill (1990) 111-112 on the influential Tycho von Wilamowitz and his followers, ‘for whom any 
demonstration of character is absolutely subordinate to ‘dramatic effect” , with Euripides as ‘the dramatist 
who is most often accused of ..sacrificing consistency or credibility of characterization to a desire for good 
plots or even just good rhetorical arguments’. However, engagement with characterization in Greek 
literature predates tragedy considerably (see e.g. Taplin (1990) and (1992)). Furthermore, Easterling (1973) 
5-6 and passim shows that dramatic technique is only meaningful when is it also intelligible in human 
terms; c f  also Easterling (1977) who uses support from ancient sources to show that Sophocles is indeed 
profoundly concerned with creation of character.
 ̂ I argue that the choral odes of IT and the chorus as a character are in fact extremely important to the 

development of the play and very carefully constructed by Euripides; other scholars have shown the same to 
be true about choruses in other Euripidean plays, e.g. Allan (2000) 196-232 onAndr. and Mossman (1999) 
69-93 on Hec.
 ̂ See Poetics 1454a32; here Aristotle complains specifically about Iphigenia’s character in lA. The 

characters of this play, especially Iphigenia, Menelaus and Agamemnon arguably have the most powerful 
changes of heart of any Euripidean or indeed ancient tragic character, but this is a particular feature of lA 
(cf. Griffin (1990) 140, 143-49).

See also Poetics 1449b36-1450a7; this passage of Aristotle has been traditionally interpreted as implying 
that character is not important in Greek tragedy because it is secondary to plot.

Mossman (1999) 138-9; cf Jones (1962) 29-46, Halliwell (1986) 138-67, Nussbaum (1986) 379, Heath 
(1987) 115-123.
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will be discussed in ch. 6.1. Iphigenia’s relationship with the choms will be analyzed in ch.

4.

3.1 Iphigenia’s Failed Marriage

Although Iphigenia’s sacrifice and the pollution o f the Atreid house are inextricably 

linked, this play separates the two. The lure o f  marriage which gives way to slaughter 

becomes a central element o f paramount importance in the play. The family crimes o f the 

Tantalids are forever lurking in the background, but Iphigenia repeatedly defines herself in 

terms o f her marriage that was betrayed and the death that replaced it. Indeed, it is natural 

that Iphigenia should be much more deeply concerned with her own fate than with the 

misdeeds o f the founding generations o f her line. This dichotomy in importance is reflected 

in the structure o f the prologue speech. The first five lines give a brief account of 

Iphigenia’s lineage. It then takes Iphigenia over twenty lines to relate the events at Aulis 

Iphigenia’s extreme grief and anger are emphasized in her opening speech, and the 

subsequent threnodic parodos, and this mood is retained until the recognition scene.

It is striking that Euripides should devote such a relatively large proportion o f his 

play to repeating the atrocities o f Aulis. Substantial accounts o f Iphigenia’s sufferings are 

found at 6-29, 209-17, 354-77, 853-67, with shorter references at 337-9, 538-9, 565-6, 

770-1, 784-6, 818-21, 920, 992-3, 1082-4, 1418-9 (c f  1113, 1187). But why is Euripides 

so relentless in his reminders o f Aulis? A significant part o f Iphigenia’s grief stems from her 

failed marriage^ The first mention o f the prospective marriage to Achilles is recounted as an 

appendage to events at Aulis at: 24-5 kqa [t,' ’O^i/o’o'ewj re^vaijl #i,7jTpo$ napeiXovr' en! 'ydf/.oig 

’A%(AAeo)j. That Odysseus is responsible for the scheme is not surprising®, but the image o f 

Iphigenia being taken from her mother is quite violent. Not only does it emphasize her

 ̂ Achilles is not implicated among those responsible, just as his character in E, L4 is oblivious to the 
scheme that has used his name and reputation as a lure. Michelakis (2002) 84-5 has argued with regard to 
the M  that ‘the use o f A chilles’ name without his consent is in all likelihood an innovation by Euripides’. If 
this is the case, and given that lA postdates /T , Iphigenia’s suppression o f  A chilles’ involvem ent in her 
sacrifice in IT  once more highlights her desire for him/ marriage; c f  M ichelakis (2002) 188 ‘The Achilles 
o f tragedy can be botli the object o f desire and a desiring subject’. Although M ichelakis overlooks A chilles’ 
importance in IT  (both in terms o f Iphigenia’s failed marriage and as conflated with Thoas - see ch. 5.1) 
and does not include this play in his discussion o f  Achilles in Greek tragedy, nevertheless, his analysis of 
Achilles as object o f desire is very much applicable also in the context o f  IT. In E. H ec., A ch illes’ ghost is 
directly responsible for the sacrifice of Polyxena, see Michelakis (2002) 66-7, 79-83, M ossm an (1995) 31-4.
® C f Brown (1996) 1060 ‘He not only resorts to trickery by necessity but som etim es revels in it, as when he 
boasts of his triumph over the Cyclopes (9. 473-525); and his lying tales on Ithaca are elaborated with relish 
as Athena observes (13. 291-5)’; on the characteristics o f the Odyssean type o f literary figure through tlie 
ages, see Stanford (1963); on the parallel between the end o f IT and the Odyssean boast to the Cyclops, see 
p. 59, below.
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innocence, as a child still dependent on her mother, it also suggests an element o f  unsettling 

intrusion. The next passage which addresses the issue reinforces grief and betrayal, and is in 

fact Iphigenia’s lament at being cheated out o f  marriage (214-221) irmeloi^ <^’> ev Bi p̂oicri \̂ 

ipapoaSoju AuA/Soj hre^a-a i/\ vu/j.<l)au, olfjboi, Suc/vu/Mcjiovi r a j  NTjpeojf Koupa^, a ’lcuA vCv 
a^eivov noirrou §E/Val du(TxopToug o'l'Koug vai(o,\ areKvog am X i^  acJiAoj,! a  iivaa-reudeTo'’

'EAAavwv,*! ou rau  "Apyei ^eXnoucr' "Hpav. The lyric form reflects high emotional 

intensity. The reiteration that there was an unnamed group who enticed her to her death in 

‘they  set me on the sands o f  Aulis’ reinforces the idea o f  a complete conspiracy. It also 

emphasizes Iphigenia’s isolation at the moment o f  her slaughter®, and this is reflected in her 

present plight. The festival o f  Hera, as the patron o f  married women, which is evoked in 

greater detail in Euripides’ Electra'°, is one in which Iphigenia wishes she could participate. 

Like many other tragic heroes and heroines, she wishes for marriage, children, her city and 

friends". She continues her lament 222-8 ou^' 'icrro7  ̂ ev KepKiSi HaXXado<;

cIk mI <Kal> Tiravaiv ttoikiP^ouct''̂ , aAA’I iaiiMoppavriov ûiT(j)6p(x,i'Y'Ya\ |e»Vcuv 

aî Laa-croua-' arav oiicrpav r' aia^ovraiv audav\ o'lKrpov r' eK/SoAXovTOjv ^aKpvov. The

suggestion o f  weaving the image o f  Athena and the Titans must be a reference to the 

peplos, presented to Athena at the Panathenaia'"*. This activity is carried out by older

 ̂ The association made by Foley (1982) 161 between Iphigenia’s arrival on a chariot in LA as perhaps 
‘evoking the ominous arrivals for sacrifical death of Agamemnon and Cassandra at Argos in Aeschylus’ 
Agamemnon, or of Clytemnestra in Euripides’ own Electra' is equally pertinent here.
* Reading line 208 between 220-221. The text here is difficult. Gregoire (1959), Diggle (1981) and Cropp 
(2000) all cut 208 and insert it between 220-21, because (Cropp ad loc.) ‘The line fits well after 220. After 
207 (L) it makes no sense’ (of Diggle (1981a) 96); the manuscript order is retained by Kovacs (1999), but 
he inserts an explanatory line before 208 and reads ^o7ai/ op’ fj.o?pa,v, apioTiovy a  fj.vaa-reudeTo'' 
'EAAai'ojv; Platnauer retains the line position but emends it to tJ.va,<rTeude?(r(/, 'EAAavtov stating ‘the line 
in either position refers to Clytemnestra’; c f  Sansone (1981), who follows Badham, inserting 208 after 209, 
making the line refer to Clytemnestra Qipsum nomen Clytemnestrae videtur respici').

I agree with Diggle (1981) and Cropp (2000) that 208 refers to Iphigenia (not Clytemnestra). The song is 
Iphigenia’s lament at being cheated out of marriage, and her subsequent inability to perform the activities of 
a wife. This is an extremely important aspect of Iphigenia’s character which is developed throughout the 
play.
® Unlike lA , there is no retinue accompanying her from home. Indeed, the women are specifically 
mentioned singing wedding hymns for her in Argos and in the palace (IT  365-9).
'®E. El. esp. 167-212; for its implications in the play as a whole and the character of Electra, see Zeitlin 
(2003).
"L ine 220 is very emphatic; c f  Electra’s lament at Or. 310, where she is iva^eM »; ana,T(np On
tragic characters as without city or friend, and for females, without marriage or children, see Conclusion 
185-6.
'^Note that this tenn is echoed when the chorus describe their longing to participate in wedding dances as 
they used to, wearing -nokunoiKiXa. <j)apea (1150).
'^The text o f 225-6 is slightly corrupt, but different readings do not alter the basic sense: Kovacs (1999) 
reads ‘with blood-stained death of foreign men, death no lyre accompanies, I stain the altars’, and Cropp 
(2000) ‘I inflict a bloody fate, unfit for the lyre, on strangers’. See also Cropp (2000) ad loc. for textual 
problems.
'“’Gantz (1993) 447 explains that ‘Hellenistic and later writers commonly confuse Titans and Gigantes, 
merging them together into one set of opponents for the Olympians’, but clearly the Titanomachy is being
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women, helped by very young girls (the arrhephoroiy^. Like Euripides’ Electra in her name 

play (and indeed, Electra’s character as mentioned in IV^), Iphigenia is unable to take part 

in festivals for married women. O f course, one basic difference between the two cases is 

that Iphigenia is trapped in a foreign land while Electra is still in Greece. But this difference 

is not as important as it first may seem, for in many ways, Euripides’ Electra is also trapped 

in her unconsummated marriage and peasant life. The symbolic death undergone by a 

maiden on her marriage has been experienced literally by Iphigenia (although she has 

ultimately escaped actual death). Like Electra’s Bavacriŷ ov ja^ov (E. El. 247), a ceremony 

of perverted marriage has taken place for Iphigenia, but she remains a virgin and is in effect 

married to death'’.

A direct contrast is set up (and emphasized through shared line position) between 

the destiny Iphigenia could have wished for herself (KaXXi(f)66'yyoi )̂, and the reality of her 

grim predicament (h<r(l»6pfiiyyay^. The horror of the slaughters committed in the cult of 

Artemis is particularly strongly expressed here by Iphigenia. The repetition o f ‘I make 

bloody’ and ‘blood-sprinkling’ is very forceful, and reveals what she originally feared to 

express in the prologue (37)'^. It consolidates the visual blood-imagery o f the set, which has 

been described by Orestes and Pylades at 72-3, and confirms that Iphigenia herself has 

overseen these bloody sacrifices'”. The couplet which ends her description relates the 

tortured end of those who are sacrificed. The syntax of 227 is echoed precisely in 228 which 

further strengthens the message {oitcrpav r' a'laJ^ovriov audavl oiKrpov r' eKjSaAAovrajv 

JttKpuoy), while the repetition of ‘piteous’ once more highlights the horror o f the situation. 

This powerful contrast serves two important purposes. Firstly it develops and underlines 

Iphigenia’s readiness and desire for marriage. Secondly, it confirms for the audience the 

gory reality of the cult, while highlighting Iphigenia’s unhappiness at her part in it.

conflated with the Gigantomachy which was embroidered on the peplos for Athena at IT  222-4, which 
shows that the confusion also occurs well before the Hellenistic period. The conflation also occurs at Hec. 
466-74, see Cropp (2000) ad IT  222-4.
'^See Price (1999) 33.
’®0n the figure of Electra in IT, see 39-40, below.
'’ iphigenia’s marriage as a marriage to Hades is further developed in lA , but c f  the setting of IT  as a kind 
of Hades on which see below ch. 3.2.
'*Cf Iphigenia’s lament for her brother which she describes as oAypoi? (146). As Wilson (2000) 433-4 
argues, such terms indicating the absence of the lyre emphasize the presence of destructive Dionysian aulos 
music, the instrument of tragedy. In IT  the image comes full circle in the second stasimon where Apollo is 
imagined accompanying the Greeks on their voyage home exo)v\ neXaSov eirra-rovou Xupa<; (1128-9). But tliis 
will prove to be a vain hope as Apollo fails to appear.
'^This foreshadows the pattern of refusal to speak, followed later by the divulgence of the information 
(particularly prominent in the recognition scene, where Orestes at first refuses to answer Iphigenia’s 
questions, but then does so after all).
^®Cf / r  403-6 and see ch. 2.1.
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Iphigenia was happy to go to her wedding to Achilles and delighted in her Hfe, as is 

most poignantly revealed in lines 364-8. Far from the Iphigenia o f  Aeschylus who is silent 

and gagged^', Euripides’ Iphigenia remembers how she pleaded with her father using 

precisely the horrifying image o f  the perverted wedding he prepared for her (364-71): 

•na/rep, 1 aicrxpa  T r p o j  a e d ev  b' e jU .e l credev KaTaKrelvoyrog

’Apye7ai r e  vvv\ uiMvovrnv v(j,evaioi(Tiv, a u X en a i M  t t S v I  fieX adpov  o jp te T j  o A A u / x e c r S a  "npo^ 

credev. The force o f the repeated ■npoq a-edev ‘at your hands’ (365 and 368, c f  credev 366) is 

noteworthy. Here it emphasizes Iphigenia’s natural disbelief and anguish that she could be 

so brutally betrayed by her own father, as does the reference to the ritual singing o f  

marriage-hymns by appropriate, but absent, females.

Iphigenia’s failed marriage is recalled as a proof o f  identity by Orestes in the 

recognition scene^l Orestes had previously recalled the ceremony, still unaware o f

Iphigenia’s identity at 538-9; Op aAAwj Aeicrp' eyTjfj,' ev ’AuA/^i.l l(f>. doXia yap, wj '(craxriv

oi TOTTovfloTej. The reference is brief, but nevertheless sums up the two most significant 

features o f  the wedding as repeated throughout the play: the concept o f  a vain marriage and 

the betrayal through deceit. These two characteristics are very much associated with the 

Atreidae throughout the play. By emphasizing the evil dolos  o f  their forefathers, Euripides 

paves the way for the contrasting well-intentioned and god-ordained dolos  o f  Orestes and 

his sister^^

The final reference to the wedding at Aulis comes directly after the recognition 

scene. Picking up from Orestes’ statement at 850-1 yevei ju-ev e^vxovfMev, ej Be o"u#/.(̂ opa$,I w 

(Tvyyov', Bucrruxv  ̂ Iphigenia’s response is very clear. She recalls the greatest

disasters that affected her. Firstly 852-3 €7 ^^’ a  /LtAeos, old’ ore <j>aa-yai/oi>\ bep<̂  ’(jyrjKe (j,oi 

IxeXeo^pcov naTqp. She continues 856-61 avufjbevaio ,̂ (Tvyyov', ’A;;ciAAeaj5 l kXkt'iclv 

XeKTpoiv hoXiav ayo^Ji,av'\ Tcapa Be tjv BaKpua koa 7001.1 <f>eu (j)€Q %epy<j3ajv eKc/Xvoiv

o'l'iMoiy. This passage reveals once more that the lure o f  marriage is vividly present in 

Iphigenia’s mind when she remembers her sacrifice. The revelations o f  364-8 are developed 

here. While the women were singing wedding-hymns in Argos, Iphigenia’s actual arrival in 

Aulis is unsung by joyfiil hymns and accompanied by wailing. This is emphasized by 

Iphigenia herself breaking out into exclamations o f  lament at 861.

^'For further analysis of the Aeschylean sacrifice scene, see ch. 7.1, 166, 182-3.
^^See p. 65, below.

^^Compare also Artemis who ‘stole’ {e^eKXei^ 28) Iphigenia from Aulis and brought her to the Taurian 
land. This is mirrored at the end of the play by Iphigenia stealing the agalma of Artemis and bringing it to 
Greece.
'̂*Cf concept of being well bred, see p. 54, below.
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Iphigenia’s unfullfilled marriage is a real factor in her g rieP . Her status as a virgin

servant o f Artemis adds greatly to the pathos o f her dwelling so significantly on the false

wedding. Artemis is presented as Iphigenia’s salvation in contrast to her murdering father^*’,

but Iphigenia is far from happy in her current situation (c f 36-9). The emphasis on the false

marriage at Aulis serves to reveal the character o f Iphigenia in the first half o f the play. At a

time when she was ripe for marriage, Iphigenia becomes virgin priestess o f  Artemis. Rites o f

marriage and sacrifice both require a voluntary death, either real or symbolic^’. While

Iphigenia was willing to undergo symbolic death to marry Achilles, her accounts o f Aulis

and the appeals she makes to her father in this play show that she was an unwilling victim in

the face o f real death. She laments that her father is killing her (364-71) which implies that

her sacrifice is Involuntary. This is noteworthy in the context o f Euripidean tragedy, whose

sacrificial victims tend to  die voluntarily^*. Seaford"^, among others^”, explains:

‘Marriage and animal sacrifice are analogous. Both impose civilized form, passing through anxiety to joy, 
on the submission and death (symbolic/real) required for natural processes (sex/eating) vital for 
(social/individual) survival. Moreover the bride, like the sacrificial victim, may have a lock of hair cut, is 
led adorned and isolated in procession, the centre of attention, and must consent to the transition’.

We recognize Iphigenia’s situation for the most part in this description. One notable 

exception is that Iphigenia has not ‘passed through anxiety to joy ’, but remains very much 

trapped in a limbo o f anxiety. Furthermore, the suggestion in the play, that Iphigenia does 

not consent to her transition (from life to death) runs contrary to ritual prescription, as 

explained above^'. It is true that Iphigenia does not go so far as to reject her fate outright, 

but her sense o f betrayal is very clear and vocal. The ultimate outcome o f Iphigenia’s 

present fate is that she is neither married nor dead/ married to Hades and remains trapped in 

priesthood and believed dead by all (c f 8, 176, 831). Although unmarried, the land in which

^^O’Brien (1988) 112 notes ‘Aulis means several things to Iphigenia: a betrayal of her hopes for marriage, a 
threat of death, an escape and the beginning of exile’, but he does not develop the theme of betrayed 
marriage further.

Artemis is described as having ‘stolen’ (e^e^Aei/c) Iphigenia from her slaughter (28). Otherwise the verb 
(TvCw is used (784, 1083; c f 1399 where Iphigenia prays to Artemis for salvation once more).
^^See Rose (1925) and Vemant (1980) 137-8.
^*Contrast the voluntary sacrifices of the following Euripidean characters: Alcestis in her name-play, 
Polyxena in Hec., Macaria in Hcl., Menoeceus in Pho., Evadne in Supp., Iphigenia in lA, and probably at 
least one of the daughters in Erechtheus (see Collard et al. (1997) 148-55). On Euripides’ plays of voluntary 
self-sacrifice and the concept of dying for the city, see Wilkins (1990). C f Andromache in her name-play, 
who is willing to give her life to spare her son’s {Andr. 408-12), though both their deaths are ultimately 
averted, and of course, Orestes and Pylades who are both willing to die for each other in IT (674-715). 
’̂ Seaford(1994) 307-8.
“̂C f Vemant (1980) 137-8, Burkert (1983) 62, Foley (1985) 84-6, Bloch (1992) 69.

^'This is one reason why it is so important for Clytemnestra to persuade Agamemnon to walk on the red 
draperies in A. Ag. - his death is presented as a (perverted) sacrifice and his consent to walk on the draperies 
is his consent to death.
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Iphigenia finds herself can be seen as a Hades for Greeks, a land of death in effect, since any 

strangers are slaughtered^^. Furthermore the associations between Iphigenia/Artemis and 

Hecate (linked with crossroads, transitions, ghosts of the dead and Hades) that were current 

in fifth century Greece make this hypothesis all the more appealing^\ One difference 

between the two goddesses is that Hecate always carries torches and never a bow, while 

Artemis can carry either. But we note that in IT, Artemis is described (21) as 4>(ocr̂ 6p(i) 6e^. 

This is the very first epithet associated with her, and in the context of Iphigenia’s slaughter 

at Aulis, it must remind an audience of her associations with the Underworld^"*. Indeed, her 

Taurian cult makes her a mistress of the passage from life to death, though she herself has 

not completed the transition.

The theme of Iphigenia being denied the ritual of marriage is developed through 

contrast and comparison with reports of her sister Electra. Traditionally the proverbial 

spinster in Aeschylus and Sophocles^^ Euripides grants her Pylades in marriage only at the 

end o f his Electra (1249-50; cf 1340-1) and Orestes (1658-9)^®. This marriage is to be 

consummated, unlike Electra’s previous union with the autourgos (in E. El.), but this 

consummation must necessarily take place outside dramatic time. In IT, Euripides builds on 

his previous interpretation of the myth and Electra is already married to Pylades (682), 

though they do not yet have any children. It is because of this marriage, Orestes insists, that 

he should die and not Pylades, since the ancestral house can thus survive through their 

children (695-8, c f 716-18, 922).

Although Electra is Pylades’ (696), he is her nocrtq (922), and there are

references to the ya^ioi; (682) and the X€%o$ (716), she is first mentioned as a -rrctpflevos at 

562 when Orestes states that ’HAeKxpay ye napdevov ij,ia,v is the only child o f Agamemnon to 

be left in the house. This seems to indicate that although they are married, Pylades and 

Electra have not yet consummated their marriage. This construction of Electra’s marriage

^^See ch. 3.2 for further discussion.
^^Iphigenia is equated with the goddess Hecate in Hes. Cat. 23b = Paus. 1.43.1 and Stesich. frg. 215 PMG = 
Philod. Peri Euseb. p. 24 (these references are collected by Lyons (1997) 203); cf. Hes. fr.23a M-W 24-26, 
and Larson (1995) 17, 118; Burkert (1985) 171 discusses the similarities of depictions of Artemis and 
Hecate in iconography and lists the following references for evidence of their relationship; A. Supp. 676, E. 
Pho. 109, IG  I 2nd ed. 310.192-4, LSCG 18 B 11.
^Iconographical representations of Artemis as torch-bearing or Phosphorus are the most frequently 
encountered types of votives found at Brauron, where Iphigenia is to take up her new role prescribed at the 
end of the play; see Sourvinou-Inwood (1996) 183.

Note the pun on the name’HAejcrpa and aXeKrpa, ‘without a marriage bed’ i.e. ‘unwedded’ exploited by 
Sophocles in his Electra at 493 and 962.
^®But note that Orestes, like Iphigenia in Aulis, is a later play than IT.
^^Cf Semap used by Iphigenia at 385 to describe Leto’s relationship with Zeus as the bearer of Artemis; the 
Homeric echoes of this word also recall the undertones of heroic status attributed to Pylades and Orestes in 
this play (see n.65 below).
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serves two purposes. Firstly, it sets Electra up both as a contrast and a parallel to Iphigenia. 

She is married and expected to produce offspring, but is also still a maiden representing the 

barren and polluted state o f the current Atreid oikos. This allows Euripides to develop the 

theme o f non-marriage and childlessness in respect o f Iphigenia also. Secondly, it 

emphasizes the relentlessness o f Orestes’ torment after the matricide. For it must be that 

Pylades as a true friend, accompanying Orestes through his trials (c f 94 where Orestes calls 

him fx,o( TouBe crj'XXrrymoip m v o u ) ,  has abandoned his marriage in order to fulfill his duty as 

Orestes’ philo^^. Electra has completed the transition which Iphigenia failed to accomplish, 

but Electra has not yet completed the transition to womanhood achieved on the birth o f the 

first child^®. This in turn points to the irresponsibility and rash commands o f the god Apollo, 

as well as his failure to relieve his protege’s anguish, and fijrther illustrates that the future of 

the Atreid oikos hangs on the pollution and purification o f Orestes.

Euripides, who is so preoccupied with Electra’s marginality in the play that bears her 

name, develops this approach to a female character even further in IT. Iphigenia’s obvious 

physical marginality in a barbaric land as a priestess officiating over human sacrifices, with 

all her kin believing her dead, is drawn from the fantastical element o f myth. Here, Euripides 

couples the extraordinary with the ordinary in highlighting very basic human concerns: lack 

o f marriage and childlessness. The theme o f the oikos in this play thus develops from 

Iphigenia’s regret at her failed marriage, through the hope o f continuation o f the line with 

Pylades and Electra. But no guarantee o f continuation o f the line is given by Athena at the 

end o f  the play. Iphigenia longs so strongly for her homeland o f Argos throughout the 

play'” , and it is this dream o f return which seems almost tangible in the second half o f  the 

play. But the “happy” ending (i.e. salvation for all) conflicts with the wishes o f  the 

characters as previously expressed. Iphigenia’s wishes are denied her on all levels. The end 

o f the play prescribes that she remain in the service o f Artemis for the rest o f  her days, 

unmarried and childless. She will not live in Argos but in o-eju.va5 ....Ae<fx.a/<a5 l Bpaupcovia^ 

(1462-3). So, Iphigenia escapes from one prison to another, and the end o f  this tragedy is in 

fact dark and disturbing.

In myth, images o f meadows are associated with virgins just prior to rape or 

marriage, particularly in the context o f a young girl picking flowers and the obvious symbol 

o f defloration"". A well-known Euripidean inversion o f this motif, which, like IT, involves a

the bond o f philia  which exists between Orestes and Pylades, see below 61-2.
’̂On female transitions see ch. 6.2.

"“̂ Esp. 774-6; c f  175, 221, 515, 639-42, 750-2; and note that the main purpose o f  the escape plan is 
originally to get back to Argos.
""Compare the figures o f Persephone in the opening o f HH to Demeter, Creusa in E. Ion 887-96. Iphigenia
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meadow sacred to Artemis, is the case o f  Hippolytus, The male virgin gathers flowers for 

garlands with which to adorn Artemis. He picks them from her sacred m eadow which only 

he can enter, but he remains unseduced. The destruction o f  Hippolytus in his name-play is 

linked to his worship o f  Artemis to the exclusion o f  Aphrodite"* .̂ Although Hippolytus 

himself vehemently rejects physical love, his untouched meadow becom es eroticized by 

Phaedra at 208-211 who longs for the relief she wishes to find in this meadow^^ In IT, the 

m otif o f  the meadow is not nearly so prominent, and there is not the same degree o f  

inversion, but Artemis’ meadow once again proves to be an area which will not become a 

ground for seduction, although it is an obvious place for poetic love-making. Often, when a 

maiden is seduced or abducted from a meadow, she is carried o ff from a chorus o f  maidens, 

and ‘the m otif o f  abduction from a meadow and a group o f  maidens suggests the girl’s 

readiness for marriage’'” . Iphigenia’s readiness for marriage is reinforced visually in the play 

by Iphigenia and her chorus o f  attendant-women, and verbally by their laments about 

maidenhood at various points (e.g. 203-35, 1137-52).

The particular type o f  meadow which is mentioned here as Iphigenia’s new home is 

a (or XeiiMovf^. This kind o f  meadow is especially associated with flowers, more so

than other words for meadow or garden”*®. Compare the following terms: aXao^ and uXrq 

both imply a forest-type area"*̂ ; implies the presence fruit-bearing trees, but is also

associated with sexual activity'**; to/tj is the closest in connotation to XeijAwv*’. In this way.

in lA is sacrificed in the meadow o f Artemis (see Foley (1982) 161). Europa being carried off by Zeus while 
she is picking flowers is depicted in art from the early 6th century (see D er Kleine Pauly  2.447); c f  also 
Oreithyia in S. fr. 956 in Radt (1977). See further Seaford (1987) passim  on plant imagery used in the 
context o f marriage.

Brauron itse lf where Iphigenia will remain, is also a locus for the abduction o f females in Hdt. 4. 145, 
where we are told that the Pelasgians had abducted Athenian women from Brauron.
“*^0n the associations between Hippolytus’ doom and the meadow, see Goff (1990) 58-62, e.g. 60 ‘The 
absence o f  pasturage and agriculture suggests not only sanctity but also sterility, the end o f  life’.
"^See discussion in Bremer (1975) 277-9, Segal (1986) 175, Goff (1990) 61.

"'^Foley (1993) 34; c f  33 ‘Nausicaa and her maidens face a potential male threat of this kind when Odysseus 
emerges from the bushes at Scheria’.
"*̂ Cf. LSJ  5.V. XeTfta :̂ = Aeifiwi'.

''^The lexicographers Hesychius, Suidas and Zonaras describe Aeificov as a totto? av6rp6<;', c f  Pollux Onom. I, 
229 0 /X6V navrwv av6urrmo<;, Xeifiwv, on gardens and meadows in ancient Greece, see Motte (1973) passim \ 
c f  H H  to Dem., lA  1296ff., and Hipp. 73-8 with Goff (1990) 61-2 ‘When Hippolytus picks flowers, he can 
be seen to align him self with the other mythical virgins who amuse themselves with the same innocent 
pastime in the moment before desire and death intrude’.
“*^But c f  the use o f vXr) in Hipp. 17, 215, which associates it with the meadow o f desire.

'**Cf Sappho 2 and Ibycus 5 both of which feature apples and a Xeittdyv in the former case, a tcfjnoq in the 
latter- these are discussed by Bremer (1975) in the context o f  E. Hipp. 73ff; cf. also Zeus and Hera who are 
thought to have consummated their marriage in tlie garden where the Hesperides tend the golden apples 
which Earth offered them as a wedding gift- see W. Barrett (1964) a d  Hipp. 742-51 for evidence, and see 
Motte (1973) 104-114, and 216-225 on Hera’s associations with gardens.
"*̂ At Iliad  14.346-5, Zeus lies with Hera in the toi'tj which is home to the crocus and hyacinth and clover; c f  
the flowers listed in the HH to Dem eter 6-8 when Persephone is carried off from the Aei/xoji/: crocus,
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by choosing a Xe?f/,ai as the specific type o f meadow in which Iphigenia will serve, Euripides 

highlights her readiness for marriage once more. Conversely, the fact that she will be denied 

this marriage becomes even more poignant. By placing Iphigenia in this position for 

evermore, Euripides sentences her to live the rest o f her life in a state o f suspension. The 

image o f the meadow shows Iphigenia’s desired marriage as almost, but never, fulfilled.

In a fiarther ironic twist, women who die in childbirth will have their clothes 

dedicated in honour o f Iphigenia^®. In her maidenhood and through her priesthood, 

Iphigenia has a very close bond with the goddess Artemis. Ao%/a, one o f the many epithets 

o f Artemis, is found in the second stasimon o f IT  at 1097. Iphigenia describes her own birth, 

205-7 singing Ao^iai crreppav naiSelavl M.o7pai avvreivoucriv deai. Iphigenia then

laments that she was (j,vacrr€u6e7cr' ef 'EAAavwv (208) only to become a victim o f her father 

at Aulis^'. In this context o f courtship, the three-termination adjective crreppoi; -a, -ov ‘harsh’ 

may recall its two-termination homonym a-reppo^ -6v ‘barren’. Iphigenia’s upbringing is 

harsh but also barren from the beginning, and as we have seen, this is how her life will stay.

Euripides thus develops the motif o f the fictitious marriage at Aulis, from being a 

simple element in the plot to lure Iphigenia to her death, to becoming a most significant 

source o f anger and grief for Iphigenia. The redundant marriage takes on an importance 

equal to the actual sacrifice, and develops the character o f Iphigenia in terms o f her longing 

for marriage and children. We saw both elements first introduced in the prologue speech 

and used to highlight Iphigenia’s mood in her present situation. The parenthesis o f her first 

account o f her death ‘so people believe’ (8) is a reflection o f  her belief that she has been 

forgotten, in contrast to Aulis which she describes as (9). The chorus develop this

contrast in the parados. They address Iphigenia at 140-2 as w ttoa tov t5^ Tpola^ -nvpyovql 

eXdovroi; kXciv^ crvv ^lAiovaura //.upioTeu^ou^lt’ATpei^Sv twv KXeivMyf^'. It is not the

sacrificed Iphigenia who is famous, but the fleet which sailed to Troy and the Atreidae 

themselves. Being famous, or remembered, especially after death is something one should

hyacinth, narcissus, roses, violets and irises (and roses and hyacinths in the Xeifiwv at lA  1297-8).
^°Note with WolfiF (1992) 323, that ‘what Euripides has chosen to have Athena speak about are dedications 
on occasions of failure- the deatlis of mothers, and nothing is said about whether or not the children 
survived’. This last fact reflects the omission of descendants from the prescription for the future of the 
Atreidae.

Meadows are also associated with death in various ways: cf. Goff (1990) on Hipp., Persephone is abducted 
directly to Hades, and compare also the motif of abandoning unwanted children in a meadow (leimon), 
found at Fho. 24 (see Mastronarde (1994) ad loc.).
^'Cf. again Euripides’ Electra where it is that of Electra that fivrr)<rrrjpe<; jjrouv 'EAAi^o? ttpmzoi (21), 
but instead she lives in an unconsummated marriage, without a clearly defined status.
^^The metre and synta.\ of 142 are defective, see Platnauer (1938) ad loc, but the text as it stands does not 
alter the point here.
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strive for in Greek thought” . One of the reasons Iphigenia’s character gives for her willing 

sacrifice in lA is precisely thiŝ '*. But Iphigenia is only remembered in that she died. There is 

no glorious reputation. Iphigenia’s response to the chorus in the parodos o f IT  ends with a 

further reference to her homeland (176) €v6a ôKTj/xacn I Ke7tJ,ai cr<i>ax̂ e7<r’ a  rXofMcou. The land 

itself, Argos, is ^Aeivoj, as Orestes calls it (508). This use of the term ‘famous’ to describe 

places and people associated with Iphigenia’s slaughter adds pathos to Iphigenia’s belief 

that she has been forgotten by the world. This belief will be confirmed by Orestes at 564: 

Iphigenia asks him (563) d'jyabrpo^ e'crn rig  Xoyog; Orestes replies ou^eig ye , ■nX'qv

davova-av ou% opav (ftaog. When Iphigenia and Orestes both recognize each other’s identity, 

Orestes’ words once again reflect the truth of Iphigenia’s belief (831) Kayco ere -djv 

Sayoucrav, atg .

The focus on Iphigenia’s failed marriage highlights her emotional progression from 

the first to the second half of the play. References occur mostly before the recognition scene 

(24-5, 214-17, 369-71, 538-9), once during (818-21), and once immediately after (856-61). 

After the recognition scene, Iphigenia becomes more preoccupied with the fate of her oikos. 

She renounces her anger to the point that she claims to feel no rancour any longer at the 

man who killed her, and now focuses her efforts on the attempt to escape; 990-993 deXio 

anep av, ae  re fieraurrrjcrai Troyojvl vocrovvra t '  oikov, oux> ktclvovti /xel û̂ J,oû Jl,ev̂ , nobrp^oy 

6pB(bcra,t Her concern for the house and the fact that she has been reunited with the

brother whom she believed dead lend credibility to her newly announced rejection of her 

anger towards her father. It is significant that she doesn’t actually use the word ‘father’ as 

she repeatedly does when describing her sacrifice (8, 211, 360ff., 565, 784, 854, 920, 1083, 

cf 862). Here she uses ‘the man who killed me’ which has the effect o f distancing her father 

from the crime. Raising up her ancestral house is worth risking her life for, as shown by 

1004-5 addressed by Iphigenia to Orestes ou (ju'rjv ^euyoj y ' , ohM a  el 6aue?v a-Mo-aa-cbu.

Grief at her foiled marriage and her childlessness is now replaced by a new hope of return to 

her ancestral house and the continuation of her line. This explains the absence of reference 

to the wedding in (roughly) the second half o f the play. The quickened pace of the second 

part o f the play also favours shorter references to the slaughter at Aulis.

^^Compare, for example, Hdt. 1. 30-31 where Solon explains to Croesus that Tellus of Athens and Cleobis 
and Biton are the happiest of men because they gained a glorious name in their death.
^"*Iphigenia at lA 1383-4 states that the kleos she will achieve is motivation for her self-sacrifice (see the rest 
of this speech for other reasons); cf. IT  905 where Pylades conversely speaks of attaining t o  KXeivdv

” 0 n  the significance of the illusion of Iphigenia’s slaughter, and its relation to the theme of appearance vs. 
reality in this play and in Helen, see Wright (2002) 192-200.
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Can we call this emotional development? I would say yes. Goldhill applies Barthes’ 

distinction between ‘figure’ and ‘person’ to the understanding of characters in ancient 

tragedy, and argues that we are free to discuss ‘the necessary elements of 

characterization. ..without requiring or leading to the uncritical position o f treating a 

character as a ‘person’, because, ‘there can be no sure and fixed answer to what a character 

is ‘really feeling’, ‘really thinking’, ‘really wanting’̂ ®, but in fact we are given clear 

indications of what Iphigenia really feels, really thinks, and really wants. She feels angry at 

her fate, hopeless when she believes Orestes is dead, and grief-stricken at her abortive 

marriage. She wants to go home. Iphigenia’s character cannot be treated as a ‘type’” . Once 

her hope has been rekindled through the figure of Orestes, she undergoes a clear emotional 

development from grief to joy, but more significantly from anger to the release of this 

anger^®. The complete turnabout in the mood is emphasized by use of lyrics. Lyric which 

was used in the parodos to lament is now used to express jubilation (827-899). These are 

the only two instances o f Iphigenia singing in this play. Furthermore her characterization 

interacts with the play’s themes” , particularly the concept of Greeks as sacrificers of 

humans, the theme of marriage, and pollution of the Atreid oikos‘'°.

3.2 Orestes: Polluted Epic Hero on a Katabatic Mission

The term meaning ‘trick’, is used by Orestes when we first meet him. Orestes

explains Apollo’s command concerning the theft of the statue (89) Xafiowa S' Texyaimv r!

Tjxv TivJ. This immediately recalls Odysseus, whose Te%vai (24)®’ engineer Iphigenia’s

deceptive lure to Aulis, and indeed, Orestes’ character and behaviour in this play often bring

Odysseus to mind, though ironically not through his re^vai® .̂ In broad strokes, the

Goldhill (1990) 113 . It is clear, however, from classical sources, that it would have been expected for a 
contemporary audience to be emotionally affected by their sympathy for a dramatic character, on which see 
Lada (1993); c f  also Stanford (1985) and Heath (1987) 90-98 on sympathy for the drama’s focal character. 
^^See Felling (1990) 245 on not understanding Greek characters as 'types’; cf. Easterling (1990) who argues 
that Gould (1978) gives too much weight to the stylization o f Greek tragedy.
^^This ties in with Silk’s analysis o f character development in Greek drama (1990) 156 ‘development 
implies a progression from one perceived state to another via shifts o f emphasis between the identifiable 
details’.
^^Cf. Felling (1990) 261 on interaction of character and theme.

“ On Greeks practising human sacrifice, see ch. 5.1, 109-16 and ch. 6.1, on pollution in the Atreid oikos, 
see ch. 3.3, below.
®'Xhe term t€xi^  is used in just three more instances in this play, each time to mean trickery: at 712 of 
Apollo, at 1032 of women and at 1355 o f Iphigenia (here coupled with doXia).
^'Orestes is also an Odyssean character in the plays that deal with the matricide. In each o f these, he comes 
back by stealth and murders by deception. In Cho. (e.g. 888) the stealthy treachery is emphasized as being 
an appropriate requital for Clylemnestra whose deception played a large part in her murder o f Agamemnon. 
In S. El. Orestes is presented as a shining (AofiTrpo? 685), Homeric-type hero in the description o f his
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characters are quite similar; both are driven relentlessly by the gods, wandering over land 

and sea. They move around stealthily on first arrival in a foreign land, and Orestes’ mission 

to the land o f  the Taurians can be analysed as a katabasis o f the Odyssean type. The point 

that Orestes’ journey resembles a katabasis is made by Hartigan. She argues as follows®:

‘Orestes’ Apolline directed journey to the land of the Taurians is, in fact, his KaToffaa-/ ,̂ his 
“descent” to the land of the dead. Like other epic heroes he must face and overcome death. He knows the 
risks involved (kindunon [90]) and upon what his successful return depends. His quest does not require that 
he make sacrifices to the dead, as did Odysseus’, but he himself may well be the sacrificial victim; Orestes 
shares the destiny of his sister. With Herakles he shares a similarity of motif, but not of object: As the son of 
Alkmene had to bring back (steal) the apples from the Garden of the Hesperides or Cerberus from the 
Underworld, so Orestes has to bring back (steal) the agalma. His successful conquest would purify him and 
then render him beyond the earthbom Furies’ pursuit. Thus Orestes, by his journey, confrontation with 
death, acquisition of a sacred object and successful return, would be worthy to be considered a hero similar 
to the other heroes who journeyed to the Realm of the Dead, who completed equivalent tasks and passages. 
Orestes, unlike Herakles but like Odysseus and especially like Jason, needed the aid of a woman to achieve 
his goal. In liis story the clever female is his own sister, not a “witch” with romantic interests, and thus he 
can both attain his own salvation and save his sibling from her uncomfortable duties and restore her to the 
world from which she had been so long concealed, Orestes’ Kard^aa-ii, then both finalizes his punfication 
and completes his restoration of his House’.

Although I do not agree with all o f Hartigan’s arguments^, the concept o f Orestes’ 

mission as a type o f  katabasis is very convincing. This analysis works extremely well in the 

play, and fits in with other heroic resonances in the characterization o f Orestes. Orestes’ 

katabasis is clearly Odyssean in type because o f  the Homeric echoes in this play and the 

identifiable parallels between Orestes and Odysseus“ . However, Hartigan is quite right to 

point out the theft motif which recalls Heracles’ katabasis. It also echoes Orpheus’ descent 

into Hades to retrieve his wife, comparable on certain levels to Orestes retrieving his sister 

in the land o f the Taurians (though he is unaware o f this at the beginning o f  his mission, and 

Orpheus ultimately fails in his)“ . In what follows, I will flesh out the basic comparison and 

analyse the concept o f  Orestes’ mission as a katabasis within the context o f the play and 

against the model o f  Odyssey 11. Several elements in the play (unmentioned by Hartigan)

favour such an interpretation katabasis. We have seen how Iphigenia is neither dead nor

glorious chariot-race wliich ends with his alleged death, and we are constantly reminded that he is the son 
of Agamemnon, who was cut down as woodmen fell an oak (98-9), another Homeric image. But of the three 
Electra plays, it is in E. El. that Orestes is most Odyssean, as his recognition is effected through a scar, on 
which see Goff (1991).
“ Hartigan (1991) 95-6.

^F o r e.xample, Hartigan overlooks Pylades’ important role and Orestes’ dependence on him for the strength 
to complete his mission, and the fact that Orestes needs divine help to succeed as well as his sister’s; also, 
the restoration of the ‘House’ is left extremely vague at the end of the play as Orestes is sent off to Halai, 
Iphigenia to Brauron and Pylades remains unmentioned, although it is possible (but improbable in my view) 
that this is addressed in the lacuna at 1469, see Cropp (2000) ad loc.
“ On epic style i n / r e f  132-6, 170, 235-391, 392-455, 456-826, 828-30, 1000, 1042, 1091, 1136, 1234-83, 
1327-1419 with Cropp (2000) ad loc, parallels between Odysseus and Orestes will be discussed in tlie 
present section.
®®Our main sources for the Orpheus myth are Virgil Georg. 4.453-525 and Ovid Met. 10.1-11.84, but it was 
known in the fifth century, c f  E. Ale. 357-62.
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alive and how the mythological figure of Iphigenia is conflated with the figure of Hecate and 

her associations with the Underworld®^. The fact that local custom is to slaughter all 

strangers who land there sets up the land as a sort of ‘land o f the dead’, and a place from 

which there is no return®*. This is reflected in Iphigenia’s comment to Orestes and Pylades at 

480-1. They have just arrived in the land of the Taurians and she says w? h a  ii,aKpoQ jLtev 

TYivh' enXeucraTe x^6ua,\ ^uLKpov a n ’ o ’i k u j v  -xpovov eaeade drfj KaT(o. Iphigenia herself is 

assumed dead by all Greeks® .̂ In effect, she is a ghost from Orestes’ past who reveals her 

plight to Orestes, in a similar way as Odysseus’ encounters with ghosts from his past 

develop in Od. 11. Iphigenia is not literally a ghost, o f course, but her liminal state of being 

alive but thought dead by all creates a clear parallel to a ghost-like figure. Neither Iphigenia 

nor Orestes are aware of each other’s identity while first extracting information from each 

other; however, the exchange of information works in a similar way to Odyssey 11.

The geographic location of the land of the Taurians, like the location o f Hades, is on 

the boundaries of the world in 5th C BC thought. It has been argued that Odysseus sails 

west in order to get to Hades, which is strictly speaking under the world, while the land of 

the Taurians is positively to the east of Greece™. However, this does not negate the parallel. 

Indeed the east is more suited to a barbarian setting^'. And I am not claiming that Orestes’ 

mission is a katahasis to Hades, since it clearly is not. However, the parallels with katabatic 

journeys to the Underworld are too striking to be ignored, and Orestes’ mission in IT  is 

clearly katabatic in type. The arduous journey itself to the edges o f the earth and the 

prophetic force behind it (Apollo in the case of IT, Circe in the case o f the Odyssey^) is 

very much a part of the katabatic theme. The actual voyage to the land o f the Taurians 

undertaken by Orestes and Pylades is mentioned at several points in the play. The first 

®^See n.33 above.
®*Cf. Enkidu’s dream about dying, Gilgamesh 7.4..35-6 where he sees 'the Dwelling from which he who 
enters never comes forth,| On the road by which there is no returning’ (trans. in Bowra (1964) 80). 
®^Compare the story of the vanishing Scythian Aristeas in Hdt. 4.14. He allegedly died in a fuller’s 
workshop, but was then seen on the road to Cyzicus, and was nowhere to be found when his relatives came 
for his body. He reappeared seven years later, composed a poem, and vanished again. He then appears some 
two hundred and forty years later to the people of Metapontum and orders them to erect a statue. The land 
of the Taurians is in Scytliia, which reinforces the connection of disappearances in or to this part of the 
world.
™Cf Austin (1975) 95 ^Zophos is the region of its settings, it is both westerly and downward’, and 
Sourv'inou-Inwood (1995) 60, who comments on the common associations of the Sun rising in the east and 
setting in the west, which is therefore an area of darkness.
’ ’The east is particularly associated with the barbarian practice of Heliolatry, clearly connected with the fact 
that tlie sun rises in the east. Conversely, the west, where the sun sets, is easily associated with the darkness 
of Hades. But the whole divide between east and west and the location of insubstantial places like Hades 
may be more fluid than this schema allows, and does not negate the development of the eastern Taurian 
land as a kind of Underworld; c f  Romm (1992) 12, who notes that for Hesiod, the underworld is ‘measured 
along a vertical rather tlian a horizontal axis’ (with n.8 for ftirther parallels).
^^Cf. Phineus in Ap. Argo, and Nelis (2001) 39ff.
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report of the two Greek men who have reached the land is given to Iphigenia by the 

Herdsman who explains 241-2 •ŷ Kovcriv e<; yijv, Kvavea^ nXarT) (^u^ovrej,

dl-nruxoi veav/a/. The image of the Symplegades, or ‘Clashing Rocks’ is repeated just 19

lines later (at 260) in the first line of the Herdsman’s long report. The repetition is 

particularly emphatic as the word holds exactly the same line position in both cases. The 

point o f these references is to convey to the audience that the land of the Taurians lies 

beyond the Symplegades, and that a voyage to this place involves the treacherous ordeal of 

passing through them. It has been noted that in early Greek sources, there is no distinction

made between the Symplegades and the Planktai” . If we recall Circe’s speech at

Od.21.55-12, we see how she sketches out Odysseus’ arduous journey home for him and 

explains that he must pass through the Planktai (61). Even if the two pairs of rocks are not 

the same, they represent an element of mortal danger which the hero must endure, and are 

the gates through which he must pass from this world into the next’'*. So, the fact that 

Orestes passed through the Clashing Rocks is the most significant motif of his journey. 

When the Greeks are attempting to escape, a voice exclaims 1388-89 exoiiev -yap Sivnep 

o w €k ' a^evov n6pov\ ecrcoOev eicreTrXevcrai^ev. It is clear that his successful

passage through the Clashing Rocks is the defining factor in the success o f his voyage, 

while his obtaining the statue and Iphigenia (albeit through little planning o f his own) mark 

out the success of his mission’^

The difficulty of getting past these Rocks is emphasized by the chorus in the first 

stasimon’*̂, and the path of the journey itself is elaborated, particularly in the second 

strophe. They wonder how Orestes and Pylades passed through rag a-uv^potiadag Tcerpa/; 

(422). Their wonder underlines the difficulty of the feat. The chorus’ amazement continues, 

as they list the places which would have been passed on the journey (423-8) ;

^Crane (1987) 33-4 notes the lack of distinction in Pindar Pyth. 4.207-12, and quotes Herodotus 4.85 
where Darius is described sailing through the Kyaneai (usually an epithet of the Symplegades as at IT  241), 
which he says were formerly known as the Planktai. Crane further remarks, 34, that ‘Apollonius....first 
clearly distinguishes between the Clashing and the Wandering Rocks’, but goes on to explain the complex 
and conscious relationship between Apollonius and Homer; on this last important topic, see Nelis (2001) 
passim, esp. 1-22.
’'‘C f Nelis (2001) 234, on the Symplegades as a representation of the ‘gates to the Underworld through 
which the hero must pass to reach the other world’, with extensive bibliography in n.35.
’^Cf Jason and the Argonauts in E, Med. The defining moment of their journey is the passage through the 
Symplegades. mentioned by the Nurse (2). And see Page (1938) ad loc on the obscurity of the location of 
the Symplegades and their poetic conflation with the Planktai: ‘It is clear from tliis line that Eur. tliinks of
Argo passing through the Symplegades on the outward journey But the incident happens on the
homeward voyage in Homer’.
^^Iphigenia, at 354-6, assumes that a wind sent from Zeus would be needed to bring Helen on a ship 
through the Symplegades; at 746, she assures Pylades that she will see him safely past the Dark Rocks (i.e. 
the most dangerous part of the journey); and at 889-91 she worries about the long journey through the Dark 
Rocks’ narrow passage.
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t a u - l  nvougi^  ̂ a x r a j  enepa-l trav nap' aXiov aiytaXov en' ’Afj,<J>iTpl-\ ra^ po6i(i) S p o j L t o v r e j , I  o t t o u  

TrevrrjKovra Kopavl N ' r j p T j ^ o j y  <  >  % o p o / ' l  / x e A r r o L i c n v  eyKUKXioi, and (435-8) r a v  TcoKuopviBov

en' a7-\ av, XevKav aicrdv, 0 5 ,  BpojMoû  K o A A / c r r a ^ / o L / j , !  a^eivov Kara novrov, This list

o f  mythical and somewhat magical places which are passed by Orestes on his journey once 

more reinforce the evocation o f an Odyssean type o f katabasis^^. Achilles is located in the 

White Island only after his death, which again helps create the atmosphere o f danger and 

liminality’’. The figure o f Phineus also serves as another analogue to Orestes. Both were 

hounded by female monsters, Phineus by the Harpies (emphasized by the fact that his shores 

are ‘unsleeping’), Orestes by the Furies. Phineus’ blindness parallels Orestes’ distorted 

vision through his madness (discussed below)*°.

In Orestes’ first scene on stage, he addresses Apollo and recounts the god’s orders

to come Taupiicr)^... opou  ̂x^ovo  ̂ (85). It is note-worthy that Orestes is ordered to go the opoi

o f the Taurian land. Similarly, Odysseus stays on the threshold o f Hades, on the edge o f the

streams o f Ocean, for the whole duration o f his mission. Like Odysseus in his katabasis,

Orestes is literally on the threshold o f death, and on the water’s edge, throughout the play*'.

We have seen how the land o f the Taurians is a fringe-community, on the edge, on the shore

o f the Black sea, and how Orestes’ life hangs in the balance both before the recognition

scene (at the hands o f Iphigenia) and afterwards (at the hands o f the Taurians), until Athena

resolves the action. Furthermore, a similar atmosphere can be detected in both katabatic

missions through the strong link between blood and sacrifice** (on arrival, Odysseus must

sacrifice for the ghosts to drink blood and Orestes is confronted with an altar dripping with

the blood o f Greeks)*^ Both figures engage in their mission as part o f their nosto^'*. Both

’̂Metrically defective, it does not correspond to the antistrophe, see Cropp (2000) ad loc.
’*Note the Homeric word ttAtjctktt/o?, found in Homer at Od. 11.7=12. 149 (as noted also by Cropp (2000) ad  
loc.). This further links the description to an epic context.
’^See Cropp (2000) ad loc. for sources placing Achilles on the White Island.
*°Phineus is an important character encountered in the journey of the Argonauts as recounted by 
Apollonius. Although this Argonautica is Hellenistic, c f  Nelis (2001) 23 ‘the archaic version of the 
Argonautic saga predates both Homer and the scriptor cyclius’. The reference to the mythological Phineus 
here certainly reinforces the concept of a dangerous journey through magical places.

All the action and reported action takes place on the shoreline; see ch. 2, 8, 18.
*^On blood imagery in this play, see ch. 7.1, 177-80.
*^Note also the clamour of ghosts which is compared to the cry of birds (Od. 11.605), and the fact that the 
chorus compare themselves being trapped in this land to wingless birds lamenting (IT  1089ff.), c f  also S. 
OT  168ff. where the souls of those who perish take flight.
*‘*Lange (2002) 102-115 explores the relationship between IT  and the Odyssey as nostos patterns, but he 
does not develop the concept of the Taurian journey as a katabasis. He notes some significant parallels 
between Orestes and Odysseus (e.g. that they are driven by the gods, and opposed by Poseidon), but 1 am not 
convinced by his comparisons between Penelope and Iphigenia. In particular, Lange does not take into 
account the disturbing nature of Iphigenia’s weaving described in the recognition scene, which records 
ancestral crimes (discussed in ch. 3.3 below), when he likens Iphigenia and Penelope tlirough their female 
activity of weaving (106-7), nor is the weaving a Homeric echo by simple virtue of tlie fact that it is a
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have been w andering and driven from place to  place and prevented from  going home, 

O restes by the Furies {IT  970ff ), Odysseus by Poseidon*^, and in their absence, their 

kingdom  is out o f  their control (c f  I T  929 MeveAaoj apx^>' (l>u7â €̂  eaiMev €k naTpag). Both 

m ust undertake this journey to  proceed in their aim, O dysseus to  return hom e, O restes to be 

purified and return home, and both are directed to  go on this mission w ithout really 

understanding why, Odysseus is told he must consult Teiresias, O restes that he m ust steal 

the statue o f  Artemis, but there are much deeper reasons for the necessity o f  the journey in 

each case, which are revealed through the narrative/ action. T hrough their journey , both are 

confronted with their past and their future. Orestes m eets his long-lost sister, who is 

believed dead, and is forced to  recount his past and that o f  his family to  Iphigenia, while at 

the end o f  the play he learns the fate o f his future through the w ords o f  Athena. Odysseus 

m eets his com rades in arms from the past and his m other w ho has died in his absence, but 

the whole episode looks forw ard to his reunification w ith his family®^. In both instances,

there is an exchange o f  news, as the characters learn about their families.

O restes’ quest, then, is presented in the epic mould, but the character o f  Orestes 

himself, although he bears some similarities to other mythical heroes, ultim ately falls short 

o f  an epically heroic status. The epic hero is a brave, strong, glorious, handsom e warrior, an 

Achilles, or an Iliadic Ajax. Odysseus is a more complex type o f  epic hero in that his 

character is also defined in term s o f  deceptive skills, but he is also daring and merciless*^. 

T hroughout the dram a, Euripides plays with the concept o f  O restes as epic hero o f  both 

Iliadic and Odyssean type**. W hile at times suggesting O restes’ heroic qualities, he then 

underm ines them in various ways. Orestes wavers betw een cow ardice and bravery, but his 

outbursts o f  bravery are m ore often than not inappropriate. A lthough O restes is the one 

w hose mission it is to  retrieve the statue, it is Pylades w ho keeps stealthy w atch and comes 

up w ith a plan. It is apparent from the very earliest stages o f  the play that O restes is plagued 

by his madness and is not in control o f  the situation. The image o f  a tw isting or circling 

force, which is often associated with madness in Greek tragedy®^, occurs tw ice in O restes’ 

first monologue. H e firstly refers to  re  ■noXkou<;....Ka4Lmyi.ou^ (81) which he has

recognition token (as Lange (2002) 108-9 seems to argue).
*^But Poseidon also opposes Orestes as he tries to escape (1414-15) and is only calmed at Athena’s request 
(1444-5).
*®0n this see De Jong (2001) 271.
*^0n concepts of the hero in archaic poetry, see Nagy (1979).
*®Cf. Easterling (1997a) on the concept of 'heroic vagueness’ in tragedy which (36) ‘allows a range of 
possible interpretations to exist’.
*®Note Aeschylus’ use of the verb trrpo^eo) to describe the madness of Cassandra at A. Ag. 1216, and that of 
Orestes at Cho. 1052; cf E. Her. 1069 where Herakles is twisting and turning as he wakes from his 
madness. On tragic madness in general, see Padel (1995).
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completed, being driven by the Furies, and then he explains how he is seeking to reach an 

end to his TpoycqkaTov (82). Ironically, these expressions o f madness are also sporting

metaphors, usually an indication o f  heroic and athletic prowess^. The circles o f madness 

which characterize Orestes contrast with Pylades’ opening words (68) a-KomuyMi oju,/i,a 

■navrax'n cnpe^ujv. Rolling eyes, in particular, are a very common form o f expression for 

representing madness in Greek tragedy. It is therefore highly ironic that Pylades’ circling 

eye is sane, and a powerful iteration o f Pylades’ control o f the situation®'.

This madness, which becomes much more explicit as the play develops, may be seen 

as a factor which negates Orestes’ status as a hero. His kindred pollution and fits o f insanity 

strongly detract from any claim Orestes’ character may have to hero status^. Euripides’ 

presentation o f  Orestes in the opening scene does not inspire our confidence, and this helps 

to set the tone for undermining situations in which he may seem heroic. On arrival before 

the temple o f  Artemis, Orestes desperately questions Pylades as to what they should do 

(95-100), and then, without waiting for Pylades to respond, concludes that they should 

abandon their mission and run away (103 ^̂ eI;7ŵ Aev). Although he subsequently takes 

Pylades’ advice to stay and face the danger, he has first o f all shown himself to be a coward, 

and ironically unresourceful, in contrast to the figure o f Odysseus with whom his character 

and situation beg comparison. After the parados, we receive news o f the strangers (Orestes 

and Pylades) being apprehended on the shore. Through the Herdsman’s report, Orestes’ 

character is fiirther developed as the pathetically delusional hero, completely consumed by 

his madness.

When the two young men are spotted on the shore, the Herdsman relates how they

were originally thought to be divine, and one o f the cowherds prays aloud 270-4 novr'ia.̂ ;

naT A e u x o f l e g g ,  vedw <f)vXa ,̂\ deo~rzoTa not^aT(j,ov, 'iXeun; inuv  - y e v o G I  elV’ oZv en' aKra7q

^Cf. S. El. 680-763 where Orestes’ fictitious death is recounted as a tragic but glorious and heroic chariot 
race. As noted by Kells (1973) ad loc, the 'description has a fore-runner in Homer’s description of the 
chariot-race in the Funeral Games for Patroclus {11. 23, 271ff.) from which Sophocles has borrowed freely 
for this composition’.
®'For rolling eyeballs associated with madness, c f  esp. descriptions of the title character in E. Her. at 868, 
931-4, 990; see also A. PV  882 where the frenzied, gadfly-driven lo describes how her eyeballs roll and 
turn; E. Ba. 1123 and 1166 which report Agave’s crazed trance; Hel. 1557 where the bull that Menelaus 
and Helen are trying to load onto their ship refiises to embark and digs its heels into the gangway and rolls 
its eyes; note also the effect of Medea’s poisons on the princess at Corinth which cause her eyes to roll and 
mouth to foam in E. Med. 1173-75. Sophocles’ Ajax in his name-play has rolling eyes and wits at 447.

Padel (1995) notes some of these examples and how this concept of rolling eyes remains associated with 
madness in much later times (30, 73-4). She explains, 74, that ‘inverted vision ...is central to tragic 
madness’.

For the concept of the turning eye used elsewhere in Euripides in the context of a look-out, compare the 
exchange of Electra with the chorus at Or. 1261-67.
®̂ The divine hero Herakles is also broken by his madness in E. Her., but unlike Orestes, Herakles only 
commits his crimes because he has been driven mad, while Orestes is driven mad as a result of his crimes, 
which he committed wliile he was in fiill control of his faculties.
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Baa'aerov A/otTKopoj, I  7) N ijp ew j a'yaAfbaS’, 05 t o v  eu'yev^l er iK re  nevrrjK ovrci N t j p t j ^ w v  %opov. 

This prayer seems to glorify the two men as they are compared to gods in a Homeric 

fashion (cf. e.g. the very common Homeric epithet ^oj). However, the figures mentioned in 

the comparison have a negative edge in the context o f  the play. The invocation o f  Palaimon 

and his mother Leucothea is disturbing. Leucothea is the name given to Ino after her death, 

and the two names are commonly conflated as one (Ino-Leukothea)^^ Legends surrounding 

her cults vary, but one important and recurring element o f  the mythological background o f  

Ino-Leukothea is infanticide. Euripides uses this story in his M edea  at 1284-89. In this 

version, the chorus sing about Ino as the only woman known to them who killed her 

children. She did so after being driven mad by Hera (like Herakles), and then threw herself 

into the sea®"*. The effect o f  mentioning Ino-Leukothea and her son Palaimon in IT  is that it 

associates Orestes and Pylades with resonances o f  kindred killings which are appropriate to 

Orestes’ family context, but nevertheless unsettling. Furthermore, it suggests the 

transformation that the characters will undergo through their journey to the Taurian land. 

Ino became Leukothea after her plunge into the sea, and while the characters in IT  will not 

undergo any name changes, Orestes and Iphigenia nevertheless undergo a transformation 

through their symbolic ritual deaths. Iphigenia will be worshipped and deified at Brauron, 

and Orestes obtains release from pollution and persecution by the Furies’^

The Dioscouroi are, in a different way, an appropriate image to describe Orestes and 

Pylades, since they are traditionally an inseparable pair o f  young males. The comparison 

also contains a sinister edge in that the Dioscouroi are the brothers o f  Helen, who is named 

repeatedly as the cause o f  Iphigenia’s sufferings (8, 354-6, 439-45; c f  525). But, like 

Ino-Leukothea, the Dioscuroi are also divided between the world o f  the living and that o f  

the dead. They spend half the year in the world o f  the living, while the other half is spent 

below the earth (allegedly at Therapnae near Sparta^®). Their association here with the 

Taurian land thus strongly reinforces the katabatic theme and the parallel between the

the change o f name, see Page (1938) ad  Med. 1284; for the conflation o f names, c f  Od. 5.333ff., 
where Ino-Leucothea helps Odysseus at sea (see Larson (1995) 123-5 on Ino-Leukothea and her cult); this 
passage o f IT  is perhaps meant to recall Od.S, drawing a further point o f comparison between Odysseus and 
Orestes, who are both in trouble at sea.
‘̂*This is meant to put the enonnity o f M edea’s deed into perspective with Ino’s death as a contrast to 

Medea’s anticipated escape; see Mastronarde (2002) ad  loc. for more detail on this passage, and Newton 
(1985) passim , c f  also the hypothesis to Euripides’ fragmentary Ino which survives in Hyginus. In this 
version, Ino contrives to make her husband’s new wife kill her own children; in fury, Athamas, her 
husband, kills one of his sons by Ino and Ino subsequently kills herself along with her second son.
’^Orestes’ purification is never made explicit, but Krummen (1993) 210-11 offers the following attractive 
analysis: ‘Orestes’ fictive death stopped the Erinyes from hunting him since an allegedly dead person 
coming back to the world is thought to be no longer the same person’.
^®See Parker (1996).
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Taurian land and the Underworld. So, the deities mentioned by the Herdsman emphasize 

return from death, and transformation through death, consolidating the picture o f  Orestes’ 

voyage as a katabasis.

The reference to the Nereids is a direct echo o f the parodos where Iphigenia has just 

lamented her lure to Aulis (216-7) as a vu/x< âv.... û(7vuju.(̂ ovl NTjpewj Kovpau;. This

final comparison consolidates the negative undertones o f the prayer. Once again, it seems 

appropriate to suggest that the figures sitting in the cave are sons o f the Nereids, who 

themselves have strong associations with caves by the seâ .̂ However, the association with 

Achilles and Aulis imply destruction and death. The glory which the prayer seems to 

attribute to the two youths Orestes and Pylades is undermined by the particular choice of 

comparisons within the context o f the play. This precipitates the rejection o f the idea that 

Orestes and Pylades are deities’*. The comparisons to divinities and its subsequent rejection 

confirm the duality o f Orestes’ heroic status. He is heroic in type and therefore comparable 

to deities, but is ultimately a defective human, flawed by his madness, which is caused by 

deities, not suffered by them^.

The Herdsman then describes Orestes’ seizure o f madness on the shore as he has 

hallucinatory visions o f his mother’s Furies who are trying to kill him. The severity of 

Orestes’ madness is indicated by the Herdsman’s confession 295-6 crvrrraXevreg <h<;

fiavou/xtvoyl 0 -177} Kad̂ fjueS’. How they expected Orestes to die is not made explicit, but it 

highlights the striking contrast between the original suspicion that the pair were divine, and 

the actual reality that Orestes is so lost in his insanity that the herdsmen fear it will cause his 

death. Next comes another moment o f epic-type narrative, following the comparison o f the 

two youths to divinities. This is the Homeric-style simile which is used to describe Orestes’ 

slaughter o f the cattle he believes to be the Furies 296-300 6 crrracraj l̂(j>ô ,\

6pov(rag e j  ju-ecraj Xeojv ott(o<;,\ na'iei X ayova^  e j nXevpag (,6’y /e/j,I ^ okcov ’Epivvg dea^

^ u v e c rd a i  T o .5 e , l  (ocr6' aiA^aTi)p6v -neXayoq €^av6e7v'°° aXog. The Homeric resonances o f the 

simile are reinforced by the line position o f  Aeojv ontog which comes at the end o f the line in 

a formulaic fashion'®'. The fijnction o f this type o f simile in Homer, as here, is to describe a

this see Buxton (1994) 106-8.
’®The irony that the man who prays is called ‘god-fearing’, while the one who rejects the idea that Orestes 
and Pylades are gods is called ‘irreverent’ is discussed in ch. 5.1, 108-9.
^S ee  Padel (1995) 3-10 and passim.
'°°For the different meanings of e^avSeTv and cognates, see Borthwick (1976); here it describes the frothing 
of the sea with blood.
' “'C f  Coffey (1957) 114 ‘The short comparison is found most frequently at the end o f the line, the most 
convenient position metrically’.
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movement of attack comparable to that of a predatory animal'® .̂ It also reflects the ferocity 

and viciousness of the attack'” . In the context of Orestes’ madness, however, the fury of a 

lion may further express his fit o f insanity'”̂ . Orestes is not the only tragic character to 

attack and kill innocent victims in a hallucinogenic fit of madness. Herakles, driven mad by 

Hera, slaughters his own family while thinking that they are Eurystheus’ in Euripides’ 

Herakles, but Sophocles’ title-character in Ajax provides an even stronger parallel for 

Orestes’ actions in IT. Although it happens outside dramatic time in Ajax, Athena (41-73) 

relates how Ajax was crazed with jealousy for the armour o f Achilles and was intent on 

slaughtering his fellow Greeks. However, Athena darkened his vision and instead'”̂  he 

ruthlessly slaughtered the cattle and sheep that were round about, believing all the while that 

they were the Greeks. We see how both Orestes and Ajax slaughter animals in the belief 

that they are the enemy, though their situations differ on important levels. Ajax’s thirst is for 

human blood, and his fury is caused by envy. Orestes’ madness is caused by the Furies and 

he is attempting to relieve himself from their onslaught by killing them.

Orestes is the only character in tragedy to be described in this specifically formulaic 

and Homeric way as leaping like a lion'“ . This simile is important for the character 

development o f Orestes. We already know that Orestes is heavily deluded, so there is no 

question that the audience will take the Homeric simile as anything but ironic. But the little 

phrase Aewv o-mo<; which draws a parallel between Orestes and the noble warriors of epic, 

greatly increases the pathos of his situation, while the physical act of slaughtering the cattle 

indicates that his madness is absolute. The final line in the description o f Orestes’ attack 

(300) iba^' a'nj,a-rr)p6v neXayoi; aAog consolidates the epic feel of the passage. Cropp

ad loc. notes that ’’neXayog... aXog and similar pleonasms are derived from epic” ”̂ . This

'“̂ Coffey (1957) 118; the simile occurs very frequently in the Iliad, but cf. Moulton (1977) 139 who 
explains how ‘A...sequence of images [in the Odyssey] which is...clearly paradeigmatic of Odysseus’ victory 
portrays him as a lion’.

C f E. Pho. 1557 where Polyneices and Eteocles are described as fighting each other like lions; tliis then 
causes their mother to take her own life (but note 1570-76 are excised by Diggle (1994)). Orestes and 
Pylades are called ‘Greek twin lions’ by the Phrygian slave at Or. 1402-3, which highlights what he sees as 
their vicious attack, but also emphasizes their stealth in this context; c f  1555 where they are called ‘twin 
lions’ this time by Menelaus to reflect the savagery of their deeds, and also A. Cho. 938 where the ‘double 
lion’ mentioned by the chorus is usually taken as Orestes and Pylades (see Garvie (1986) ad loc.).
“’̂ Compare the mad Herakles in E. Her. whose mood is described as that of a wild lion at 1211. This is an 
ironic contrast to the sane Herakles who overcame wild lions (c f 360, 466, 579, 1271).
'°^See Padel (1995) 67, 70 on inversion of vision and madness.
'°^ h e Greek anny is an Xemv at A. Ag. 825, but this is a metaphor rather than a simile, and the
Greek army are a collective rather than a single character.
'°’Cropp (2000). He gives the example of Od. 5.355, and refers us to Diggle (1981a) 79-80; the metaphor of
the sea blooming blood recalls 659, see ch. 7.1, 180 for further discussion.
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places Orestes in an epic context, but the objects o f the slaughter, cattle rather than men, 

reveal once more the compromising nature o f Orestes’ madness.

In spite o f his hallucinations, Orestes shows that he is a formidable fighter, so much 

so that the herdsman confesses that he and his companions summoned help, because 

(305-5) Trpoj e^pa<j)€7g 'yap veavia^ ^auXoin; ju.a%ecr0a/ jSouKoXou  ̂ Tjjoiniedcb.

Superficially, this report reveals the two young men in a heroic light, a Greek epic contrast 

to the barbarians'®*. However, this is subtly undermined once again by the description o f the 

pair as €urpa<j)e7(; ‘well-bred’ (also ‘large in stature’, which contributes to the idea o f their 

military prowess). The audience knows that the fit o f madness experienced by Orestes is 

caused by his matricide, and he has just mentioned his mother amid his ravings at lines 

289-90. The term euzpa^q  contains implications o f nourishment and rearing, which are 

particularly associated with the mother-child bond'®’. Indeed this very term is exploited by 

Aeschylus in his Choephoroi to weaken the natural bond between Orestes and his mother by 

presenting Cilissa the Tp6<l>ô  ‘nurse’ (but literally ‘nourisher/ rearer’) as his real 

mother-figure (esp. 754; c f 908). Therefore, when the Herdsman fears that Orestes is 

€UTpa<j)'rjg, there is a deep irony in that although Orestes comes from a line o f  kings, it is his 

breeding which has led him and his oikos into their current state o f suffering pollution"®.

This irony behind the description o f Orestes as ‘well-bred’, when he is in fact deeply 

polluted by kindred killings, is then heightened by subsequent events; ni-nrei ^av/aj 

mruXov 6 crra^cov aultpĉ  yeveiov (307-8). Once again here, the severity o f his

madness is emphasized as he foams at the mouth at the end o f his fit. Like rolling ej'es, 

foaming at the mouth is a recurring m otif in the description o f  tragic m adness'". As Orestes 

drifts into unconsciousness, however, Pylades protects him 310-12 arepo<; 3e toTv ^evoTvl 

a(f»p6v t ’ arrci/^ cra)jU.aToj t ’ eTTj/i-eAeil nenXcov re TrpouKoXuTrrev eumfjvou^ Pylades thus

shows true affection for his friend"^ But the choice o f the verb npouKaXimrei^ reinforces the

'°*But see ch. 5.1, 94-6 for further discussion of this passage.
'“’Cf. LSJ  (9th ed) 1814 col.i. ‘dring up, rear, esp. of children bred and brought up in a house’ (with 
examples).
"“Compare Aeschylus’ treatment of the family curse which is descibed in the parados of Ag. as reKTova. 
(Tvii^vrov (153). Note also the combination of Orestes being described as a lion and then as well-bred in IT, 
which recalls tlie parable of the lion-cub reared in the house in the second stasimon of A. Ag. One 
interpretation of the parable is that Orestes is the lion-cub who reverts to his savage nature once brought-up, 
see Knox (1979) 27-38, and see ch. 7.1 for further discussion of Aeschylean images used in IT. On the issue 
of breeding vs. nobility, compare the characterization of the peasant in E. EL.
"'C f E. Med. 1174, Her. 934, Ba. 1122 (and n. 91 above for contexts). Or. 220 where both Orestes’ mouth 
and eyes are frothy; note also Pho. 1381 where Eteocles’ and Polyneices’ beards are flecked with foam as 
they go to attack each other in fierce frenzy.
"^Cf Eiectra who cares for Orestes in Or. and wipes the foam from his mouth and eyes at 219-222, but note 
that she does not veil him.
"^Cf Blundell (1989) 35 ‘There are times when a friend’s need or pleasure is paramount, and a true friend
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image o f  death, when the dead are veiled, feeding in once more to the concept o f  Taurian 

land as underworld""'. The off-stage image will subsequently materialize on stage in the 

fictitious procession in which Orestes and Pylades are visibly veiled"^ Orestes manages to 

throw o ff his madness; e/x.<^pa)v 6 ^ e v o g  Trea^ju.aToj ( 3 1 5 ) .  As the herdsmen continue

their attack with stones, it seems that they may be gaining the upper hand, but w e are then 

told 320-2 ov d'T) TO ^eivov ■napaKeXiuiryi’ 'r)Kov(rci4J,ev\ Savou^eB', aXk' ottojj

6avou/:/,e6al Ko.XXicr6’' e-nou l̂oi, <f>a,(Tya,vov cmaaa^ X^p'i- N ow  unveiled, Orestes rises up as a 

heroic warrior. The sight o f  him ready to fight strikes fear into the hearts o f  his enemies, 

who flee (323-4). This particular report is significant because 320-2 is intended as a direct 

quote from Orestes. Previously we have heard Orestes’ mad ravings reported in direct 

speech (285-91), but now Orestes seems to have shaken o ff his madness, and this indicates 

the first stage o f  his purification. The contrast between the two reports o f  Orestes’ direct 

words is strengthened by the fact that both begin with an address to Pylades' '*.

The conscious decision made by Orestes to die nobly indicates that he has taken his 

friend’s advice on board (c f  114-5 ayadoi\ ToX(i,<7)cri). Orestes shows himself to be the leader 

o f  the pair in this incident, but the audience knows that his courage and daring had to be 

rekindled by Pylades (111 ToAftTjreov, c f  Or. 122 roAftTjreov, here decisively spoken in the 

final line position and with strong punctuation)"’. This is something the herdsmen are 

unaware o f  and therefore Orestes seems to them to be a more formidable enemy. The 

herdsmen continue bombarding the pair with stones, aAA' ijv ama-rov ^lupiiov yap €k 

o'j^eig TO. TTj? 6eo0 e'jTux^i /SoAwv (328-9). This miracle develops the characters o f

Orestes and Pylades a step further within the framework o f  the narration’s epic style. The 

Herdsman assumes that the strangers are untouched by the stones because they are victims 

for the altar o f  the goddess, and therefore that they are divinely protected. Their description

cares about such needs for the friend’s sake rather than his or her own’ and her discussion of such emphasis 
found in Aristotle. In IT  Orestes also proves a good philos to Pylades when he insists on dying in his stead 
(688-707). His motives are not simply altruistic since he sees that Pylades can save the Atreid house and 
perpetuate the family line through his marriage to Electra; c f  also Gill (1996) 326-33 on altruism in Greek 
thought, discussed in n. 138, below.
"‘'Compare the conflation of marriage and death in the Oresteia, developed by the image of the ‘veil’ or 
‘covering’ (kalumma), which is used to describe Cassandra’s bridal veil (Ag. 1178) and also the coverings 
laid over Agamemnon’s corpse {Cho. 494); c f IT 372 for kalumma as a bridal veil, and S. El. 1468 for 
kalumma as a shroud for the dead. These examples are discussed by Rehm (1994) 44, c f  47-8, and 171n.4. 
"^Cf. ch. 2.2, 29.
"®See also Bers (1997) 83-5 who discusses the significant amount of direct speech in the messenger 
speeches in IT, and argues that it is exploited ‘to throw extra weight on sympathetic characters’ (84). 
"^Indeed, the fact that Orestes and Pylades depend on each other at different points in the play, and 
function very much as a pair is emphasized by the use of the dual, and other pairing terms in describing 
them (c f e.g. 242, 281, 310, 323). The term Sitttuxoi used of Orestes and Pylades at IT 242 recalls the same 
expression used by the Dioscouroi to describe themselves at E. El. 1238.
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as the ‘goddess’ victims’ perhaps suggests that it was the goddess herself who did not want 

a bruised offering. This is consistent with the final capture of the two Greeks which does 

not involve any wounding but a slow and steady subdual of two men by a much larger 

number (330-33)"*. A more obvious agent of Orestes’ protection would be his patron 

Apollo, though the Herdsman is understandably unaware of the god’s association with 

Orestes. The concept of divine protection is very much a factor in the mission of an epic 

hero, who often has a divine patron"’. The audience knows that Orestes has been sent on 

such an epic-style mission, though the heroic nature of his quest is marred by his polluted 

status. The audience’s minds may be led to wonder about the possible involvement o f the 

god Apollo, whom we know to be Orestes’ patron and the instigator o f the mission. But 

given the outcome of the play and the clear parallels between Orestes and Odysseus, 

perhaps a different agent suggests itself, though I mention this only tentatively. The 

presence of the goddess Athena may be suggested, foreshadowing her appearance ex 

machina. In the Odyssey, she shields Odysseus from harm by shrouding him in mist, and in 

Ajax, she keeps the Greek leaders from harm by dulling Ajax’ wits to make him believe the 

animals are in fact his enemies. Athena is the only force who manifestly comes to the aid of 

the siblings in IT, notably by asking Poseidon to calm the seas which he had raised up 

against the Greeks (and who also opposes Odysseus), and by ordering Thoas to hold off his 

armed pursuit.

The herdsmen resort to subduing the pair by sheer force o f numbers but as the 

herdsman admits t o X i l i ] f i € v  ou (330). This lends credibility to the swordsmanship and 

fighting abilities of Orestes and Pylades. It is only /ioA/j (330) that a much larger group is 

able to bring the two men down. The Herdsman ends his report by telling Iphigenia that she 

should pray to have strangers such as Orestes and Pylades to sacrifice and she can thus 

make amends for her sacrifice at Aulis (336-9). The implication here is that Orestes and 

Pylades are of the kind who sacrificed Iphigenia, i.e. Greek war heroes, and that if they are 

slaughtered at the goddess’ altar, there is some kind of appropriate atonement for the 

injustice Iphigenia has suffered. This final part of the speech thus consolidates the picture of 

Orestes and Pylades as heroic figures of the kind drawn from epic. But their heroic status 

has been undermined by Orestes’ madness and his consequent wavering in the prologue.

In the lead up to the recognition scene and indeed during the recognition scene itself 

(on which, see further below, 3.3), Orestes’ nobility is repeatedly implied and emphasized.

"*Here we can compare Iphigenia’s response to the entry' of the captured Greeks (468-9) /xeflere twi/ ^evcov
Xepa<;\ o v r e j  lepol axri Jec r/tio i.

"^Athena is Odysseus’ patron, Thetis is Achilles’, Venus is Aeneas’.
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Iphigenia says to Orestes at 591 that he does not seem to be ^ucryev^g. However, like the 

Herdsman’s notion earlier that Orestes is evrpac})̂ ]̂ , there is an undercurrent sense of 

dislocation surrounding the expression of Orestes’ nobility which is felt by the audience. 

This has been expressed though Orestes’ behaviour onstage (67-122) and continues to be 

suggested throughout the play. At the end of the parados, Iphigenia concludes her lament 

230-35 Tov ’’Apyei ^fj,a6eyr' ayKXalcol avyyovov, ov eXmov enifjMa~ri^iov\ eV/ j5p€<j)oi;, eri veov, 

^ 1  €v x€panv iicnpoq irpoq crrepvoig t 'I '’Apyei a-K'rprrouxov 'Opecrrav. This is an

extraordinary description of Orestes. The fact that he is a new-born infant is very strongly 

underlined by repetition of h-i followed by attributes. Yet the final line calls him as 

‘sceptre-bearing’, an odd term indeed to describe a baby. This term ‘sceptre-bearing’ once 

more reflects a Homeric undercurrent. It is often used in a formulaic way in conjunction 

with the word ‘king’ in the Iliad  and the Odyssey and symbolizes kingly a u t h o r i t y b u t  it is 

never used to describe a baby. Orestes is figuratively ‘sceptre-bearing’ as the male figure in 

authority in the house during Agamemnon’s absence, yet this does not completely explain 

the striking juxtaposition of images. Iphigenia’s words here echo the chorus’ lament at 

187-8 e p p e i  a -K '^T rrpov  < t '> ,  oIJaoi,! - n a T p iu jv  o'lKUiv. But while the concept of an ancestral 

house having a sceptre sits together comfortably, there is certain tension between the idea of 

a infant being new-born, yet also ‘sceptre-bearing’. This tension fits in with the overall 

pattern of Orestes portrayed as almost fitting the Homeric hero’s mould but ultimately 

falling short. Euripides helps to make the audience aware of this at this early stage in the 

play by using a Homeric adjective in an inappropriate context. We know from myth (and 

Iphigenia does not) that Orestes has never been in control of the kingdom of Argos. The 

implication for the audience is that Orestes was most in control of Argos when still at his 

mother’s breast, i.e. not at all’̂ V

As we await the arrival o f the captured Orestes, Iphigenia laments her fate, 

remembering how she refrained from kissing her dear brother as an infant for shame as she 

was leaving for Aulis as a bride (372-6)'^^, She continues 378-9 <5 el reSi/^xa^,

oi'(ov xoAwvl eppei ,̂ ’Opecrra, Kai Trarpoj There is never any doubt that Iphigenia

'^°Cf. Iliad  1.279, 2.86, 14.93, Odyssey 2.231=5.9, 4.64, 8.41, 47; see Griffin (1980) 9ff„ Easterling (1989). 
'^'Xhe fact tliat Orestes is ‘suckling at the breast in his mother’s arms’ is poignant indeed in the conte.xt of 
what the audience know of Orestes’ matricide. Unlike in Aeschylus, there is no snake metaphor of Orestes 
as the snake suckling at his mother’s breast (in IT, the Furies are the snakes), and there is no Nurse. The 
bond evoked between mother and child here seems absolute. This indicates a degree of normality in tlie 
house before Iphigenia’s departure for Aulis, and shows us the family as Iphigenia remembers it. On snake 
imagery, see further ch. 7.1, 176-7.

Caims (1993) 307 n. 150 notes that this sense of shame is an ‘undifferentiated (and powerful) 
inhibition-feeling caused by the prospect of the transition from virginity to womanhood’. Here the 
implication is that Iphigenia’s shame was in vain since the prospective transition never occurred.
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loves her brother (cf. 640 where Orestes is implied oV pkzAjctt' eyw <I)iXm), but again the 

concept o f fine and enviable things coming from Orestes’ father seems out o f place. She has 

just repeated an account o f her slaughter at Aulis and then proceeds to proclaim her 

contempt for divine wisdom. This is typical o f the confused appearance o f  this speech in the 

context o f the play'^^ At this point, Iphigenia’s emotions o f grief and anger are at a climax. 

She grieves for her brother, feels hardened towards Greeks in general, is bitter at her 

father’s actions, and finally bursts out against her patron Artemis. Iphigenia’s first address 

to the strangers when they come on stage is as follows: 472-5 (̂ eC-l t / j  apa t) t€kovct' 

TTorel TraTTjp t '  t ' ,  ei yeyw o-a  ruyx^i'ei;! o(iov arepeTa-a ^irnrvxcov yeaviwvl

avabeX(})o^ ecrrcLi. Once again, the implication is that they are o f high birth and fine young 

men. However, Iphigenia mentions their mother first. Not only does this reflect her own 

grief at being childless, it also reminds the audience once more o f O restes’ matricide, and 

his polluted status. The irony continues at 609 where Iphigenia exclaims w Atj/a' opkttov, <hg 

wn' euyevov^ tivo \̂ Tte<f)VKag to?j 4>IXoi^ t' 6p6m  ̂ (J/Aoj. The cowardly Orestes from the 

first scene o f  the play has now disappeared, but there is no doubt that Euripides is 

continuing to problematize Orestes’ noble and heroic status by exploitation here o f yevog 

cognates and references to family members, though he is a good philos.

During this exchange, Iphigenia manages to elicit information from Orestes although 

he seems at first unwilling to provide any answers. There is one question, however, which 

he resists answering. Orestes refuses to divulge his name, saying (503) aviovvyi.oi Savovreq ou 

av. This is typical o f the archaic code o f heroes where being the object o f  laughter 

was unendurable’-'*. There are obvious dramatic reasons for this (if he reveals his name, the 

suspense is over), but the withholding o f the name may remind us also o f Odysseus’ 

encounter with Polyphemus at Od. 9.366-7 where he tricks the Cyclops by telling him that 

his name is 05T(5'^^ The parallel is not exact, but is firmly reinforced by the incident o f 

leaving the area in each case, while exclaiming their true name (Odysseus from the land o f 

Cyclopes and Orestes from the land o f  the Taurians). The land o f  the Cyclopes itself also 

serves as a parallel to the Taurian land. Both places are remote and practise a horrific 

inversion o f Greek xenia. Instead o f providing food for his xenoi, Polyphemus eats his

'^^This speech is discussed in more detail at ch. 6.3, 144-9.
' '̂'This code is used by both male and female characters in tragedy: Sophocles’ Ajax (e.g. 79, 303, 367) and 
Creon mAnt. (483, 647) but also Antigone (839), the Sophoclean Electra (807, 1153, cf. I l l )  and Orestes 
(1295) and Medea (383, 404, 797, 1049-50, 1355, 1362).
'‘^Lange (2002) 109 prefers to see the parallel between this passage of the Odyssey and Orestes’ claim that 
he is bLximjxTYi ‘Unfortunate’ {IT 499) rather than give his name, but does not analyze further.
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guests, while similarly the Taurians sacrifice their xenoi rather than providing them with 

sacrificial fare'̂ ®.

This parallel is developed as the attempted escape is discovered by the Taurians. 

They ask Orestes (1358-60) t/Vo^ t /$  w v  < av>  Tt)vh' x^ovog; Orestes’ reply is

proud, and reflects Odysseus’ behaviour on leaving the land o f  the Cyclopes, at IT  1361-3: o 

d' 6?rr'- ’Opea~rrj^, TtjaS' 0ju.ajju.0 f, w j ju.afl7J5 ,1 ’Aycnicfivovoi; naTi;, kyi/riv K0 fj,i^0 fj,ai\ Xafiiov

a.̂ eA(̂ 9̂v, amoXecr' €k Bofuov. In contrast to the earlier part o f  the play (500fF.) where 

Orestes had refused to give his name for fear o f  being laughed at, here, he feels confident 

enough in the success o f  his escape, to reveal his name in a boastful fashion. He boasts like 

Odysseus did to the Cyclops at O d. 9.502-5 ‘KukAwi//, at ksv rlq a-e Kor:a6v^Tiov avBpormov] 

6<j)6a? ĵ.ou e’tpTjrai aeiKcA/Tjv aXoMrrvvJ <})axr6(Li ’Odu(Tcrrja TrroXtnopdiov e^aXa(ocrcii,\ uiov 

A aepreo j, 'IdaKj) evi oikI' e^ovra.’ But Odysseus’ boast has severe consequences. The 

Cyclops is the son o f  Poseidon, and he uses Odysseus’ name to pray to his father for 

vengeance'^^. Poseidon answers his son’s prayer, opposes Odysseus’ homecoming, and 

brings to flilfillment the Cyclops’ curse that he may return alone to many troubles {O d. 

9.526-35). Unlike Odysseus, Orestes is not yet sailing away when he boasts, and the force 

o f  Poseidon already begins to work against him as the ship is being run aground by a 

B€i^6g...KXuda)u (1389)'^*. Some lines later the Messenger explains to Thoas 1414-17 noyrou 

S' avaicTcop "iXiov r' enia-Kone?\ trefAvoi; noaei^MV, TleXomBaK; evavr/o^,! K a'i vGv nape^ei t o v  

’A 7 0 f(.eju.vovo5 7 0 V01/I croi Ka'i m X ira ig . The parallel between the situations o f  Orestes and 

Odysseus is striking, both attempting to escape from a land at the edges o f  the earth, though 

the reference to the Taurians as ‘citizens’ sets them apart from the primitive Cyclopes'^® 

But Orestes is as yet unable to escape, and the fight that ensues is an unarmed fist-throwing 

brawl between the Greeks and the Taurians. The two youths here do  force back the servants 

(1367-71), which shows that they excel not only in sword-fighting (as recounted in the first 

battle), but also in the type o f  kickboxing studied by young Greek males (pankration). They 

do not succeed in routing the servants completely, however, as these take to hurling stones 

at the Greeks from a greater distance'^®.

'^^On the exploitation of the concept of xenia and killing xenoi, see ch. 5.1,112-16.
Heubeck (1989) ad Od. 9. 500-5: ‘By identify ing himself Odysseus exposes himself to the curse which 

follows (528-35); we have here the ancient belief that knowledge of a man’s name bestows some kind of 
magical power over him’.
'^*This real wave mirrors the metaphorical KXvdoiva. mXefilwv (316) in the first battle scene which subdues 
Orestes and Pylades.
'^^On the Taurian land as a polis, c f  ch. 5.1, 97-8 
'^°0n stones and stoning in Greek tragedy, see ch. 5.1, 94-5.
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In IT  we have the unique feature of having two battles between the same two groups 

of people'^'. The contrast between the first and second battle scene reveals that Orestes has 

now reached the final stages o f his purification. Whereas the first scene begins with Orestes’ 

hallucinations in fiall swing, and he must rely on Pylades for protection, here, the Furies are 

nowhere in sight (or mind), and Orestes takes charge physically, placing his sister into the 

boat. Pylades is notably absent from this account and is also unmentioned in the exodos. 

This reinforces Orestes’ new self-reliance in a moment of crisis. He longer depends on 

Pylades, and Pylades has no fijrther fiinction as a character in the drama. The fact that 

Pylades’ marriage to Electra remains unmentioned at the end of the play reflects the 

supremacy of divine concern over those of the oikos'^^. But in spite of Orestes’ brave 

attempts at fending off the barbarians, the escape of the Greeks is thwarted (1391-5). The 

Greeks persevere in their attempts to flee and Iphigenia prays once more to Artemis for help 

(1398-1402), but divine forces are against them and they must ultimately be saved by 

Athena'^\ The appearance of Athena at the end of the play is partly explained by the parallel 

developed between Orestes and Odysseus'” . Orestes, who is opposed by Poseidon in a 

manner similar to Odysseus, is now saved from death by Athena, who is also Odysseus’ 

patron.

3.3 Iphigenia, Orestes and Pylades: Recognition and Intrigue

In the particularly tense and protracted recognition sequence, Iphigenia continues to 

control the action, and the relationship between Orestes and Pylades is fiirther explored. 

After Iphigenia has arrived at her plan to send a letter and goes back into the temple to fetch 

it, Orestes addresses Pylades who has been silent in this scene so far. Pylades is a rational 

character, and as we have seen, his role at the opening of the play contrasts with Orestes’ 

panic. As the tension of anticipated recognition mounts, it is protracted by a development of 

the contrast between the two men. Orestes, amazed at Iphigenia’s astute questions, deduces 

that she is of Argive descent (665-6). In response, Pylades tries to cast doubt on this 

assertion by saying that everyone knows the fate of Agamemnon (670-1). We, the audience,

'^'Using epic elements to describe a battle scene is not uncommon in Euripides, but the specific parallel 
between Orestes and Odysseus is particularly striking here. Cropp (2000) ad  301-35 notes the following 
examples of battles with epic flavour: Andr. lllSfF., Hel. 1589£f„ Ba. 73 iff.. Or. 1474flf. and A/e/. Des. fr. 
495. In contrast to IT, it Pylades has more prowess as a warrior at Or. 1474ff. where the Phrygian slave 
compares him to Hector and Ajax (1480-3).
'^^Cf ch. 6.3, 156-8.
'^^See ch. 6 passim  for discussion of the role of the gods.
'” 0 n  Athena’s appearance from the mechane, see ch. 2.2, 31-2.
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know that Pylades is wrong, and that Iphigenia did not know the fate o f Agamemnon (c f  

378-9). By making it clear to us that Pylades is wrong here, we are less likely to believe that 

his present conviction o f faith in Apollo is justified. Believing he is on the point o f death, 

Orestes laments his fate concluding that Apollo played him false, causing him to kill his 

mother with Orestes now perishing himself in turn (711-15). By contrast, Pylades’ reply is 

ftill o f hope 719-22 a r a p  t o  to u  deou  c r’ ov iie(j)6opev y e  t t w I  / / . a v r e u j u - a ’ Kobhoi e c m j K a g

Sovov.l aAA’ ecrriv, e<rriv 7) X'lav buoTrpa^ial Xiav Stdouaa jLteTOySoXaj, orav This is not the 

first time that Pylades seems to function as the mouthpiece o f Apollo, He had previously 

urged Orestes to persist in his misson so as not to slight the god’s oracle (104-5)'” . Unlike 

this first instance, in which Pylades is successful in his persuasion o f Orestes, at 719-22, 

Orestes is beyond believing in Apollo, and so he replies a-lya- t o , $ o / '/3 o l/  d’ o u 3 e v  uxfyeXeT ju,’ 

e-nrf) (723)'^®. He has the last word in the conversation which is brought to a close by 

Iphigenia’s return from inside the temple. The fact that we are led to disbelieve Pylades at 

this point means that we are left with this feeling o f distrust in Apollo, which may leave an 

audience wondering whether recognition will be thwarted by divine will, contributing to the 

tension as the build-up to the recognition escalates.

In between Pylades’ assertions that Agamemnon’s death is common knowledge and

that Apollo may yet save the day, the two friends have an important debate as to who

should die. In terms o f philia, we witness that their friendship is a deep one '” , but also a

balanced one. While each friend wants to die for the other, each man’s arguments reflect a

certain degree c f  self-interest rather than completely altruistic self-sacrifice'^*. Pylades

argues at length that it is shameful for him to live while Orestes dies (c f  674 a'lcrxpov, 683

a»’c7%uv7j5). He explains that he will obtain a reputation for cowardice and baseness (676

deiXiav yap kcu KaKTjv) as the people o f Argos will suspect him o f taking advantage o f  the

evil fortunes o f  the Argive house (677-82). It is not simply out o f love for Orestes that

Pylades wants to die in his stead, but also out o f concern for himself, his reputation and his

fijture'^^ This type o f argument involving self-interest is the most persuasive type a philos

'̂ ^On Pylades as the mouthpiece of Apollo in IT  and Cho., see ch. 7.1, 181-2 
After this, Pylades only speaks again at 902-08, where he tries to urge the siblings to plan rather than 

catch up with each other’s misfortunes. He persuades Orestes, but Iphigenia is not to be moved in her 
questioning.
'̂ Ĉf. Pylades at Or. 735 k o iv o , 'yap t o , t w v

'^*This combination of altruism and self-interest is part of the Greek ideal of friendship. Gill (1996) 
discusses Aristotle’s views in particular, according to which, 329: ‘in the best type of friendship, the friend 
is ‘another s e lf ’. Gill (1996) explains, 330: ‘the virtuous person is as concerned with the friend...as he is 
with himself ; cf Blundell (1989) 36 on the importance of such balance in Greek friendship, and n. 113, 
above.
'^^Compare the situation at E. Or. 1070ff.; there Pylades wishes to die with Orestes, since Orestes is his 
only friend, and Pylades himself feels it is right to share Orestes’ fate as they committed murder together. In
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can use. But Orestes responds with an even more powerful argument o f the same type. He 

claims that his life is not worth living as diseased and ill-fated, but, he says to Pylades 

695-8: crtuSe/'s ■noA^a/; 6 ^ (m 6 p o u \ KT^cra4J,eiioi;, 'xjV edioKO, croi B a^apr' e%e<v,l ovoii.a. t '

efiou yevo iT  a v , ou^' an a i^  S6iJ,og\ narp(^o^ oufiog e^zAeK^fle/Tj ttot' a v . Orestes’ decision on this 

is final and he does not anticipate any further argument from Pylades, This is impressed 

upon us by a string o f imperatives in the next section o f his speech in which he instructs 

Pylades as to what he should do on his return to Argos (699-707). One o f the duties he 

assigns to Pylades is 704-5 a y y e T ^ e  (l>g oXujX' m ' 'A p ye ia ^  yw a iK o ^  o ii^ t  

ayvicrBei^ It is important for his argument that he anticipates being ‘purified for

slaughter’, since purification is what he has been seeking since his matricide''^. In this sense, 

he will have achieved his goal and will not be seen as a failure. Orestes has authority over 

Pylades while Iphigenia is off-stage. This indicates the progression o f his return to a 

position o f  control, which will only properly occur in the second battle scene. When 

Iphigenia returns, however, it is her authority that is once more very much in evidence, as 

Orestes reveals his inferior intellect.

Iphigenia seeks an oath to secure the delivery o f her message. In response to this, 

Orestes immediately demands an equivalent promise for Pylades’ safe arrival (735-40). 

Orestes does not trust Iphigenia, which lends further credibilty to her capabilities as 

officiating over their slaughter. But as Orestes is attempting to be as clever as Iphigenia, he 

only succeeds in demonstrating his foolishness. It is logical that Pylades could fail to give 

Iphigenia’s message once he escapes. But there is no way he can deliver it for her if he dies. 

Iphigenia would be thwarting herself if she did not ensure his safe departure. Euripides 

blatantly confirms for us that female intelligence is superior to male in this play''". It occurs 

to Pylades presently (755-8) that he will not be able to deliver the message should he lose it. 

Here is another valid point which further emphasizes Orestes’ foolishness. It is Pylades’ 

rational mind which precipitates recognition. His rational rather than emotional nature is 

reflected to  a certain degree during Iphigenia’s disclosure o f her message. Orestes cannot 

help himself from interrupting her in amazement (c f 772’'*̂ , 777, 780), while Pylades waits

this version, Electra is e.xpected to die with Orestes, so the arguments Orestes uses to attempt to convince 
Pylades to flee for his life are not quite the same, but not dissimilar from IT  either at Or. 1075ff.: Pylades 
still has a country and house and wealth to inherit. He has the possibility o f marriage and children wliich  
Orestes does not. But Pylades rejects this argument and chooses to share in the fate o f Orestes and Electra 
whom he counts as his wife (Or. 1093 KpiVw J^ ap ra).
'■^elfiore (2000) 27, is right to note that the positive bond o f ph ilia  which exists between Orestes and 
Pylades contrasts with previous intrafamilial violation o f philia. But this is a feature o f all treatments of 
Orestes and Pylades in myth, and need not indicate positive resolution here.
''"See ch. 5.2.

'‘‘̂ On Orestes’ surprised interruption of Iphigenia here at a syntactic pause, see Mastronarde (1979) 64.
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patiently till the end o f  the speech. This highlights the general contrast in the characters o f  

Orestes and Pylades, though it is understandable that Orestes should be more excited about 

Iphigenia’s identity than Pylades. The recognition is at first one-sided, with Iphigenia 

demanding proofs. Orestes provides proof, but in each case it is linked to a family crime.

Iphigenia’s and Orestes’ acceptance o f  their family crimes can be observed 

throughout the play. Agamemnon’s slaughter o f  his child is mentioned on average once 

every hundred lines throughout the play, and Iphigenia defines herself in terms o f  this deed. 

Orestes’ matricide plays an important role, not only in dramatic motivation behind his quest, 

but also in Iphigenia’s scheme for their escape. Furthermore, it is the pollution-ridden guilt 

o f  three generations o f  Tantalids which forms the nexus o f  the recognition scene. The 

insistence on ancestral crimes is comparable to E. EL, where they are also heavily 

e m p h a s iz e d H o w e v e r , it is the only time in the house o f  Atreus plays in which the crimes 

form the focus o f  the recognition scene and function as recognition tokens. Their use to 

effect the joyous recognition adds a further incongruous and unsettling dimension to family 

history in IT  which is not present in other versions. The first proof is offered by Orestes at 

811-12  XeyoiiJ,' av aKojj ■npurrov ’HAe/crpa^ QueoTou r  olrrBa yevoijbev^v epiv;

Iphigenia remembers the quarrel over the golden lamb, and in a personal touch, Orestes

reminds her 814-16 r a v r '  ovv u^'^vaa-' olaB' kv  eiKio t ’  ev IcrroT  ̂ '^Xiov

/xcTaarao-iv; These two elements are part o f  the same story, and there must be only one 

cloth in question which incorporates both. This has already been made clear by the chorus at 

189-98, where they describe the sun’s shifting as a consequence o f  the quarrel'‘’̂  The piece 

o f  weaving mentioned in IT  is much more complicated than that produced in the recognition 

scene o f  Cho., for it is not a simple piece o f  cloth. Iphigenia has incorporated the story o f  

the strife between Atreus and Thyestes into its pattern. As Iphigenia will now prove herself 

an extremely capable schemer, the suggestion that she is good at weaving is most 

appropriate'"* .̂ One is forced to pose the question, however, o f  why she would wish to

e.g. ‘the golden lamb ode’ 699-746, on which see Cropp (1988) ad loc and Roisvach (1978); for its 
relation to IT, see ch. 4.2, 75.
'"'^Compare the identical term used at 312 eumji/ou? with which Pylades shields Orestes. There, Cropp 
(2000) notes ad loc, it recalls Aphrodite shielding her son Aeneas at Iliad  5.315. Certainly Pylades’ action 
is benevolent and protective, but the image of Orestes being veiled links in witli images of death and the 
Underworld, as discussed above (pp. 54-5). The well-woven cloth here is also sinister, though 
simultaneously positive in the sense that it helps to being about recognition. For further discussion of this 
phrase, seech. 7.1, 170-1, n.71.
'■*̂ See ch. 4.2, 75n.33 for defence of this reading.
''**It is a Greek idiom that the Kloirai ‘Fates’ spin man’s destiny, and the association between weaving and 
cunning has been examined in detail by Detienne and Vemant (1991) in their important study of metis. 
They note the fact that in Greek belief 137-8 ‘the Primordial power weaves, plaits, links and knots together 
the threads whose interlacing composes the tissue of Becoming, linking the sequence of generations and 
events in a single complex, as one contrives a trap’.
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record such a sordid story’"*’. The most obvious parallel for this token comes from 

Euripides’ Ion. Creusa recalls that she had woven into Ion’s swaddling clothes Fop'ywv /Ltev 

ev iMecroKTiv 'ryrpioK; ne-nXajv (1421), KeKpaaire^arrai o<f>e(riv alyl^o^ Tponov (1423), and thus 

proves her identity. The gorgon and snakes may not seem particularly appropriate for a 

baby’s cradle, but the gorgon is an apotropaic image, and Creusa has a serious reason for 

using this particular motif as she explains (1427-9); ^paKovreg- t' Trayxpvcrov

h(x)pr)yi,' ' X Q a v a q ,  oT^ t c k v ' evrpe<j)eiv Ae'yei,! 'R p i^ oviov  ye  t o u  T r a k a i /xiju.7j(7/x.aTa. Athena’s 

association with the aegis and Creusa’s connection to Erichthonius (her great-grandfather) 

validates and perhaps even necessitates her choice o f subject-matter''’®. Iphigenia has no 

such reason for hers'̂ ®.

In light o f the atrocity depicted on the cloth, another parallel suggests itself that of

Philomela. Through her weaving, she records the heinous crimes she has suffered'^'. But

again, here there is a good reason for her doing so. It is her only means o f  communication,

her only hope o f obtaining justice. In contrast to Philomela’s muteness, however, Iphigenia

is in full control o f  her faculty o f speech, as Euripides has emphasized'^^. In recording the

deeds o f  one’s ancestors, it is usual and expected to record heroic deeds. It seems that

Euripides wants to stress here that there are no heroic deeds for Iphigenia to record, only

atrocities. The fact o f recording anything at all implies a displaced and disturbing sense of

heroism attached to the deeds recorded. Simultaneously, it highlights Iphigenia’s naivety

''‘̂ Compare Seaford (1987) 113, who comments on the ‘perversity in the stress laid on the fineness of the 
woven cloth in which Antigone is found hanged (S.Ant. 1222....), clasped by Haimon’; although the cloth in 
Ant. does not tell a story, it still provides an interesting parallel for inappropriate use of fine weaving, just as 
the family history which Iphigenia weaves into her cloth is inappropriate to a glorious family. Note also in 
the context of the IT, that ritual weaving (of the peplos for Athena) as a positive contrast to the weaving of 
the recognition, is one of the activities denied Iphigenia and one which she associates with her dream of 
home, marriage and offspring (222-4).
'"‘̂ There is much dispute as to the actual te.xt of 1427. Here I read with Kovacs (1999), since it seems 
reasonable that the gift of snakes be golden and the family ancient rather than vice versa, but see Owen 
(1939) ad loc. for discussion; whatever the reading, however, it does not alter the basic point. It is clear 
from any of the chosen alternatives that Creusa’s weaving represents the gift of Athena which she bids the 
family use in the upbringing of their children.
''‘̂ Snake imagery reinforces Ion's serious themes, see Mastronarde (2003) 297ff.
'^“Compare also Helen in Iliad 3.125-8 who ‘was weaving a great web, a red folding robe, and working into 
it the numerous struggles of Trojans, breakers of horses, and bronze-annoured Achaians, struggles that they 
endured for her sake at the hands of the war god’ (trans. Lattimore). Again, this is perverse, but not quite in 
the same way as Iphigenia’s weaving. Helen is recording the suffering which she has caused. Helen’s 
weaving of destruction in the Iliad serves as a contrast to Andromache’s who weaves a pattern of flowers 
into her cloth while Hector is away in battle (22. 441), on this contrast see Kirk (1985) ad Iliad 3. 125-7. 
’^'Raped by her sister’s husband Tereus, who cuts out her tongue to prevent the deed becoming known, 
Philomela weaves the story into a cloth which she shows her sister Procne. Procne then kills Itys, her son by 
Tereus in revenge; the story is told in S. Tereus (Radt (1977) 435-45; c f  Lloyd-Jones (1996) 290-301), and 
in A. Supp. 60-8 and fr.609; see also Burkert (1983) 179-85.
'^ ^ h e  spoken word is consistently presented as superior to written signs in tragedy. In IT, this is 
particularly evident when Iphigenia’s speech makes the message of her letter redundant, and is shown to be 
superior in value because it can be questioned; see also ch. 2.2, 23-5.
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and show s an attempt on her part to normahze her family history. This is impossible, 

however, and as she w eaves the story o f  her ancestors, she is soon  to becom e the next 

victim o f  the seem ingly endless cycle o f  family crimes.

N ext, O restes offers the p roof o f  his know ledge o f  the rites performed before 

Iphigenia’s ficticious w edding to Achilles (8 1 8 -2 1 ), and therefore refers to the crimes o f  

Agamemnon. Op. Kai Xourp’ kq AuA/v ju-Tjrpoj ade^oj napa;\ l(j). old'' ov yap 6  ^041,0  ̂ ecr̂ Ao  ̂ iov 

//.’ ac^e/Aero.l Op, r i  ya^; (ra,c, ^oOca if>epeiv; l<j). ju.vT9//.e7a y' avr'i crw/AaToj

rovfj,ov I f  the spoils that adorn the skene  do indeed incorporate the rpixrofiaTa (73) o f  

sacrificed individuals'” , this description o f  ritual action in marriage cannot fail to register as 

a parallel for sacrifice, not only in the case o f  Aulis, but also now  in the cult o f  Artemis, for 

Iphigenia anoints the victim s with %epvi/3ej and possibly dedicates their hair to the goddess. 

B oth Xoirrpa and are used in this play in the context o f  Aulis, the former at 818, the

latter at 861 , and these are the only tw o references to the lustral water o f  the wedding  

cerem ony in IT. Both terms can also be used o f  libations to the corpse after burial, or to 

wash the corpse in preparation for burial'^"*, and it is notew orthy that the term ^epvijSe^, with 

its double im plications, is used as often in lA  as in All other uses o f  in IT  refer

to the consecration o f  humans about to be sacrificed and further link the present slaughter 

with the previous one in Aulis.

The final p roof o f  identity is given by O restes at 822-6  where he explains a  eTdov 

airro^, r o d e  <f>pa.a-(o TeKfj,iQpia'\ FleAoTrog n a X a ia v  ev B6(j,oig \ o y x ^ v  T rarpo j,! tjv  x ^P(t \ ttoAAwv 

■nap^kvov IlicraT iB a l eicvrqcrad' 'lTm odafj,eian , Oho^juaov KTav<ov,\ ev TzapSevMcn roTcri aolq  

KeKpumi,evrf)v. Again, this know ledge displays intimate acquintance with the palace o f  Argos 

and is in this w ay an appropriate sign o f  O restes’ identity, but the fact itse lf is quite 

disturbing. W hat is an ancestral spear doing hidden in the girls’ apartments?’ ®̂. Although

'” Seech. 2.1, 12-13.
'^Cf. Parker (1983) 3 5 n .ll, and see Rudhardt (1992) 171-2 (cf. 248) on Xoinpa for washing corpses, and 
173-4 on xepvil^e  ̂as water used for consecrating sacrificial victims.

Although there are textual problems with the lA, the use of xepvi ê<; is still striking in comparison to only 
five single references in other plays by Euripides (Or. 1602, Pho. 662, Ale. 100, Her. 929, El. 792); it 
appears seven times in IT (58, 244, 335, 622, 644, 861, 1190), exactly the same number of times as in lA 
(675, 955, 1111, 1479, 1513, 1518, 1569).
'^^umett (1971) 64 comments: ‘The spear of Pelops, symbol of the family’s first crime., .turns up like some 
beribboned Heracles among the princess’s gowns in the Argive gynaeceum’, but she fails to see this as odd 
(also, note that Tantalus’ crime is the family’s first, not Pelops’). Furthermore, the area is not referred to in 
the text as a gynaeceum, but as nap6evwa-i which literally means ‘virgins’ quarters’ and emphasizes the fact 
that Iphigenia is a virgin; O ’Brien (1988) 113 argues that Euripides places the spear in Iphigenia’s 
apartments to emphasize the parallel between her and Pelops, and Cropp (2000) ad loc follows him in tliis 
analysis though he sees it as comparing Hippodameia and Iphigenia. But surely the spear itself must 
represent Pelops, not Hippodameia. Cropp (2000) concludes ‘This is an apt resting-place for the spear 
which accompanied the girl from Pisa from maidenhood to marriage’; c f  Whitman’s analysis n. 159 below.

It cannot be denied that there is a parallel between Iphigenia and Pelops, in that both are saved from death 
at the hands o f their father by the gods (on which see Sansone (1975)), but the presence of the ancestral
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Pelops is usually depicted with a spear in a r t '” , the traditional story o f  his winning o f  

Hippodam eia usually involves treachery on his part'^*. B ut here, the spear suggests heroism 

rather than treachery '” , just as the weaving o f  deeds o f  ancestors into a cloth suggests that 

they are heroic in the first recognition token, until w e rem em ber w hat these deeds are. 

Unlike the bow  o f  Odysseus, the spear o f  Pelops is not a clean sign o f  valour. A spear is 

easily identifiable as a phallic sym bol'^. I suggest that its presence in the m aiden’s quarters 

represents a violation o f m aidenhood. This is no t a literal but a symbolic violation and it 

reflects directly on Iphigenia’s symbolic a'nj,a-rrjp6v ya^ov  (371) at the hands o f  her father. 

The shedding o f  blood is meant to  end Iphigenia’s virginity, but instead it ends her life (at 

least as far as the Greeks are concerned), and she will never com plete the transition out o f  

virginity. The spear o f  Pelops is an unclean intruder on the m aidens’ lives, representing a 

relative. This is analogous to Agamemnon, the relative with his sacrificial knife which is the 

perverted intruder on Iphigenia’s life. The spear w as present in her m aiden’s apartm ents as 

an ill om en when she left for the sacrifice/ m arriage, o f  which we have ju st been rem inded in 

the lines immediately preceding.

Kindred pollution underlies the recognition scene in IT '^‘. Instead o f  naive physical 

tokens, Euripides uses privy know ledge to  form ulate his proofs. N o tokens appear on stage, 

nor is any physical attribute evoked (like the scar o f  O restes in E. EL),  but Iphigenia’s 

recognition is achieved through description, th rough words. This is the only one o f  the 

A treid recognition scenes effected w ithout physical p ro o fs .  It follows on directly as a 

developm ent from the message o f  the deltos which is ‘pu t into speech’ by Iphigenia {X6y(i) 

(j)pacru) 761) and results in O restes’ realization o f  her identity'®. T hough the recognition

spear in the maidens’ quarters is a strained parallel indeed. The spear is a man’s weapon, such as the bow 
of Odysseus in OJ. 21.1-60, rightly referenced by Cropp (2000) in his note. This bow makes an excellent 
parallel as it is an heirloom rather than an ordinary weapon, and it is stored in a special room to which only 
Penelope has a key. But this is a perfectly suitable and proper place for such an item, which I suggest is not 
the case here.
'” See L/A/C s.v. ‘Pelops’.
'^*See O ’Brien (1988) 103-6 for the various versions of the myth.
'” C f Whitman (1974) 23 who also notes this: ‘the spear also betokens heroism and suggests the grander 
side of Orestes’ heritage’, though I do feel that this ‘grander side’ is strongly undermined, and I do not 
agree with his suggested reason for the location of the spear, that ‘Euripides ...might have wanted to 
connect [Iphigenia], as well as Orestes, with the heroic aspect of the Pelopids’. I feel this location is much 
more disturbing than Whitman allows.
'“ The Greeks were not unaware of se.xual symbolism; c f  the use of tlie same term Xoyxr) in a sexually 
suggestive context by Aristophanes in Thes. 826, in the tragic context, note the powerful sexual metaphor in 
A. Ag. 1389-92; for Zeus’ thunderbolt as a phallic symbol, see Rabinowitz (1993) 69.
'®'For further discussion of recognition as a motif in Greek literature, see Matthiessen (1964) 93-144. 
'̂ ‘There are no concrete recognition tokens in E. Hel., but there Helen and Menelaus recognize each other 
from their physical appearance in contrast to IT, where the siblings who have not seen each other since 
Orestes was an infant cannot recognize each other from outward appearance.
'“ C f Ion 1415ff.; although Creusa describes with words the swaddling clothes and the sacred branch which
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tokens are presented apparently achronologically (grandfather, present generation, 

great-grandfather), the order of the recognition tokens is no accident. The central evocation 

of Aulis is framed by the unheroic deeds of forefathers presented in terms of false heroism. 

The weaving of the first token reminds us of Iphigenia’s marriageable age, which serves as 

an introduction for the recollection of Aulis, while the last token reminds us that Iphigenia is 

still a virgin, although she was ready for marriage and has left the virgin’s quarters. The 

framing first and third tokens also serve to reinforce the atrocity and deception of the false 

wedding.

As soon as Iphigenia recognizes her brother, she takes it upon herself to contrive an 

escape plan 876-9 rlva a-oi < T i v a  ( t o i>  mpov eupopteval naXiv a m  TToAecû , ano (j)6vou -neix.ip(o\ 

■narp'ib' ej ’Ap'ye/av,! Trp/v hr} alij,aTi (tC{> neXcurai; Iphigenia’s response to crisis is in 

clear contrast to that of Orestes, who had addressed Pylades in panic at 95-6 saying 

riuAa.^73..,.T/ Iphigenia rather turns to herself to find a solution'®^ Pylades (at

902-8) takes the initiative of suggesting that their escape plan should become their top 

priority. Orestes agrees with him, but Iphigenia overrides them both and continues her 

questions as she pleases (912ff ). For almost eighty lines, tension mounts as the audience 

fear the trio will be interrupted in their complicity and be punished. Indeed, this fear is 

confirmed by Iphigenia’s assertion at the end of the scene when she tells Orestes and 

Pylades to go into the temple WJ ainix' viei -rrja-Be Koipavoq Bucrlav eXey^ujv ei

KaTeipyacrroLi ^eviou (1080-1). Iphigenia’s disregard for Pylades’ advice reinforces her 

powerful presence and once more demonstrates her control over the situation and over both 

the young men. Furthermore, when the escape plan is contrived, Iphigenia rejects all of 

Orestes’ suggestions, while she herself contrives a novel plan. The plan is novel is the sense 

that she will use the truth to a very large extent to deceive the king and escape. During the 

deception scene, as the pace quickens from stichomythia to antilabai, Iphigenia is the one 

who instigates each line while Thoas responds, thus indicating her control over the 

deception'^.

should be found in the cradle, in contrast to the IT, Ion physically holds the tokens on the stage.
'^Compare Orestes’ desperate appeal to Pylades at Or.11% ml*; av ouv Spilrqv; In that play, Pylades and 
Electra are the ones who contrive the plan of revenge, Pylades the murder of Helen, Electra the holding 
hostage of Hermione. In Or., as in IT, Orestes does not contribute to the plan.
'^^Note also Orestes’ plea at 983-4 where he comes across as helpless indeed when he says oAA', w <̂ iA7)Se?(r', 
u) Kaa-lyvTfTov Kwpa, I (raxrov Trarpvov oJk o v , eWwerov ? efie. When they return to discussing a plan of action, 
Iphigenia does wonder aloud about how they will accomplish their escape (1017-18), but this is not a direct 
address to Orestes, and she proceeds to dismiss all his suggestions.
'^ C f  Cropp (2000) ad loc., and Hogan (1997) 120-1 on the use of antilabai to quicken the pace of the 
action.
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It has been said that Euripides’ characters are ‘carefully tailored persons” ®̂. This is 

certainly true of the characters created in IT. This tragedy is ultimately about Iphigenia. She 

is the main recipient of our sympathy throughout the play, and we follow her character 

development through grief and anger to jubilation and simultaneous anxiety. Although she is 

absent from the final scenes of the play, the implications of her final predicament are made 

clear for the audience. She is to be denied return to her oikos, as well as the marriage and 

children she longs for. Her fate is one of the crucial factors in ultimately shaping this play as 

deeply dark and disturbing (along with the role of the gods in particular). It is only through 

Iphigenia’s characterization that we can appreciate the subtleties implied in this final 

outcome. In turn, Iphigenia’s character is developed through her interaction with others, 

particularly Orestes, whose character is second in importance to hers. Orestes is, of course, 

also important in his own right. His characterization in term.s of epic hero reveals his noble 

intentions, though he is dogged by the Furies and his pollution. He develops from being 

cowardly and polluted to brave but foolish, and is never in control of the stage-action. The 

mission is presented as being controlled first by Pylades, then by Iphigenia, and finally by the 

gods. Although Orestes’ wits are inferior to both Iphigenia’s and Pylades’, his physical 

strength and fighting abilities are shown to be just as important to the attempted escape at 

the end of the play. Thus his pollution is no longer an impediment to his heroic character, 

but he must still contend with divine opposition. In addition to this, the great love shown by 

Iphigenia and Pylades for Orestes may go some way to inspiring our confidence in him. 

Pylades’ character is more two-dimensional than that of the siblings, and one cannot trace 

any real development in his character. However he works well in his supporting role, by 

drawing out and highlighting various characteristics in Iphigenia as well as in Orestes. The 

next chapters will deal with the interaction between Iphigenia and the chorus, Greek and 

barbarian, male and female, and human and divine, adding fiirther depth to our 

understanding of the characters as outlined here.

'^^Said of the Hippolytus by Griffin (1990) 140.
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4. Chorus

That Euripidean choruses are badly integrated into their respective dramas is a 

concept which can be traced baclc to Aristotle and which influenced many generations of 

critics'. The chorus is among the most challenging aspects o f ancient drama for the modern 

interpreter. The concept and flinction o f the chorus in Greek tragedy is difficult to grasp 

given that it is something generally alien to modern theatre^. However, since tragedy 

developed from choral singing and dancing^, the chorus represents its very core, and 

Important advances have been made by scholars in recent decades towards understanding 

the often complex choral lyrics and their impact on the drama as a whole". Euripides’ skill 

and innovation in manipulating his chorus is very much in evidence in IT. All choral 

participation bears a direct link and relevance to the surrounding action, and the chorus o f 

this play has a strong character o f its own, just as Aristotle advises (see n. 1). The functions 

o f the chorus emerge as being manifold. Their spoken interjections serve to further the plot, 

while their lyrics develop both their character and various themes o f  importance for the 

drama. Because o f the different themes developed by the chorus, this chapter will analyze 

the choral odes and utterances thematically and according to their function, rather than 

examining each ode chronologically from beginning to end.

' The relevant passage in Aristotle’s Poetics is 1456a25-7 Ka'i rov xopov eva, SeT xjrtoXati^aveiv tw v  
imoKpnwv, KOA (lopiov ehai to O  oXou kwi (rwayo}vi^e(r6ai cixmep E up in l^  oAA’ iixrnep "Lo^oKkel. The following 
sentence of the Poetics reads (1456a27-30) toT<; Se Xomoi<; m  ^d o n eva  oOdev n,d?J^ov roO (lvBou <») oAA-rĵ  
rpa.'ycfjSla^ ear iv  Sid e/ji06Xifta ^Soutriv nporrou Hp^civTcx; ’ Aya,6a}vo<; t o v  roioinou. On the basis of this reference 
to Agathon, it has recently been argued by Hose (1998) 52-3, that Aristotle’s condemnation of the 
Euripidean chorus is not as categorical as it first appears, and that he rather finds fault with Agathon’s 
treatment of choral odes than with Euripides’. But Hose is not the first to notice this; see e.g. Padel (1974) 
240n.5. Whatever Aristotle’s intended meaning, there is no doubt, as Hose acknowledges, that this passage 
of Aristotle has influenced many scholars to view Euripidean choral odes as badly constructed and 
irrelevant to his dramas. One such expression comes from Jebb (1893) 223-4 ‘The choral odes of Euripides 
came to be wholly irrelevant to the dramatic context, or cormected with it only slightly and occasionally’; 
this statement is discussed by Mossman (1999) 69n. 1.
 ̂ Cf Dale (1969) 210 ‘the Chorus.. .proves itself the greatest stumbling-block in modem productions of 

these plays’.
 ̂ See e.g. Calame (1995); for a discussion of the origins of tragedy, see Winnington-Ingram (1985).

* Most importantly; Vemant (1980), Henrichs (1995), Gould (1996), Goldhill (1996); on the treatment of 
the chorus in the context of single plays, see esp. Mossman (1999) and Allan (2000).
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4.1 Choral Identity and Iphigenia

The identity of the chorus in IT  as Greek maidens iiighlights Iphigenia’s^ As maidens 

living by the sea’s edge, in a mountainous landscape, the chorus resemble a thiasos of 

nymphs commonly identified as ritual followers of Artemis (for whom maidenhood is a 

prerequisite)®. Certainly the visual element of one female figure, a maiden more important 

and more prominent^ than her group of maiden followers recalls Artemis herself and her 

nymphs*. We are reminded of sea-nymphs’ ties with the locale in the first messenger-speech, 

when Orestes and Pylades are mistaken for ‘darlings of Nereus’ (273-4), 05 t 6v 

eriKre Trei^Kovra xopov. It is noteworthy that the fifty daughters are described as a

%opo<̂ in the scene which directly follows the entry-song of the chorus, and thus helps 

associate the two. In turn the figure of Iphigenia is conflated with that of Artemis at various 

points in the play, which consolidates the image of the chorus as followers o f Artemis (see 

ch.6.1).

The amoibaic parados serves to strengthen the ties between the chorus and their 

mistress’, as they respond to Iphigenia’s lament. In structure, this ode bears strong 

similarities to the amoibaic parodos of Euripides’ Helen, but in IT  it reinforces the divine 

bond that exists between Iphigenia and her servant-women, a bond which does not exist 

between Helen and her fellow Greek captive women. In IT, the chorus begin the parodos 

with a highly ritualized and formal address to Artemis, acknowledging themselves as 

servants of her key-keeper Iphigenia (123-142). Iphigenia then responds with her lament at 

the thought of her brother being dead (143-177), to which the chorus respond in turn with 

their lament for the misfortunes of Iphigenia’s ancestors (178-202), and Iphigenia responds 

to this, lamenting her own birth and plight, which concludes the ode (203-235). In Helen, 

however, it is Helen who begins the parodos, and her fellow Greek captives who respond.

 ̂ By an oversight, Castellani (1989) 9, comments on the ‘female choruses in Euripides of mature or even
elderly women (as apparently in Iphigenia Among the Taurians and Helen)'. The chorus in IT is clearly
not made up of elderly or mature women (cf their longing for children at 1097). Their virgin status is 
extremely important in the play, and appropriate to their role as servants of Artemis. The chorus in Helen 
are also addressed as Kopai (193).
® On the Taurian landscape, see ch. 2.1, 8-10; on the association between nymph-cults and marginal 
landscapes, see Buxton (1992) 87, 106-8, 110-12.
’ The effect would be enhanced if, as I believe, there was a raised stage for the actors with the chorus 
singing and dancing their odes on a lower level; see ch. 2.1, n.5.
* Compare the description of Nausicaa and her handmaids in Od.6 where she is compared to Artemis and is 
taller than her nymphs 102-109: oh] 5’ "Apreni^ eJa-i Kar’ oupea ioxeaipa,,! tj Kara T'tjOyerov nepiftriKerov -rj 
’Epu/jtai/doi/,! TepnofMevri Kopnoia-i Kai eXa<i>oi(rr\ rn Se 8’ a^ia vvfj.4>a,i, Kovpat A105 al-yioxoioj aypovoftoi
nall^ov(ri- yeyrjOe Se re 4>peva Atttw-I na(Ta,oiv S' imep ye Kaprq e^ei rjSe /i^o m a ,!  peTd r ’ apiyvomj TreXerai, 
KdXai re Tra<rac &<; ij 7 ’ a4J,(l)m6Xoi(ri fj-eT^perre Trapdevo^
 ̂ On amoibaic constructions in tragedy, see Popp (1971) 221-75.
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The parodos unfolds as follows; Helen begins her lament (167-178), to which the chorus 

respond having heard Helen from a distance and coming to see what is wrong (179-190), 

Helen explains her woes in detail (191-211), the chorus lament her destiny (212-228), and 

Helen concludes by lamenting the beginnings of her misery (229-251). The fact that Helen 

begins the parodos in Helen and the chorus begin it in IT  marks out the different identities 

of the chorus, who in IT  are very definitely Iphigenia’s servants, and have come in response 

to a previous summons (cf ch. 2.2, 18-9), but in Helen there is no such suggestion of 

servitude'®, and the chorus come out of concern once they have overheard Helen lamenting.

In content, there are also some strong similarities between the two parodoi, though 

again, the differences highlight each individual situation. Helen has just received news of the 

fall of Troy, that everyone blames her for the war, that her mother killed herself in shame, 

that her husband Menelaus has disappeared, and that her two brothers killed themselves in 

shame at her acts. This is what prompts Helen’s lament. In structural terms the information 

she has received rather corresponds to the news Iphigenia extracts from Orestes about her 

family, and what is said about her also at IT  513-570. However, the final piece of 

information Iphigenia receives here, that Orestes is alive, is a great cause o f joy for her, and 

there is no cause for lament. In the parodos of IT, Iphigenia is expressing her sorrow at her 

belief, through her interpretation of her dream, that Orestes is dead. The visual aspect of the 

two parodoi will also be very different. Helen is a suppliant at the tomb o f Proteus, while 

Iphigenia is a commanding figure, in control, and engaged in the ritual act o f pouring 

libations for her brother. There are some small points of comparable detail in the bodies of 

the laments", but by far the strongest parallel between the two odes is the final section in 

which both protagonists revert to tracing their ill-fate through the course o f their lives. Here 

also, however, there is a difference. Iphigenia traces her misfortune right back to her birth 

(203-213), while Helen’s ill-fate begins when Paris seeks her beauty {Hel. 229-240). The 

fact that Iphigenia counts even her birth as unfortunate, even though at this point she is 

unaware of her father’s death at the hands of her mother, reveals the depth o f her misery, 

but the image also serves to develop the theme of birth-giving and motherhood which will 

be something Iphigenia is denied forever by the end of the play.

'“See Dale (1967) ad  Helen  179-90.

"The laments are called ‘lyreless’ in both cases {IT  146, Hel. 185), and both are in a sense ‘barbarian’: 
Helen calls for the accompaniment o f  the ‘Lybian flute’ at 170-71, w hile the chorus in IT  respond to their 
mistress with ‘Asian laments’ at 180 (on this last passage, see ch. 5.1, 151-2). Both p arodo i contain 
examples of anadiplosis: IT  138, 153, Hel. 195, 215.
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The eagerly anticipated entry of the chorus'^ evokes an atmosphere of ritual which 

is heightened by the substitution of many spondees in the metre which establishes a solemn 

and heavy mood'^ There is no short syllable until 130, and lines without a single short 

syllable abound throughout the parados''*. The first choral utterance (123)'^ ev(l)(î ieTT' is a 

particularly ritualistic expression'®. A comparison worth noting here is the call for religious 

silence made by the chorus of thiastic maenads in their entry-song at Ba. 70 crr6 fj,a  

ttT T ttj ê ocrioutrdu}' .̂ The Bacchae is a play whose chorus has a very powerful ritual identity as 

followers of Dionysus. The comparable sentiment expressed in the two parodoi thus reflects 

the religious identity of the chorus in IT. It is also worth noting that these two plays both 

involve deep perversions of sacrificial rituals. The call for holy silence in the parodoi 

perhaps reflects the ominous nature of the cults, which are so uncivilized that they should 

not be mentioned'®. Like the Bacchae, which contains many examples of the dochmiac 

metre (though not in the parados), the parados of IT  is composed in dochmiacs'^, a metre 

which always expresses an urgent or emotional context^®. The metre thus reinforces 

Iphigenia’s personal emotion, which is very much a part of the parados  as she pours 

libations for the brother she believes dead. The chorus’ response to their mistress’ lament 

(179-85) contrasts with their opening lines requesting holy silence, and shows them 

following their mistress’ lead. The religious bond between the chorus and Iphigenia is also 

emphasized by their formal address to Artemis, through the juxtaposed repetition of the 

adjective oVioj ‘holy’ referring first to Iphigenia and then to themselves (126-31); w rra?” 

t S j  Aarou^l A /ktuvv’ oupe/a,I ttoo$ crav a u X a v . . . o a - ' i a ^  oViov r r o ^ a  napdeviovl kX'o^ovxou i o u X a  

neiMnu).

'^See ch. 2.2, 15-18 on manipulated audience expectation of choral entry.
'^Noted by Cropp (2000) ad  123-235; c f  Dale (1968) 59 ‘Euripides favours....the ‘dragged’ [dochmiac]’;
this occurs at IT  126, 127 (see Dale (1983) 80).
'■̂ See Dale (1983) 80-5.
'^Diggle (1981) attributes 123-5 to Iphigenia, but see ch. 2.2, 18 with n.60.
'®It developed from indicating the use of words of good omen and therefore avoidance of unlucky utterances 
to meaning being silent as the surest method of avoiding ill omen; see LSJ s.v. eu<}n)neo).
'^The only other case in tragedy of the chorus calling for ev^np.ia is at Eum. 1035 and 1038. However, at the 
very end of the trilogy, it has a function specific to the Oresteia. Coupled with the olulugmoi o f 1043 and 
1047, it serves to redress the earlier negative silences (e.g. Iphigenia being gagged and unable to speak at 
Ag. 235-43) and the destructive olulugmon of Ag. (e.g. associated with the capture of Troy and the murder 
of Agamemnon 28, 587, 595, 1118). Now at the end of the trilogy, both terms are used in a positive light as 
is the general pattern of the Oresteia, for more detail, see Sommerstein (1989) ad loc.
'*Cf Iphigenia’s words at line 37 ‘as for the rest, I am silent’; on silence and speech in this play, see pp.
23-5, 58; on this intertext with Aeschylus, see ch. 7.1, 167.
'^See Dale (1983) 80-5 on the parados of IT, and 142-146 on dochmiacs in E. Ba..
“ See West (1992) 142-5.
^'Note how w TTcu addressed to Artemis at 126 is reflected in w na7 addressed to Iphigenia at 139, thus 
establishing a verbal association between the two from the very entry of the chorus.
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The conflation between Iphigenia and Artemis is revealed through the chorus’ 

terms o f  address for Iphigenia^^. They call her ‘mistress’ five times during the course o f the 

play. The first four times they use the term Becmoiva (181, 445, 1075; c f  deoTzocrvvoK; 439). 

But in the second stasimon, they sing (1123-4) Kai ere ptev ttotvi’, ’Apyela] txevT^KovTopoi; 

o I k o v  a ^ e i .  Up to this point, and in all other instances, potnia  is used to denote Artemis”̂  but 

this final usage may ambiguously refer to both Iphigenia and the statue o f Artemis. The 

context o f lines 1123-4 is as follows: the chorus lament the destruction o f their native city 

and sale into slavery and then confess 1117-22 '̂r)Xou<ra t6v ^la nav-\ to j ^ua-^alfx,oi/’' ev yap 

a v a j - l  Kaig ov Kafivei (rvvTpo<])o  ̂ o)v.\ fiera^aX Xeiv  to  /x.er’ evru x iav  Ka/cou-l

rrBat dvaroTg ah'ov^*. The chorus are clearly drawing a contrast between their own fate, 

once prosperous"^ and now miserable and Iphigenia’s, which has always been unfortunate. 

The verbal echo back to the parados  is striking. At 203-5, Iphigenia describes her life in 

precisely the terms used here by the chorus: /xoi Sucr^alfj,cov\ < I >

/xarpoj ^(ova^\ Kai vvKTog xe/vaj These are the only two occurrences o f  djada'nuov in the 

play and must surely recall each other. So although the term potnia  may remind us that the 

statue o f Artemis will also be travelling back to Greece on the ship, we should also note 

here that the audience have not yet seen this statue and therefore will be less inclined to 

associate the term potnia  with the statue o f the goddess. The main purpose o f  the term in 

this instance is to denote Iphigenia, whose fate is being contrasted to their own.

This transition from the chorus addressing Iphigenia as despoina  to referring to her 

in terms previously reserved for Artemis is important at this point in the play. It emphasizes 

the depth o f their religious bond to Iphigenia and the solemnity o f their promise to  keep 

silent about the intrigue. This prepares us for the self-sacrifice o f the chorus in the final 

stages o f the play and helps explain their mute acceptance o f their subsidiary status 

throughout. This being said, their loyalty is apparently not something Iphigenia takes for 

granted. Their mistress, she supplicates them in formal ritual fashion, begging each one 

individually to help hide the plan̂ ®. Like Iphigenia who dwells so heavily on her unfialfilled 

marriage at Aulis"^, the chorus similarly lament their lack o f husband and children in the

the conflation of Artemis and Iphigenia, see further ch. 6.1, 137-8.
Potnia is used three times before 1123: at 463 when the chorus address Artemis, at 533 and 1082 

Iphigenia refers to Artemis.
‘̂‘Different editors have slightly different readings of this passage. Here I quote D iggle’s (1981) text, but 

none of the other conjectures alters the basic meaning of the sentence or cancels out the verbal echo to 
203-5.
^^See esp. 1138ff. for description of the chorus' once prosperous life.
“ See ch. 2.2, 25-6.
^^See ch. 3.1.
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second stasimon (discussed below, 4.4). The ode closes with the chorus lamenting their lack 

o f participation in weddings and dances (1143-52). This flither reinforces the parallel with 

Iphigenia who is also unable to take part in typical female activities.

4.2 Greek Lust for Gold

The chorus introduce us to the gold on the temple, which at first seems to be a 

simple expression of honour to the goddess^*. However, in the context of this particular 

play, the theme of gold and riches is developed in negative terms. Ironically it will be the 

Greeks and the gods who are presented as greedy for gold, whereas the barbarians are 

content to use gold for ritual purposes (for example, the libation jug, and temple 

decoration^^). Although golden props do not necessarily indicate barbarians, there is no 

doubt that the Greek mind held strong associations between barbarians and gold^°. But in 

IT, while gold is clearly available, there is no evidence of extravagant luxury among the 

Taurians. Indeed, as we have seen, the temple to Artemis is equipped with imposing doors 

and sturdy bolts rather than being a decadent temple of luxury. This is a strong contrast to 

the skene o f I T  s sister play Helen, where the palace of the Egyptian king Theoclymenus is 

so luxurious that Teucer wonders if it is the dwelling of Wealth himself {Hel. 69; c f 295-6). 

The concept o f barbarians as extravagant in their wealth and luxury is often coupled with 

the idea that they are soft and lack self-restraint^', but this is not how the Taurians are 

presented. In fact Thoas immediately restrains himself from attacking the ftigitives at the 

end of the play, when he is commanded to do so by Athena (1475ff.).

It is Greek lust for gold which is introduced in the parodos, through the ancestral 

quarrel between Iphigenia’s forefathers Atreus and Thyestes over the golden lamb^^. It is 

presented by the chorus as an important juncture in the misfortunes of the line. The story is

^®The temple in Ion is also described as golden (157), but see p. 10-11 for discussion of the important 
differences between the two temples.
^®See ch. 2.2, 19-20 on the functions of tlie libation jug as a stage property.
^°In tragedy, see for example, the repeated references to the Persians’ gold which characterizes them in A. 
Per. 3, 9, 45, 53, 79, 159; the Phrygians are called rich in gold at Hec. 492 (c f Tro. 18); Hecuba accuses 
Helen at Tro. 991-6 ‘You saw [Paris] shining with gold on barbarian garments and your mind became 
wanton. For in Argos you lived with small means, but you thought that by being free from Sparta you would 
be able to flood the city of Troy which is awash with gold, with your extravagance’; cf LA 74, 786 a.ndAndr. 
169 for Trojans associated with gold (and Her. 643-5 for Asiatic gold); in Hec., Polymestor, the barbaric 
Thracian is motivated by lust for gold in his crimes, and Hecuba subsequently uses his insatiable greed to 
lure him to his punishment (see Mossman (1999) 184-88); Medea uses barbarian gold and luxuries to lure 
Jason’s new wife to her gruesome death,
^'See E. Hall (1989) 80-1, 127-8.
^^Compare also the ancestral greed suggested by Agamemnon’s desire for the victory crown of Troy, which 
Iphigenia presents as one of the reasons for her sacrifice {IT 11).
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told at 189-201, with the strife over the golden lamb portrayed as the reason for later 

troubles. Although syntax and metre are defective in several lines here, w e easily recognize 

the myth o f  Zeus reversing the course o f  the Sun as a result o f  the quarrel between Atreus 

and Thyestes over the golden lamb” . The image o f  gold is also exploited by Euripides with 

regard to this myth in the ‘golden lamb’ ode (i.e. the second stasimon) o f  his Electra, where 

the golden lamb is presented as the root o f  family evilŝ '̂ . In Electra, gold is ambiguous. It 

symbolizes royalty and power in a positive sense, but this power is abused by the quarrel 

over the golden lamb. Electra cannot go to the festival o f  Argive Hera because she has no 

golden necklaces, she has no symbol o f  her royal status” . Clytemnestra does, by contrast, 

but she is barbarized by associations with Trojan gold, which hint at an excess o f  luxury and 

remind us o f  her murder o f  Agamemnon who won these Trojan trophies^®. In IT, gold is not 

associated with royalty, neither is the golden lamb presented as a symbol o f  authority as it is 

in Electra. Rather in IT, the image o f  gold develops in terms which highlight human greed, 

and specifically Greek greed. Thus the reference to the strife-causing golden lamb in the

^^The text at 189-97 is difficult but the content seems clear. I agree with most scholars in reading that the 
winged horses are those which pull the daily chariot of the sun across the sky. This is possible with Diggle’s 
(1981) punctuation though the syntax is defective; c f Kovacs’ (1999) reading and emendation, and 
Platnauer (1938) ad  192: ‘1 am inclined to think that, from the immediate mention of the sun, it is to his 
horses that reference is here made’ (Platnauer’s italics). See also O ’Brien (1988) 105n. 17 with references, 
who also argues that horses belong to the sun.

Cropp (2000), however, suggests ad loc. that the winged horses are those of Pelops, and that there is a 
missing reference to Pelops’ chariot race here. For references to the winged horses of Pelops, Cropp (2000) 
cites Or. 989 (but see Willink (1986) on the m jlhical variant used by Euripides at 988-94), and Paus. 5.17.7 
according to whom the 6th C BC chest of Cypselus at Olympia depicted Pelops with winged horses.

But a reference to Pelops here is not necessarily to be expected, and the horses are more likely to be those 
of the sun. This passage deals specifically with the woes of the house, and as Sansone (1975) has pointed 
out Pelops rather serves as a parallel to Iphigenia in IT, as they both escape slaughter at the hands of their 
father. Furthermore, as recorded in Pindar’s 01. 1, Pelops’ winged horses were provided by Poseidon, but 
we are told at / r  1415 that Poseidon opposes the Pelopids, which suggests that Euripides is not drawing on 
P indar’s version of the myth (cf discussion of IT 385-91 in ch. 6.3, 144-9). Given the further reference to 
the ‘sun’s shifting’ mentioned in the recognition scene (814), it seems more suitable that IT 189-97 be read 
in the context of E. El. 699-746, where the chorus relate the quarrel over the golden lamb and cite this as 
the cause of the sun’s change of course (c f Or. 992-1012). The chorus in El. proceed to discount the story 
as false, but we need not accept the chorus’ opinion, see Rosivach (1978) 196ff., and for a parallel in IT, see 
ch. 6.3, 144-9). In a much later interpretation of the myth (Seneca’s Thyestes), nature’s extreme rejection of 
the horrors committed by Atreus in killing his nephews (the day becoming night, i.e. the sun changing 
course) is a theme exploited to very disturbing effect, particularly in the fourth choral ode: see Davis (1989) 
esp. 431-34.
'̂*In IT, ancestral crimes are traced further, back to Pelops and Tantalus.

^^Rosivach (1978) analyzes the second stasimon of Electra and shows how the image o f gold, among others, 
unifies the ode and relates it to the conte.\t of the play.
^®Cf. E. El. 314-18 where Clytemnestra is barbarized by association with Trojan gold. This prepares us for 
Clytemnestra’s grand entrance at 998ff.; the affinity between Clytemnestra and her Trojan slaves is 
well-captured by Cacoyarmis’ cinematic version in which the geometric patterns on the costumes of the 
slaves reflect Clytemnestra’s own, see Torrance (forthcoming (a)). The fact that Agamemnon won all this 
wealth through his victories at Troy but came home to a pitiable slaughter is something which is repeatedly 
emphasized in E. EL, see Cropp (1988) ad  8.
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parados paves the way for the chonjs’ more categorical condemnation o f lust for gold in 

the first stasimon.

In the first antistrophe o f the first stasimon, the chorus discuss the subject of 

gold-seeking travellers to barbarian lands. They wonder whether the captive men were 

driven (409-10) ^iXottXoutov ^lAAavl av^ovre^ ^leXadpoicriv; The colonial history o f ancient 

Greece proves that to the Greek mind there was no shame in seeking one’s fortune abroad. 

However, these choral lyrics are powerfully dark in their description o f man’s greed for 

barbarian riches, and the final few words recognizing that not all men succumb to this does 

not negate the importance o f the rest o f the antistrophe. The travellers are 4hX6ttXoutoi . This 

is the only example o f this term in Euripides and it is never found in Sophocles or 

Aeschylus. In fact this is the earliest usage o f  the term. Combined with the noun a/x/AAa, 

which involves the concept o f vying with others for superiority, and the verb au§w, it cannot 

be doubted that (luXonXourog is used here in a bad and avaricious sense” . Through mortal 

struggle and pains (ct; -rv̂ iMCLcn 414) for wealth, the hope for riches becomes anX'TjcrTog 

(415), again a very negative word, generally used regarding greed for money or lust for 

blood^*. By contrast, the word oTsSoj is usually a positive term indicating worldly happiness 

and prosperity. A person who is oX^io^ is ‘happy’ or ‘blessed’. But in line 415, oÂ Soj is a 

/3apoj which must be borne literally and metaphorically. The term is repeated at 419-20 in 

conjunction with an aKaipo^ yvMiMa reinforcing the notion that oX$o^ is distinctly not ‘happy’ 

or ‘blessed’ in this context^®. Moreover, the men described are rrAavTjrej (417), a condition 

which is far from desirable in Gieek myth, as attested by the cases o f  Odysseus, lo, Oedipus 

and Orestes. Indeed the case o f lo has just been recalled by the chorus in the opening 

strophe o f  this stasimon, which immediately precedes the antistrophe we are discussing. The 

ode begins with a reference to the ola-rpoi; which flew from Argos to Asia (392-6). This can 

only be a reference to lo'” . Both lo and the sailors wander, not on calm seas, but struggle 

en’ (394, c f  417). Apart from the obvious parallels between the fate o f  lo  and the 

description o f hypothetical sailors, this phrase, which occurs in exactly the same line 

position in strophe and antistrophe, links the two stories firmly together. The men sail 

podioi^ e iX a riva ^  BiKporoicn K w na^ (408-9), an image fiall o f  movement and vigorous energy.

’̂One might compare the similar compound adjective (̂ lAortptô  which mostly has very negative 
connotations of ambition in writers of the fifth century (see LSJ s.v.).

Thgn.109, S. El. 1336, Hdt. 1.187, 212, A. Eu 976 .
Kannicht (1956) 105 who shows that is used in the sense of ttAoDto? here.

‘’̂ See esp. A. Supp. 291-315 and PV  561-886; the figure of lo provides a parallel for Iphigenia in that she 
was also made priestess to the goddess who was the cause of her troubles, i.e. Hera (Apollod. 2.1.3).
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which indicates their drive in search o f  riches'*'. Indeed the Black sea w as w ell-know n as 

being treacherous for sailors. The vessel described is not a plain ship, but a va/ov 

(4 1 0 ), an image which links in well with the concept o f  ofMiXXa as the chariot is generally 

associated either with racing or with war. Finally, the idea o f  koiv^  (42 1 ) suggests that 

there are many such wanderers driven by their own personal gadfly, which is insatiable lust 

for gold. In light o f  all these negative effects involved in the speculation that the tw o  

sacrificial victims have arrived in these parts in search o f  riches, the token phrase to7j d’ ej 

IL660-0 V TjKei (420 -1 ) hardly redresses the balance. W e are left with an overriding sense o f  

general condem nation for those who greedily travel in search o f  barbarian gold'* .̂ W e learn 

in the second stasimon that the chorus-members w ere sold by their captives to the Taurians 

^axpvcrov Se Si’ e/ATroAa$ (1111)"^ The identity o f  their captors is unspecified, but in the 

context o f  the first stasimon, there is surely an implication o f  lust for barbarian gold. The 

fate o f  the Greek chorus-w om en ironically recalls the fate o f  the enslavem ent and captivity 

o f  Trojan w om en at the hands o f  Greeks as presented in tragedy"* .̂

But if  w e adopt the manuscript reading o f  1216, as I have argued w e should''^ 

Iphigenia’s order to  purify the tem ple with gold  represents an important sym bolic redress in 

previous human attitudes to gold which have been developed so far. Unlike her ancestors 

w ho, though brothers, fight amongst them selves for the golden lamb, or travellers driven by 

greed, Iphigenia and the Taurians are content that gold be used for ritual purposes, 

especially as this purification is presumably designed to keep Thoas distracted w hile she 

m akes her escape with her brother. I f  this is the case, it throw s the treatment o f  A p o llo ’s 

greed for gold, described in the third and final stasimon, into even sharper relief, beginning  

as it d oes just 18 lines after Iphigenia orders the purification by gold. In the last stasimon, 

A pollo is called xP'^a-oKotx.ai;. This is an epithet used elsew here by Euripides to  describe the 

god”*®. Here, however, the adjective functions as a verbal echo for the im age o f  A pollo  

sitting rpmoSi t ’  ev xpucreii) (1 2 5 4 )“*’ at the end o f  the opening strophe, and marks the

‘*'See Diggle (1970) ad Phaeth 80 for the qualities of sound and motion as the primary forces of poSio?. 
‘‘̂ Compare the prologue of Medea, where the Nurse recounts how Jason and his men sailed in search of the 
nay:xP'^(rov Sepoi;, which became the beginning of Medea’s woes.
''^Note here a parallel for the fate of the chorus-women in the rationalization of the myth of lo at Hdt. 1.1, 
where he claims that she was kidnapped by Phoenician traders.
''“'Captive Trojan women feature in A. Ag., perhaps in A. Cho. (but the identity of the captive chorus-women 
in not specified), E. Andr., El., Hec., Tro.
•^^Seech. 2.2, 30.
‘*®Cf E. Supp. 975, Tro. 254; on a physical attribute like this used to develop the image of gold, compare 
how the icP^a-omov Sun at E. El. 740 picks up the previous images in the ode of the golden lamb and 
gold-wrought sacrificial altars, see Rosivach (1987) 190fF.
■'̂ The image of Apollo dispensing oracles from his golden tripod is introduced by Orestes at 976-8 evrevBev 
cLvbr]v Tp'moSoi; sk xP'JO'ov Aafcui'l ®oi]8o5 /a’ ’̂ e fi\p e  Seupo XafieTvl ’ A&rjviov t ’ eyKadiSpDcai x^ovi.
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progression to the revelation that he toolc possession of the Delphic oracle by force, because 

noXuxpvcra deXojv Xarpeu^Lara crxeTv (1275). As the theme gains positive resolution in human 

terms, it is almost immediately transposed into the divine realm with all its negative aspects, 

thus providing a shocking picture of heavenly greed, giving a bleak picture of human morals 

failing in divine terms"*. ^

4.3 Non-Lyric Choral Utterances

Just as specific themes and images can be traced through the choral odes, so also 

non-lyric choral utterances form a certain pattern as the play develops, and contribute to 

various themes, often reinforced through choral lyric. At the end of the parados, the chorus 

armounce the entry of the Herdsman (236-7). After listening to the full narrative of his 

speech, they exclaim 340-1 6av(jbaa~r’ eXe^ag t6 u  <j)avevd'*^, ocrriq r ro T e l " E A A tjv o s  ck yijg  

novTov TjAfley a^evov. This is the first of several times the chorus express astonishment at the 

action o f the play. This particular instance is reinforced by their assertion that the words of 

the Herdsman were indeed true at 461-2, once they see the sacrificial victims arriving oud' 

a yyeX ia g  eXaKev\ avrqp. Similarly after the reunification o f Orestes and

Iphigenia, the chorus comment 900-01 ev toTo-i dauf^aaroTcri Kal /muScov nepal r a S ’ eldov au-rq 

KOV kX vouct' a n ’ ayyeXcoi/^^. Here it becomes clear that their previous astonishment and 

apparent disbelief involves a general distrust of reported speech^'. A contrast developed 

between the chorus’ attitude to the revelations of the siblings, which are believed though 

astonishing, and to the messenger’s news which is certainly not so amazing, yet doubted 

more deeply^^. This serves to highlight choral sympathy for the siblings, and prepares us for 

choral initiative and intervention towards the end of the play.

We note that Apollo only gives this decree after Orestes has given him an ultimatum in desperation at his 
sufferings (973-5).
'**The third stasimon is discussed in more detail in ch. 4.6.
■̂ ^Reading with Cropp (2000) and Kovacs (1999). Diggle (1981) r e a d s b u t  see Cropp (1997)
29-30.
“̂On the importance of first-hand knowledge rather than hearsay in tragedy, cf. Med. 654-5 with 

Mastronarde (2002) ad  654.
^'De Jong (1991) 63-116 has shown how the factual reports of the Euripidean messenger-speech do not 
preclude subjectivity; bearing this in mind, the chorus’ doubt as to the truth of the herdsman’s report 
becomes more understandable and legitimate. It is not unknown for the tragic messenger to lie (e.g. the 
Paidagogos in S. El. 680-763), and we note with De Jong 67, that most ‘messengers’ in tragedy are not so 
by profession, but rather by accident, and this is the case in IT.
^̂ We may compare Hel. 306-309, where the chorus doubt the news of the destruction caused by the Trojan 
war. Again it is reported speech which is doubted, but in Helen the chorus actively seek to dissuade Helen 
from believing the news, whereas in IT it is probably correct to assume rather more astonishment than 
disbelief in the exclamations of the chorus; cf. Stinton (1990) 236-64, who treats tragic expressions of 
disbelief not as finn rejections, but as strong expressions of astonishment. In IT, however, there are two
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At 1284ff., when the messenger races on stage looking for Thoas to tell him the 

news o f  the attempted escape o f  Iphigenia with Orestes and Pylades, the chorus take control 

o f  the scene. From the entry o f  the messenger, the chorus feign ignorance and distract the 

messenger from his immediate search for the king by asking (1288) ri ecmv, e! xp'h 

KeXeucrBeTcrav Xe'yeTv; The messenger spends four lines briefly explaining the situation and 

provoking the chorus’ apparent disbelief and pronouncement o f  the king’s previous 

departure: 1293-4 am oTov e lna^  oV  /’^ e ? v  SeAe/jl avaicTa, (̂ poĈ ô  c k  vaov

avdei^. Here, their disbelief is feigned and designed to support the pretence that they are 

unaware o f  the escape plan. Although ama-cov, is a much stronger term than SavyuLcrTov, the 

chorus display a consistent attitude to reported speech, here with the extra motivation o f  

distracting the messenger. The chorus lie outright, and knowing very well that the king is in 

the temple, they send the messenger o ff at 1296-8; ouk lcrfz,ev aPJVa trrer%e Ka\ ^IcoKe vivl onou 

Kup'r)(Ta  ̂ TovaB’ anayyeXe?^ Xoyoug. The chorus must be pointing in the direction o f  eisodos 

A, the town, leading away from the off-stage shoreline where the fugitives are, and from 

where the messenger has just come. The deception will thus be visually reinforced. Up to 

this moment, the chorus seem to have the upper hand, but all o f  a sudden, the messenger 

bursts out, exclaiming 1298-9 opar’ amcrrov yuvaiKeTov yevo^'\ fjbereoTi twv

•nenp(Ly[hkv(iiv ju,€pô ” . The messenger may be alerted to som eone’s presence inside the 

temple by a noise o f  some kind. It is striking that he uses the same word to describe the 

chorus, as they had used to describe his tale, that is am<rrov. It emphasizes the final 

turnabout in the control o f  the scene. The chorus protest in their defence and keep up the 

deception 1300-01 //.a/vTj' t i  iiiuv twv §evo)v dpa<ryi,od //.era;! ouk eT Kparouvnov irpo^ TruAâ  

o<rov raxo<;; They refer to the escapees (their compatriots) as ^evoi in an obvious attempt to 

distance themselves from the fijgitives, but the messenger is no longer to be swayed by 

them. The expression Kparouvnov npo^ rcuXa^ here means the gates o f  the king’s palace, o f  

course, but the only other rruAaj mentioned throughout the play are those o f  the temple in 

front o f  them^‘*, indicating that their attempted deception has failed, as the messenger 

prepares to hammer on the doors o f  the rruAaj which are in front o f  him to see whether or 

not the king is inside (1302-6).

Although they ultimately fail in their deception, this scene represents unusally

important choral intervention in the action o f  the play^^ It is very rarely that a tragic chorus

levels of choral astonishment/ disbelief at work, depending on the identity of the speaker.
” 0 n  the implications of this passage for portrayal of gender in IT, see ch. 5.2, 123.

'̂*100, 1286, 1305, 1308; c f Iphigenia as rnXoipix; at 1153 and more generally v o m v  mXtDpa; at 1227. 
^^Choruses in other plays do take some initiative. For example, in Hec., the chorus of Trojan captives have 
left their assigned quarters, without leave, to bring Hecuba news, and their complicity makes possible the
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demonstrates any involvement in plot development^®. This scene has been aptly compared to 

Choephoroi 766fP\ where the chorus take it upon themselves to persuade the nurse Cilissa 

to summon Aegisthus without his bodyguard, against the instructions of Clytemnestra. In 

both cases, the chorus act on their own initiative, and are privy to knowledge denied their 

addressee (in IT  they are aware of the escape plan, in Cho. they know that Orestes is not 

really dead). However, there are important differences between the two situations. In Cho., 

the chorus never really put themselves in a situation of danger. That Cilissa is unsympathetic 

to Clytemnestra and Aegisthus, and therefore sympathetic to the chorus, has been made 

clear^*, while by contrast the messenger in IT  is very much in the enemy camp and extremely 

hostile once he discerns what is afoot. This hostility also stems from the very different type 

of intervention in both plays. While the chorus of Cho. ask Cilissa to omit a small detail 

from her message (i.e. that Clytemnestra wants Aegisthus to bring his henchmen when 

summoned), that of IT  tells outright lies and attempt to fool the enemy face to face. This 

behaviour is typical o f the respective choruses. The foreign captives of Cho. incite others to 

action throughout the play, but they always direct their opinions through a third party. 

Having urged Orestes and Electra to perpetrate the murders for most o f the play, and 

particularly in moments when Orestes wavers in his resolve” , they then distance themselves 

from the horror of the matricide as soon as it is carried out®°. The chorus-members of IT, 

however, are completely consistent and selfless in their support for Iphigenia. We see from 

Thoas’ reaction to their part in the plot that they will suffer for their actions, although he 

does not threaten death, 1431-33 r a j  itrropo^ /SouAeuju-o-Ttuv, 1 'yuvaiKeg, au6i^,

ojv/k’ av (TxaXiiv Aa/Sw, I noivacrofj^eda. The chorus must have expected punishment if found

revenge on Polymestor (see Mossman (1999) 69-71). In Ion the chorus of Creusa’s slave-women also put 
themselves in danger and further the action of the plot by telling Creusa tliat Ion is Xuthus’ new son, in 
spite of Xuthus’ threat to kill them should they speak (666-762, see further discussion overleaf). However, 
the chorus in IT  are unique in that they tell bare-faced lies to the enemy. In these cases, the chorus and those 
they help are women. The common bond that exists between women is a recurring motif in Euripidean 
tragedies, and is a bond which can transcend race, as it does in Med., Andr. and Pho., for example (cf. also 
Mossman (1999) 70 n.4); on the staging of choral intervention in IT, see ch. 2.2, 30-1.
^^Castellani’s statement (1989) 10 and n.21 that apart from supplications, ‘women are relatively helpless to 
prevent others’ action or to initiate much action of their own’ overlooks the importance of female 
involvement in the action of IT, not only of the title character, but also of the chorus. It is true that their 
attempts are unsuccessful, but they do initiate this part of the stage action; c f  also n.54 above on female 
choral involvement.
^Mentioned briefly by Hose (1998) 61-2.
^*Esp. Cho. 747ff. which emphasizes Cilissa’s maternal feelings for Orestes and so undermines 
Clytemnestra’s and highlights her h>pocrisy; see Garvie (1986) ad loc.
” See esp. choral inteijections at Cho. 306-553.
^C ho. 1007-9: the chorus address Clytemnestra’s corpse ‘Ah, ah the pitiful work. The dismal death that was 
your ending. He (i.e. Orestes) is left alive; pain flowers for him’, i.e. it will soon be Orestes’ turn to suffer 
for his crimes; c f  Garvie (1986) ad loc on Orestes’ angry retort at 1010 ‘he clearly understands the Chorus 
to be questioning tlie legitimacy of his killing his mother’.
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out, yet they express fear only for the life of Iphigenia and her brother (at 1420-1), whose 

lives seem to be in danger. In this respect, the chorus of IT  may more appropriately be 

compared to the chorus of Ion, who have been threatened with death by Xuthus (666-667), 

should they reveal the news of his new son to their mistress, who is to remain childless. 

They therefore appear to put themselves in danger by revealing the news to Creusa, and 

change the course o f the action in that their news precipitates the attempted murder. I say 

‘appear’ because, in contrast to the chorus in IT, Creusa’s servant-women will still have 

their mistress to defend them against Xuthus, should he find out. But Iphigenia’s servants 

will have no one to be their champion, since they have been abandoned in a barbarian land. I 

suggest that the chorus of IT  put themselves in a more dangerous situation that that of Ion. 

This is reinforced by the fact that the chorus of Ion tell the truth to their mistress, while that 

of IT  attempts to deceive the enemy.

4.4 Escape

It seems strange, at first glance, that the chorus should be more concerned for 

Iphigenia’s life than for their own. Indeed they do not once complain of being abandoned in 

this barbarian land, which is striking in light of their longing for home. Before suggesting a 

conclusion to this apparent anomaly, let us take a look at the second stasimon where desire 

for escape is most strongly expressed. This ode may aptly be compared to two other escape 

odes in Euripides, already fruitflilly analyzed as a pair by Padel, namely Hipp. 732-75 and 

Hel. 1451-1511®'. Each ode consists of two strophic pairs, but in contrast to Hipp. 732-75 

and Hel. 1451-1511, IT  1089-1152 does not introduce the god (or gods as in the case of 

Helen) who resolves the action at the end of the play“ . In light o f this pattern in the other 

two escape odes, the audience may be led to expect the intervention of Apollo as deiis ex 

machina in IT, who is introduced in the second strophe, and envisioned accompanying 

Iphigenia on her voyage home“ . Like the other escape odes, however, the second stasimon 

in IT  describes the voyage to Greece of the female protagonist as paralleled by the flight of 

birds, and the final strophe includes reference to participation in a wedding^. Within the 

structure o f IT, the second stasimon recounting the voyage home responds neatly to the first 

describing the voyage from  home^^ The escape ode in IT  is comparable to those of Hipp.

Padel (1974).

“ Padel (1974) 211 .

“ On audience expectation of an epiphany by Artemis or Apollo rather than Athena, see also pp. 28, 149-52. 
®^These general points are made by Padel (1974) 227.

“ a  point also made by Kannicht (1956) 114.



and Hel. in different ways. Like the chorus o f  Hipp., the chorus in IT  wish that they 

themselves could escape, but like the chorus o f  Hel. they also sing o f  their mistress’ return 

to Greece. Again, there are differences within these similarities. Although the chorus o f  

Hipp. sing o f  escape from troubles to lands o f  mythical paradise, they are at home, and their 

wish cannot be realistically fulfilled^. In Hel. the ode deals exclusively with Helen’s joyous 

return to Greece, without mention o f  the chorus returning®’. Like the two other escape 

odes, the second stasimon o f  IT  is a direct reaction to events in the play. Iphigenia has just 

lefl the stage to set her escape plan into motion. What is most striking about the escape ode 

in IT, is the great sadness o f the chorus and the contrast evoked between their abandonment 

and the joyful escape o f  their mistress.

The ode opens with the image o f  a lamenting  bird in captivity. Bird and wing 

imagery, which is so commonly associated with escape®*, as it will be in the final antistrophe 

o f  this ode, here functions as an ironic contrast to escape, a contrast emphasized by the 

position o f  opvij as the very first word o f  the opening strophe. There is no mention o f  flight 

in connection with the halcyon, only lament®®. In fact the chorus compare themselves to an 

aTTTepô  opvi ,̂ thus consolidating the association o f  this image here as purely one o f  lament,

which is intensified by the emphatic opening words o f  lines 1095-7 dp'^voug I nodovcr' I

nodova-'. The chorus pine for their marriage, childbirth and their homeland™, which is 

described as f f  eiXia-croucrav u^(op\ k v k X io v , ev6a kukvo<; f j^ X u ji- \  Moucro^ depcLnevei.

The lake from home thus contrasts with the present locale, the 7rerpivaq\ novrov ^eipddag in 

the opening lines, and represents a far less hostile environment’'. Similarly the beautiful 

songs o f  the swan counteract the halcyon-like lament o f  the chorus’ .̂ The strophe is thus 

brought to a careful structural and poetic conclusion.

®®W. Barrett (1964) ad Hipp. 732-75 analyzes the function of this first strophic pair in terms of distracting 
the audience from ‘the pain of realities on stage’ (i.e. the imminent suicide of Phaedra) through ‘the beauty 
and pain of fairyland, poignant only in that it lies beyond mortal reach’. Compare the chorus of S. Trach. at 
953ff. who wish to be swept away by the wind from their home rather than see their master dead. See also 
W. Barrett (1964) ad Hipp. 732-4, and 1290-3 for tragic characters wishing to escape from where they are, 
or to get where they are not.
®’As noted by Dale (1967) ad Hel. 1451-1511 ‘The Chorus do not intrude any nostalgia of tlieir own, unless
it may be a sigh in the passing wish to join the flight of the cranes’.
68 Escape can include death, e.g. S. OT 168ff. where the dying are like birds, an easy comparison in Greek 
thought (see Dawe (1982) ad loc)\ in S. EL 1058-97 the behaviour of birds is used to higlilight natural 
instincts of parenthood (see Burton (1980) 147-8 ad OT 175ff., and 208 ad El. 1058-97).
®The nightingale is commonly associated with lament in tragedy, of. e.g. A. Ag. 1145-6, S. El. 107, 1077, 
Trach. 963 with Easterling (1982) ad loc.
™For other examples of lyric laments for home, see Kranz (1933) 246-7.
” Note the contrast between the wish for childbirth here as the chonis sing from their seaside crag, and the 
third stasimon, where Leto gives birth in a seaside crag (1240 Se/piJo? eivoA/'ô ). What is unattainable in 
human terms is thus shown taking place in the divine realm.
’"The swan can also be used as an image of lament, e.g. A. Ag. 1444, E. El. 151-7.
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The image o f  flowing water, this time associated with lament, continues in the 

corresponding antistrophe, which opens with the lines m TroAAa/ â/cpua»v h^a ieg ,\ at 

■ncLp'ti'ibaq e/xajl eneaov. The chorus proceed to recall the destruction o f  their town and 

their subsequent captivity and enslavement in the land o f  the Taurians. Thus the first 

strophic pair form a personal lament at the chorus’ own situation. It is only in the second 

strophe that the chorus turn their attention to Iphigenia’s escape. The emphatic difference 

between their respective situations is revealed by the opening words o f  the strophe koa ae 

/Ltev, which capture choral sentiment o f  abandonment in contrast to Iphigenia’s anticipated 

escape. This sentiment is picked up again in the final sentence o f  the strophe (1132-3) te/u,€ 

auTou Xmovcral /3 ĉrn podloig -nXarai^-^^. Similarly, there is a strong contrast between the 

sounds associated with lament in the first strophe particularly, and the triumphant sounds o f  

jubilation which will accompany Iphigenia on her divinely-escorted journey home 

(1125-1130) avpi^iov 6' 6 K7)p6^ero^\ Flavog ovpeiou koAo/u-o^I Komai^ ^i6a}v^ei,\ 6 & 6

fjuavri^ excovl KeXaBov enrcLTovov Xupa^\ aeldiov a^ei. The image o f  the vooj atKunoiMnou ends 

the strophe and leads us into the chorus’ wish for their own winged escape in the final 

antistrophe.

That the chorus should revert to their own fate here is unusual, for example, in 

contrast to the escape ode in Hipp., where the first strophic pair deals with the chorus’ wish 

to escape and the second with the fate o f  their mistress. In IT , there is a strong imbalance in 

the escape ode which is concentrated on the plight o f  the chorus rather than that o f  

Iphigenia (c f  the escape ode in Hel. which deals exclusively with the fate o f  Helen). The 

chorus’ wish to escape in the final antistrophe is expressed through optatives (fia'iTjv, 

Xji^anjbi, ev(TTai't]v), in contrast to the fijture indicatives used to describe Iphigenia’s escape 

(afei, a^ei, This adds fiirther pathos to the chorus’ wish, which seems

unattainable, while that o f  Iphigenia is presented as assured.

The climactic expression o f  the chorus’ desire for escape in the second stasimon is 

prepared at several points during the course o f  the play. In an ironic choice o f  words, the 

chorus had sung at 447-51 'rj^Krr' av a,yyeXlav\ 'EAAa^oj 7 0 5 ! TrXurr^pcov ei ti^

6/3al douXeia^ e/MeSevl betXa'ia^ ■na.va-'movoq. This is, on one level, exactly what happens for 

Iphigenia, and thus prepares us for the recognition scene, but the chorus have no share, 

either in escape with sailors or in news from home. Their wish here at an early stage in the 

play therefore adds to the pathos o f  their subsequent abandonment. We remember how the

^^These lines are obelized because tliey are not an exact responsion to 1147-8, see Platnauer (1938) ad loc.
On further issues of metrical inconsistency in IT, see Sansone (1979). 

similar point is made by Padel (1974) 230 on the escape ode in Hipp.
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chorus’ wish to learn about their family is cruelly ignored by both Orestes and Iphigenia, 

and wonder how they can stay so consistently loyal to their mistress. During the lead up to 

the recognition scene, when Orestes is giving Iphigenia news o f the Greeks, the chorus, 

who have been silent for over one hundred lines, interrupt the proceedings at 576-7 asking 

(l>€V 4>€V' r !  S’ o7 t ’ e(j,oi 'yevi^rope^;\ op’ e ’lcrh ; ap’ o v k  eicri; t / j  t^pacreiei  ̂ av; This is

clearly an emotional subject for the chorus, indicated by the opening <j>eu-, but their 

questions elicit no response. It occurs before we become aware o f the destruction o f the 

chorus’ home town (related 1106ff.), and serves both to reinforce the subsidiary status of 

the chorus and to evoke audience sympathy for their plight. The mention o f parents also 

creates an ironic contrast between the normality o f the chorus’ familial relationships, and the 

perversion in Iphigenia’s oikos. It is true that, in her supplication o f the chorus, Iphigenia 

promises to come back and save them 1067-8 o-atSeTcra 5’, wg av Kai cru Koivcovjj  ̂

craxjru) er' eg 'EAAa^’. But in light o f  Iphigenia’s treatment o f  the chorus up to  this point in 

the play, which shows disregard for their fate, and without any real plan for the salvation of 

the chorus, Iphigenia’s statement seems to be something o f a throwaway remark. This may 

reflect the fact that the supplicatory ritual in contemporary late fifth century Greece was 

becoming less and less binding, and ‘more or less emptily metaphorical’^̂  mainly due to 

political realities^®. O f course, in dramatic terms, the fate o f the chorus in tragedy is never 

the main focus o f audience engagement. It is the fate o f the protagonists in which we are 

interested, and one o f the functions o f the chorus is to  helo maintain and influence that 

interest. In IT, however, the imbalance in the second stasimon, which deals mainly with the 

chorus’ own fate in contrast to other escape odes, which express concerns for the main 

character primarily, makes the chorus more o f a focus for audience sympathy than choruses 

in other tragedies.

Indeed the chorus’ self-sacrifice highlights an error in Iphigenia’s judgement. Their 

attitude reveals how wrong Iphigenia was when she addressed them at 351-3 saying xa) 

Tot/r’ a p ’ Tjv oAijfies, <j)iXai’\ oi Bva~rvxeTg 7 ^  ro lm v  euTU%ecrr6po/$l auroi ko,km<;

npa^avrei; ou (f>povovcriv eu” . The chorus in this play do exactly the opposite. They do  wish 

their mistress well in her chance to escape although they themselves remain unfortunate in 

^^Gould’s phrase (1973) 101.
^^See esp. Gould (1973) passim  on the supplication scenes in Thucydides. He concludes, 101, that by the 
fourth century ‘the language of supplication has become.. .little more than an empty shell’.
’’These lines are deleted by Diggle (1981) and Kovacs (1999). It is true that this deletion creates a smooth 
transition between the idea that Iphigenia is hardened towards whoever has ventured into this land (350) 
and her subsequent wish that it was Helen (354ff.), but I agree with Cropp (2000) ad loc that this deletion is 
‘excessive’. I would also argue that lines 351-3 are a carefiilly formulated inteijection in the narrative. 
Iphigenia is expressing her own feelings of frustration and anger which set up a striking contrast to the 
chorus’ altruism; on altruism in Greek thought, c f  ch. 3.3, n. 138.
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their pHght. But what logical reason can there be from the point of view o f the chorus for 

them to demonstrate such fierce loyalty in spite of their subordinate treatment? The fact that 

Iphigenia is their mistress is, I suggest, the firm basis for this. The chorus are bound to 

Iphigenia in religious servitude, just as they are to Artemis. The relationship between 

Iphigenia and the chorus is not a reciprocal friendship like that of Orestes and Pylades. The 

chorus are bound to serve Iphigenia, while she bears no responsibility for them. If we see 

Iphigenia as an Artemis figure and the chorus as her band of nymphs, Iphigenia’s lack of 

regard for the fate o f her servants creates a clear parallel for Artemis’ lack of regard for 

Iphigenia’s fate.

4.5 Apollo

There is a palpable tension in this play between divinely inflicted adversity and 

divine responsibility for the situation. The chorus play an active role in developing the 

character of the god Apollo, who is in many senses the author of Orestes’ misfortunes. He 

is an absent character, but intimately connected with the drama. From Orestes and Pylades, 

we see Apollo as prophet, based on their own experiences and frustrations. From the 

chorus, however, we get a much broader and less subjective insight into the god and his 

nature. Their lyric passages which refer to Apollo, logically, appear after the chorus and 

Iphigenia have been made aware of Apollo’s involvement in the situation at hand. He is 

mentioned in the second stasimon, as accompanying Iphigenia on her homeward journey to 

Greece at 1128-31, in terms of his identity as prophet and musician. The suggestion that 

Apollo will accompany the ship on its journey, however, produces a mixed reaction. One 

would expect escort by a god to indicate a salutary outcome, but in light of choral 

utterances after the narration of Orestes’ trial, the audience must strain to believe that 

Apollo can really guide towards salvation. Furthermore, it is not one o f Apollo’s many 

characteristic fijnctions to accompany a travelling retinue. This duty rather falls under the 

jurisdiction of Hermes^*. At the same time, however, it must occur to an audience that the 

possibility o f introducing Apollo as deus ex machina still exists (as he appears in Or).  But 

as we will see, it is not to be, and this is very much consistent with the signals of Apolline 

failure to which the chorus have alerted uŝ .̂

The brief insight o f the second stasimon into Apollo’s character foreshadows the 

final stasimon which deals exclusively with Apollo. A short ode, comprising just one 

’*See Mikalson (1989) 91-2 ad Rh. 224-41.
^^For further discussion of divine failure in IT, see ch. 6 passim, esp. 6.1, 6.3 and 6.5.
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strophic pair, this stasimon is nonetheless packed with symbolism pertinent to the play. We 

have seen how the theme o f lust for gold which was previously developed with regard to 

mortals, transposed to the realm o f the gods. However, the gods do not suffer the 

consequences for their evil actions or desires, and although Apollo is portrayed as greedy 

and underhand, the chorus nevertheless praise the truth o f his oracular shrine at Delphi 

(1254-57). This passage has been interpreted as signalling the salutary outcome o f the

play®”. But the implications o f the song are not so simple. The chorus explain, 1245-49: odi 

miKiXovojTo^ o\vum6<; ^paKOjvl (TKiep^ «aTa%oAKoj*‘ ya ^  ^T€Xo^plov repag,

(/.avreTov x^oi^iovf. Euripides’ choice to have the serpent as original owner o f the 

Delphic seat is no accident*^. This serpent recalls the Furies, also chthonic and ancient, and 

strongly associated with snakes. The particular description o f  a Fury in IT  as a dpaKaiva 

(286) strengthens the parallel between the serpent at Delphi and the chthonian powers of 

the Furies. The fact that Apollo destroys the fierce snake which guards the oracular seat 

foreshadows Orestes’ final release from the bloodthirsty pursuit o f  the Furies. But again, the 

contrast between divine and mortal is clear. In the choral ode, it is an easy kill for Apollo 

who is (1250-51) eri v/v eri ^pe(l)o^, '^ i erri /j,aTepo^ ajKaXaia-i^^ 6p('i)(TK(0]/. This

contrasts with the prolonged and inescapable hounding o f Orestes by the Furies. However, 

Apollo’s killing o f the snake-guardian is not wholly successfijl for gaining control o f the 

oracle.

The chorus explain how Earth took revenge on Apollo on behalf o f  her daughter 

Themis, 1262-4: X.6<ov ^eKvoio-aro ^a,cr(ji.a/r' oYnoXemv ^eponujv to. re  TTpwral r a

t ’ €-nei6’ , ocr' cju-eAAe Tjxeiv. And so the oracle was made redundant. As in the Oresteia, 

again Apollo the Olympian is faced with opposition from the ancient chthonic powers. Now 

that mortals have prophetic dreams, they no longer need his oracular advice, and Apollo, 

still an infant, solves the problem, and regains his authority by seeking the assistance o f

*®E.g. Sourvinou-Invvood (1991) 231.

*'The manuscript reading Ka-raxa-?^o^, a Homeric term for warriors, here used to describe the serpent, 
contrasts well with the xp'jo’okoiklv Apollo; although the phrasing is difficult, I see no need to emend to 
Karex aX(ro<; as do D iggle (1981) and Kovacs (1999); cf. Cropp (2000) '[Karrex oAo-o?] is not compatible 
with 0 4 i(l>h:€i iMa.me7ov'.

*^In the Homeric Hymn to A pollo  and Alcaeus’ Hymn to A pollo, for example, Apollo h im self is the founder 
and first deity to control the oracular seat; in A. Eum  1-8, the transfer o f  the oracle is a peacefiil process 
from Gaia to Themis to Phoebe to Apollo; in Pin. fr. 55 Apollo violently seizes the seat from Gaia who 
wants him banished to Tartarus; in E. Or. 163-5, the Delphic tripod is called Them is’.
*^Note the verbal echo to 289, and the inversion o f the image, with the mother (Ciytemnestra) being held in 
the arms (p.'rrrep’ ayKoXa.K;) o f the snakes (Furies) like a burden o f stone with which they threaten Orestes, a 
striking contrast to Apollo who kills the snake w hile still in his mother’s arms. For a dead body used as a 
weapon, compare figs. 101 and 102 in Woodford (1993), where Neoptolemus uses the body o f  Astyanax to 
batter Priam who has taken refuge at an altar.
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another Olympian, this time Zeus 1270-82 (cf. his seeking of help from Athena in the 

Oresteia). enl ea-eicrev Ko/xav*'* rraucrai vuxtoug evondg (1275).

Through her analysis o f the Previous Owners myths, Sourvinou-Inwood has

offered valuable observations on this ode, and these will make a good starting point for our

discussion. Apart from comparing this Euripidean version o f the myth with other versions,

she notes how the Gaia-Themis (mother-daughter) relationship is implicitly compared with

the Zeus-Apollo (father-son) relationship, with the female represented as inferior*^ This is

important for gender relations in the play. In general, the female is stronger throughout the

/T , but here we have an exception in the divine realm*^. However, as we have noted, Gaia

and Themis belong to the chthonic powers, like the Erinyes, who must always bend to the

will o f the Olympians in tragedy. Sourvinou-Inwood argues that the negative element, ‘the

dark side’ o f prophecy ‘drifts to Gaia’®’, and that Apollo’s oracle is presented as its

opposite, guaranteed by Zeus**. There are two significant factors in this choral ode,

however, which portray Apollo and his prophetic powers in a negative light. First, the

deliberately negative characterization o f Apollo, and secondly, the resolution o f the theme

of dreams in the play,

Euripides has moulded his version o f Apollo’s taking possession o f  the Delphic

oracle carefully and deliberately. It shows Apollo as a violent and selfish god, greedy and

power-hungry. As we saw in 4.3 above, within the context o f the play, Apollo’s lust for

gold is particularly apparent at this point, brought into contrast by the m ortals’ purification

of the temple with gold, undertaken in the immediately preceding scene. His slaughter o f the

guardian-serpent is not given a second thought, and he only becomes concerned with Gaia

and Themis after Gaia’s dreams threaten his prophetic powers. Apollo pays no penalty for

his outrage on the chthonian powers*®. The picture o f the child Apollo twining his hand

■̂̂ The concept o f shaking one’s head to indicate assent, rather than denial (as the English phrase ‘to shake 
one’s head’ implies), is the norm in Greek literature; see Boegehold (1999) 59-61 for implications o f this in 
S. Ant. 441-3; c f  also Iliad  1.514, 524.

Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 231.

*®See ch 5.2, 124 for further discussion of tliis point.

*’ Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 232.
**Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 231-2.

®̂ I cannot agree with Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 231, that ‘the violent take-over o f the oracle in myth, 
foreshadows and thus symbolically characterizes, and will in its turn be characterized by- the end o f the 
play: the violent take-over o f an especially holy statue and the establishment o f a superior civilized cult’. O f 
course, there will be a less violent cult o f Artemis established at the end o f the play, but this is not 
characterized by a violent take-over, and cannot be seen as a simple parallel to Apollo’s accession at Delphi. 
The removal o f the cult statue by its priestess can hardly be described as ‘violent’, nor is the scuffle on the 
shore between the Greeks and Taurians comparable to killing and overthrowing an ancient power. Also, the 
cult o f Artemis Tauropolos stays essentially the same when transposed to Greece, with the single, though 
major, alteration o f the human blood being shed not resulting in death. A pollo’s accession to the seat at 
Delphi involves a complete rejection o f the original presiding deity.
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around Zeus’ throne in supplication (1271), which elicits Zeus’ amusement (yeXacre 1273) 

implies that Apollo is taking advantage o f his father’s affections for him. This is typically 

childlike, and Zeus is portrayed as an affectionate and good-natured father, but at the same 

time, we are not given any indication that Apollo’s character has matured at all with age. 

Severe doubts are expressed as to the validity of Apollo’s oracle at several points in the play 

(78-103, 570-5, 711-15, 723), and each time by his own protege, Orestes. It is true that 

Apollo’s oracle is validated by the end of the play, but it is equally true that Gaia’s dreams 

are. Although Iphigenia proclaims that her dream was false when she finds out that Orestes 

is alive (569), it was not the dream itself which was false, but her interpretation of it. In her 

dream, she saw that her house fell crumbling to the ground, with one pillar remaining which 

grew hair and which she sprinkled with lustrations. She judges, correctly in fact, that the 

pillar symbolizes Orestes. Her next conclusion that Orestes is already dead, is plausible but 

mistaken. Her mistake is that she reads the dream as revealing a past truth, when it actually 

reveals both the past and a warning of future truth. To the audience, the significance of the 

crumbling palace is obvious as symbolizing the murder o f Agamemnon (and perhaps also of 

Clytemnestra). The future element of the dream very nearly comes true in the most literal 

sense. Iphigenia will literally sprinkle lustrations over her brother’s hair to consecrate him to 

death, but the ritual is ultimately avoided through the recognition scene.

Iphigenia’s anger provoked by her misinterpretation of her dream is pitched against 

the chorus’ attitude to dreams as a pleasant relief in the stasimon which immediately follows

this speech of Iphigenia’s. Having described the pains of their slavery, they sing at 452-5 

(^Kav} -yap oveipotai (ruvel-\ t j v  dofioig noXei r e  T r a r p t p - I  g,, Tepm/MV uttvojv anoXau-lcrtv, Kotvav 

oX^ou. This reminder of the pleasant nature of dreams balances Iphigenia’s unpleasant 

night visions, although it is clear that these are two distinct dream-types. The prophetic 

dream can be seen as predetermined to be misinterpreted by what is revealed in the final 

stasimon, i.e. that Zeus ‘took away from mortals the truth o f night appearances’ (1276).



Gaia’s dreams, but have yet to be convinced o f the vahdity o f Apollo’s prophecy. 

Fuithermore, it does not increase our sympathy for Apollo that he remains silent for the 

whole drama, although he is known to be O restes’ patron. By contrast, Gaia, who is not 

involved in the fate o f either sibling, has sent a prophetic dream which can be recognized by 

the audience as valid and correct*^. I therefore conclude that the myth recounted in the third 

stasimon is not a straightforward proof o f the superiority o f Apolline power, but rather a 

condemnation o f how Apollo gained this power, and a testament to the perseverance which 

is characteristic o f the chthonian powers encountered in this play (namely Gaia and the 

Erinyes)®'.

By the final stasimon, choral identity has been well established and developed. It is 

therefore not surprising that the last ode does not contribute to the character development 

o f the chorus. As one o f Euripides’ dithyrambic odes, this is the only stasimon which deals 

exclusively with mythical elements outside the immediate concerns o f the characters. But 

these are very much relevant to thematic constructions in the play. A further Sanction o f  the 

ode is that its hymnal register accompanies the mock procession led by Iphigenia as they 

leave the stage area’l  The whole song has a very Homeric feel, particularly in its treatment 

o f the gods, who have distinctly human characteristics and flaws (Zeus is amused, Apollo is 

greedy)®^. It is Athena, however, who brings the play’s conclusion. The chorus’ closing 

words acknowledge Athena’s power and rejoice at the unexpected turn o f  events 1492-6’ .̂ 

But, this final choral remark is ambiguous. The chorus are clearly relieved on two counts: 

first that their mistress, whom they have been attempting to protect, will escape death, and 

secondly that they themselves will also leave the Taurian land (1467-9). However, the 

seeming optimism expressed in the closing statement o f the chorus is undermined by

®°0n dreams in Greek literature in relation to IT, see Valakas (1993), and further discussion, ch. 7.1, 167-9.
According to Hesiod Theog. 211-13, it is Night who begets dreams, but in Euripides it is Gaia; cf. Hec. 

70-1 where Earth is the mother of dreams and A. Supp. 885ff. where the chorus appeal to Mother Earth to 
release them from their terrible dream.
^Cf. Furley (1995) 38 ‘The chorus cast a ritual veil, as it were, over the clandestine plot of the Argives’, 
and see 38-41 on the ritual language of the stasimon; however, Furley is mistaken when he says, 37 that 
‘the procession [is] led by Iphigenia.. .from Thoas’ palace to Artemis’ sanctuary by the sea’, and offers the 
analysis ‘The hymn, then, is a prosodion: choral worship on the way from residential to sacred ground’. The 
skene is Artemis’ sanctuary by the sea, which is why Iphigenia must justify her need to leave the area by 
saying that a deserted place is required for purification (1196-7). Thoas’ palace is part of the off-stage 
space, and the chorus do not move with the procession, but rather stay in the orchestra, ready to distract the 
messenger from finding the king.
®̂ The treatment of the gods is Homeric, but the language and style of the whole ode is dithyrambic, 
comparable to Bacchylides’ dithyrambs; on the relationship between tragic and earlier choral lyric, see 
Hutchinson (2001) 427ff.
^1490-91 must be spoken by Athena rather than the chorus to make sense, see Cropp (2000) ad loc. and 
Kovacs (2000) 2 If; lines 1497-9 (where the chorus pray for victory) are rightly excised by Diggle (1981), 
Kovacs (1999) and Cropp (2000), who notes ad loc. that these lines have ‘no dramatic significance’.
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implications of the events in the play®  ̂ The close of the play once again contrasts the plight 

o f the chorus to that of Iphigenia. This time, however, their fates are reversed. The chorus 

are rewarded for their ^iKala^ (1469), by being sent back to Greece. The salvation

of the chorus, like that of the siblings, is only revealed in the exodos, and there have been no 

dramatic reasons for expecting this to be predetermined. The dangers which the chorus face, 

and their longing for home are real. Ironically, while their wish to return home will be 

fulfilled, Iphigenia remains a prisoner in the cult of Artemis. Of course, she will no longer 

preside over human sacrifices. These rituals were part o f the worship of Artemis only in the 

Taurian land. Yet here also there is an ambiguity in the cult which was denounced as a 

barbarian custom, but honours a Greek deity. This tension between Greek and barbarian will 

be explored in the next chapter.

Compare choral comments o f jubilation at the end o f S. El. with Kells (1973) a d  loc.
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5. Polarities

Polarity is central to the formulation of Greek argument, particularly of Greek 

philosophical argument, most notably in the Pythagorean Table o f Opposites, but in all 

Greek philosophy’. Pythagorean pairs of opposites included; limit and unlimited, odd and 

even, one and plurality, right and left, male and female, rest and moving, straight and 

curved, light and darkness, square and oblong^ Of these opposites, one o f the most widely 

explored in tragedy is the male/ female antithesis^

Although fifth century literary consciousness displays an awareness of traditional 

polar opposites, the complexities of Euripides’ tragedies leave no simple binary 

oppositions'^. The best known Euripidean play which focuses on, and most overtly 

deconstructs, such opposites is the Bacchae, which deals with a wide range o f antitheses; 

Greek/barbarian, male/female, slave/free, citizens/aliens, gods/mortals^ Other Euripidean 

plays too contain explorations and deconstructions o f apparent opposites. In Medea the title 

character takes on the persona of a god in the exodo^. In Helen, we are presented with an 

intricate conflict between illusion and reality’. In Hippolytus there is a blurring o f sexual 

boundaries^ Euripides is master of blurring distinctions and obscuring boundaries delineated 

by traditional thought. Such is the case for two important themes in I V . Greek and 

barbarian, and male and female.

' As noted by Lloyd (1966) 15, Aristotle claimed that all his predecessors used opposites as principles; see 
e.g. Physics A 5. 188b27ff, and see Lloyd (1966) 15 with n. 1 for further references.
 ̂ See Lloyd (1966) 16.
 ̂ But c f  also light and dark as opposing forces exploited in A. Or., and the how the question of one versus 

plurality is explored in S. OT by the confusion over whether there were many murderers of Laius, or one.
* C f Wright (2002) 180-87 on conception of binary oppositions in fifth century sophistic thought, and 
195flF. on the deconstruction of polarities in Euripides’ escape plays.
 ̂ Important scholarship on tliis play and its issues of ‘otherness’ includes Goldhill (1986) 265-86, Vemant 

(1988) 381-412, Segal (1997); c f  Carpenter and Faraone (1993) on different aspects of the ambiguous god 
Dionysus. Cartledge (1993) uses very similar pairs of opposites as those we find in the Bacchae to analyze 
the Greeks’ perception of themselves and others from a historical perspective.
® On Medea raised to a quasi-divine status in the exodos, see Mastronarde (2002) ad  1293-1419.
’ See Wright (2002) 188-225, who also discusses this theme in IT.
® See Goff (1990) 27-54

 ̂ There are also more subtle deconstructions of polarities in IT which are not discussed in this chapter; on 
life and death, see ch. 3.2, on Iphigenia and Artemis (mortal and god), see ch. 6.1.
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5.1 Greek and Barbarian

Much work has been done on examining the theme of ‘Greek’ and ‘barbarian’ in 

classical Greek literature. The polarity between Greek and barbarian has been stressed by a 

number o f scholars, who have shown how the ‘barbarian’ is defined in terms of how it is 

unlike the ‘Greek’. This in turn has been seen as the creation of a Greek identity through 

defining the ‘other’/ non-Greek. Herodotus in particular has attracted scholarly attention'®. 

However, within this exploration of the self through the other, there arises a visible blurring 

of boundaries in Herodotus, with recognition of the self in the other and the other in the 

self, as Felling argues. Indeed he concludes by making a compelling comparison between 

the Histories and the Iliad. Both begin with people who seem very different from one 

another, but the end of the Iliad sees Achilles and Priam ‘linked by the universality of 

death’, while the end of the Histories shows that ‘the Athenians will not be so very different 

from the Persians, as imperialism turns out to have its own universally aggressive and brutal 

characteristics” '.

In Aeschylus’ Persians, there is a tension between the Persians as barbarians, which 

is very apparent in this play, and the sympathy evoked for their plight'^. But Euripides’ 

plays, in particular, deconstruct and problematize the ‘Greek’ and ‘barbarian’ polarity'\ 

Many of the barbarians in Euripidean tragedy are Trojans, whose surviving legacy must be 

strongly influenced by their general portrayal as valiant warriors, brave heroes, and loving 

wives in the Iliad. This facilitates a positive depiction of Trojans in tragedy, and these 

barbarians are often contrasted with decadent Greeks'"*. Conversely, the Taurians are 

uncivilized and murderous. They practice human sacrifice and are associated with 

impalement, though it should be noted that the only fifth century evidence for their customs.

'°See e.g. Redfield (1985), Hartog (1989), Romm (1989), Cartledge (1990). Tragedy has also been a fertile 
field for the discussion of the Greek and barbarian polarity, particularly through the influential arguments of 
E. Hall (1989). On Greek perception of ‘otherness’ more generally, see Romm (1992), Cartledge (1993) and 
the invaluable collection of essays in Harrison (2002); for reactions against tlie polarization theory, see 
Thomas (2000) who uses tlie evidence of medical writers to argue 70, that ‘ethnography is being utilized not 
so much to show difference...as to make cormections across the whole of the human world’; and see also J. 
Hall (2002) passim  and esp. 172-228, who argues that in the fifth century literature, rather than being 
diametrically opposed to Greeks, ‘barbarians are more commonly viewed as being situated at the other end 
of a linear continuum which did in fact permit category crossing’ (8).
"Pelling (1997a).
'^See E. Hall (1989), Pelling (1997), Goldhill (2002), though Harrison (2000a) argues for a more 
unsympathetic reading of the play; on the Persian wars as a catalyst for racial prejudice, see Diller (1961) 
39 and passim.
'^See Said (1984) and E. Hall (1989) 201-223.
'‘*Cf E. Hall (1989) 212 ‘Most of the noble barbarians in Greek tragedy are Trojan’; see also 217, 220-21; 
for Greeks depicted as barbarians in tragedy, see Said (1984) 44-53.
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apart from Euripides’ IT, comes as a few scraps from Herodotus’̂  Euripides has ample 

material here to develop and emphasize the cruelty of the barbaric Taurians. Instead, 

however, I will argue that he undermines their barbarity by reminding us throughout the 

play o f the human sacrifice of Iphigenia at the hands of her Greek father'®, and developing 

the cult o f Artemis, the Greek goddess, as bloodthirsty and ruthless. The Taurians are 

characterized by their piety, and their king Thoas, who is portrayed in terms reminiscent of 

the Greek hero Achilles, is decent and devout. This parallel is one of the elements which 

contributes to the creation of a positive relationship between Iphigenia and Thoas.

The following discussion may strike the reader as somewhat Herodotean in 

approach, dealing with the landscape, political system, and religious customs of the 

Taurians, but these are the elements which come to the fore in the play. Indeed, we get a far 

more detailed view of Taurian life in IT  than we do from Herodotus, though in many 

respects, in the Histories, Taurian customs reflect Scythian customs more generally. 

Herodotus distinguishes between the Taurians and the Scythians, in his description o f the 

geography of Scythia. The Taurians live in Scythian territory, but are not technically 

Scythian (4, 99). However, living in Scythia, in such close proximity to other Scythian 

tribes, valid parallels may still be drawn between Taurians and Scythians.

In IT, Scythians are nowhere mentioned, the Taurians are referred to generically as 

‘barbarians’, and there is a great emphasis placed on the fact that this is a ‘barbarian land’' \  

ruled by a king who is a ‘barbarian among barbarians’ (31). But the ‘barbarian land’ in 

which they live in fact recalls Greece through its physical features, as presented in the play. 

In the parodos, the chorus sing 132-6 'EAAa^oj eu lrm o u '^  n u p jo u ^ l  k m  %opTwv t ’

evBev^piovl e^aXXa^acr’ Eupom av'^,\ TTaTp<l)atu o i 'k o jv  e ^ p a ^ .  But well-wooded pastures and 

horses are just as much a feature of the Taurian land as they are o f Greece. At line 261, the 

'^Hdt. 4. 99-103, 119.
'®Cf. 8, 211-3, 360, 366, 784, 853-4, 1083, and see ch. 3.1.
'^Seech. 2.1, 9-10.
'*Cropp (2000) ad loc notes that ‘this evokes the ‘horse-grazing’...lands and ‘horse-taming’....heroes of 
epic, connoting prosperity and an aristocratic way of life’; he refers us to Pho. 17, Ba. 574, S. OC 668 and 
A. P V  456-6. This is an important observation, but one should also point out that by then showing Thoas to 
have swift horses at his disposal, Euripides strengthens the link between Thoas and a Greek epic hero. 
Achilles, in particular, with whom Thoas is compared (see pp. 102-5), has a special relationsliip with his 
talking horses.
'^E. Hall (1987) has argued that this should read Eupwray rather than Eupdmav, to make sense of the 
geography, since the Tauric Chersonese must be seen as part of Europe (c f Diggle (1994a) 417-9) in 
accordance with ancient sources on the boundaries between Europe and Asia (see E. Hall (1987) 431). But 
the play is set in a barbarian land which is continually brought into a superficial contrast with Greece. Most 
notably, it is on the inhospitable sea, and it is also past the Symplegades, a boundary between Europe and 
the uncivilized world (see ch. 3.2, 46-8 on this). 1 do not think we need take the geography so literally here. 
Furthermore, if  this word does refer to the Spartan river, it is strange that, as Cropp (2000) notes ad loc ‘the 
home city whose destruction the chorus later describes (1106-12) remains anonymous’.
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Herdsman relates how he and his companions were driving their jSoGj uXo<j>op̂ oiĵ  towards 

the sea^°. Then, in the final stages o f  the play we see Thoas order an armed pursuit on 

horseback (jrojXoi^ 1423; cf. »7nreu/i,acnv 1428) to race along the shore (jTapaKTioi ^patieTcrSe 

1424)^'. The Taurians also have ol MKvn6 ĵi,nov:;...nXaTCLi; (1427) to put them on a par with 

the sea-faring Greeks, In fact, at the end o f  the play, the Greek ship is decidedly ‘unswift’ 

which would have given the Taurians a naval advantage had Athena not intervened.

It has been suggested that the Taurians are primitive because they fight with stones

and use conch shells to summon help. But there is no reason for herdsmen to carry swords,

and the stoning o f  Orestes is an appropriate reaction, in Greek terms, to his fit o f  madness^".

They start pelting Orestes with stones at 308-10 (c f  318-19 ' n i i e T ^  o v k  aw'e/xev TreTpo/jl

(SaAAovrej). Stoning is appropriate given the depth o f  Orestes’ madness at this point.

Keeping one’s distance from a mad man is common Greek response to madness, and

stoning appears as an appropriate punishment not only for madness, but also for crimes

incurring the most serious pollution, which the audience know Orestes has committed^^

Indeed, threats o f  stoning, and references to stoning, abound in Greek tragedy in response

to the many characters who have committed, or are thought to have committed, appalling

crimes. Although stoning is a savage punishment^**, there is nowhere any indication in the

tragic texts that it is associated with barbarians. In fact, all references to stoning (apart from

IT ) involve Greeks being stoned by their own^^ Euripides’ plays, in particular, repeatedly

“̂Cropp (2000) ad loc argues that ‘the lushness of ‘Europe’ is implicity contrasted with the barrenness of 
the Taurian land’ and uses 218-9 and 399-402 in support of this. But ^irxopro^ (219) is a rare word and 
need not necessarily mean ‘barren’, but probably means something more like ‘wretched grassland’, for it is 
clear from the Herdsman that the area is not barren. Compare Hdt. 4.58 on Scythian tto/tj as ‘the most 
bile-producing’ grass: it does not mean there is no grass.

Lines 218-9 come in the middle of Iphigenia’s lament about her plight and we are not surprised that she 
calls the place wretched. 399-402 simply refer to the waters of the Eurotas and its fresh green reeds which is 
contrasted to the Taurian land in terms of its altar being soaked with blood. The purity of the water in 
Greece provides a striking contrast for the flow of human sacrificial blood, but there is no suggestion here 
that the Taurian land is barren although it is definitely unwelcoming- note especially the presence of the 
hostile temple (see discussion ch. 2.1, 12-17).
^'Note also the parallel between Thoas with his swift of foot and horses, and Ipliigenia’s forefather 
Oenomaeus who is recalled in the prologue Soala-w ImoTi; (2). This strengthens the bond between Iphigenia 
and Thoas; on the positive relationship between Iphigenia and Thoas, see 156-76, below. Horses are also 
particularly associated with Scythia, see Hdt. 4.128, and book 4 passim.
^^See fiill discussion of madness in ch. 3.2, 49-55 and passim.

Parker (1983) 194-5.
‘̂‘stoning is one of the savage punishments that Apollo associates with the Furies at A. Eum. 185-90; other 

punishments mentioned include impaling, decapitation, eye-gouging and mutilation.
^^Orestes’ sentence to death by stoning in E. Or., by his own Argive people because of liis pollution, is 
central to that play (50, 442, 536=625, 564, 614, 863, 914, 946; cf. 1477). This kind of stoning represents 
condemnation by tlie whole community who collectively carry out the sentence. Conversely Orestes is the 
malevolent instigator (with the apparent support of Apollo) of the stone-throwing mob against Neoptolemus 
at Delphi in E. Andr. (1128). Neoptolemus’ crime had been his hubris against Apollo. In S. Aj. it is feared 
by the chorus that Ajax will be stoned because of his intended crime (254) and Teucer comes under tlie 
threat of being stoned by the army because he is A jax’s brother (726-8). Achilles is threatened with stoning
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address the concept o f  stoning, and his O restes contains a whole system o f  rock/ stone

imagery^. Execution by stoning, as far as we can tell from the sources, was a very

uncommon occurrence in 5th C BC Athens^^. Perhaps in reflection o f  everyday life, the

physical act o f  stoning in tragedy does not come to fulfillment in most cases. IT  is one o f  the

few  examples o f  a character actually being pelted with stones^*. This stoning, however, it

not an act o f  condemnation, though there are justifiable reasons for it to be so. Rather, it is

an act o f  self-defence against a mad man. The herdsmen have just seen an eye-rolling,

mouth-foaming, ranting Orestes slaughter their cattle. So, when they see that Orestes is

weak, they attack. It is not surprising that the herdsmen find Orestes and Pylades

‘terrifying’, and does not highlight inferiority because o f  barbarian status. Once Orestes

recovers from his fit, he and Pylades attack the herdsmen who are unarmed, and these resort

to throwing stones. The herdsmen are not warriors There is therefore no implication that

they are primitive because they do not fight in a like manner when faced with Homeric-type

warriors^’ . The same is true o f  the Egyptians in E. H el.. They have been used as a parallel

for the Taurians in /T" because o f  their inferior weapons^®. They fight with sticks, but again it

in two plays: in A. Myrmidons for refusing to fight in Troy (c f the threat to Dikaiopolis in Ar. Ach. e.g. 
236, and see Michelakis (2002) 24-6), and in E. lA (1349-50) when he tries to save Iphigenia from sacrifice 
(see Michelakis (2002) 119, 139). Helen is also twice threatened by stoning in tragedy and escapes both 
times (E. Tro. 1349-50 and Or. 59). In S. Ant., it is decreed that the person who buries Polyneices will be 
stoned (21-36), and in A. Sept. Eteocles threatens those who do not support him with stoning (196-99). In 
E. Ion, Creusa is condemned to death by stoning for attempting to murder Ion (1112, 1222-25, 1237). lolaus 
and the children of Herakles are condemned to the same fate at E. Hcl. 60; c f  141-2. Pentheus furiously 
says he will stone Dionysus at E. Ba. 356-7. Aegisthus stones Agamemnon’s tomb at E. El. 327-31. The 
murder of Agamemnon is to be punished by stoning at A. Ag. 1117-8 and 1615-16, while Oedipus in S. OC 
e.xplains how he wanted to be stoned when his crimes were first revealed to him (434-6). Most of these 
examples are discussed by Rosivach (1987).

The cases of Orestes and Ajax in their name-plays are linked to madness. Compare also how Athena stops 
Herakles’ fit of insanity by hurling a stone at his chest, at the place where Madness had entered (E. Her. 
1004, c f  863). In this context, Padel (1995) 101 argues that ‘it seems... important that those marked by 
even a moment of madness should be driven out of civilization with the physical element of which 
civilization is built’.
^®This runs from the mention of Tantalus’ rock in the prologue to Orestes asking the Phrygian at 1520 
whether he is afraid of being turned to stone, see also O ’Brien (1964).
^^Cf Hdt. 9.5, our principal source for the case of Lycides who was stoned for Medism in 479, and see esp. 
Rosivach (1987) who discusses this case and that of Alcibiades (cousin of the famous Alcibiades) stoned in 
409.
^*This is also the case in Andr. (1128), Mel. Des. fr. 495.12, and also E. Pal. where it is highly likely that 
Palamedes was stoned to death for treachery (c f Hyg. Fab. 105 and the scholion ad Or. 432); note also lA 
1349-50 which implies that stones were actually thrown at Achilles. Rosivach’s (1987) comprehensive 
collection of stoning mentioned in tragedy, 242-5, refers us to most of the plays noted in n. 121 above 
(though he does not always quote all references), with the exception of Andr., Her. and Mel. Des. He also 
overlooks the two instances in IT (310, c f  318-20, 327, and 1376).

In tlie dramatic context, it is interesting to note that throwing stones at actors for a bad perfonuance was 
reported to happen; Dem. 19.337; though Rosivach 232n.2 comments that ‘this tradition was perhaps, like 
the modem one of throwing rotten vegetables at similar targets, more often spoken of than actually 
practiced’.
^®0n Orestes’ portrayal as a Homeric-type warrior, see ch. 3.2.
“̂Cropp (2000) ac/301-35.
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is a case o f weaponless sailors being ambushed by eueideTi; Greeks, i.e. Greek warriors from 

Troy {Hel. 1540), with swords hidden under their cloaks (Hel. 1574-5). The sailors, who 

are caught by surprise, grab and make what weapons they can {Hel. 1597-9). Indeed, 

Thoas, whom one would expect to have sophisticated fighting abilities as king, does plan to 

chase the fugitives with his 'dopu (1326), a weapon identifiably used in Greek hoplite 

warfare, which was an integral part o f the polis  (on the Taurian community as a polis, see 

fijrther below)^'. By contrast, the Greeks fight as To^orai (1377) from the boat, the bow 

being foreign weapon par excellence, particularly associated with Scythians, and considered 

contemptible by Greek polis  infantry^ .̂ Indeed, although the Greeks are armed with bows 

against the stone-throwing locals, the locals actually win out by stopping the Greek ship 

from sailing off. When the second messenger comes to deliver his news to Thoas, he 

describes W'hat happened 1407-8 /xev t i j  ej daXaa-crav (op̂ irQdT) 'no<rh,\ oAAo$ de nXetcra,^ 

e§2,vT}7rrev ajKuXa^. With the aid o f Poseidon’s wave which drove the ship back towards the 

rocks (1394-97, c f  1414-15), the barbarians’ resourcefulness has stopped the Greeks from 

escaping. Thus, rather than being portrayed as primitive in their fighting techniques, the 

Taurians are shown to be ironically more Greek than the Greeks themselves. They almost 

stone a madman, would use a spear as a weapon o f choice, and possess the virtue o f  

resourcefulness.

Similarly, the conch shells which the herdsmen use to summon help (at 303) do not 

necessarily imply a primitive community, though this is what Hall argues^^ She uses the 

lexicographer Hesychius’ entry under kochlos to prove her point. This says that kochloi 

‘conch shells’ were ‘regarded as the instruments men used before the invention o f trumpets’ 

(Hall’s italics)̂ "*. However, West notes that in classical Greek literature, conch shells ‘are 

occasionally mentioned as being used by common people, especially rustics, for attracting 

the attention o f neighbours’^̂  It seems to me, that the conch shells used by the herdsmen

’̂See Snodgrass (1986) 51-2 on hoplite warfare as representative of the polis. In Hel. it is the Egyptian 
Theoclymenus who provides Menelaus with bronze anus worthy of Pelops (1263-4). Clearly, the Egyptians, 
like the Taurians, do also have access to real weapons of war, although the Egyptian land is not 
characterized as a polis. Note that Herodotus says tliat the Taurians t̂ inoua-i Se amo re khI noXefiou (4. 
103). This would be impossible if  they only had such primitive weapons as stones. By contrast, the 
Agrippaei tribe has no weapons (Hdt. 4. 23).
^^See Snodgrass (1986) 51 for long range missiles as contemptible. The Scythians are all experts at using 
bows from horseback at Hdt. 4. 46. On the distinction between Greek hoplite warfare and foreign archery in 
Herodotus, see Felling (1997a) and Hartog (1989) 49-57, who argues that when the Persians are fighting the 
Scythians, the Persians take on the role of self as opposed to the Scythian other.
” E. Hall (1989) 122.
“̂’West (1992) 121 states that conch shells are attributed to ‘some foreign peoples not civilized enough to 

have war trumpets’.
^^West (1992) 121, with n.I93 for references.
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reflect the pastoral nature of their occupation, rather than suggesting primitive barbarians. 

Certainly, it would be odd indeed for herdsmen to carry trumpets about with them, which 

were normally used for signals on the battle-field^®. But the location of the action on the 

shoreline makes it an ideal source for such conch shells used by the herdsmen^^.

The Taurians are a pastoral community governed by a king, but the terms used to 

describe their political system do not betray any sense of being non-Greek. Thoas’ kingly 

office is described variously as anax, tyrannos and basileus^^, but none of these terms is 

used exclusively of Thoas. Anax and cognates are used to describe Agamemnon (11, 17, 

545) as well as deities (Zeus 749, Artemis 1230, Apollo 1270, Athena 1475^®). Tyrannis is 

used to describe the ruling of Argos (681), and the ancestral kings of Argos are basileis 

(190, cf 670). This aligns Thoas’ rule with that of Greeks and reinforces his lack of 

typically barbarian qualities. The only term of authority used to describe him and no-one 

else is koiranos (1080, 1287), but this is such a Homeric term that not only does it reinforce 

the projection of Thoas into the world of epic heroes, but also, it cannot imply any sense of 

the barbarian. Thoas calls his people acn-o* (1422), just as the Taurian community is 

repeatedly called a and its inhabitants noXna^ (1226, 1417). Within the play, the

Taurian polis must beg comparison with other poleis mentioned, all Greek: Athens 

specifically, which is also called a tzoXk; (1088, c f rroA/cr/x’ at 1014), but also the native city 

of the chorus at 453, and at 505 Iphigenia, knowing that Orestes is Greek, asks him from 

which TToXî  he comes"*'.

In Herodotus, the Taurians are treated as one of the eOvT} inhabiting Scythia (4, 99). 

They are one of the nations who decline to assist the nomadic Scythians in fighting the 

Persians (4. 119). The Taurians themselves are not mentioned after this, but while there is

^®West (1992) 119. It is worth remarking that Homer’s heroes never use trumpets, and that IT is set in the 
same mythological time as Odysseus’ nostos, cf. IT 533-6.
’̂Note the associations of conch shells with sea deities such as Tritons and Nereids (West (1992) 121); c f  

the availability of murex shells in this area, see Cropp (2000) ad  260-4. The fact that the herdsmen were 
washing their cows in the sea is odd. Washing in the sea suggests purification for sacrifice, as paralleled 
with Iphigenia’s alleged purification of Orestes and Pylades, but there is no suggestion that the cows are to 
be sacrificed.
^*Cf Hdt. 4.102, where the Taurians have a basileus.
^^This echoes Athena’s address to Thoas at 1435 where she calls him anax which implies a certain degree 
of respect on Athena’s part for Thoas. Indeed, she shows a similar appealing and respectful attitude towards 
Thoas here as does Aeschylus’ Athena to the Furies at the end of the Eumenides (e.g. 848-50). But by 
contrast, there is no need for Athena to persuade Thoas. As a mortal, he immediately consents to her 
wishes. The divine Furies in Eum., on the other hand, take a great deal of persuading before renouncing 
their harmful behaviour.
"“ C f 38. 464, 595, 878, 1209, 1212, 1214.
'“ The fact that Thoas is sole ruler and that the citizens are his subjects does not detract from a comparison 
with Greece because the setting is pre-democratic. Indeed Argos is called a -rvpawiV (681). Compare the 
conflation of democratic ideology and mythical monarchy in E. Supp.



no suggestion that they are nomadic, neither is is it suggested anywhere that they live in a 

polis. Herodotus talks about the 7 1) and the %wpa of the nomadic tribes like the Blackcloaks 

and Cannibals (4. 125). The Budinians have a polis called Gelonus which is surrounded by 

wooden walls and they practice Greek religious customs (4. 108). But the Budinians, 

Herodotus tells us, were originally Greek, and their language is a mixture of Scythian and 

Greek. We do know that the Tauric Chersonese was colonized by Greeks at least from the 

6 th century BC" ,̂ but neither Herodotus nor Euripides presents the Taurians as being of 

Greek descent, and we should not analyze them as such for the purposes of this play. 

Clearly Euripides’ insistence on defining the Taurian community as a polis in IT  is part of 

his undermining of the traditional differences between Greek and barbarian.

Euripides develops the notion that the Taurians are part of the ‘civilized’ world of 

the polis, by creating a contrast between them and surrounding tribes. After the recognition, 

Iphigenia searches aloud for the means by which Orestes may be saved and return home. 

The lyrics reflect her high degree of emotion at 876-91 as she exclaims x/Va aot nopov 

6 upo/i,eval naXiv ano noXeoj^ a m  (j>6vou n€̂ L\}/co\ iraTpid' eg ’Ap7 e/av...6 ayaT(p neXacren; apa 

/3ap/Sapa (f)LiXal Kai 3i’ o^oug ai/o^oug aT6 (%a»v. This reinforces the idea that this land is 

impossible, or at least extremely difficult, to return from''^ The description of the 

surrounding barbarians as <f>uXa contrasts with the Taurian community which is called a 

TT0A/5 . Indeed, if we consider Herodotus’ account of the surrounding barbarian tribes and 

their gruesome customs, particularly the Cannibals to the very north o f Scythia, who have 

no sense of right and wrong, and no customs or traditions (4. 106), Iphigenia is right to be 

worried. But the contrast works favourably for the Taurians, who are distanced from these 

other dangerous tribes.

Although the Taurians are distanced from other barbarian tribes and aligned with 

Greeks in many cases, they refer to themselves as barbarians. At 1170, for example, Thoas 

asks O.AA’ Tiv’ €Kavov ^ap^apcov aKT^j eVn; (cf. 1174). The barbarians are thus distancing 

themselves from the Greeks in spite of the parallels being developed between the two races. 

In making the barbarian king aware that he, his people and land are barbarian, Euripides 

highlights the failure o f the Greeks to recognize the barbarity of the crimes they have 

committed against their own nomoi^^.

“̂ See ch. 2.1, 9 and 104 n.72, below.
“*^0n the Taurian land as one of no return, cf. p. 46 n.68 and ch. 3.2 passim.
''^On ‘barbaric Greeks’ in Euripides, see E. Hall (1989) 211-22. She mentions /Z" briefly, rightly noting 211, 
that ‘Euripides uses imagery to link Agamemnon’s sacrifice of his daughter with the human sacrifice 
practised by the Taurians’. On the significance of nonioi in this play, see discussion below, 109-12.
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It is very much the case in IT  that the barbarians are distinguished from the Greeks

only in that they are called ‘barbarians’. In terms o f language, the Taurians are not literally

barbaroi (i.e. speaking ‘barbar’) since they speak perfect Greek''^ It has been noted that

Euripides is the tragedian who uses the least amount o f exotic vocabulary or elements of

dress, or indeed any other methods, to characterize barbarians in his plays, as compared

with Aeschylus or Sophocles'*®. But he does draw attention to oriental speech in other

tragedies'*  ̂ In IT, there is attention drawn to barbarian speech, but the Greeks are the ones

who employ it, and seemingly ‘become’ barbarians through the language that they use"*. To

be more specific, the use o f barbarian language comes in the form o f singing, used only by

the chorus and Iphigenia'*®. The first instance o f this is in the parados. Here, the chorus

■*̂ The Greeks sometimes draw attention to language difference between nations and sometimes do not; c f 
Harrison (1998) who discusses Herodotus’ conception of foreign languages and concludes 'Herodotus and 
the Greeks emerge then finally as adopting a number of different, even contradictory', strategies: they may 
ignore language difference, caricature it; they may seek to differentiate between foreign languages, and they 
may assimilate all foreign languages into a single ‘barbarian language’; they may seek to distance foreign 
languages from Greek, and then they may see connections between their own and foreign languages’; on the 
origin of the tenn barbaros meaning ‘non-Greek speaker’, see Schwabl (1961).
■'^Bacon (1961) passim, and esp. 167-72; West (1997) 544, examining the correlation between motifs found 
in Aeschylus and in ancient Near-Eastern traditions, argues that Aeschylus presents us with striking 
orientalisms while Euripides and Sophocles do not; in fact Euripides’ plays do present us with a residue of 
western Asiatic influence, see Torrance (forthcoming), though certainly less so than Aeschylus. The 
discrepancy is especially noteworthy given the larger number of Euripidean plays extant; see Bacon (1961) 
15-63 on Aeschylus and 64-114 on Sophocles (most of the evidence for Sophocles comes from fragments). 
Aeschylus in particular made a concerted effort to make his barbarians sound and look foreign. The speech 
of the Egyptian herald at Supp. 825-902 is particularly cacophonous, and he uses actual foreign words in 
this play and the Persae to characterize his barbarians (on which see E. Hall (1996) 22-25). Both these 
plays abound with references to foreign dress. Bacon (1961) 34-45, argues that Aeschylus is also aware of 
foreign religious institutions in these plays, but see E. Hall (1996) 15-16 and passim, who argues that 
Persian religious beliefs are described in Greek terms. Timotheus’ poem Persae, which tells the story of the 
Battle of Salamis, and was influenced by Aeschylus’ play, also gives the barbarians distinguishing features: 
they speak differently (see Hordern (2002) ad  fr. 791.150-61), they are cowardly (see Hordern (2002) ad 
fr.791.98-138), they can’t swim; on inability to swim as a characteristic of barbarians, see E. Hall (1993). 
Timotheus’ Persae was probably written at the end of the 5th century BC, i.e. he was a young contemporary 
of Euripides (see Hordern (2002) 15-17 on dating). E. Hall (1989) 119 argues that Tim otheus’ Persae 
inspired the lyric lament of the Phrygian slave in Euripides’ Or.
''^Cf the Phygian slaves’ lyric lament which he calls a ‘barbarian cry’ at Or. 1385, comparable to the cries 
of the Phoenician women in the eponymous play (c f Pho. 679-80, 1301; c f  the ‘Phoenician cry’ 301). 
Although references to a foreign accent in these plays are ‘purely conventional’ (Mastronarde (1994) ad 
Pho. 301), and the Asiatic characters speak in Attic Greek, it is nevertheless noteworthy that tlie barbarians 
in IT  are not even characterized by this convention.
'^^Cf Harrison (1998) who notes in his conclusion that the Athenians in particular were criticized for 
importing foreign words into Greek in e.g. [Xen.] Ath. Pol. 2.8.
‘‘̂ Said (1984) 30-32 notes how Euripides was known for using exotic rhythms; she asks 31 ‘Mais cette 
pretendue exclamation barbare n ’est-elle pas en fait bien grecque? En tout cas, elle se retrouve a plusieurs 
reprises dans des bouches grecques, sans qu’on signale son caractere exotique’. But the two examples she 
adduces to support her argument are not comparable to the examples in IT. Pho. 1519 and Her. 172 are 
simple references to lament, without any specification of being ‘barbarian’ or ‘Asian’. Said concludes 32 'il 
parait difficile, en considerant I’ensemble du theatre d ’Euripide, de m aintenir I’existence d'une veritable 
frontiere sonore entre les Grecs et les Barbares’. I certainly agree that the boundary between Greek and 
barbarian sounds is unclear in Euripides, particularly as his barbarians speak perfect Greek, but there must 
be a further dramatic reason for drawing attention to the fact that the Greeks in IT  sound barbarian. I 
suggest that it helps to complete the picture at the end of the play of the Greeks being more ‘barbarian’ than
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respond to Iphigenia’s lament singing (179-81) avrnpaT îou:; vtivcov t ’ 1 ’A o-itjtS v croi 

^ap^cLpov axaul ^eairoiv', elau^aeraj. Considering the distinction between Europe and Asia 

which is drawn by the chorus themselves (cf. 135, 393flf., 711), it is noteworthy that they 

choose to sing the ‘barbarian clamour o f Asian hymns’. It is true that barbarian chanting is 

associated with mourning, but given the loaded context o f ‘barbarian’ in this play, the Greek 

chorus seem to draw unnecessary attention to the barbarian style o f their lament (note that it 

is both ‘barbarian’ and  ‘Asian’). Unlike other plays in which characters are said to lament in 

a barbarian fashion, this particular play has already set up an opposition between Greeks and 

barbarians, which means that such a reference to barbarian mourning must necessarily 

reflect on this theme^“. However, it seems to have gone unnoticed that in IT  Greeks are 

themselves admitting to, and being labelled as, singing in a barbarian fashion, in contrast to 

parallels from other tragedies which all involve foreigners^'. Having established that they 

will sing Asian hymns, the chorus then proceed to recount the evil fortunes o f  Iphigenia’s 

Greek ancestors. The implication here is that the crimes o f the house o f  Atreus are so 

barbaric that they deserve to be lamented with barbarian dirges^^.

We later hear by report in the final stages o f the play that Iphigenia herself has been 

“acting the barbarian”, as it were. The Messenger recounts the story to Thoas as follows 

(1 3 3 6 -8 )  xpoyiii 1^’ in u v  ^pav r i ^ okoT ttAcov,I avo»AoAu§E Kai K ar^de ^ a p ^ a p a \ fj.eX't) 

ijbayevoua-’, w j <j)6vov vil^o'j(rob Brr], This passage is fascinating, in that a barbarian is describing 

Iphigenia’s chants as ‘barbarian’, with the suggestion that such barbarian chants are 

incomprehensible to  him. The ‘ululaiion’ or ‘sacrificial cry’ is commonly associated with 

Greek women’s rituals, and can be profane” . Cropp notes that the description o f ‘barbarian 

chants’ is ‘amusingly accurate here, since foreign-sounding names and term s were often 

used in Greek magical incantations to give an impression o f special knowledge and

the barbarians.
^°In Aeschylus’ Persians, by contrast, the Greeks make Greek sounds and Persians make Persian sounds. 
The Persian Messenger recounts how the Greeks’ courage at the battle of Salamis was manifested through 
the terrifying paean they sang, while Persians replied with a confused rhothos (393-406), see E. Hall (1989) 
77, and (1996) ad 406.

have been unable to find a parallel for Greeks lamenting in a barbarian fashion. The only possible, but 
highly unlikely, case is the chorus of Cho. who mourn in ‘Arian’ and ‘Kissian’ fashion (423-4). Their 
identity is uncertain, though they have long been assumed to be Trojan, but they are certainly captives, see 
Garvie (1986) ad  22-83. The closest parallel is Hel. 167-73, where Helen invites the Sirens to lament with 
her accompanied by a Libyan flute or pipes or lyres. But this not a reference to a Greek character using 
barbarian speech or voice. Rather it is a wish for Sirens, bird-women who live in a fantastical land (at least 
‘others’ if not barbarians), to be accompanied by Libyan music. Furthermore, the foreign effect of the 
Libyan flute is muted by subsequent reference to the Greek instruments.
^^Compare Orestes’ matricide which is ‘beyond barbarian’ (1174), see below, 115.
^^See Rudhardt (1992) 179. The profanity ties in well with the sacrilege of a bogus ritual in IT. On the 
sacrilegious theft in IT, see ch. 6.5, 155-6.
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power’ But there is no reason to see the incantations as ‘amusing’. Such practice seems to 

have been frowned upon in the classical period. Like the first example of the chorus singing 

a ‘barbarian’ and ‘Asiatic’ dirge, here, Iphigenia is not only singing ‘barbarian’ chants, she 

is also ‘acting the magician’, a practice associated with barbarians. The very word magos 

‘magician’ in Greek is taken from the Persian ‘Magoi’ and ‘had pejorative overtones 

suggestive of a sham diviner or magician’ precisely the connotations suggested here as 

Iphigenia tries to deceive the Taurians through a sham ritual. The customs o f the Magoi 

were certainly reported to be very different from Greek ritual practice^®.

In other Euripidean tragedies, magic^^ is denounced by a Greek (Iphis at Supp. 

1110), and imagined by a barbarian (the Phrygian slave at Or. 1498), which consolidates the 

association between magic and barbarians^*. But the actual barbarians o f IT  have no 

knowledge of magic. We have seen how the Taurians have used the term ‘barbarian’ to 

describe themselves, but here we are presented with the reverse, the Taurian explaining how 

the Greek Iphigenia acted in a barbarian way. Iphigenia’s barbarian chants are linguistically 

removed from the real barbarians, who speak perfect Greek, with no foreign quirks. There 

is no attention drawn to otherness through speech, nor through attire in IT, though Thoas 

and the barbarian messengers may have worn a foreign costume” . In contrast to other 

Euripidean plays where specific attention is drawn to barbarian accessories^, there is no 

mention of the Taurians having any defining features of barbarian dress. Indeed, unlike other 

barbarians, notably Trojans, the Taurians do not seem to have fine clothes and golden 

luxuries. As we saw in the last chapter, there is a clear contrast in the play, developed by the 

chorus, between greedy Greeks and gods and moderate Taurians, who are neither 

excessively wealthy, nor lust after gold, nor abuse weath. This may also be suggested by 

Herodotus. Nothing is said about Taurian attitudes to gold or wealth, but a contrast is 

"̂‘Cropp (2000) ac/ 1337.
Hall (1989) 194n. 107; cf. Graf (1997) 21 on the negative connotations of the term magos in classical 

Greece.
^®See Hdt. 1.132. Note how the religious customs of the Persians are set up here as not being Greek in 
typical Herodotean fashion. The function of the Magus, Herodotus tells us, is to chant a theogony, ‘at least 
that’s what they say the song is about’, he adds. This reinforces the notion that the chant of the Magus is 
incomprehensible to Greeks, at least. If this parallel is applied to IT, it once again aligns the barbarians with 
Greeks outside the play, as not understanding the ‘magic’ incantations.
^^Specifically mageia as opposed to pharniaka or other terms associated with magic.

S. OT 387, where the deluded Oedipus imagines Teiresias as a scheming magos. E. Hall (1989) 194 
points out how ‘the language used is clearly intended to bring to mind the stories of the machinations and 
court intrigues of Persia’.
’^See ch. 2.2, 20n.68.
®Cf the Phygian slave’s ‘barbarian slippers’ at Or. 1370 and his circular fan made of feathers, with which 
he fans Helen ‘in a barbarian fashion’ at 1429-30. Trojans are generally characterized by luxurious 
clothing, and wealth in gold in Euripides (see ch. 4.2, 74n.30, 75n.36). On barbarian characteristics in the 
plays of Euripides, see also Bacon (1961) 115-72 and E. Hall (1989) 127-8. 136-7.



implied between the customs o f  the Taurians and those o f the Agathyrsians, which are 

described immediately afterwards. This latter tribe is noted for wearing golden jewellery (4. 

104).

Before we explore the tensions between ‘Greek’ and ‘barbarian’ in the religious 

customs o f the Taurians, let us examine first o f all the character o f Thoas, their king®'. 

Although we do not meet Thoas until very late in IT  (1152), he is introduced in the 

prologue speech and his persona is constructed through a series o f references before he 

actually takes the stage. He is named and described by Iphigenia as follows, 31-3 . . .7 1 3 5  

a.na,(T(7€\ ^ap^apoiiTi /3ap/3apojl Qoag, 0 5  wkuv noBa ride'ig ’I'crov TrrepoT^] eg rouvofj,’ 'tjXde rode  

noBujKeiag %apiv“ . There is a strong contrast here between the initial and forceful ‘barbarian 

over barbarians’, and the subsequent naming o f Thoas, with the astonishing explanation o f  

this name by exploitation o f one o f the commonest epithets o f the Greek hero Achilles®. 

Cropp a d  32-3 notes that ‘[t]here are ...intriguing similarities between Iphigenia’s guardian 

Thoas with his swift foot...and ‘swift-footed’...Achilles whom Iphigenia was expected to

There are several unrelated mythological characters who bear the name Thoas. Apart from the king of the 
Taurians, the main homonymous figures are: Thoas king of Lemnos (//. 14.230, 23.745) and father of 
Hypsipyle (E. Hyps. fr. 64.105); Thoas son of Hypsipyle and Jason (E. Hyps, passim)', and Thoas who is a 
warrior in the Trojan war (//. 2.638ff ); see RE for more details.

According to Hyg. fab. 15, the Lemnian king Thoas is saved by his daughter who secretly sends him off in
a ship in order that he might escape death, and he washes up on the Taurian peninsula. This association 
merits our attention. There is a possibility that the Lemnian king and the Taurian king are one and the 
same. However, there is not a single reference to Lemnos in Euripides’ IT, and as Bond (1963) notes ad  E. 
Hyps. fr. 6 4 .103ff., this fragment suggests that Thoas was restored to rule in Lemnos. That does not rule out 
the possibility that the same Thoas also ruled for a time in the Tauric Chersonese. Hyps, v.as probably 
produced after IT (see Bond (1963) Appendix III), but this does not indicate any chronological link between 
the two stories; c f  lA which was produced after IT. The evidence is far from conclusive. A further link 
which can be adduced is fr. 357 of Aristophanes’ Lemnian Women, quoted by commentators ad IT (32) (cf 
Platnauer (1938), Cropp (2000)), but the general consensus seems to be that Euripides invented the Taurian 
Thoas (so Cropp (2000) ad loc, c f  E. Hall (1989) 110).

The fragment of Aristophanes reads em auD a S’ e-rvpavveuev 'TxpmvX'rj^ ■naTqp\ Q oa^, w v  ev
avdpdmoK; SpofieTv. This is clearly a parody of IT 32, but this does not necessarily make the two figures the 
same; c f  O ’Brien (1988) 107n.28 who sees Ar. fr. 373 as ‘a comical link between one Thoas and the other’, 
but concludes, 107, that ‘there is no evidence that Thoas was the name of a Taurian king in legend or fact 
before the date of I.T.'.

There are suggestions that Thoas as king of the Taurians appeared in plays by Sophocles, though again 
the evidence is not conclusive: note Hyg. fab. 120-1 which may well be the plot summary of Soph. Chryses 
(see fr. 726-30 in Radt (1977) and also Lloyd-Jones (1996))- this explains how Orestes and Ipliigenia meet 
up with Chryses as they escape from Thoas and the latter helps Orestes kill the king; c f  also \{y%.fab. 122 
which may recount the plot o f Aleites, attributed to Sophocles, but probably not by him (see Radt (1977) p. 
146)- according to this, Electra visits the oracle of Apollo at Delphi to inquire about infonnation she has 
received that her brother was sacrificed in the land of the Taurians, she is reunited there with Iphigenia and 
Orestes and they return home where Aleites, the son of Clytemnestra and Aegisthus, is killed and Orestes 
regains the kingdom. I conclude that Thoas, as he is presented in IT, is a separate mythological figure from 
his namesake who ruled Lemnos.
®^His name suggests that he is ‘the swift one’, from 6o6<; ‘swift’ and Soafw ‘to be swift’.
®^The Egyptians in Helen, Theonoe and Theoclymenus, also have Greek etymologies for their names, and 
furthermore, have a distinct Greek ancestry as the children of Proteus. However, Thoas is different in that 
he clearly has no Greek ancestry, yet the etymological explanation of his name specifically evokes the Greek 
hero Achilles.
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m arry and who still practices his running not far away on the W hite Island (cf. 436 -7 )’®̂. 

These facts are indeed intriguing, but they must be fijrther explored. W hat is the effect o f 

this combination o f  factors, and what is Euripides’ purpose in bringing them  together in this 

way?

Throughout the Ilia d  the words and rro^a? are used together to  describe 

Achilies®^ By using a strikingly similar version o f that epithet to  describe the barbarian king, 

Euripides reinforces tw o im portant aspects o f  the play. First, he develops for the audience a 

sense o f  the relationship that exists between Thoas and Iphigenia. The introduction o f  Thoas 

continues straight on from  Iphigenia’s account o f  her sacrifice at Aulis and her lure on the 

pretext o f  marriage to Achilles. W ith Achilles mentioned just seven lines before Thoas who 

is swift o f  foot, one is forced to  make a connection betw een Thoas and Achilles, which 

implies a startling parallel betw een the tw o figures. At many points during the play, 

Iphigenia laments her fictitious marriage, showing us that she w ould have been m ost content 

to m arry Achilles®*. Therefore this parallel between Thoas and Achilles suggests that 

although Thoas is a ‘barbarian am ong barbarians’, Iphigenia’s relationship w ith the king is 

not a hostile one®’. Secondly, by using this epithet, Euripides implies a m erging o f  the 

barbarian ‘o ther’ with the G reek ‘se lf . In term s o f  Greek and barbarian, the epithet 

‘sw ift-footed’ which is well-known for Achilles and is now  applied to  Thoas, coupled with 

the fact that they both live on the Black Sea, blurs the boundaries o f  Greek and barbarian in 

typical Euripidean style. In likening the barbarian king to  the G reek hero w ho was a m ost 

glorious and valiant- indeed semi-divine- warrior, Euripides implicitly deconstructs 

undercurrents o f  polarity betw een Greek and barbarian from  the very outset o f  the play®*.

As noted by Cropp, the chorus remind us o f  Achilles’ present hom e in their first 

stasim on 435-8 rav  rnXvopviQov err’ aJ-\ av, XeuKav axrdv, ’A^iAtj-I 05 

KoXXicrrcL^iou^, 1 a § e iv o v  Kara t t o v t o v ,  which produces a fijrther parallel betw een Achilles and

®^Cropp (2000) adloc.
“ E.g. 1. 58, 84, 148, 215, 364, 489, 9. 196, 307, 606, 643, 11. 112, 607, 16. 48, 28. 78, 97, 187, 19. 55, 
145, 198, 419, 21. 222, 23. 93, 776, 24. 138, 559, 649, 751; cf. also 19. 295, 21. 211, 22. 188, 229, 23. 218, 
24. 621; the epithet is not quite identical, but the similarity certainly merits an investigation into the 
parallels between Thoas and Achilles.
®®Seech. 3.1.
®^This is one aspect of the play wliich Goethe develops in his version. There, Thoas is so enamoured with 
Iphigenie that he is constantly pressing her to marry him, while she virtuously resists through her priestly 
office. Of course, we may also see the inspiration of E. Hel. here where Helen is courted by Theoclymenus 
against her will; see Appendi.v, p. 192 and n.22.
®*Cf Mossman (1999) 97 on the figure of Achilles: 'it does not seem likely that a poet could have created a 
cowardly Achilles, because Achilles is essentially brave’, and this in contrast to Odysseus whose wiles can 
be interpreted as good or as evil. A parallel with Achilles can thus only be positive in terms of courage.
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Thoas® .̂ The fact that Achilles is described in the context o f ainning strengthens the link 

between swift-footed Thoas and Achilles. In terms o f habitat, we note that both Thoas and 

Achilles are now living on the Black, inhospitable sea, in marginal shore-areas. The myths 

surrounding the figure o f Iphigenia are bursting with elements o f marginalization and 

liminality, and the shore-line is ever-present, particularly in this play™. That Achilles is also 

marginalized serves as a parallel to Iphigenia’s fate but also as a contrast. We know that 

Achilles dwells on the White Island after his death, but Iphigenia among the Taurians is in a 

permanent state o f suspension between life and death. She is technically alive, but believed 

dead by all as is emphasized a number o f times at different points in the play (c f  8, 176, 

831)"’.

Hommel has argued that Achilles, who was worshipped by the Greeks who 

colonized the Black Sea area from Asia Minor from the late 7th C on, was originally a god 

o f the dead and that Thoas is a doublet o f Achilles, with Iphigenia as his priestess/ queen. I 

do not feel that this analysis can be applied to Euripides’ IV~. Nevertheless, Hommel’s 

research on Achilles touches on two important elements for the play. First, the notion that 

the land o f the Taurians is a sort o f Underworld or land o f the dead, and secondly, the fact 

that Achilles functions as a parallel for Thoas. The parallel between Achilles and Thoas 

decidedly improves Thoas’ heroic aspect and contributes to the positive picture o f the 

barbarian king.

The projection o f Thoas into the epic world o f heroes is important in that it 

complicates his trust o f Iphigenia in the deception scene. It implies that it is his 

straightforwardness, not barbarian stupidity which causes him to be so easily deceived by

is a small poetic inconsistency that Iphigenia does not seem to share the chorus’ knowledge of Achilles’ 
fate when she questions Orestes at 357. However, the fact that Iphigenia does not realize the similarities 
between Thoas and Achilles is immaterial. What is important is that the audience are aware of them.
™The play is set on the shoreline (see ch. 2.1, 8). For Iphigenia herself as a marginal a figure particularly 
associated with the sea’s edge, see Buxton (1992); he quotes Brule (1987) 179 who shows that Brauron 
(where Iphigenia will end her days) was in ancient times a coastal settlement, although today it is some 400 
metres from the sea’s edge.
"'O n Iphigenia as a mistress of the passage between life and death, see ch. 3.1, 38-9.
^H om m el (1980) 35 argues ‘Da es sich um das Gebiet handelt, in das auch der Heros Achill nach seinem 
Tote versetzt worden ist [i.e. both Iphigenia and Achilles are dwelling in the Black sea], und da nach einer 
antiken Sagenversion Iphigenie auf Leuke als Gattin des Achilleus (’Axi^^^eT ovvoiko^) und als aOavaro^ 
Saifjboiv erscheint. so liegt der SchluB nahe, daD seine Gefalirtin in einer alteren Schicht des Mythos selber 
dort als Herrin der Toten an Achilleus’ Seite waltete’ and 36, that ‘der bei Euripides und anderwarts als 
Kbnig von Taurien erscheinende Thoas diirfte nach allem bisher Erschlossenen letzlich nichts anderes sein 
als eine rationalisierte und ins Diesseits versezte Dublette des Gottes Achilleus’.

We know that Acliilles was worshipped by Black sea Greeks who colonised from Asia Minor, but that is 
not to say that an Athenian audience would have identified the Achilles mentioned in tragedy as a god of 
the dead, rather than the hero of the Trojan war. Indeed the characters of Achilles and Thoas, although we 
can trace parallels between them, have very different dramatic functions: Achilles is a constant reminder of 
Iphigenia’s fictitious marriage, while Thoas is a foil for the theme of Greek and barbarian as well as the 
deception and escape.
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her^^ Women in tragedy are traditionally persuasive enough to charm generals and war 

heroes "̂*. Accordingly, the concept of persuasion in Greek thought as a woman’s skill, finds 

its opposite in force, as a man’s skil^^ Associating Thoas with the epic hero makes him a 

prime candidate for a persuasion involving dolos or trickery’̂ , for such persuasion involves 

the weaker party outwitting the stronger^^. If Thoas were simply a stupid barbarian, then 

persuading and deceiving him would not be a real obstacle and there would be no real 

dramatic tension surrounding this scene. So it is important that Thoas’ character be worthy 

of this elaborate deception. Euripides makes him worthy in the minds of the audience, 

before we ever meet him, by associating him with Achilles and painting him in a positive 

light as a ruler. Thoas’ anger and ferocity are roused only after he has been betrayed, and he 

immediately relinquishes all desire for revenge at the command of Athena.

Iphigenia also contributes to the positive picture of Thoas at an early stage. She 

informs us that her Greek servant-women were given to her by the king (63-4). This implies 

a good relationship between Iphigenia and Thoas. It is certainly not the mark of a ruthless 

and bloodthirsty man to allow these Greek women to serve their compatriot Iphigenia when 

an alternative fate of concubinage or slavery to a barbarian, for example, would have been 

worse^*. Later on in the play we learn that these women were bought by Thoas, but he did 

not originally enslave them (1111-12)’̂ . Again this revelation does not portray Thoas as a 

villainous ruler.

After our initial introduction to Thoas, he remains unmentioned for a large portion 

of the play. His authority is recalled in the build-up to the recognition scene, when Iphigenia 

promises to send one of the young men home in return for him carrying her message. 

Orestes asks 741, Ka\ rvpawoi; ravra  o'uy^ajp'jja-eTai; Iphigenia replies v a il  ■ne'ta-io <r^e, 

KauTT] vaoq ecr^cra) (TKa,<l)og, (i.e. to ensure the safety of the young man). Iphigenia is 

extremely confident in her abilities to persuade the king. The val stands outside the metre

^^For barbarian stupidity exploited in comedy, see Long (1986) 133, 139, 152.
e.g. Clytemnestra’s persuasion of Agamemnon on his return from Troy (A. Ag.), Helen’s charming of 

Menelaus wliile still on the site of the Trojan war (E. TW), Medea’s persuasion of Jason (E. Med.)-, on 
maternal persuasion in Greek tragedy see Foley (2001) 143-4, 272-99; on persuasion in Greek tragedy more 
generally, see Buxton (1982).
^^See Buxlon (1982) 58; note the character of Clytemnestra in Ag. is anomalous in that she embodies both 
skills of persuasion and of force, and Medea is similar.
’®The Messenger uses cognates of dolos to describe Iphigenia’s deception at 1316 and 1355. This contrasts 
with the shameful dolos which Agamemnon used to lure Iphigenia to her death, recalled at 371, 539, 859. 
’̂C f Phaedra’s deception of Theseus (E. Hipp.) and Hecuba’s of Polymestor (E. Hec.y, see Buxton (1982) 

63-4.
^*The evidence from the text is limited to suggesting the sacrifice of males, see below 121 with n. 148, so a 
sacrificial death may not have been a prospect at any time for the chorus-women.
™Thoas is not explicitly named here, but this would be the only feasible explanation.
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and strongly emphasizes the affirmation. This certainty on Iphigenia’s part highlights and 

foreshadows her persuasive abilities in the later events of the play. It shows female in 

control of male*®, but it also adumbrates a certain clemency on Thoas’ part if he can be 

persuaded to release one of the captives, and this in turn reinforces the concept of amicable 

relations between Thoas and Iphigenia.

When the deception scene finally takes place, it will be Thoas’ piety that is most 

clearly in evidence*'. The piety and superstitious nature of the Taurians and their trust in 

Iphigenia’s priestly office is stressed throughout the play, and coincides with Herodotus’ 

description of the Scythians*^. That Thoas is pious is evident from the moment he enters. 

His shock at the removal of Artemis’ statue from the temple is apparent. His exclamation 

ea- (1157), like vai above, stands outside the metre and draws attention to the action. The 

exchange which follows shows Thoas anticipating Iphigenia’s actions and explanations. 

Iphigenia tells him that the victims are unclean, and then that the statue o f Artemis turned 

backwards and closed its eyes (1163-5). Thoas then asks what caused this reaction in the 

statue: a'lrla  t / j ;  t o  t w v  § E v o jy  (1168). He conjectures that they must have killed

someone to be tainted with such pollution (1170). He’s right again! Although Thoas is 

being duped, the deception is based on the truth, and the fact that his conclusions are 

correct does not suggest that he is a dim-witted character. His piety is what motivates his 

desire to comply with Iphigenia’s plans at every turn; he is eager to cleanse the sanctuary of 

the goddess (a task with which he is charged at 1216), and to provide her with clean 

victims. Indeed he is delighted by what seems like Iphigenia’s conscientiousness in her 

religious duties: at 1202 Thoas praises Iphigenia saying SiKaio  ̂Tjuo-e/Seia «a< -npoiJbTiQia. And 

he is equally impressed by what he understands to be Iphigenia’s protection of the polis and 

himself (1213-14). The fact that Thoas considers himself to be implied when Iphigenia 

mentions her philoi consolidates the emerging picture of the positive relationship that exists 

between them.

Thoas’ only concern is that religious etiquette be observed, and that the victims be 

purified for the goddess. This is apparent from his approval o f purifying the strangers in the 

sea at 1194, and from his closing advice to Iphigenia at 1220 t o , t t j s  6eov npaacr' enl crxoX% 

KaXcd̂ . O f course, there is an excruciating irony which underlies this scene, which is 

heightened as the exchange progresses, and this is reflected in the change of pace from 

*“0n  which see ch. 5.2.
Thoas is often compared to Theoclymenus in E. Hel. as a barbarian king on the edge of the world, but in 

fact the two characters are very different. Theoclymenus is impious, in contrast to his sister Theonoe (cf 
Hel. 1020-21), and his wish to kill Menelaus has nothing to do with religious observance.
*^See Hdt. 4. 68 on the Scythians’ trust of their diviners.
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stichom ythia  to antilabai at 1203. During the stichomythic exchange, Thoas ironically finds

Greece responsible for Iphigenia’s wisdom; a-o '̂ v̂ a-' edpeipev ’EAAaj, (hg ijcr6ou

(1180)*^. Thoas is already convinced o f  Iphigenia’s story, but she responds to this statement

by fabricating an extra lie. She claims that the strangers tried to entice her (again here Thoas

anticipates) with news from Axgos, saying that Orestes and her father were alive and well

(1181-1185). Once more, Thoas understands that the strangers would come up with such

fabrications in order to avoid death (1184). This creates a fiarther layer o f  irony: Iphigenia is

lying about a lie. Following on from the assertion that Greece reared Iphigenia to wisdom,

this consolidates the association between Greeks and deceit. Iphigenia had been the victim

o f  her own father’s deceit, but now her hellenicity seems to make her create an extra lie,

where there is no real need for one. If Greeks are prone to lying in contrast to barbarians,

then the contrast is more one o f  deceit vs. honesty than cleverness vs. stupidity^'’. This is

evident also in Herodotus 4. He tells us that the Black Sea is home to the most ignorant

peoples in the world, except for the Scythians, whom he emphatically excludes from this

judgement o f  ignorance (4. 46). Nevertheless, these not so foolish Scythians, who are surely

to be admired for the way in which they toy with the Persians who are attempting to subdue

them, are deceived by the Ionian Greeks who have been corrupted by Persian power. The

lonians lie to the Scythians and agree to betray Darius for their own freedom, and the

Scythians believe that the lonians are telling the truth. So through the Ionian deception, the

Persians manage to escape (4. 136-42). The Scythians here, like the Taurians in IT, are

honest rather than foolish. Furthermore, Thoas has a reason to trust Iphigenia. He assumes

*^Compare the philhellene Croesus, who prizes Greek wisdom and invites Solon to his court (Hdt. 1. 
29-34). By beginning his Histories with a Lydian king who is fascinated by Greece and Greek customs, 
Herodotus begins his oeuvre by blurring the boundaries between Greek and barbarian, see Felling (1997a). 
*"'Other barbarians are also associated with honesty. Compare the Persians, who study only three things 
until they are twenty; horsemanship, archery, and honesty (Hdt. 1. 136). Lucian’s Toxaris has a pertinent 
discussion on this topic. Although the Scythians have deified the Greek duo Orestes and Pylades as a model 
of true friendship, Toxaris reproaches Greeks in general with dishonesty. In contrast to the Scythians, he 
argues (9) that the Greeks are untrue to their word in the matter of friendship. Although Greeks have many 
fine poetic examples of honesty and friendship, they themselves fall short in real life. I owe this point to my 
colleague Karen Ni Mheallaigh. The Toxaris is, of course, primarily concerned with friendship, and Lucian 
is himself a non-Greek, but the dishonest> which he attaches to real-life Greeks is also an important feature 
of Greek identity in literature.

This is found as early as the Epic Cycle, which tells of the wooden horse with which the Greeks deceive 
the Trojans and raze their city. Deception is also an important theme in all dramatic treatments of the House 
of Atreus myths, see Karatzoglou (2001) 55-79. On lying in epic and lyric poetry, see Pratt (1993), who 
discusses positive associations of lying and deceiving created in archaic poetry. But note the arguments of 
Hesk (2000) concerning late fifth and early fourth century Athens. He explains the paradox, 293. 'The 
sophist and the logographer are demonised as the deceptive other, and are then strategically imagined to lie 
inside and behind every political opponent. Just as Euripides’ Andromache and Peleus trope Menelaus’ lies 
as typically Spartan and at the same time as typical of any Greek general, Demosthenes imagines dishonesty 
to be consistent with Athenian national character and at the same time to be present within his Atlienian 
adversary Leptines’. On deception in the context of friendship in Greek tragedy, see Wliitlock-Blundell 
(1989) 82-5 and passim  (see index 5.v. dolos).
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that she would side with the goddess rather than with the Greeks (1186), a natural 

assumption given that G reece destroyed her, as she admits (1187). This again show s T hoas’ 

logical trust in Iphigenia as priestess o f  Artemis, and as is proper, he has no desire to see 

secret rituals (1198)®^ which were an important elem ent in G reek  religion.

During Iphigenia’s deception o f  Thoas, the latter gives way to her w ishes because he 

believes she is trying to restore purity to the statue and make the victim s worthy o f  the 

goddess, Iphigenia thus tricks the king by using his piety against him. T hoas’ religious 

beliefs as revealed through this scene are very much in keeping with traditionally Greek 

beliefs: the concept that a deity can manifest itself physically through its statue (1166)*®, that 

killing incurs pollution (1170)*^ that matricide is unspeakably heinous and uncivilized  

(1174), that lustrations are necessary for sacrifice (1190), that running water is appropriate 

to purifications (1192)**, that certain rituals are secret (1198), that veiling is necessary to 

avoid the stain o f  pollution (1218). The fact that these rituals are part o f  the barbarian 

worship o f  Artemis em phasizes the Greek aspect o f  the deity and implies that the Greek  

rituals have been transposed into the barbarian land*®.

The piety o f  the Taurians is also demonstrated through the tw o  m essengers, and

their respect for Iphigenia is also apparent'” . The first m essenger (i.e. the Herdsman)

encourages Iphigenia to  get revenge for her sacrifice at Aulis (3 3 6 -9 ), and the second fears

for her safety (1339 -4 1 ). The end o f  the play, which sees Greek impiety win out over

barbarian piety, is foreshadow ed by an event reported in the first m essenger speech. W hen

Orestes and Pylades are originally spotted by the Herdsman and his com panions (265fF ),

they are thought to be som e kind o f  deities, and one o f  the herdsmen w ho w as 6eo(re^^,...

ave<7%6 koa npocnQv^ar’ eicri^dw (268-9). The account continues (2 7 5 -7 ), aAAo^ T15

* În Ar. Thes., the fact that secret rituals are perfonned at the festival of the Thesinophoria is exploited to 
comic effect, as men try to sneak into this women’s festival.
*®See fiirther ch. 6.1, 138-9.
*’See Parker (1983) 104-43
**See Rudhardt (1992) 171-2 on terms of purification, and Burkert (1985) 77-9 on the importance of 
running water.
*^Cf Sourvinou-Inwood (2003a) 140, who explains that Greeks defined themselves, above all, through 
‘perceived ancestry, language and religious customs’, but that 142, ‘ancestry was not the defining criterion 
of ethnicity’. The Taurians do not have an ancestral claim to Greek ethnicity, but they certainly have Greek 
language and religious customs, as they are presented in IT.
^Messengers in tragedy have generally been dismissed as mere functionaries relaying information. 
Recently, however, J. Barrett (2002) has drawn attention to the fact that the messenger in Greek tragedy is 
not merely functional. He states 15: ‘tragedy is fundamentally committed to the partiality of all speech and 
its dissociability from the speaker’. This follows on from De Jong’s study of the Euripidean 
messenger-speech as focalized narrative, which showed that ‘no narrative is ever objective’ (De Jong (1991) 
65). J. Barrett explores a wide range of Greek tragedies (though not IT), which show the variety of figures 
which can be cast as messengers, and their role in the ‘self-reflection of the tragic texts’ (J. Barrett (2002) 
22). So the messenger’s identity in Greek tragedy is o f consequence to the play, and affects how his message 
is received.
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^ji,a,raioq, avo^Lii^ 6pa,crvg,\ eyD ^acrev ei%a?5, i/auriX oug e<l>6apiM€iioug\ daaa-e iv  ^ a p a y j  e<j)a<rKe 

Tov vofAou Euripides takes care here to make a strong contrast between the prudent, 

god-fearing man and the arrogant, impious one. Immediately after this contrast is drawn, the 

irreverent man is proved right while the pious one is almost ridiculously wrong. This 

emphasizes the arbitrary nature o f  the gods and how piety is not necessarily rewarded. The 

second messenger and his fellow attendants are also characterized by their piety, in the 

sense that they dare not go to assure themselves o f  Iphigenia’s safety through fear o f  

witnessing the secret purification rites (1342-4). Ultimately, like the incident reported by the 

first messenger, the attendants turn out to be justified in their decision to act impiously and 

investigate.

Like Thoas, the messengers trust Iphigenia. The second messenger fears for her 

safety  rather than fearing her treachery (1339-41). However, once the treachery is 

discovered, the barbarian messenger is to be deceived no longer. The chorus fail to convince 

him that Thoas is not in the temple, in spite o f  their particular effort®'. This, combined with 

Thoas’ complete surprise at the news, highlights the fact that Iphigenia has exploited the 

barbarians’ trust in her to set her plan in motion. Her deception was believed because the 

barbarians had trusted her status as a priestess. But once her treachery is uncovered, the 

barbarian messenger’s response to the chorus’ lies shows that the barbarians will no longer 

believe what the Greek women tell them, having been duped by sham Greek rituals.

The one ritual, or nomos, which is denounced as non-Greek in IT  is that o f  human 

sacrifice. The chorus pray to Artemis at 463-6 u) t o t v i ’ , el' aoi ra^’ apecrKovrco^l noXtg rj ê 

reXeT, ^e^ai duaiagl 6 nap' 'fjiJ.Tv v6^,o^ ou% 6cria^\ . But Euripides creates a

tension in this presumption through the figure o f  Iphigenia and the constant reminder that 

she had been sacrificed not by a foreigner, but by her father^^. As the play progresses, it 

becomes clear that the Greek goddess Artemis is responsible for the cult o f  human sacrifice, 

and not the Taurians® .̂ And Greek responsibility for the cult is visually emphasized by the 

Greekness o f  the 5Â £?A2̂ -̂temple®̂  It is true that the goddess Artemis can be associated with 

non-Greek communities, and that Greek authors o f  this period often attached their own

®'On the significance of choral intervention at this point, see ch. 4.3, 79-81.
^^Cropp’s (2000) translation here is slightly misleading; ‘O Mistress, if to your satisfaction! our community' 
offers you this rite, receive these sacrificesi which by the law of our own land| it is unholy to offer’. The 
contrast between the Greeks and the Taurians is much stronger than Cropp’s translation allows; ‘our 
community’ should rather be rendered this community.
®̂ It is evident from 336-9 that the Taurians also hold the Greeks responsible for Iphigenia’s sacrifice.
®'*The Greek element is also present in Herodotus, who tells us that the Taurians sacrifice humans to 
Iphigenia herself, and further qualifies this, by telling us that she is Agamemnon’s daughter (4. 103).
®^0n the skene, see ch. 2.1, 10-13. Herodotus tells us that it was not the custom of tlie Scythians to make 
altars or temples for any of their gods except Ares.
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Greek names to corresponding foreign deities'’®. But the Scythians in fact were thought by 

Herodotus not to worship Artemis at all% and the Artemis presented in IT  is the same 

goddess to whom the Greeks sacrificed Iphigenia at Aulis and the same goddess whose 

cults will be established at Brauron and Halai. Nowhere in the play is it suggested that the 

goddess is not Greek. In fact quite the opposite is implied from the outset^*. Artemis is 

served by a Greek priestess whom she herself appointed” , and who in turn, is attended by 

Greek women.

Human sacrifice itself is associated more with Artemis than with the Taurians. The 

very first mention o f  the cult describes Artemis as vofAoicriv TjSerai (35). Orestes and Pylades, 

as sacrificial victims, are spoken o f in terms of Artemis: ra -rrjs Beou Bxjiiara (330). The rite 

o f human sacrifice is referred to many times in the play as a nomos'°°, which reflects the 

contemporary importance o f this concept in Greek thought'®'. Indeed Euripides’ plays 

reveal the influence o f the nomos/ physis debate, which was particularly important in 

sophistic thought in the latter part o f the fifth century'“̂ . It is the local nomos to sacrifice 

Greeks who land on the shore according to the demands of the Taurian worship o f Artemis. 

Iphigenia explains about the festival o f Artemis as follows: 38-9 6va> yap oWoj rou v6fj,ou Kai 

npiv TToAe/l oV av KareX6'[) "EAAtjv airfjp

^®E.g. Herodotus equates the Egyptian goddess Bubastis with the Greek Artemis (2. 138; cf. 2. 155-6); he 
also tells us that the only gods the Arabs recognise arc Dionysus (Oroialt) and Ourania (Alilat) (3. 8), and 
ibat the Thracians reverence only Dionysus, Artemis and Ares (4 .7); see Harrison (2000) 209-14 on 
Herodotus’ translation of foreign gods; c f  E. Hall (1989) 143 ‘Aeschylus did not explicitly differentiate the 
religious beliefs of his Persians from those of his Greeks; the same principle usually applies to the foreigners 
of myth’; and Long (1986) 20 ‘gods who entered the Greek world [were either identified] with an already 
known god or [tolerated] as an alien divinity with a limited claim to acceptance’.
^^Herodotus tells us that the Scythians only worship Hestia, Zeus, Earth, Apollo, Aphrodite, Heracles and 
Ares (4. 59). There is no mention of Artemis, which further suggests that the deity is a Greek intrusion in 
the Scythian land, and archaeological evidence seems to support this, see Novichenkova (1996) 208.
^*Cf Sourvinou-Inwood (1997) 171-2 who suggests that Artemis’ epithet of ‘torch-bearing’ mentioned in 
line 21 ‘would have ‘zoomed’ the Artemis presented in the prologue to the goddess of Athenian cultic 
reality, so that the Athenian audience would have perceived the Artemis articulated here as a representation 
of the Artemis worshipped in Athens’; for associations with Hecate as a torch-bearing goddess, see ch. 3.1, 
38-9.
^ I f  we believe Proclus’ summary of the post-Homeric Cypria, Artemis’ responsibility for Iphigenia’s 
abduction and placement among the Taurians was well-grounded in myth; see Cropp (2000) pp. 43-6.
'°®Cf 35, 38, 277, 465, 586, 1189; c f  471.
'° 'C f  Thomas (2000) 125-6 on Hdt. 3. 38, Plato Prot. 337dl-e2 and tlie Hippocratic Gen./Nat.Child  1.1. 
'°^For example, the conflict between nomos and physis which is developed in Andr. \ on this see McClure 
(1999) 172-83, who explores the agon between Andromache and Hermione in terms of this conflict and 
shows how, for all Hermione’s attacks on barbarian phusis, Andromache’s arguments are both more 
incisive and more successful; c f  Allan (2000) 12Iff. and (2000a) on the influence o f the sophists in 
Euripides; on the concept of nomos and physis in fifth century sophistic thought, see Heinim ann (1945). 
'°^Compare the Herodotean version (4.103), where the Taurians specifically sacrifice sliip-wrecked sailors 
and Greeks they capture at sea. Other captured enemies are beheaded; on the retention of 38-9, see p. 8n.8.
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But the Taurian king is rather shown to be a god-fearing man. Euripides could have 

developed the barbarian characters as bloodthirsty murderers, but he chooses not to"” . By 

repeatedly calling the ritual of human sacrifice a nomos, Euripides guides the audience 

towards understanding the custom as an acceptable and required element for the Taurian 

polis. Here we must recall Herodotus 3.38:

‘Everyone without exception believes his own native customs, and the religion he was brought up in, to be 

the best; and that being so, it is unlikely that anyone but a madman would mock at such tilings. There is 

abundant evidence that this is the universal feeling about the ancient customs o f one’s country. One might 

recall, in particular, an account told of Darius. When he was king o f Persia, he summoned the Greeks who 

happened to be present at his court, and asked them what they would take to eat the dead bodies of their 

fathers. They replied that they would not do it for any money in the world. Later, in the presence of the 

Greeks, and through an interpreter, so they could understand what was said, he asked some Indians, of a 

tribe called Callatiae, who do in fact eat their parents’ dead bodies, what they would take to burn them. 

They uttered a cry of horror and forbade him to mention such a dreadful thing. One can see by this what 

custom can do, and Pindar, in my opinion, was right when he called it ‘king o f all’” '” .

This passage of Herodotus aptly reflects the concerns of the Taurians as presented in IT. 

They carry out human sacrifce because it is their nomos. However, the subtext o f the play is 

much more disturbing than the Herodotean story. A contrast is drawn between the rejection 

by the Greeks at Aulis of the Greek nomos which prohibits human sacrifice, and the 

Taurians who follow their divinely ordained nomos of sacrificing Greeks to Artemis, but 

immediately agree to refrain from such practice when this is divinely prescribed by Athena 

(1475-85). The Taurians follow the rules which they see as divinely ordained. An audience’s 

reproach for the practice of human sacrifice is therefore subtly diverted towards Artemis as 

ultimately responsible, and not the barbarians'®®. Indeed, the Taurians have good reason to 

worship Artemis according to her demands. The statue o f Artemis which is worshipped in 

the temple is no ordinary statue, but specifically divine and SroTTerej (977). A sacred object 

falling from the sky in Scythia is not unparalleled, and recalls one of the myths about the 

first kings of Scythia. Herodotus (4. 5) explains that there fell four golden objects from the 

sky on to Scythia: a plough, a yoke, a sagaris, and a cup. He who picked up the objects 

without being burned became king of the Scythians'”’. Furthermore, it is one o f the king’s 

most important jobs to look after the sacred gold (4.7). Here we note the parallel with

'“̂ Similarly in M edea, Euripides underplays the title-character’s barbarity, where he m ight have chosen to 
capitalize on it; see Mastronarde (2002) 22-28.
'“̂ Trans. De Selincourt (1996) 169.

’̂ It is true that Iphigenia blames the Taurians for the human sacrifice at 389-91, but this comes at the 
climax of Iphigenia’s confusion through grief and anger, and does not negate Artem is’ responsibility. This 
passage is discussed in ch. 6.3, 144-9.
'“̂ Compare the notion that there is a hole in the sky in Irasa (Lybia) at Hdt. 4. 158.
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Thoas, who is most keen to look after the sky-fallen statue in an appropriate way. At the 

end of the play, Artemis’ responsibility for the shedding of blood will be confirmed, as she 

will still demand the nomos of human blood in her honour, though not an actual life 

(1458-61)'“ ,

Artemis’ command to kill xenoi is something appalling in Greek terms. Xenos can 

mean ‘guest’, ‘stranger’ or ‘host’ in Greek, based on the idea of reciprocal 

guest-friendship'*^. When Orestes suggests killing the king in order to escape, it becomes 

apparent that Iphigenia considers Thoas to be a xenos ‘host’ or ‘guest-friend’. At 1020, 

Orestes asks 3^’ civ rupawov dioXecrai ^uval^ied' a,v; Iphigenia is horrified and replies 1021 

Seivov To'b' emaq, ^evoioveTv Yet Orestes persists 1022 aAA’ e’l ere crcoerei Kafxe,

Kiv^uveureov. But Iphigenia refuses, 1023 o u k  av dwaifj.'iqv, t o  d e  npodviMov j]v€cra. From this 

exchange, several important elements are revealed. The concept o f Orestes as a barbaric 

murderer is reinforced. His suggestion of killing the king comes hot on the heels of the 

account of his trials and rejection from society as a result of his matricidal pollution. Having 

already broken one sacred law and bond, it is implied that he now wishes to break another- 

the Greek nomos o f xenia. The issue is complicated. When Thoas is king of a community 

which systematically kills xenoi ‘foreigners’, it is difficult to see him in terms of a xenos 

‘host’, though, again, it must be stressed that this is the command of Artemis'". Such a host 

would normally be expected to provide hospitality"^ But this is the clear implication of 

Iphigenia’s response. This has two important effects. First, it suggests that Thoas is 

Iphigenia’s xenos ‘host’, although he cannot be Orestes’, and once more emphasises the 

positive bond that exists between Iphigenia and Thoas. Secondly it reminds us of what 

civilized behaviour should be. We remember the violations of xenia committed by the 

siblings’ ancestors"^. Iphigenia’s refijsal to kill the king marks part of the redress of the 

pollution of her family line, breaking the cycle of violence and of abusing hospitality.

'°*For further discussion of Artemis as a bloodthirsty goddess, see ch. 6.2.
'”̂ o r  the concept of the same term used to denote different things in the context o f ethnicity, compare 
Sourvinou-Inwood (2003a) 123-5 on the use of the term Hellenikon  to characterize different ethnic groups 
in opposition to others in Herodotus. This involves a ‘strategy o f schematizing and then deconstructing the 
schemata in order to articulate com plexities’ (123). This analysis could also well be applied to the 
construction and deconstruction o f Greek and barbarian opposition in IT. On the bond o f xenia  and its 
implications in fifth century BC Greece, see Herman (1987) 1-13.
' " ^ ote that when it is decided to attempt an escape with the statue, Iphigenia is afraid f ir s t  o f the goddess, 
and then o f the king at 995-6 -rtp 6edv S' anu*; AaSwl SeSoiKa koa Tupawov. This reinforces tlie idea that 
Artemis ‘delights in ’ the cult o f human sacrifice.
" 'C f IT  585-7, where the one victim o f human sacrifice mentioned believes that he is dying under the rites 
of the goddess, and does not blame Iphigenia.
"^Cf Admetus in E. Ale. who is Herakles’ xenos and so conscientious about his duty that he entertains his 
guest although his house is in a state of deep mourning; see also Herman (1987).
"^Tantalus abuses his privilege of dining with the gods and serves his son Pelops to them (c f  386-8 where
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Iphigenia’s reaction also highlights the tension between the barbaric and the Hellenic 

within herself. Her shock at the idea of killing the king provides a stark contrast to her eager 

desire for the opportunity to be able to slaughter Helen and Menelaus and her hopes they 

might venture her way""*. This wish is imbued with a thirst for revenge, and conversely 

implies - as we have been tracing through the play- that Iphigenia is on good terms with 

Thoas and does not wish him any ill. We know that Iphigenia has previously consecrated to 

death other Greeks who were xenoi in the land of the Taurians, and she verbally hardens 

herself against the new Greek xenoi when she believes Orestes is dead, but she will not 

consider doing away with the barbarian king.

There is an important difference between the case of killing Thoas and that of killing 

the xenoi who land on the Taurian shore- the latter is prescribed by the cult o f Artemis, the 

former is not. But the specific language used by Iphigenia in her statement o f shock at 1021 

(quoted above) is a strong verbal echo to Iphigenia’s own sacrificial duties which she 

mentions at 766. Before the recognition scene, Iphigenia relates the message Pylades should 

give her brother and describes the §evo<̂ ovoi>s Ti/^a  ̂which she holds (776). We note that the 

terms êvo<f)ov€?v and ^evo t̂ovoug occur in exactly the same metrical position in each case, thus 

reinforcing the verbal echo. In 776, xenophonia means the murder of guests or strangers, 

while in 1021 it means the murder of a host, but the parallel is nonetheless apparent.

The term xenos and its cognates are used abundantly in this play variously meaning 

‘guest’ or ‘host’. It is interesting to note, however, that between the two parallel 

compounds of xenophonia (776-1021), the term is used only twice at 947 and 955 (cf §ev<a 

‘hospitality’ at 949). These instances occur during Orestes’ account o f his trials and both 

refer to his hosts in Athens. In fact, before 947, xenos is never used to denote a host but 

always a guest or stranger. Thus, by introducing this shift in meaning, Euripides carefully 

prepares the audience for Iphigenia’s shocked reaction and further deepens the impact of 

the verbal parallel between 776 and 1021.

We may also compare here lines 52-3 from Iphigenia’s prologue speech, where she 

describes her duties in a similar way to 776, i.e. §evoktovov1 Tifjbcocr'. The xenos compound is 

slightly different in this instance, but has much the same meaning as in 776, and we note that

Iphigenia claims not to believe this story); Pelops engineers the death o f his host Oenomaeus (c f  1-2; 
823-6); Agamemnon is killed by Clylemnestra on his return from Troy (c f  544-53, and A. Ag.  in which 
Clytemnestra’s crime is also presented in terms o f violation o f xenia  with Agamemnon murdered as he 
takes a bath and c f  S. El. 203 where he is killed at a banquet). Orestes returns to kill his mother and 
Aegisthus by stealth and abuse o f xenia  (c f  A. Cho., S. EL, E. EL).
' ’"‘Note how the barbarian Herdsman introduces the notion of Iphigenia e.xacting revenge for her slaughter 
tlu'ough killing the Greek victims o f  the goddess (337-9); shortly afterwards, Iphigenia prays for exactly this 
(354ff.).
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the same vocabulary of holding office is used in both cases (6%a)...Tiju,wo-’ cf. e%oj). The 

audience is therefore alerted to Iphigenia’s office of guest-killing in the very opening scene 

of the play, and the concept of xenoi as guests or strangers having arrived from a distant 

land is kept to the forefront until Orestes describes his experiences in Athens and then 

proceeds to suggest killing Thoas.

When Thoas finally appears, he immediately distinguishes himself as being 

non-Greek, by specifying Iphigenia’s ethnicity in his opening words at 1153-4 nou 'ad' 'n 

nvXiopo^ T(bvBe Sw/u-arajv 'EAAijv/j; However, he also distinguishes Iphigenia as being 

Greek from Orestes and Pylades who are xenoi ‘strangers’. The characters in this play are 

either Greek or barbarian. This gives the illusion of a simple binary opposition, but 

Euripides complicates this polarity by developing the Greek contingent not only as Greeks 

but also as xenoi. The chorus and Iphigenia are both called xenai/ xene and Greek at 

different points in the play"^ The two young men however, are almost always called xenoi 

not only by the Taurians but also by Iphigenia and the chorus"®. This has various effects of 

significance for the development of the play.

First and foremost, it serves as a constant verbal reminder that the Greek goddess

demands an aberration of Greek nomos, but also that the Greeks are far removed from their

homeland, which emphasizes their vulnerability. For precisely this reason, Orestes and

Pylades are referred to as xenoi much more frequently than Iphigenia or the chorus, who

have a lamentable fate but are not in such immediate danger. More subtly, by restricting the

use of the adjective Greek in describing the three on-stage characters, it allows them to be

distanced from the other Greeks, those who were responsible for Aulis and the Trojan war.

Logically, these Greeks are always called Greeks and never xenoi. Thus, the tension

between the Greeks of the play who are in a barbaric land and the Greeks at Aulis who are

portrayed as barbaric themselves is highlighted and explored. Indeed Orestes himself serves

as a bridging force between the two Greek elements. He is inextricably involved in the cycle

of crimes of which Iphigenia’s sacrifice was a part. Through his matricide, he belongs to the

‘barbaric’ Greek faction like those present at Aulis. The revelation o f the matricide prompts

Thoas’ appalled reaction at 1174 ’'AttoAAov ou5’ €v ^apj^a^on; 'ctXti t i  ̂ av. Matricide is

abhorrent to the Taurians” .̂ The invocation of Apollo here is also particularly poignant, for

"^The chorus is called Greek at 64, 1468 and xenai at 646; Ipliigenia is called Greek at 1154 and xene at 
218, 597, 665, 1355, 1364.
"^Orestes and Pylades are referred to as Greeks just three times (247, 459, 495), compared to some 
thirty-six times that tliey are designated as xenoi (246, 248, 250, 278, 281, 304, 315, 336, 337, 342, 344, 
468, 479, 509, 547, 579, 612, 728, 1081, 1154, 1168, 1178, 1186, 1188, 1204, 1206, 1217, 1222, 1225, 
1300, 1315, 1324, 1329, 1333, 1340, 1353).
"^Compare the Persians, who say that none of them has ever killed his father or mother, and cannot
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it was this Greek god who prescribed the matricide, although Thoas does not know this. In 

terms o f  pollution, even in Greek belief, Orestes’ crime is worse than the cult practice o f the 

Taurians"*. But it is important that the murder o f  Clytemnestra itself is never described'’®. 

Orestes cannot bring himself to explain what happened and limits himself to saying that he 

killed his mother (556, 940-1). This, coupled with Orestes’ remorse, contrasts with the 

detailed descriptions o f  Agamemnon’s crime in deceiving and sacrificing Iphigenia'^®, and 

puts Orestes on a higher moral plane. Yet he toils incessantly to free himself from pollution, 

and the outcome o f  the play will finally end the vicious circle o f  Greek ‘barbarity’. Through 

no planning o f  his own, Orestes also precipitates the salvation o f  his sister, and this further 

serves to redress the barbaric crimes o f  the house o f  Atreus.

A further effect o f  referring to Orestes and Pylades as xenoi is that Iphigenia can 

distance herself from them in her deception o f  Thoas. She does claim that nacrav ye  yuaovcr' 

'EAAa^’, /a’ anoiXecrev (1187), but the contrast that Thoas has introduced by calling her 

Greek and them xenoi is maintained by Iphigenia throughout the deception scene In this 

way, she creates the illusion that she and the victims are in two different camps. It is, o f  

course, ironic that Iphigenia should call her brother xenos. But it creates a distance between 

Iphigenia and Orestes, which is exploited in the first half o f  the play and shows her position 

o f  authority. It is noteworthy that the Taurians never call Iphigenia xene before her 

deception is uncovered'^'. Only after  this does she become a xene (1355, 1364) or one o f  

the xenoi (1413)'^^ who are trying to escape. This fact once more implies close ties between 

Iphigenia and the local community. All the Taurians respect Iphigenia and her official role in 

the cult o f  Artemis. Once she has betrayed them, however, in the eyes o f  the locals, she is 

no better than the victims who are to be sacrificed.

There is one final point to be addressed. This is the association between the Taurians 

and impalement, which has also been used to show the Taurians as uncivilized barbarians. 

After Thoas has ordered the citizens to harness their horses and pursue the fijgitives, he 

continues saying 1425-30 a v v  t t j  6e(^\ (meu^ovre^ av^paq ^u<ra'e$e?g ^ p ao’ere.-.Aa^Sovrej 

auTovi; <ij K a r a  crru<j)Xov nerpa^l pixj/iofiev 7) crKoXoipi 3ejU.a$; The skewering o f  one’s

conceive of such a thing (Hdt. 1.138).
"^Kin-killing incurs the most serious pollution, see Parker (1983) 123ff..
"®This is in contrast to e.g. E. El. 1206ff., where Orestes describes the murder of his mother in great detail. 
'^°The references are numerous; 17-29. 212-17, 364-77, 537-9, 852-67; cf. 819; see ch. 3.1.
'̂ ‘Before this, she calls herself xeina  at 218, and is called xene by Orestes at 597 and 665, when he is trying 
to ascertain where she comes from.
'^^All these instances occur during the Messenger’s account of the attempted escape; Thoas himself never 
calls Iphigenia xene.
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enemies as a trophy on a stake (especially their heads) is a typically barbarian practice'^^. 

Herodotus records (4. 103), that the Taurians decapitate their enemies of war and fix the 

heads on a stake and place these outside their homes as apotropaic guardians'^'*. There is no 

mention of such practice in and it is noteworthy that even this brief reference to 

impalement is suppressed till the end of the play. Thoas’ reaction here ties in with the 

distinction drawn by Herodotus. The Taurians, according to Herodotus (4. 103), sacrifice 

Greeks and ship-wrecked sailors, but decapitate enemies of war. At this point in IT, Orestes 

and Pylades are no longer sacrificial victims. They have become enemies of the Taurians 

because of their attempted theft of the statue and the priestess. Thus Thoas’ response is in 

keeping with Taurian custom.

But it is not unknown for Greeks to impale their victims. Compare the end of the 

Histories, where the Athenians bring Artayctes down to the shore, nail him to a panel of 

wood and stone his son to death before his eyes (9. 120)'^®. The character Orestes in E. El. 

suggests to Electra that she should impale Aegisthus at 898 Trn̂ our' epeta-ov a-KoXom (cf IT  

1430 cTKoXoipi Tvfj^fjuev). In Electra, the title character declines to proceed on this course and 

chooses verbal abuse rather than physical. Equally, Thoas halts his anticipated chase at the 

command of Athena. But I come back to the question of nomos. Impalement is a barbarian 

nomos. We are not surprised that Thoas, the barbarian king, roused to anger by the 

deception and theft, should utter such a threat. It is the Taurian nomos to impale enemies, 

and we note that Thoas’ anger is roused only after the elaborate deception has been 

uncovered'"^. In Euripides’ Electra, the suggestion is appalling, as reflected in Electra’s 

Greek response that to revile the dead is shameful and incurs resentment (900-902). A final 

parallel may be adduced here. The Furies are described as belonging to a place where men

'^^Xerxes impales Sataspes (Hdt. 4. 43), Scythians practice impalement (Hdt. 4. 72) as do the Getae (Hdt. 4. 
94); see also ch. 2.1, 12-13.
'̂ '‘Decapitation is also a particularly associated with barbarians, e.g. the Persians who decapitate the Magi 
(Hdt. 3. 79), Artaphrenes and Harpagus who decapitate Histiaeus (Hdt. 6. 30), the people of Amanthus who 
decapitate Onesilus (Hdt. 5.114), and Xerxes who orders Leonidas’ head to be cut off and fixed on a stake 
(Hdt. 7. 238). Reinach (1913) discusses the custom of decapitating one’s enemies as it appears in many 
different cultures (Gauls, Visigoths, Irish Celts among others, and this in contrast to the Egyptians (49) for 
whom the head has a very different religious significance); he notes 45-6, that the custom of carrying 
severed heads in Bacchic processions derived from the Thracian cult of Dionysus. Decapitation is thus 
nevertheless associated with Greeks also, as is particularly evident in E. Ba., where Agave decapitates her 
own son, believing him to be a lion, while in a Dionysiac trance.
'■^The trophies which decorate the set, whether they are representations of severed heads or scalps, are 
associated with the goddess, the Greek temple and altar; see also ch. 2.1, 10-13.
'^®0n the implications of the Athenians committing the kind of atrocities we have come to expect from the 
Persians, see Pelling (1997a).
'^^Compare the far more outrageous intention of Theoclymenus in Hel. to kill his sister, after the deception 
has been revealed at the end of that play. The Dioscuroi are quick to point out that Theoclymenus’ anger is 
not right { o u k  opdUx; 1642). Not so Athena at the end of IT.
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are executed by impalement (among other things) at A. Eum. 189-90. This is intriguing in 

the context of IT  since the same Furies have been hounding Orestes in this land which 

represents a kind of Underworld. Perhaps the impalement of Orestes would potentially be a 

suitable punishment for the polluted Orestes in Greek terms also, just as we saw that 

stoning him was an appropriate response to his madness.

But we need to look at Thoas’ reference to impalement in its context. He invokes 

the help o f Artemis and denounces the fugitives, and again here particularly the men, as 

being impious. The implication here is that Artemis is displeased with the attempted escape 

of the Greeks and the theft of her statue from the temple, and Euripides gives the audience 

no hint to suppose otherwise. In uttering his orders for the pursuit of the fugitives, Thoas 

specifies that av^paq are Bucrcrê eT̂ , and we see yet another instance in which Iphigenia is 

distanced from the Greek men. Thoas does not seem to blame her for the escape plan. It is 

true that the Messenger includes Iphigenia as one of the xenoi at certain points during his 

narrative of events, but Thoas seems to retain a certain affection for Iphigenia. When the 

deception is made clear to Thoas, his reaction is far from being as hostile as one might 

expect. The Messenger has presented the theft of the statue and the escape as Iphigenia’s 

responsibility primarily (1313-16; cf 1330-5, 1354-7, 1397-1402, 1417-19 in his full 

account), but while Thoas is amazed, he utters no curses against the priestess. His reply 

reads as follows (1317) mog t/ -nvevfMa a-ufj,(f)opa,g One may almost detect

here a hint o f concern for Iphigenia through the expression Thoas uses here. The notion of 

‘wind’ implies that the situation was out of Iphigenia’s control and that the word cr\iy,̂ opcL 

‘(mis)fortune’ perhaps suggests a concern as to what fate has befallen Iphigenia. There is 

certainly no hostility expressed in Thoas’ response. His amazement is echoed in line 1321 w 

6au/Aa- 7Tw$ (re fx.e'î ov 6vofj.a,(rag T\jxui\ When Thoas finally mentions an armed pursuit, it is a 

direct response to the Messenger and his urging at 1411-13. But Thoas’ response is 

concerned with the two men, and Iphigenia is therefore not a specified target for his pursuit. 

This points us once more towards Thoas’ piety and respect for Iphigenia’s priestly office, 

but perhaps also to his reluctance to harm women. Thoas’ threat to the chorus made at 

1433 is not life-threatening. They are simply told nô vcLĉ 66̂ J,€(r6a'̂ .̂

The end of the play makes Euripides’ intention clear. The final aition which predicts

the future of the cult o f Taurian Artemis includes the shedding of human blood as a

continuation o f the ritual worship of Artemis in Greece. Conversely, the Taurians renounce

'‘®Cf. Hdt. 4. 69 where the children of those killed by the Scythian king are also to be killed, but he leaves 
Uie female children alone.
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5.2 Gender‘d*

Tragedy as a genre is transgressive. It explores the fates of those who cross 

traditional boundaries, and the consequences of their actions. In terms of transgression of 

gender boundaries, perhaps the best known example is the figure of Clytemnestra in 

Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, who has taken on the male role of political dominance in the 

absence of her husband, while her consort Aegisthus is an appropriately effeminate 

counterpart. Of course this travesty of inversion is firmly redressed in the final play of 

Aeschylus’ connected trilogy, and male primacy over female is restored in no uncertain 

terms. Zeitlin has been extremely influential in seeing tragedy’s tendency to feminize men 

and masculinize women as part of the contemporary male’s investigation of his ‘self, as 

opposed to the feminine ‘other’ However, as we also saw in our discussion of Greek and 

barbarian, there is also a certain blurring of the boundaries between the self and the other in 

terms of gender. It has been shown that ‘the female can be said to have a distinctive voice in 

tragedy’ and Mossman has recently argued, in an analysis of Euripides’ Electro, that this 

voice ‘might prove not only to be the voice of the Other, but one in which the audience 

might sometimes discern ‘the Self in the Other and the Other in the Self as Greenblatt put 

it, and perhaps the polarity between male and female might not only be reinforced but also, 

and simultaneously challenged” '̂*. I hope to show that such an analysis is also applicable to 

the portrayal o f gender relations in IT. Certainly, more than any other tragic poet, Euripides 

is not only particularly concerned with portraying the plight of women’̂  ̂ he also, almost 

systematically, deconstructs or problematizes traditional binary oppositions'^^.

However, as with many aspects of IT, its exploration of gender relations remains 

largely unmentioned, and is often relegated to line references in the footnotes of works 

devoted to women and gender in tragedy. Although not as central a theme as ‘Greek and 

barbarian’, gender relations play an important part in this drama, Foley acknowledges 

Cassandra, Theonoe and Iphigenia as a separate class of women, priestesses and

'^'Bibliography on issues of gender in antiquity and in tragedy is vast. I direct the reader to some key works 
which I have found most useful- on women in classical Greece: Pomeroy (1975), and the iconographical 
study of Reeder (1995) with essay contributions from various scholars. On women in tragedy: Easterling 
(1987), Des Bouvrie (1990), Seidensticker (1995), E. Hall (1997), and Foley (2001). On gender in antiquity: 
McClure (2002) (ed), on gender relations in tragedy: Zeitlin (1996). On women in tragedy as objects of 
exchange: Rabinowitz (1993), Wohl (1998), Ormand (1999), on women’s speech in tragedy: McClure 
(1999), Lardinois and McClure (2001) (eds), and Mossman (2001).
'^^Zeitlin(1996) 341-74,
'^^Mossman (2001) 383-4, see also McClure (1999), Lardinois and McClure (2001).
'̂ “’Mossman (2001), quoting Greenblatt (1991) 127-8.
’^^See March (1990).
'^*See p. 91 above.
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prophetesses, which she ‘deliberately excludes from discussion’ because this class of women 

does not fit with her treatment of women as ‘virgins, wives, and mothers” ” . Foley makes 

the important point that these women ‘face choices conditioned not only by human social 

and ethical standards but by divine and ritual necessities and religious roles’'̂ *. However, 

there are two main differences which separate Iphigenia from Cassandra and Theonoe. 

Iphigenia is Greek, while the other two are technically barbarians, Trojan and Egyptian 

respectively, and Iphigenia is her play’s protagonist'^^. Furthermore, the whole action of the 

play takes place in front of the temple in which Iphigenia serves. The temple as skene 

reinforces Iphigenia’s status as priestess. Because of these features of IT, Iphigenia is most 

readily comparable to Ion in the eponymous play'"^, as the servant of a god, and protagonist 

of the play, which is set in front of Apollo’s temple in Delphi. Yet if we compare these two 

instances, Iphigenia’s authority within her play becomes apparent once more. Ion performs 

the menial duties of a slave. For example, he cleans the sanctuary, while Iphigenia orders the 

king to purify the sanctuary in IT, though there are many attendants at her disposal 

throughout the play'"” . The fact that the king bows to Iphigenia’s command emphasizes 

both his piety and the authority o f her position. He is eager to comply with all the 

requirements of the bogus purification ceremony, and seeks out his own duty at 1215, 

where Iphigenia tells him to purify the temple. She has complete religious authority. But 

Ion’s religious position is supplanted by the Pythia, who is $o//3ou npocft'^Tig, as she 

introduces herself at Ion 1322. The Pythia represents a stronger spiritual link to Apollo than 

Ion does, although Ion is in fact Apollo’s child. Furthermore, Iphigenia is the only religious 

figure, o f those mentioned above, to be called kledouchos (131). The fact that Iphigenia 

holds the keys to the temple invests her with a great degree of authority, and her official 

status as kledouchos is recorded in almost every iconographical depiction o f her figure in 

this play, which depict her with the attribute of a Z-shaped key'''^ Iphigenia’s religious 

authority continues until the end of the play and is reinforced by the revelation that she will 

continue to be kledouchos in the temple of Artemis at Brauron {IT  1463).

'"Foley (2001) 121.
'^®Foley (2001) 122.
'^^erhaps the only other priestess cast as a main character by Euripides was Auge in her name-play. Raped 
by Heracles and having given birth in the temple of Athena, she is a stark contrast indeed to the virgin 
Iphigenia, though Auge’s questioning of divine double-standards echoes Iphigenia’s (see ch. 6.3, 144-9). 
'''^Hamilton (1985) discusses Ion, Iphigenia in IT, Cassandra in Tro. and Theonoe in Hel. in his treatment 
of Euripidean priests. However, I cannot agree with his conclusions about Ipliigenia, which he bases on a 
reading at face value of 380ff.; for my understanding of this passage, see ch. 6.3, 144-9.
'“*'See ch. 2.2 passim.
''‘̂ Cf LIMCs.v. Iphigenia.
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Edith Hall points out the general plot-pattern concerning women in Greek tragedy 

which tends towards portraying ‘disruptive women’. Women become disruptive in the 

absence of their husband or kyrios, while only husbandless women ‘may behave with 

decorum’ But Iphigenia does not quite fit into this general truth about women in tragedy. 

Although husbandless, technically Iphigenia is ‘disruptive’. She is involved in human 

sacrifice and then plots an escape through a bogus purification ritual, and an apparently 

sacrilegious theft. O f course, Iphigenia is unlike most tragic heroines who are disruptive at 

home^'^. She is further removed from most tragic heroines through her priestly office, and 

her association with Artemis. Iphigenia’s priesthood gives her character a great deal of 

authority in the play. Simultaneously, however, Iphigenia is bound and trapped by her 

position as priestess, and the barbarity of the cult of human sacrifice complicates the ethical 

issues which she faces. Iphigenia is also portrayed very strongly in terms of being a 

daughter, a failed bride, and a sister. The fact that her father held the knife which was 

meant to kill her is mentioned repeatedly''*^ as is the lure of marriage to Achilles''^. 

Iphigenia’s role as a sister is evident from the opening of the play when she laments Orestes, 

believing he is dead. These female roles, combined with Iphigenia’s status as priestess, allow 

Euripides to construct a different dynamic of gender relations from that which is developed 

in other plays. Thus, as argued by Easterling, the context o f the individual play is extremely 

important for analysis of the female role''* .̂

Iphigenia is the lone heroine of IT, surrounded by a cast of male actors on stage; 

Orestes, Pylades, Thoas, and the two messengers. Effectively, Iphigenia lives in a 

community o f men. There is no mention of any Taurian women at any stage of the play. It 

also seems that only males are offered for sacrifice'^**. But a strong feminine presence 

throughout the performance is ensured by the female chorus. Though the chorus as a 

collective character is not fully developed, since being a character in the drama is only one 

of their choral functions, nevertheless, the mere number o f chorus members acts as a visual 

reinforcement o f female dominance in this play'"*®. Like the chorus, most of the other

Hall (1997) 106.
E. Hall (1997) 107 notes, women’s disruptiveness ‘can be interpreted as a symptom of the Athenian 

citizen’s anxiety about crises which might afflict his household during his absence’.
"‘̂ Cf. 8, 211-3, 360, 366, 784, 853-4, 1083.
''* Ŝhe dwells on the ruse of a wedding which lured her to her death and her failed transition to marriage at 
several points in the play, see ch. 3.1.
‘‘‘^Easterling (1987) 16, 26.
''‘̂ And seemingly only Greek males; 39 and 347 mention Greek men specifically, and tlie only actual victim 
mentioned is male and can write Greek (585); but note that both Iphigenia and the chorus wish to sacrifice 
Helen should she happen to land (345-8, 439-46).
'“*®0n the character of the chorus, see ch. 4.1. The gender of the chorus does not necessarily reflect the
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characters remain in various stages of development, with the only characters to be fially 

fleshed out being Iphigenia and Orestes. This does not mean that the chorus, messengers, 

Pylades and Thoas do not contribute at all to the portrayal of gender relations in the play. 

However, their contribution is subsidiary, and the main male-female relationship which is 

explored in IT  'is that between sister and brother, Iphigenia and Orestes.

The setting o f IT  in the land of the Taurians is not insignificant in terms of gender 

relations since women are often in control at the edge of the world, in the Black sea area, as 

are the Amazons in Scythia and Tomyris, queen of the Massagetae'^®. Iphigenia has often 

been compared to Helen in Euripides’ Helen, as a Greek woman stranded in a far-flung 

place. But Iphigenia is more like a conflation of the figures of Helen and  the Egyptian 

priestess Theonoe. For like Theonoe in Helen, Iphigenia is the one who is really in control 

for most o f the play in IT, but in being Greek and wishing to escape, and also contriving a 

plan, Iphigenia is also like Helen. Consider the following observations. Helen is a suppliant 

and a married woman being courted for a second marriage, while Iphigenia is virgin 

priestess much more comparable to Theonoe, the virgin prophetess'^'. Helen can only 

proceed with her escape plan by winning Theonoe over to her side, but Iphigenia is herself 

in control of her plan. Even the use of persuasion is treated differently in the two plays. In 

Helen, both Menelaus and Helen intercede with Theonoe for her assistance, and both of 

them take part in deceiving Theoclymenus. Thus Helen’s control over the situation is much 

less marked than Iphigenia’s in IT  where she controls the deception of Thoas

singlehandedly'^^ In Helen, Theonoe has ultimate control because she has divine

knowledge. Iphigenia does not have such a gift, but Theonoe has a very small part and a 

very short time on stage in comparison to Iphigenia, who is her play’s protagonist. This 

makes Iphigenia’s authority much more evident to the audience. In IT, gender relations 

develop with the female (Iphigenia) in control for most of the play. IT  does not have the 

complete inversion o f gender roles found in Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, but it does have a 

subtle conflation of roles which is explored, and seems to find an ultimate redress and

dominant sex of the play. In Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, for example, the male chorus highlight 
Clytenmestra’s dominance through their ineffectuality and lack of insight.
'^®0n the Amazons in Scythia, see Hdt. 4. 110-17; on Tomyris, see Hdt. 1.205-14; c f  also the Orphic tablets 
which show Persephone in control of the Underworld (on which see Graf (1993) 242£F.). This parallel is 
strengthened by the portrayal of the land of the Taurians as a type of Underworld.
'^'Theonoe tells us she is a virgin at Hel. 1008.

Furthermore, Iphigenia’s deception is based on the truth of Orestes’ matricide with some fictive 
elaboration, which draws her closer to the barbarians who are honest, though she cannot resist one 
unnecessary lie (on which see above, 107-8), while Helen and Menelaus’ deception is based on the outright 
and ill-omened lie that Menelaus is dead. Faking one’s death can invite bad luck, c f  Hel. 1051-2, and S. El. 
59-60.
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balance in the outcom e o f  the play (unlike the roles o f  G reek and barbarian which are 

resolved less conclusively). This redress is achieved by a reassertion o f  traditional roles in 

the final third o f  the play.

In tracing this developm ent, we may begin by noticing that there is a predom inance 

o f  female preoccupations in this play, articulated though the figure o f  Iphigenia. The 

prologue reminds us o f  Iphigenia’s failed marriage, that cornerstone o f  w om anhood, which 

is a prom inent and recurring them e throughout the play'^\ This is followed by Iphigenia’s 

amoibaic lament with the chorus over the brother she believes dead, and the im portance o f 

the female role in burial and m ourning is once again stressed by O restes, w ho imagines his 

sister preparing him for burial, shedding tears, and cutting hair on his tom b (627, 703)'^'*. 

Supplication, cursing and prayer are all further elements which occur in I T  and are generally 

associated with w om en in antiquity '” . Iphigenia recalls her attem pt to  beseech her father for 

her life at 362-3'^®. Later, Iphigenia supplicates the chorus-w om en to  keep silent about the 

escape plan. H er supplication is encouraged by O restes w ho confirms the association 

betw een w om en and supplication when he says at 1054 €%e/ toi ^\jva4t.iv el^ o Ik to v  yuvr}. The 

supplication o f  the chorus is described in some detail. Like the previous supplication, it 

involves reaching out tow ards the cheeks and clasping the knees, but also clasping the right 

hand (1068-70)'” . Iphigenia appeals to  their w om anhood and to  w om en’s good will 

tow ards each other 1061-2 y v v c u K e ^  ecr fju ev , <tnX6(j>pov aAAijAai^ y e v o ( ; , \  a - i l ^ e i v  re  k o i v o ,  

TrpayjLtar' a,a-^aXe<rTarai. The idea that w om en stick together and schem e together, 

particularly to  the disadvantage o f  men, is recurrent in tragedy'^*. It is revealed by the 

chorus’ fierce loyalty to  Iphigenia, which goes beyond keeping silence to  trying to  dupe the 

M essenger, and provokes the M essenger’s exasperated exclam ation at 1298 opar amcnov 

(bg yvvatKeTov yevo^. O f course from  the male M essenger’s point o f  view, the chorus-w om en 

are untrustw orthy, but for Iphigenia, the chorus have proved them selves m ost loyal indeed.

’” See ch. 3.1.
'^One of the most important fiinctions of women in ancient Greece (and indeed in many other cultures, 
ancient and modem) is to prepare the dead for burial and lament them after death- see AJexiou (1974), 
Holst-Warhaft (1992), Foley (2001) 19-55.
'^^On women as suppliants, see Foley (2001) 287-8, on prayer and cursing as female activities, see Griffith 
(2001) 123.
'^^Cropp (2000) deletes 363 who sees it at a ‘melodramatic interpolation’ and ‘awkward’, but it is retained 
by Diggle (1981), Sansone (1981), and Platnauer (1938). Even if 363 is excised, it is still clear that 
Iphigenia is begging her father for her life.
'^^See also discussion of this scene in ch. 2.2, 25-6.
'^*The phrasing here is reminiscent of Med. 407-8; cf. also Medea’s words at Med. 822-3 as she sends off a 
female servant to fetch Jason and trusts her not to reveal anything to him by virtue of the fact that she is a 
woman, and also Hel. 329, 830, E. fr. 108.
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Interestingly, the final supplication referred to in the play is enacted by the male god 

Apollo. Admittedly the god is a child, which could be construed as downplaying his 

masculinity. However, the child Apollo is nevertheless called avaf and the conflict described 

in this choral ode may well be a reflection of the theme of conflict between old, female 

chthonic powers and new, young, male Olympian gods, which is so prominent in the 

Oresteiâ ^̂ . In any case, the male god’s supplication differs from the female supplications 

described earlier in the play. Apollo does not stretch out his hands to the face of Zeus, nor 

does he clasp Zeus’ knees. Instead, ;̂ ;epa naidvov €k Aioj dpovoyv (1271). This playful 

and childlike act is bereft of any formal element of supplication. In the disturbing context of 

the third stasimon, Apollo’s male supplication provides a grimly ironic contrast to 

Iphigenia’s female entreaties'®”. True, she is successful in enlisting the help of the chorus 

women, but the failed supplication of her own father is in stark contrast to Apollo’s easy 

manipulation of his. Of course, it also illustrates the difference between the human and the 

divine. Humans are constrained by the will of the gods, while gods can do as they please. In 

terms of gender relations, this contrast between male and female supplication places formal 

supplication firmly in the female sphere. The male god is not restricted by formalities'®'. The 

fact that the male god defeats the female power in this final stasimon also points towards a 

resolution of gender relations in which the male dominates the female. The actual outcome 

of the play does reinforce traditional gender associations, but both male and female have 

equally important and complementary roles to play.

Iphigenia prays several times during the course of the play and curses her enemies'^^. 

As the priestess of Artemis, it is not surprising that she prays to her patron for help'®, but 

this is in contrast to Orestes, who never prays to Apollo in formal terms but rather dismisses 

his mission to the Tauric chersonese as a trick to lure him to his death (711-15). The 

difference in attitude of the siblings towards their respective patrons consolidates the idea 

that the female is closer to the divine in this play- at least, Iphigenia is closer to Artemis than 

Orestes is to Apollo'® .̂ This will be further validated by the outcome o f the play, which 

specifies that Iphigenia will receive cult at the shrine o f Artemis in Brauron.

'^^or further discussion, see ch. 7.1, 175-8.
'®°For further discussion of tliis choral ode, see ch. 4.5.
'^'Divinities are not necessarily exempt from the formalities of ritual supplication, see Gould (1973) 75-76 
on Thetis’ formal supplication of Zeus in Iliad 1.
'^^Notably Odysseus at 535; cf 354-8 where Iphigenia wishes for Helen and Menelaus to venture her way 
and thus be killed, and 439-46 where the chorus pray for the same thing.
'^^Iphigenia offers formal prayers to Artemis at 1082-8, 1398-1402, see Cropp (2000) ad loc on the formal 
aspects of these prayers; as a female virgin, it is also appropriate that Iphigenia should pray to Artemis.
'® 0̂n the relationship between Artemis and Iphigenia in IT, see ch. 6.1.
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After the recognition scene, Orestes recalls how, pursued by the Furies and tainted 

with matricide, he went to Apollo’s temple in Delphi and issued his patron with the 

following ultimatum: if Apollo didn’t help him, he would starve himself to death (970-75). 

This is a bold and direct threat of pollution against the god’s sanctuary'®^ Iphigenia also 

gives her patron an ultimatum, but we can trace the siblings’ gendered responses in their 

ultimatums. Iphigenia threatens that if Artemis fails to come to their aid, mortals will no 

longer believe the word of Apollo, who ordered Orestes’ mission (1084-5). While Orestes 

threatens direct action against his patron, Iphigenia’s ultimatum is not an attack on Artemis 

per se, but an appeal to save her divine brother’s reputation. This very much reflects the 

man’s traditional urge for direct action, while the persuasive woman achieves her goals by 

more subtle means'® .̂

That Iphigenia is skilled at weaving has been made clear through the piece of 

weaving recalled as a recognition token, and by her own lament that she does not weave 

(222-24). Weaving was an essential skill for a young woman in ancient Greece. Correlative 

to a woman’s ability to weave, is her potential to persuade, and also to deceive, to weave a 

web of words, as it were, to deceive men'®’. Iphigenia also proves herself skilled at 

persuasion and deceit She manages to elicit information from Orestes even when he is 

unwilling to answer, and successfully deceives the king in order to save her family. Linked 

to this woman’s skill of weaving, both literal and metaphorical, is Iphigenia’s complete 

control of the stage action and of other characters in the play. Her palpable authority aligns 

her with tragic women who transgress gender boundaries. Iphigenia’s control o f the entry 

into the temple is comparable to, and visually reminiscent of, Clytemnestra’s control o f the 

doorway to the palace in Ag., in fact Iphigenia’s control is more absolute than 

Clytemnestra’s. In IT, no-one enters the temple without Iphigenia’s permission and all those 

commanded to enter do so willingly. In Ag., Clytemnestra fails to coax Cassandra into the 

house and the latter enters of her own accord. Similarly Medea controls all the other

'®̂ See Parker (1983) 33 and n.5.
'®®The Danaids in Aeschylus’ Suppliant Women threaten to take their lives in the sanctuary of Zeus if  he 
does not come to their aid, but they also threaten that he will be blamed (154-175). Thus they seem to use 
both the male tlireat of physical action and the female threat of incurring blame. This is in keeping with the 
characterization of the Danaids who are violently opposed to their marriage and fail to heed paternal advice 
to be submissive (as noted by Conacher (1996) 86). Their ultimate act of violence, which happens outside 
the dramatic time of Aeschylus’ play, is the murder of their future husbands on the wedding night; the case 
of the Danaids’ attitude to their wedding is anomalous because it is characterized by their hostility to the 
groom (see Seaford (1987) 107 and passim). On gender in A. Supp., see further Zeitlin (1996) 123-71 and 
(1990).
'®’Xenophon believed that spinning and weaving were the only skills required in a new bride {Oik. 7.6); on 
the associations between women, weaving and deception, see ch. 3.3, 63-5.
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characters in her play'®*. Much of Iphigenia’s authority derives from her status as a 

priestess. She is much respected in her position by the local people, as is noted ironically by 

Thoas just as Iphigenia deceives him. At 1214, he exclaims wj cikotoj  ̂ a-e -naa-a SautJbâ ei 

noXi^. But the cult in which Iphigenia officiates associates her with the masculine weapon of 

the sword. Iphigenia is priestess in a ruthless cult of human sacrifice, and if, as I believe, 

lines 40-41 are interpolated'®, we believe for the first 620 lines of the play that she 

slaughters the victims of Artemis herself, and by implication with a sword, the man’s 

weapon. This suggestion reaches a climax at 621, when Orestes asks aur^ dwoua-a 

&rjXui; oficreva^; But Iphigenia replies that she will not, her function is to dedicate the victim 

with lustral water. The anomalous notion that female could kill male is firmly overturned'™. 

Thus in the build-up to the recognition scene, Iphigenia’s association with the male is 

revealed to be illusory, when we realize that she does not wield the sword that kills the 

sacrificial victims. This leaves room for Iphigenia to develop as a flawless symbol of 

femininity, in contrast to Clytemnestra. All Iphigenia’s preoccupations (listed above) are 

firmly entrenched in the female sphere of life.

That the sword is a man’s weapon is emphasized in this play, both by multiple 

references to Agamemnon’s slaughter of Iphigenia with a sword'^', and through Orestes’ 

slaughter of the cattle on the Taurian beach. We have seen how Orestes’ heroic masculinity 

is tainted by his madness and wavering at the beginning of the piay'^. But during the long 

exchange between Orestes and his sister (466-1088), which incorporates the build up to the 

recognition scene, the recognition itself, and the escape plan, the gender roles move towards 

a redress of traditional male and female positions. It is noteworthy that Orestes repeatedly 

addresses Iphigenia as ywai at the beginning of the exchange (483, 496, 498, 542, 546). 

yvvai is a common term of address in tragedy, and is especially appropriate for use by 

Orestes who is unaware of Iphigenia’s identity (emphasized by the first use of the term at 

483, quoted below). But these practical considerations do not negate further implications of 

using this term. Indeed, the most instances of this term in Euripides are found in Medea 

(used 18 times), a play very much concerned with gender relations. In IT, the repeated use

'®*Foley (2001) remarks 329n.23, that ‘In contrast to M edea  or Agamemnon, Helen  and Iphigenia among 
the Taurians in particular tolerate women for their capacity to contrive a way out o f difficulties that require 
strategy rather than physical strength’. This is generally true, but in the case o f IT, Iphigenia is also 
associated with inflicting death on male victims, which complicates gender issues in this play.
'®On which see p. 8n.8.

'™Iphigenia is not going to repeat her mother’s crime; on this line as an intertext with the Oresteia, see ch. 
7.1, 178.
'^'See n. 145 above.

'^See ch. 3.2.
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o f the address yw ai at this particular juncture in the play highlights the development o f  

gender roles that will occur during this long scene, and foreshadows the ultimate redress o f  

contemporary male and female roles.

The exchange begins with a brash masculine reproach and rejection by Orestes o f  

Iphigenia’s (female) expression o f sorrow 482-87: ri Tavr' odupio Kam zo7g l̂eXovcri vtjivl 

KaKoi(; ere Awefj, 'ijrtg el m r', w ywai;\ ouroi vofjbî u) o'o4>6v, 0 5  av ju-eXAwv Krave7v\ o’iKrti) ro 

êJju.a rouXedpov piKav SeX-j],! ou^' oWfj €7 7 1 )5  our' oiKrl^erail (rarrrjpla^ aveXni^- This is

an important passage. Orestes seems to be reasserting his manhood after the Herdsman’s 

report o f his hallucinatory fit. He simultaneously rejects feminine lament and endorses male 

pride in very strong terms. Orestes scornflilly interprets Iphigenia’s sorrow in terms o f her 

dread before the kill (though he does not yet know that she does not slaughter the victims 

herself). Orestes does not intend to lament his death, nor beg for his life, as some Homeric 

characters do on the battle-field. Indeed his attitude o f contempt towards Iphigenia’s pity 

reflects his father’s contempt o f Menelaus’ pity for Adrastus at Iliad  6 . 45flF.. Menelaus is 

on the point o f sparing Adrastus’ life when Agamemnon rebukes him for his tender concern 

towards the Trojans, and proceeds to kill Adrastus h i m s e l f M i n o r  characters may beg for 

their lives, but the truly great Iliadic heroes do not. So by contrast. Hector begs Achilles not 

for his life, but for his body to be returned home {Iliad  22.338flF). So Orestes is once again 

presented as having a heroic ideology, but his sentiments expressed here treat Iphigenia in 

heroic terms which are not appropriate to her, Iphigenia is not a warrior, so Orestes’ heroic 

code is once again shown to be inappropriate. We know that Iphigenia’s emotions are in 

conflict. She had admitted her dislike o f sacrificial practices, yet explains that she has been 

hardened by her dream and sorrow at her belief that Orestes is dead (344-50). Orestes is 

contemptuous o f the person who laments his own death since, Orestes argues lu ijpiav r' 

6<f)Xia-Kavei\ dvjiCTKet 6' o n o io jg - (488-9). Although Orestes’ statements are generalizations 

made using masculine vocabulary, it is clear that he intends his words to apply also to 

Iphigenia (484-5 c f  490). His scorn at the person who laments his own death can thus be 

read as contrasting with Iphigenia’s recollection o f her lament at her own sacrifice and her 

physical supplication o f her father (364-71)'^"*. Orestes’ contempt is consolidated by the

'^^Other examples from tlie Iliad  of rejected supplication to spare a life on the battle-field include Dolon 
who attempts to supplicate Diomedes before he dies at 10.454ff., the sons of Antimachus who plead with 
Agamemnon for their lives at 11.130ff., Tros’ supplication of Achilles at 20.463ff., Lykaon’s plea to 
Achilles to spare his life at 21.64fif.. For a discussion of the response of the supplicated in Homer see Gould 
(1973) 78-82 and n.39.
’’■^Compare Orestes’ resistance to Clytemnestra’s supplications for her life at A. Cho. (885-929). At 925, 
she exclaims eoiKa Sp^veTv Qjjtra np6<; -niiifiov naTt]v.
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imperative 'n/j-dg iii] Bp'^fei av- (491). But Orestes’ contempt is misplaced in terms o f  

gender, for it is a woman’s role to lament.

Iphigenia ignores his contempt, and steers the conversation in the direction she 

pleases. In this scene, Iphigenia skilfully elicits information from Orestes even when he 

seems unwilling to answer. Yet while Iphigenia has the upper hand at extracting 

information, and controls the conversation throughout the exchange, we are also subtly 

reminded o f  traditional gender roles from the outset. So, Iphigenia’s first questions about 

the identity o f Orestes and Pylades includes reference to the female role o f mother and 

birth-giver (497 n o T e p o v  a ^€ X < f)cb  (u.ijTpo5 ecrrov e/c and the male role o f father as

name-giver (499 croi oVojita tto?ov e d e f f  6  'yew rQ a-abi; n a r r j p ; ) ^ ^ ^ .  The female function of 

birthgiver is noted at several points in this play. Iphigenia recalls her own birth and 

upbringing in the parados. Of course, at this point, Iphigenia is unaware o f the cycle o f  

violence instigated by her death. She sees her mother as her birth-giver, and her father as 

her death-bringer. Orestes sees matters in a different light. For him, Clytemnestra is the 

woman who killed his father. Thus when he initially recognizes Iphigenia, he exclaims 

800-01 w av'YKaaiyv'ryrri re k o . k  rauroQ Trarpojl ' yeyojcra.  Iphigenia has suffered 

a terrible injustice at the hands o f her father, and so has Orestes at the hands o f his mother. 

Their words in a sense reflect their respective situations. But Orestes’ words do not echo 

the natural order o f  childbirth set up earlier in the play, rather they recall Apollo’s biological 

argument in Aeschylus’ Eumetiides, which stated that the father alone generates, while the 

mother nurtures. However, the close o f the play will see the woman as child-bearer 

honoured. The final aition will prescribe that Iphigenia receive as dedications the clothes o f  

women who die in childbirth.

Iphigenia’s female cleverness reveals her as intellectually superior to Orestes during 

the long exchange which lasts until the escape plan. It is thus poignantly ironic that 

Iphigenia should say 1005-6 ou -yap oAA' av^p fj,ev €k ^ofuuvl daviov TTodeivo ,̂ r a  ywaiKo^ 

a<r6ei^, just before she will concoct the masterful plan o f escape, with no real help from 

Orestes, whose suggestions are all rejected'^®. A woman is perhaps physically more feeble 

than a man, but intellectually, Iphigenia proves herself far more resourceful than Orestes 

(for all his echoes o f an Odyssean character). In this way, traditional binary opposition o f  

male dominance over female frailty is deconstructed. Yet paradoxically, traditional polarities

'̂ ^On the naming of a child as the father’s role, and Jocasta’s anomalous naming of Antigone in E. P/io., 
see Mastronarde (1994) ad Pho. 57-8.
’’^Compare LA 1394 where Iphigenia says that one man living is worth more that a hundred thousand 
women, but in contrast to IT, she subsequently validates the concept of a man’s life being worth more than a 
woman’s (Achilles’ in this case), by going willingly to her death.
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are simultaneously validated. Iphigenia’s strength and dominance over Orestes are 

developed through her female attribute of cleverness in scheming Orestes maintains his 

masculine urge for action by suggesting that Thoas should be killed to facilitate escape 

(1020), but the suggestion of masculine force fails before the more sophisticated and 

effective womanly scheme’̂ .̂ Furthermore, in spite of Iphigenia’s words at 1005-6, a 

woman is not completely without physical use in the oikos in the absence of a male. It has 

been made clear by Orestes earlier in the play, that the line of the Atreid oikos can continue 

through Electra, and the children she bears to Pylades. On the point o f death, Orestes 

argues that Pylades should live, for thus the continuation of the Atreid line is assured 

(695-8). This reflects contemporary legislation concerning marriage and lineage. In the 

classical period, a married woman remained very closely tied to her original paternal oikos 

and her male children could be reclaimed as heirs for her paternal house when no male 

children were produced or survived'^*. In this context, we see Orestes anachronistically 

validating the potential importance of a woman for the continuation of the oikos'^^.

During the whole exchange between Iphigenia and Orestes, male dominance over 

the female is suppressed, and Iphigenia dominates Orestes through her authority and her 

cleverness. Iphigenia uses only female  cleverness in speech and female  persuasion and her 

female position as priestess to exercise her control. In a tour de force, Euripides explores 

how traditional gender roles can be reversed in a sense, yet still stay within their own 

identifiable boundaries. The female dominates the male through exclusively female 

attributes. By doing this, Euripides tests the very nature and limits of traditional male-female 

boundaries, which he has exploited to reveal a paradoxical reversal of the stereotype ‘male 

controls female” *”. Iphigenia’s status as priestess thus facilitates a new kind of exploration 

of gender roles.

'^^Compare the preparation of the escape plan in Euripides’ Helen. There, Helen anticipates that Menelaus 
wants to kill the king. He does not actually suggest it himself (809). This perhaps detracts from his 
masculinity, as does his appeal to Theonoe which begins with him stating that he will not cry, but 
subsequently breaking down into womanly tears (947-8, cf. 991-2). Killing Theoclymenus in Hel. is not an 
option because, Helen says (811), it is oM/vaT (another slur on Menelaus’ masculinity), and because 
Theonoe would not allow it (1045-6). In the second instance also, Menelaus is constrained in his wish to 
kill by the power of a woman. The situation is comparable to IT, but note that Orestes is not feminized in 
the way that Menelaus is.
'■'*See Foley (2001) 67-70.
'^^This was not the case for marriage in the Homeric epics, which reflect the mythical time-frame of the 
legends in IT. In Homer, as Foley (2001) puts it, 67 ‘the bride was...the valuable gift in an aristocratic 
exchange of gifts and services’. In classical times, the wife became became ‘the object of an economic 
contract between two men. The bride was “lent” to her husband for the “plowing of legitimate children’” . 
Anachronisms in Greek tragedy arise from the exploration of contemporary issues through the medium of 
recreating the heroic past, see Easterling (1985).
'*®Note again the location at the edge of tlie world, which is an ideal place for things to be upside-down. In 
his Airs, Waters, Places, Hippocrates suggests a conflation between male and female physique among the
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Against this background o f emerging gender roles which are at once traditional, but 

also test the limits o f traditional boundaries, it is revealed that Iphigenia and Orestes need  

each other. The female cannot escape her predicament without male assistance (Iphigenia 

needs a ship and a crew), just as the male cannot escape his without female assistance 

(Orestes needs a viable escape plan). Orestes seems to rely on Iphigenia completely for the 

salvation o f the oikos. At 983-4 he says aAA', w <j)iX'r)6eT(r', m Kaa-lyv^Tov Kopa,l acoa-ov 

naTpqjov oJkov, eWwo-ov cfie. But as the escape plan progresses, Iphigenia must also rely on 

Orestes. Iphigenia’s physical frailty is revealed by the M essenger who reports 1380-83 

(^o/Soj d' Tjv <nap6€V(()> rey^a i ■noia)\ Xafiow ’Opecrrrj^ W|U.ov eii; apKrr€p6v,\ eg BaXaaaai/ 

K am  kX'hji,clko<; 6opcoi/,\ < t '>  ev ro j et;(7eAftou veo)^. Iphigenia thus depends on

Orestes’ physical strength for her escape, just as he depends on her plan.

The theme is resolved with an important degree o f equilibrium'*', and this is 

combined with the validation o f traditional gender roles, which is reflected in the final aitia: 

each sibling will be responsible for founding a new cult. The cult at Halai to be founded by 

Orestes, will involve a sword (the man’s weapon) to be held to a m an's  neck to draw blood 

(1459-60). The cuU to be founded by Iphigenia will receive the nenXoi (examples of 

weaving) o f women who have died in childbirth. Euripides’ IT  thus suggests that while men 

and women have very different roles in life, these are equally powerfial and necessary roles, 

and are especially potent when working in harmony for a common goal. Such a suggestion 

brings to mind Xenophon’s Oeconomicus 7. 10-43, where Isomachus defines marriage as a 

shared household and partnership between man and wife, with the wife as queen bee who 

presides over inner matters o f the house, since the tendency to be afraid is not a 

disadvantage for guarding things, while the husband who is physically more capable, looks 

after external affairs and works outdoors. Pomeroy states that Xenophon’s portrayal of 

marriage as a partnership was ‘radical” *̂ , but there is an uncanny resemblance to Euripdean 

presentation o f  the complementary gender roles o f the siblings at the end o f  IT, which 

predates Xenophon considerably. There Iphigenia is afraid o f the sea (the outdoors), but

Scythians, which are similar, he says, because of their fat and the smoothness of their skin (19.40-43), and 
explains how Scytliian men can become like women (22). Euripides does not suggest such extreme 
inversions of gender roles in IT. He rather explores gender through traditional gender norms, but female 
control of the male in this part of the world is not unexceptional and the location can be seen as 
strengthening it; c f  also Herodotus’ account of the customs of the Egyptians as inversions of the norm (2. 
35-6), and p. 122, above.
'*'As Mossman argues (in an unpublished paper), there is a discernible equality between Orestes and 
Electra throughout Euripides’ Electro. The equality between the siblings develops in a different way in IT, 
beginning with Iphigenia obviously in control at the start of the play, and moving towards each sibling 
depending on the other at tlie end.
' *^Pomeroy (1994) 7.11.
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guards the statue, and Orestes is physically strong. The polarity between male and female is 

reinforced through their specific roles, but is simultaneously challenged by the implication 

that the role of each sex is equally valid, and that one sex cannot assume complete 

dominance over the other. Perhaps Xenophon’s suggestions are not as radical as they first 

appear.
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6. Ritual and the Gods

The gods o f Greek tragedy are perplexing. They seem contradictory, arbitrary and 

often cruel, and their presentation is generally ambiguous and confusing. All these terms can 

easily be applied to the gods o f I V . Hence, the gods o f tragedy have been seen as removed 

from those o f polls  religion, and not identifiable with them^. However, recent scholarship 

has questioned this conclusion, and shown that the gods o f tragedy are in fact strongly 

identifiable with gods o f contemporary Attic cult and religion, and that their apparent 

cruelty articulates the dark side o f the gods and the mystery o f  the cosmos which was an 

accepted part o f Greek religion^. Euripides’ treatment o f  the gods explores this dark side, 

especially the tensions between the human world and the divine. His characters question 

religious beliefs and struggle to understand the morals behind them'*. Alone among the 

tragedians, he has been called an ‘atheist’ or ‘impious’, in spite o f the fact that Aeschylus 

and Sophocles also frequently portray cruel and vengefijl gods who control the fates o f 

mortals^ What sets Euripides apart, however, and has given rise to such claims o f impiety 

and atheism, is the incisive nature o f the theological issues raised by his characters. 

Certainly, Euripides has been shown to engage more with philosophical questions in his 

tragedies than Aeschylus and Sophocles®, but scholars should now accept that it is simply 

wrong to judge him impious or an atheist. We cannot equate the opinions o f selected 

characters with Euripides’ own views. Furthermore, Leflcowitz has shown in her influential 

article that those doubts about the gods expressed by Euripidean characters are in fact 

shown by events in each play to be unjustified^. She does not discuss I T  in her selection of 

passages, but we will see how the relevant sections also fit into this general pattern by the 

end o f the play.

' Note also that the tenn tyche ‘chance’ is prominent in IT, on which see Cropp (2000) 37-8.
 ̂ Argued in most detail by Mikalson (1991).
 ̂ Esp. Parker (1997), who analyzes the relationship between oratory and tragedy in their treatments of the 

gods, and finds many parallels, but also shows that tragedy as a medium is more free to question the gods 
and their intentions; see also Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) e.g. 31, though I do not completely agree in the 
context of IT that the resolutions in tragedy ‘make sense’ of the characters’ sufferings, rather I argue that 
the resolutions in IT highlight the failure of the gods to create human happiness in that they ignore human 
wishes; cf. Sourvinou-Inwood (1997) passim  and 163-70 against Mikalson (1991).

C f Yunis (1988) 76 and 144n. 10.
 ̂ Though the gods appear less frequently as characters in the plays of Aeschylus and Sophocles; see 

Lefkowitz (2003) 102-3.
® On Euripidean engagement with philosophy, see Conacher (1998), Allan (2000a), Wright (2002).
 ̂ Lefkowitz (2003) 102-21; she argues against Yunis’ (1988) suggestion of Euripides preaching a ‘new 

creed’ to his audience (120).
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6.1 Human Sacrifice and the Relationship between Artemis and Iphigenia

Inextricable from discussion o f the gods is an understanding o f the ritual worship 

that accompanies their cults in Greek religion. Tragedy is saturated with allusions to rituaP, 

particularly the tragedy o f Euripides, and particularly IT .  Human sacrifice is without a 

doubt the most pervasive ritual in this play, though we have also examined the exploitation 

o f the ritual o f marriage in ch. 3.1. In the last chapter, we treated, to a certain extent, the 

issue o f  responsibility for the cult o f human sacrifice. Here we will investigate the theme of 

human sacrifice further and more specifically in terms o f ritual.

Exploration o f the concept o f human sacrifice can be treated as a particularly 

Euripidean theme'“. More than any other poet o f classical Athens, his works repeatedly 

address the issue o f human sacrifice. Of the surviving Euripidean plays and fragments, all of 

the following deal in some way with a ritual human sacrifice (in no particular order): 

Erechtheus, Hecuba, Trojan Women, Heraclidae, Phoenissae, Iphigenia at Aulis and 

Iphigenia in Tauris". In all but one o f these tragedies, human sacrifice is undertaken as a 

voluntary gesture o f bravery by the victim. The daughters o f  Erechtheus sacrifice 

themselves for the state'^. Polyxena agrees to die at the tomb o f Achilles in Hec. (and has 

already been slaughtered in Tro.) so that she will avoid concubinage and slavery. In Heracl., 

one o f the daughters o f  Herakles goes to her death to secure Athenian victory. Menoeceus 

dies for Thebes in Pho. Iphigenia agrees to be sacrificed for fair winds to Troy, and the

* A point repeatedly made by Sourvinou-Inwood (2003), and see also the overview of Easterling (1988) who 
stresses ‘the likeness between tragedy and ritual’ (109). On the Dionysiac elements of tragedy, see 
Easterling (1997a), though Scullion (2002) argues controversially that tragedy has ‘nothing to do with 
Dionysus’.
’ Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 306-7 lists the references to ritual in IT.
' ”C f Hughes (1991) 189 ‘it was Euripides above all who realized the dramatic possiblities of human 
sacrifice’.
"These are the plays which deal specifically with a ritual human sacrifice as a parallel to the ritual 
slaughter of an animal in honour of the gods, but many other Euripidean plays deal with hum an sacrifice in 
more general terms: Alcestis, in her name-play, sacrifices her life for her husband’s, but is ultimately saved 
from death by Herakles (c f also Andromeda who is exposed to a monster in her name-play, but is also 
saved), Pentheus is torn limb from limb in sparagmatic sacrifice in the Ba. (compare Phrixus B  where 
Phrixus and Helle are attacked by maenads); in a different scenario, Evadne in Supp. tluows herself on her 
husband’s ftmeral pyre and kills herself with him out of grief (as does Laodamia on the burning statue of 
Protesilaus in the play of the same name); in a variation of this self-sacrifice, Andromache is willing to give 
her life for her son’s in the play that bears her name, and by contrast Medea in her name-play sacrifices her 
two cliildren.

On the exploitation of sacrificial ritual in Euripides, see Foley (1985) who deals mainly with lA, Pho., 
H er, and Ba.\ on human sacrifice discussed among other rituals in Euripides’ extant plays, see 
Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 291-458, and 25-38 on Erechth. and IT.
'^See Cropp, Collard and Lee (1997) 148-55 and Lycmgas Against Leocrates 100-101 with W ilkins (1990) 
180.
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glory o f  Greece in //l'^  However, IT  stands alone among the extant plays in dealing 

explicitly with ^voluntary sacrifice.

In cases o f  voluntary sacrifice, it can be argued that there is some room for 

approval, that where a human sacrifice is made for the good o f  the state, and in a time o f  

crisis and war, the person sacrificed should be glorified as a hero and saviour'''. This is not 

to say that the tragedies in which this is the case lack pathos in their treatment o f  human 

sacrifice or that such sacrifice is joyfiil in any way. Every instance within its own play is 

powerfully disturbing in spite o f  any gloss o f  heroism. IT, on the other hand presents a 

thoroughly grim picture o f  human sacrifice, with no hint o f  glory, as a theme which 

underlines the whole play'^ This tragedy, more than any other, explores the barbarity o f  

compulsory human sacrifice. It does so through the medium o f  a sacrificial victim, 

Iphigenia, sacrificed by her own father, who now is under compulsion to preside over the 

sacrificial slaughter o f  others'®. She struggles to understand the force behind such practices, 

just as she simultaneously struggles with her anger at her own sacrifice and her desire for 

some kind o f  revenge.

To begin with, Euripides creates his version o f  the sacrifice at Aulis as a strong 

parallel to the Aeschylean m odel'\ in that Iphigenia must be forced to the sacrificial altar'^ 

Iphigenia is not gagged in IT  (as she is in Agamemnon), but her sacrifice is performed 

without her consent, and she pleads with her father as he kills her {IT  361-71; c f  Ag. 231- 

Iphigenia’s cries to her father are the reason for which she is gagged). The struggle o f  a

‘^Euripides’ use of human sacrifice in his plays is discussed by O ’Connor-Visser (1987) passim, Wilkins 
(1990), Hughes (1991) 189-90, Bonnechere (1994) 260-72.
'■*So argues Wilkins (1990) 181 ‘the sacrifice of a young woman and the sacrifice of a soldier in battle can 
be seen in a similar, positive, light’; cf. Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 31: both ty^jes of death ‘are used as moral 
paradigms for appropriate behavior for a ll’.
'^Bonnechere (1994) 261 is clearly not thinking of IT  when he says ‘toutes les victimes euripidiennes vont 
ainsi au-devant de la mort avec des resolutions nobles, reflechies, argumentees, qui repondent a 1’ideal 
athenien de la fin du V ' siecle’.
'^On compulsion in this play, see ch. 7.1, 182-3.
'^There are also important contrasts. The relationship between Euripides and Aeschylus is discussed in 
detail in ch. 7; see pp. 166, 182-3 for the sacrifice at Aulis.

Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 57n,64 believes that in Aeschylus’ description of the sacrifice of Iphigenia, 
‘Brauron...was evoked’ and therefore the audience ‘would have understood her to have survived’, although 
she acknowledges that the characters in the play believe Iphigenia is dead; c f  Dowden (1989) 17, who 
believes that substitution always took place in myth. There is solid ground for arguing that the 
saffron-coloured gannent which falls to the ground as Iplugenia is sacrificed in A. Ag. recalls the shedding 
of the krokotos at the end of the arkteia, marking the point of reintegration into the community for young 
girls, but I am not entirely convinced that this would provoke the audience into believing that Iphigenia 
survived. She certainly does not within the time-frame of the play. The evocation of the arkteia in A. Ag. 
may be ironic: a symbol normally associated with progression to the transition of puberty is here used to 
symbolize transition to death, thus adding further pathos to the slaughter. Sourvinou-Inwood argues that the 
m \th  of Iphigenia’s survival was ubiquitous, but given the variety of different versions of mylhs which 
survive (and many which don’t), the myth of Iphigenia is perhaps more fluid than Sourvinou-Inwood 
argues.
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sacrificial victim is a bad omen, and Iphigenia’s struggle for her life foreshadows the doom 

which will befall her sacrificer'®. Nevertheless, she is slaughtered loare (j,6crxov (359)^“, but 

an e'Aa<̂ ov (28) is substituted in her place by Artemis at the last moment, unbeknownst to 

the Greeks^'. The slaughter o f a human victim and the last-minute substitution are both 

features which can be linked to a variety of Greek sources through the ages. There is no 

conclusive evidence to prove that human sacrifice was ever practised in ancient Greece. 

Certainly it was not practised in the fifth century BC. There are quite a few scattered 

references to human sacrifice, both perpetrated and averted, in literary sources from 

different periods in the history o f Greece'^. One particularly noteworthy example, in that it 

purports to be historical fact, comes from Plutarch’s life o f Themistocles, At 13.2-5 he 

recounts how Themistocles sacrifices three captive young men before the battle of Salamis 

(480 BC). However, there are serious reasons for doubting the authenticity o f Plutarch’s 

story, and the reliability of his source Phainias^^

Literary evidence must be supported by archaeological evidence if we are to prove 

conclusively that human sacrifice did really occur, and archaeological evidence seems rather 

to confirm that there was no practice of human sacrifice in Greece nor in the Tauric 

Chersonese*"*. The single most important piece of archaeological evidence in support of the 

claim that human sacrifice was practised in Late Bronze Age Greece at least, has always 

been Pylos tablet Tn 316. This tablet, reported to be hastily written, contains a list of gods 

and goddesses, along with gold vessels and human beings apparently offered to respective 

gods and goddesses as an apotropaic measure in the face of impending disaster (it is 

suggested: hence the haste in which the tablet was written). However, the whole 

interpretation of the tablet in this light rests on the conjecture that some o f the words 

inscribed really mean ‘sacrifices’ and ‘victims’. It is quite possible that the men and women 

mentioned on the tablet held some official religious position and that they were not 

sacrificial victims at alP^ Most modern scholars, though not all, are sceptical about the

'®The lustral sprinkling of the victim was meant to elicit the sacrifical ‘nod’ o f the victim, symbolic 
agreement to its own death, see Parker (1996a).
^°Cf lA 1083, 1113, Hcl. 489, Hec. 206, 256; and see Mossman (1999) 147-52 on the sacrificial 
connotations of such animal imagery.
^'The manuscript ending of lA rejected by Diggle (1994) involves the miraculous substitution of a deer in 
place of Iphigenia. This is most likely an interpolation inspired by the earlier IT.
^^Examples are collected by Hughes (1991) 71-138 and O ’Connor-Visser (1987) 216-30.
^^These are discussed by Hughes (1991) 112-115.
‘̂*0n the absence of evidence for human sacrifice in the Tauric chersonese, see Novichenkova (1996) 202. 

^^This tablet is discussed in more detail by Hughes (1991) 199-202 who concludes that human sacrifice is 
not in fact the subject of the tablet. Further archaeological evidence is discussed by Hughes at 13-48, none of 
which is definitively conclusive. O ’Connor-Visser (1987) 211-15 also notes the archaeological evidence for 
human sacrifice in ancient Greece.
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existence of actual human sacrifice among the Greeks, even in an early period, and are likely

to remain so unless new and irrefutable archaeological material surfaces^®. I find myself most

convinced by Hughes who, while retaining a sceptical attitude as regards actual

performance of human sacrifice, admits that ‘clearly many of the ancients believed that

human sacrifices had been performed on Greek soil in the past, and clearly human sacrifice

enjoyed a thriving existence as an idea throughout antiquity’̂ ’. In this analysis, Hughes

follows Henrichs, who also sees human sacrifice as a construct o f the Greek imagination^*.

This idea which is transmitted through the ages, that in the distant past, the abhorrent act of

human sacrifice was performed, can be associated with and seen as an extension of the

notion of guilt attached to the act of slaughter. If dread is felt at killing an animal, how

much worse the dread must be in killing a human*®. And as Hughes observes: ‘Human

sacrifice is potent dramatic material, perhaps far more potent to the fifth-century Athenians

than to us, for sacrifice- animal sacrifice- was very much a part of their religious lives’ ®̂. An

Athenian audience will have been very familiar with the sight of the slit throat of a sacrificial

animal and the flow of its blood on the altar. Such an image in the mind o f a spectator can

be exploited by applying familiar sacrificial terminology to an abnormal and repulsive act.

Indeed, human sacrifice in tragedy is always described in terms of the ritual slaughter of

animals. We noted above how in IT, Iphigenia was held aloft like a calf and ultimately a deer

was put in her place. In Agamemnon Iphigenia is lifted above the sacrificial altar like a

x'iiJi>aipa (232) and sacrificed to Artemis. It has recently been argued, that Artemis’ demand

on Agamemnon in Aeschylus is designed as a test to reveal whether he is primarily a father

or a warrior^'. As we know, he proves himself a warrior. Compare the father’s actions in the

following myth relating to the cult of Artemis Mounichia. The goddess demanded the

‘®Cf. Henrichs (1981) 232-5 and passim, Burkert (1983) 89-90, 114-5, Hughes (1991) 185 and 
Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 30 ‘it must be stressed that the Greeks never practiced human sacrifice; the 
notion that they did is a product of the historicist interpretation of myths’; Bonnechere (1994) 282 (cf 171) 
agrees that the evidence is inconclusive, yet seems to believe that human sacrifice did exist in an 
unidentified Greek past, which we have not yet been able to trace; O’Connor-Visser (1987) 228 concludes 
more forcefully than Bonnechere, saying ‘it is quite obvious that human sacrifices occurred at one time in 
Greece’ though these had ‘been replaced by a ritual mimesis..or had died out altogether’ by the end of the 
fifth century’.
^■'Hughes (1991) 185.
^*Henrichs (1981) 232.
®̂It has been argued that the trappings associated with ritual slaughter of animals, which are then 

consumed, have the ftinction of freeing the perpetrator of the act from guilt. As Foley (1985) 31 states: ‘Men 
kill to eat, and the participants must not experience their act as a crime’; she discusses both structuralist and 
evolutionist approaches at 30-64.
“̂Hughes (1991) 190.

^'Marinatos (2000) 108-9; child sacrifice is also a familiar motif from the Old Testament; God tests 
Abraham’s loyalty by asking him to sacrifice his son Isaac, though the slaughter is averted by tlie 
intervention of an angel (Genesis 22), but note the fate of Jephthah’s virgin daughter who is sacrificed by 
her father to fulfill a vow to God (Judges 11); on biblical child sacrifice see Levenson (1993).
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sacrifice o f a girl as compensation for the death o f a sacred bear. A certain Embaros vowed 

to sacrifice his daughter to Artemis to rid his city o f affliction. He subsequently hid his 

daughter in the temple and dressed a she-goat in his daughter’s clothes. H e then sacrificed 

the she-goat at Artemis’ altar. The offering was accepted and the human sacrifice was thus 

avoided^^.

In IT, we are faced with the paradoxical situation that Iphigenia has been sacrificed 

and is dead as far as the Greek world is aware, and yet she has also simultaneously escaped 

actual physical death. She remains alive, yet trapped in her office which perpetuates the 

crime o f which she was a victim. In the multitude o f recollections o f the sacrifice at Aulis, 

there is no hint o f dying for glory, no hint o f choice for Iphigenia, and no hint o f  willingness 

on her part to die. It is presented from the beginning as a violent slaughter^^ cloaked in 

deceit '̂*. This, in turn is reflected in the present bloodthirstiness o f the cult to Artemis” .

We have seen in ch. 3 how Iphigenia wrestles with her duties in Artemis’ cult o f 

human sacrifice, while also wishing the same fate to befall Helen and Menelaus as revenge 

for her own slaughter. Iphigenia’s internal struggle thus stems from her position as Artemis’ 

priestess. While she abhors the cultic rites, she simultaneously expresses the wish to exploit 

her position for revenge. The complexity o f Iphigenia’s impossible situation is demonstrated 

in part, I suggest, by the very subtle way in which she is conflated with her patron in this 

play.

Firstly, we should note, that Iphigenia was commonly and overtly conflated with 

Artemis in contemporary Attic cult̂ ®. This is exemplified by the fact that while Euripides’ 

Taurians sacrifice to Artemis, H erodotus’ Taurians sacrifice to Iphigenia herself, who is 

described as a daiix.ova?''. Against this background, the hints at conflation between Iphigenia 

and her patron in the play described below become all the more readable^*. The presence o f 

Artemis and Iphigenia in the land o f  the Taurians, is presented in very similar terms. The 

divine statue o f  Artemis is described by Orestes in the prologue as 87-8 °

(^acriy ev8a^e\ eg ToCcrSe uaoug oupavoO nea-eTv ano. This comes shortly after we have learnt

^^This story is recorded by the Attic lexicographer Pausanias (35) and in the Souda 5-.v. ’'Ept/Sapoj, see 
Brelich (1969) 248-9 for further sources; on interpreting this myth, see also V em ant (1991) 215-16 and 
Burkert (1992) 75.

and cognates are used of Iphigenia’s sacrifice at Aulis at 8, 20, 177, 211, 339, 360, 563, 770; c f  
4>6vo(; 1418.
^S6X(x; and cognates are used at 371, 539, 859; c f  Te^vai 24.

and cognates are used o f Artemis’ cult at 40, 243, 280, 335, 337, 458, 598, 623, 685, 726, 776, 
995, 1459.
^^Evidence is collected by Lyons (1997) 134-72.
■̂'Hdt. 4. 103. 9-10.

^*See further ch. 4.1.
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from Iphigenia that Artemis ^la de Xapbnpov a'ldepal Tre/XTraira ix,' ej -rrjvde ^Kicrev Taupojv

xdoi'al  î aoTcri ev roTcr̂ ' (29-34). Both Iphigenia and Artemis have travelled to the land

through the sky, and both o f  them live in the temple (c f  65-6 where Iphigenia dwells in the 

temple).

The two figures also seem very similar when one considers predetermined story 

patterns. O f course, Orestes’ real mission, on a human level (though he is unaware o f  this), 

is to carry o ff his sister, and save her from her perilous fate. In divine terms, however, he 

has been instructed to make o ff  with the statue o f  the goddess^®. Sister and statue are both 

separate and conflated (similarly Iphigenia is both dead and alive)"” . The physical statue will 

be established at Halai, but in a final twist at the close o f  the play, Athena explains to 

Iphigenia that people will bring dedications as an agalm a  (i.e. delightful offering) for her 

(1465). Thus Iphigenia, who was the agalm a  dedicated to Artemis at Ag. 308 (c f  IT  20-1 

where Iphigenia is sacrificed because she is deemed the finest thing that the year had 

borne'"; c f  (23) t o  KoXXicrreTov* )̂, will now herself receive agalmata'‘\  She was slaughtered 

in honour o f  Artemis, but now by contrast, she will receive the agalm ata  o f  women who 

died natural deaths and will continue to serve Artemis. The strength o f  the bond that is 

suggested between Iphigenia and her patron throughout the drama thus foreshadows the 

ultimate outcome o f  the play. Iphigenia will be bound to the deity for the rest o f  her days.

The agalm a  o f  Artemis in IT  is the type o f  cult statue which is imbued with 

particular divine presence. The kind o f divine image which has a direct divine connection

^®Thus salv ation of sister and statue both represent section XIX of Propp’s (1968) schema for the functions 
of dramatis personae, i.e. (53) ‘the initial misfortune of lack is liquidated’; the case of IT  may also be read 
as an assimilation, in Propp’s tenns (66), a case of double morphological meaning with a single ftinction. 
'“ This fact is fruitfully exploited by Goethe. In his version of IT, Apollo’s oracle is ambiguous as explained 
at 2113-15. Apollo had ordered Orestes ‘Bringst du die Schwester, die auf Tauris’ Uferl Im Heiligtume 
wider Willen bleibt,] Nach Griechenland; so loset sich der Fluch’. So Orestes, who is unaware of Iphigenia’s 
fate assumes that Apollo means Artemis, and only later understands the true meaning of the god’s 
command, that the sister he should bring back is Iphigenia. For further analysis of Goethe’s play, see 
Appendix.
'"For Artetnis’ demands of the first produce of the land, the (rrfix^  ‘virginal (lit. ‘unm arried’)
grain’, which also means young human offspring, see Vemant (1991) 211-2. This is a recurring motif in 
ancient literature. Compare Jephthah’s vow to God to offer Him the firs t creature to comes out o f his house 
on his return if he conquers the Ammonites (Judges 11).
■^^Beauty is a quality appropriate to a sacrificial victim, see Mossman (1999) 159 on Polyxena in Hec. 
■^^Iphigenia is never actually called an agalma in IT  (though Orestes and Pylades are agalmata at 273) but 
she is nevertheless identifiable as a  sacrificial female agalma. A sacrifical victim is an agalma, c f  Od. 
8.509 (L'Ya.?̂ j.a. Sew  ‘delight of the gods’ of a bull adorned for sacrifice. See Mossman (1999) 158-60 on the 
use of agalma to describe Polyxena in Hec.-, on the use of tlie statue metaphor in Greek literature, see the 
examples collected and analysed in Mossman (1991) and now Steiner (2001). On women as agalmata see 
Lyons (1997) 162-8 and Wohl (1998) index 5.v, agalma and 67-71, 81-2 on Iphigenia as agalma in A. Ag.\ 
Lyons (1997) comments also on the conflation of Artemis and Iphigenia, 168, saying: ‘the goddess and tlie 

j heroine “reproduce one another” through reciprocal actions of apotheosis and cult-founding. The eidolon 
and the agalma are the outward forms of these reciprocal actions’ (though note that Ipliigenia is not actually 
an eidolon in IT  unlike Helen in Hel.).
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(e.g. made by a god or in this case, fallen from the sky) is known as a xoanon, and this is 

how the statue o f Artemis is described in the hypothesis to the play. A xoanon is a carved 

wooden figure, small in size, and ‘the usual word for statuette’' .̂ It is ‘a type o f archaic idol, 

made of wood, roughly carved, with legs and arms welded to the body’‘*̂  This latter 

description corresponds with pictorial records of Iphigenia holding a statuette of Artemis 

with arms and legs apparently welded to the body. Burkert explains how ‘the images of the 

gods were caught in a curious dilemma: the ancient, most sacred xoana were 

unprepossessing, while in the case o f the glorious works of art the artist’s name was known; 

they were show-pieces, agalmata, not revelation’"̂ . Though mostly called agalma or bretas 

in the play, the statue of Artemis is once more acknowledged as hoirereg at 977, and is 

called a xoanon at a crucial moment in the play, when the barbarian messenger asks Orestes 

what reason he has to steal the xoanon and priestess from the land (1358-69). The single 

use o f the term xoanon here highlights the value of the sacred object at the precise moment 

at which it is being stolen. The xoanon is alive in some sense that other statues are not. This 

is how Iphigenia can claim that, because of Orestes and Pylades’ pollution ^perag t o  -rrĵ  

deou naX iv e^pa<; a7re(TTpa(^'>jl....ayT0jU,aTov, ot/'/v 5 ’ 6mj,ar(oii (1165-7)'*^.

The close of the play sees separation of statue and priestess. The statue o f Artemis is 

to be set up at Halai, while Iphigenia is fated to go to Brauron"**. The paradox inherent in 

the closing aition regarding Iphigenia, who never completed her transition as a bride, 

though she longed to marry, can be compared to the concluding aition in Hippolytus. 

There, Artemis prescribes from the mechane that unmarried virgins will cut their hair in 

honour of Hippolytus the day before their wedding and girls will sing in his honour 

(1423-30). While Iphigenia is doomed to a constant reminder o f her unfijlfilled wish of 

marriage through her own cult which receives garments o f married women who have died, 

conversely Hippolytus (although he will not be deified) will be honoured through a ritual 

which celebrates what he wished to avoid at all costs, that is marriage. In neither case can 

the ritual in question be imagined as bringing joy to its recipient. Indeed, it has been argued

■” Burkert(1985) 90.
"^Vemant (1991) 208.

"*^Burkert (1985) 187; compare A. fr. T 114 in Radt (1985) ra  TroAafdraTa eSri K€paij,ea Kai ^uXii/a vnapzovTa,
SeTa vei/6̂ .t(TTa,i h a  re tt]v uXyjv Kai -rrjv i(^eAeiai' Ttj^ .....  raOra yap Ka'mep ai^eAai^

TTenon)(teva,deTa vofj,i^€(r6ai, t o , Kaiva -nepiepyoy; eipya,(rij.eva 6au(j.a!^eir6ai tiev, Sei'ou Se 86^av '^non €xe(V, this 
fragment is discussed by Steiner (2001) 102 and n.95.

the Trojan horse described as a xoanon by the chorus in Tro. 525, and Ion 1403 where the xoanon is 
mentioned in combination with idea o f being deranged by a god; see Vernant (1991) 208-13 on the 
xoanon'i power to cause madness, but note that Orestes has been inflicted with madness before being sent 
on his mission to steal the statue; c f  Hdt. 3.37-8 where Herodotus deems that Cambyses must have been 
completely out o f his mind to mock and assault the holy temples and statues in Egypt.
■**Though there were strong associations between the two cults, on which see the next section (ch. 6.2).
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that the rites prescribed in Hipp. are to serve as a warning for others not to act as 

Hippolytus did'*’. Hippolytus makes no mention of the rite after Artemis has prescribed it, 

while Iphigenia remains ominously silent and absent throughout Athena’s predictions. In 

both instances, the rite prescribed is unsettling. In Hipp., a play riddled with manifestations 

o f  abnormal attitudes to sexuality, the rite of marriage described at the close is set into a 

context of unnatural attitudes to marriage, and thus becomes disturbing^®. In IT, with so 

much of Iphigenia’s characterization caught up in her fictitious marriage and sacrifice, it is 

similarly ironic that she will be honoured with garments from married women who died 

while under the protection of Artemis (Lochia), but of natural causes.

6.2 Haiai and Brauron

We should take a few moments here to investigate the cultic reality of the new rites 

prescribed at the end of the play, and the effect of this for the outcome of the drama. Both 

these cults to Artemis are attested, though there is little evidence surviving for cultic 

practices at Halai^'. But this is the first cult mentioned by Athena, and the place to where 

Orestes must convey the sacred statue of Artemis. The issue o f human sacrifice is then 

resolved through the rites to be performed at Halai. There, at a festival held every year in 

honour of Artemis Tauropolos, a sword will be held at a man’s neck and blood will be 

drawn, as a symbolic human sacrifice (1458-61). IT  is the only evidence we have for the 

practice of this ritual. The cults at Halai and Brauron may have been closely linked, which 

could explain Euripides’ choice in exploiting these two in particular. However, the evidence 

is far from conclusive” . Unfortunately, there is little information we can glean about Halai 

which could throw light on Euripides’ cult prescription here. We should note, though, that 

the sacred statue of Artemis Tauropolos (though the etymology in IT  is complete 

Euripidean invention” ) is reported by Pausanias in an alternative version as being located in 

the cult o f Artemis Orthia. Although a late source, this piece o f information is noteworthy, 

since the rites described here bear a strong resemblance to those mentioned at the end of IT.

Goff (1990) 114.

”̂G off(1990) 115.

^'See excellent summary o f evidence by Cropp (2000) 53-55; c f  also Deubner (1966) 208-10, Lloyd-Jones 
(1983) 96-7, Brule (1987) 192-3, 310-12.

^^There is a possibility that Iphigenia was associated with the adyton  excavated at Halai and with another 
small building close to the temple, but this is rejected by Hollinshead (1985). Conversely, the image of  
Artemis Tauropolos is later associated with Brauron by Pausanias 1.33.1.
” The cult o f  Artemis Tauropolos (from her associations with bulls (tauroi), not Taurians) was known to be 
widespread in Asia Minor; see discussion by Graf (1985) 410-17 on the cults o f Artemis Tauropolos in Asia 
Minor and also at Halai.
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Young men were reportedly whipped, drawing blood, while they tried to steal cheese from 

Artemis’ altar. The blood-letting in particular provides a strong link between the two ” , but 

so does theft, as the cult image of Artemis Tauropolos was stolen.

About Brauron, we have far more information” . The most important festival held at 

Brauron, as far as we can tell, and particularly relevant in the context of this play, was the 

arkteia, roughly translated as ‘the festival of the bears’. This festival, held every four years, 

required girls between the ages of five and ten to ‘become bears’ and serve Artemis in her 

temple for a certain period of time. What it meant to ‘become a bear’ is not exactly clear, 

but if we recall the cult legend involving Embaros and his daughter at Artemis’ cult in 

Mounichia (recounted above 136-7), we may be heading in the right direction. We know 

that the arkteia was also practised at Mounichia, though here it was every year, rather than 

every four^^ It may be that Artemis’ original demand of a girl to be sacrificed in exchange 

for the bear which was killed became transformed into the tamer demand of girls serving 

Artemis as recompense for the slaying o f the bear. Participating in the arkteia was an 

important rite of passage for a girl” , marking the beginning of the transition o f puberty, i.e. 

moving from childhood to marriageable age^*.

How might familiarity with this cult affect audience response to Iphigenia’s fate at 

the end of IT! Although the arkteia is not mentioned in the play, audience awareness of this 

festival would underhne the sense of permanent transition in which Iphigenia will continue 

to live. The arkteia marks the beginning of a transition for young girls, who are then 

reintroduced into the community to complete this transition through marriage. By 

associating Iphigenia with Brauron, Euripides reinforces with some potency her continued 

status in a state of fa iled  transition since she will never be reintroduced into the 

community^^ One of my main arguments throughout this thesis has been that the outcome 

of the play, for Iphigenia especially, is far from felicitous. The whole tragedy emphasizes her 

suffering through failed transitions: her marriage to Achilles (a failed transition to marriage), 

her actual sacrifice (a failed transition to death), her plight in the land of the Taurians (a

“̂̂ Indeed this is the argument used by Pausanias (3 .16.7-11) to prove that the image there is that of Taurian 
Artemis; the tlieft of cheeses is related by Xenophon {De rep. Lac. 2.9.1-4). For different versions o f the 
history of the statue of Taurian Artemis, see further Graf (1979).
” See, among others, Cropp (2000) 50-53, Sourvinou-Inwood (1988), Kahil (1988), Bmle (1987) 225-59, 
Kahil (1983), Lloyd-Jones (1983) 91-8, Kahil (1977), Themelis (1971), Deubner (1966) 207-8.
^See Sourvinou-Inwood (1988) 67.

’̂ in practical terms, it is highly unlikely that all girls participated in the ritual. Those chosen must have 
represented their peers; see Sourvinou-Inwood (1988) 114-6.
^*The arkteia  marked the beginning of the transition which culminated in menarche\ see Sourvinou-Inwood 
(1988) 25-26, 29, 67.

^®Cf. Tzanetou (2000) 202 ‘Ipliigenia ... remains pennanently arrested in a liminal phase’.
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failed transition back to life)“ , and now her fate to sei^e forever in Brauron, a place most 

strongly associated with girls’ transitions, but which also represents a failed transition for 

Iphigenia since she can never leave. The text of IT  tells that she will even die and be buried 

at Brauron. Archaeological evidence may support that Iphigenia was worshipped at 

Brauron®’. If the audience is aware of this, the impact and poignancy o f Athena’s words are 

doubled, for the fate of Iphigenia is shown to be sealed beyond hope of alteration. The 

association with failed transition through the arkteia at Brauron is reinforced by Iphigenia’s 

own cult presence here. We saw in ch. 3 .1 (40-42) how the description o f the ‘meadows’ of 

Brauron where Iphigenia will dwell evokes her failed transition to marriage (as the image of 

the meadow also does in Hipp ). But we should note further that both marriage and failed 

transition are to be elements in the cult offerings Iphigenia will receive. Clothes of mothers 

who die in childbirth will be dedicated to her. These women, unlike Iphigenia, have 

completed the transition to marriage, and to death, and Iphigenia’s honours, like her 

presence in the meadows, will thus serve as a constant reminder of her own failed and 

fictitious marriage. Yet women who die in childbirth are simultaneously comparable to 

Iphigenia since they also have failed in their transition to womanhood, which was completed 

on the birth of the first child®̂ . In the context of Brauron and the arkteia we may also read 

a,n ironic inversion of the shedding of the krokotos in the dedications o f garments to 

Iphigenia. Girls who participated in the arkteia wore a yellow garment (the krokotos) which 

w/as shed on completion of the ritual, and the girls then returned to the community. By 

contrast, Iphigenia receives garments of women who, like herself, will never return to the 

community. There is no supporting evidence for dedications o f garments specifically of

^Compare the figure of Alcestis in her name-play who escapes death through the intervention of Herakles, 
butt is restored to her husband and family.
^'The excavator of the site, loannis Papadimitriou, idenitified a heroon of Iphigenia in Papadimitriou 
(19155) 119, discussed by Scullion (2000) 229 and n.36, who rejects the idea that there was a heroon of 
Iphjgenia large enough to contain dedications of garments. But the association of Iphigenia with Brauron 
andl the fact that garments were dedicated there, whether to Artemis or to Iphigenia, are not insignificant 
fact ors for audience response, even if technically, the garments were not dedicated to Iphigenia. See also 
Dov.vden (1989) 25 and note that the temple of Artemis excavated at the site dates from around 500 BC and 
wouild be less than a hundred years old when IT was produced, though as Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 57n.67 
notes, cult seems to have begun at c. 700 BC, on which see also Themelis (1971). Kahil (1983) examines 
the relationship between myth and the archaeological and iconographical evidence at Brauron.
®̂ Sete King (2002) 80 who also describes the real ways in which women could become trapped between the 
categories of parthenos and gyne\ Dowden (1989) 44 notes that ‘those who die at childbirth fail to complete 
the passage and are associated with Iphigenia, symbol of the passage’. I feel more emphasis should be 
placed on Iphigenia as a symbol of the fa iled  passage/ transition; Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 420-1 also 
remairks on the fact that 'Iphigenia did not make the transition to the state of gyne’, she sees Iphigenia’s 
association with death in childbirth as the result of a drift, attracting the whole category [of all death in 
childlbirth] to Iphigenia’. This may well have been the case in actual cult practice, though we do not know, 
but im Euripides’ play, tliere is an obvious chain of links which shows Iphigenia in a state of failure to 
compjlete transitions, not a general drift.
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women who died in childbirth. However, dedications to Artemis o f clothes and votive 

offerings by girls and women were common throughout Greece^. Even if such specific 

dedications were unattested at the time o f production o f IT, it is such a small variation on 

common practice that the audience are unlikely to have rejected it. A further incisive irony 

in the resolution o f Iphigenia’s fate is her new association with death and childbirth, two 

significant elements in her eariler reproaches to Artemis. At 380-82 Iphigenia finds fault 

with the goddess who rejects the taint o f death and childbirth from her temple can 

simultaneously rejoice in human sacrifice and deems it impossible^. Here, in a very subtle 

way, there may be a suggestion that Iphigenia is being punished for her previous outburst by 

her prescribed cult being associated with the very elements Artemis rejects from her own 

altars^.

As can be seen through my arguments in this section, I do not consider the cults 

described at the end o f I T  to be complete Euripidean invention^. There is enough evidence 

to suggest, at least, connections with established cults, and there is a great deal more to be 

gained in dramatic terms by alluding to elements o f recognisably established practice. Of 

course, there is no doubt that Euripides exploited certain rituals above others, and that he 

tailored these in accordance with his dramatic purpose. But there is good evidence 

throughout I T  that Euripides was generally faithfial to cultic realities® ,̂ and my approach has 

been to accept the cultic prescriptions at the end o f the tragedy as, at least to some extent, 

reflecting and evoking actual contemporary experience or knowledge o f such experience.

Inscriptions preserved from Brauron attest the dedication of clothes among other offerings, see Linders 
(1972), Kahil (1983) and for dedications to Artemis in general see Cole (1998) 36-42.
*^For further discussion of this passage, see ch. 6.3 below,
®^0n pollution in childbirth, see Parker (1983) 32-75.
^^Scullion (2000) argues that cultic aitia in Euripides, including those in IT, are largely his own invention. 
He says 229-30 ‘I am not prepared to conclude that as a matter of sheer coincidence so many anomalous or 
otherwise unknown cults or aitia both really existed and just happened in addition to suit Euripides’ 
thematic needs as well’. Scullion also argues that, 218, ‘it is easy for us to forget that no Athenian could 
have participated in anything like the full complement of distinct rituals for distinct divinities perfonned in 
Attica in a given year, or been familiar with all the aitia traditionally attached to them ’. Scullion’s points 
are not invalid. O f course, the aitia in any given play are exploited to suit Euripides’ thematic purposes, and 
it is probably true that not all Athenians were aware of all cultic practice. There is no doubt that Euripides 
did some inventing in his aitia, as is evident in IT  from the false etymology ascribed to Artemis Tauropolos 
(1453-7). Nevertlieless, for the aitia to be dramatically successful, they must reflect some degree of cultic 
reality, since part of the tragic experience is to identify with what is happening in the play. And 
fiirthermore, there is clear evidence that the aitia recounted in IT  were identifiable as, at the least, variations 
of established cults and cultic practice. As for audience response to cultic cues, it is always the case in 
response to performance that not everyone will pick up on every cue. This does not mean that the cues are 
not there; cf. ch. 7, 159-63 on audience response to cues.
®’ See p. 133, above, and Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 291-458. There may have been a further reference to 
Brauron in the probable lacuna at 1469, perhaps instructing the chorus-women to go with Iphigenia to 
Brauron, see Cropp (2000) ad loc, however, this is mere conjecture, and would not add much to infonnation 
of cultic practice. On the probability of a lacuna here, see also Kovacs (2000) 22-3.
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6.3 Belief in and Characterization o f the Gods

We now turn to the best known passage of the I T  as regards theology. In a climactic 

moment, Iphigenia expresses her frustrations with the barbaric nature o f the demands of 

Artemis’ cult, continuing with a general expression of faith in the good motives of the gods 

and reference to human sacrifice within her own ancestry: 387-91 t o . Tai^aAoy Beoia-r^
€<7Tiot(i,aTal Hmcrra, Kpivio, TraiJog "fjcrd^vai ^ o p ^ ,\  T0 O5 €v6a2’, a'!no'jq ovrag  av6pam oK76vo’j(;,\

€$ Tijv fleov TO (j>avXov ava(f>€pfiv SoK(7r\ ouSeva o7ju.ai 3a((x,ovwv eivai KaKov. This passage is 

significant on a number of different levels. It can easily be used to highlight the barbarous 

nature o f Thoas, and to place the burden o f responsibility for the cult firmly on his 

shoulders®*. Of course it is easy, at first glance, to blame the evil barbarian, but this is not an 

easy play, and we are given several indications throughout the tragedy that Artemis is in fact 

largely responsible for the cult o f human sacrifice. We saw in the last chapter how the 

Greeks’ perpetration o f human sacrifice within their own ancestry in the past, and Artemis’ 

identity as a Greek goddess, undermine the barbarity o f the Taurians, but there are further 

important markers in the play which guide audience response to see Artemis as ultimately 

responsible for the bloodthirsty rite. Iphigenia consistently seeks to lay blame with mortals, 

whether Greek or Taurian, for Artemis’ demands o f human sacrifice. Her own sacrifice is 

highlighted as Calchas’ interpretation o f the demand, and Iphigenia’s anger and desire for 

revenge is directed towards Helen and Menelaus, as the causes o f the Trojan war"'’. But 

there is no doubt that Artemis is behind the request, as is reflected in the present situation of 

ritual killing. Every version of the myth includes Artemis as the responsible deity. Iphigenia 

is tied to the goddess -indeed identified strongly with her, as I have argued- and it is not in 

her interest to blame Artemis, but her frustration with her plight forces her to seek a party 

to blame, like other Euripidean characters (e.g. Herakles). But Euripides subtly directs 

attention to Artemis’ responsibility by juxtaposing descriptions o f the slaughter at Aulis, and 

present slaughter in Artemis’ cult™. The first, and therefore most impressive, instance of this 

comes in the prologue speech. Iphigenia explains that she was sacrificed ’Apre/iiSi (10) and 

continues to describe the process o f  events which led to her arrival in the Taurian land. This 

account is followed directly by specific reference to the voiiota-w oTa-iv 'rjSerai dea (35)^', and

®*E.g. Cropp (2000) ad 380-91 sees 'the ‘higher’ conception of divinity .. . [as| validated by the development 
and outcome of the play’.
*’Sour\ inou-Inwood (2003) 32 also stresses the emphasis on the human agents of the sacrifice.

discuss the first three e.xaniples below (10-39, 214fT., and 337-9), but c f similar examples at 770-6, 
853-72.
” Cf 388, and discussion below on the gods delighting in abhorrent acts.
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to ’'ApTe/u.15, eop-rrj  ̂tovvo/j,' koXov i/.6vov (36). The rites for this festival are to sacrifice any 

Greek man w ho ventures into the land (3 8 -9 )’l  Similarly at 214ff., Iphigenia laments her 

ill-fated marriage in Aulis, and this is immediately follow ed by her present plight 220: 

ayofAoj areKvoj arroAij The fact that she mentions being unmarried first serves to

strengthen the contrast betw een Aulis and her current fate.

Our third exam ple provides the context for Iphigenia’s doubts quoted above. This 

context is important. The Herdsman has finished explaining how  he and his fellow  herdsmen 

apprehended the tw o fiigitives, in fact t o  tJjj Seod (329) as he calls them, which again 

em phasizes Artem is’ responsibility. H e concludes as fo llow s 334-7; 6 kcribMv oaov to^ojI 

xepvt^ aq  r e  Ka'i cr^xiyeT en eiin e  croi.l roia^ ', o) veavt, aoi §evwvI n apelva i.

The repetition o f  aoi show s how  the Herdsman’s lines cleverly highlight Iphigenia’s role in 

the cult o f  human sacrifice. H e does not say ‘the king sent the strangers to the tem ple’, or 

even ‘to the god d ess’, but ‘to  y o u ’, to Iphigenia. Similarly, Iphigenia is advised to pray for 

sacrificial victim s for herself. She subsequently blames the local people for being 

avSpumoKTovoui; (389).

This show s Iphigenia attempting to distance herself from the ritual o f  which she is an 

integral part. She cannot openly reproach Artemis w ho is here characteristically both her 

saviour and her destroyer. But w e  have seen how  Iphigenia attaches blame for her sacrifice 

to  the G reeks rather than Artemis, who is only called saviour in this play (never destroyer)^“ 

aind is appealed to for salvation^^ It is worth noting, how ever, that the first account o f  the 

sacrifice at Aulis describes Artemis not as saving Iphigenia, but as s tea lin g  her (28). Calling 

th e  sacrifice a theft contributes to  the negative portrayal o f  Artemis. It is precisely because 

Iphigenia w as stolen away that no one know s she is alive, and she remains trapped in 

miisery. Again in this context, the outcom e o f  the play is grim, as it ultimately condones 

saicrilegious theft (o f  Iphigenia and o f  Artemis in the person o f  her statue).

Iphigenia’s argument at 380-91 seem s perfectly logical- h ow  can a god d ess who  

apparently abhors blood and death sim ultaneously delight in it? It is contradictory, and 

therefore one o f  the tw o  options must be false. Iphigenia thus declares that she disbelieves 

th e second option, and the one with which she has been forcibly associated. This is indeed a 

cle ver piece o f  Euripidean rhetoric, but Iphigenia’s argument is not in fact as solid as it 

seem s. Firstly, the tw o kinds o f  b lood and death in question are very different. The kind

72,

73
Om the textual validity of 38-9, see p. 8n.8.
Reading L witli Cropp (2000), see Cropp (1997) 27-9, though Most (2000) 352 n .l5  argues against this

readiing.

’“’Umlike Apollo who. Orestes suggests, is the reason that he is perishing (711-15). 
’^Cf. 784, 1083-4, 1399.
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which the goddess abhors is polluted- the taint o f  murder, childbirth, or corpse, all 

long-since regarded as unclean in Greek religion’®. But the blood o f  sacrificial victims comes 

from offerings which have been purified for slaughter and are clean. This very dichotomy 

will soon be exploited by Iphigenia when she alleges to Thoas that she must purify Orestes 

and Pylades from the stain o f  matricide before they can be consecrated. Pollution by touch 

is also exploited through the report that the statue has been tainted by the hands o f the two 

men and must also be purified. Furthermore, the apparent contradiction in Artemis’ 

practices, objected to by Iphigenia, is in fact very much in keeping with her persona in 

Greek religion. It is difficult to capture the essence o f  the goddess Artemis, but much work 

has been done on examining the fluidity o f  her attributes and their apparent paradoxes. She 

is simultaneously protector and destroyer o f  young creatures’’, patron o f  the unmarried but 

also o f  childbirth’*, and is associated with fertility’® and liminal landscapes such as mountains 

and water, both still and running*®. So we see that contradiction is part o f  Artemis’ religious 

character. W e also note that the Taurian cult is not the only barbaric rite associated with this 

deity. There are several uncivilized rites ascribed to Artemis’ various cults, and stories o f  

violent punishment o f  any who provoke her anger*'. In this respect she resembles Dionysus, 

who is also the only other god to be traditionally accompanied by a band o f  initiates*^. It

’®See Parker (1983) 32-73 on the pollution of birth and death, and 104-43 on the pollution of murder.
” See Lloyd-Jones (1983) 88.
’*As is attested in IT. her servants are virgins, but she is also known as Artemis Lochia ‘birth-bringer’
(1097).
’^Artemis’ association with fertility is reflected in her demand on Agamemnon as retold in this play, c f 
n.41, above.
*°See Burkert (1985) 149-52 and Cole (1998) for a general overview of Artemis’ characteristics, Farnell 
(1896) ii, 427-8 on associations with still and running water, Vernant (1998) 11-30 on otherness and 
liminality, M arinatos (2000) passim  on evolution from potnia theron and links with the warrior.

Apart from the bloody Taurian cult, worship of Artemis Orthia in Sparta involved flagellation of young 
male initiates (drawing blood). At the festival of Artemis Laphria, animals were thrown alive on the 
sacrificial pyre and forced back on if they tried to escape (Paus. 7.18.11-13). Sourvinou-Inwood (1996) 183 
calls Artemis a ‘death-bringing deity’ and Vernant (1998) 109n.5 remarks ‘Farce qu’elle frappe 
brusquement, sans qu’on s ’y attende, et qu’elle tue d ’un coup, le trait qu’ajuste Artemis est une “douce 
fleche” , la mort qu’elle envoie “une tendre mort” .’ Vernant refers us to Od. 5.123, 11.172-3, 18.202, 20.60, 
80.

Myths recounting the violent wrath of Artemis when slighted include the story of Actaeon who is tom 
limb from limb by his own hounds after offending Artemis because, according to E. Ba. 339-40, he boasted 
tliat he was a better huntsman (other versions of his offence are found in Stesich. fr. 236, where he was 
Zeus’ rival with Semele, or in Diod. Sic. 4.81.4 where he wished to marry Artemis, or in OvidA/ef. 3.138ff. 
where he surprised Artemis bathing). Another prominent myth illustrating the goddess’ violent anger is that 
of Callisto, one of Artemis’ nymphs, whom she turned into a bear (Hes. fr. 163) after Callisto lost her 
virginity, having been ravished by Zeus; on Artemis and her associations with bears and the ritual of the 
arkteia at Brauron, see ch. 6.2 above. Together with Apollo, Artemis kills the children of Niobe after the 
latter had boasted about the great number of her children (//. 24.604ff.). Having been assaulted by the 
hunter Orion, she slays him (Oc/. 5 .121-4 ;cf 11.572-5). According to Pindar Py//j. 4.90, Tityos was killed
by Artemis for m anhandling her mother Leto. See also Cole (1998) 30-32 on the anger of Artemis.
82 On the relationship between Artemis and Dionysus, see Brule (1987) 287-335, esp. 314-5.
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seems that we must conclude that Iphigenia is deceived in her statement. Artemis does, in 

fact, delight in the nomoi (35) of human sacrifice. This is confirmed in the exodos of the 

tragedy. Athena gives Orestes orders to establish a new cult to Artemis at Halai, and says 

1458-61 voju.ov T€ deg orav eopraJ^ji Xe(o^,...eTricrxeT(o npog av^pog aT/xa t ’

e^avierojl ocr'iai; cKari 6ea 6’ m ioq  rijLtaj e%7j. The fact that the shedding of blood in Greece is 

described as a nomos associates this ritual most strongly with its more barbaric counterpart 

which was previously called a nomos in the Taurian community. Furthermore, the use of the 

terms depi] and reminds us of Iphigenia whose father put his sword ((fxzcryavov) to her 

(854). Like the term nomos and its previous use, SepTj also reminds us o f a context of 

extreme violence, and the parallel is intensified here by the fact that the words for ‘sword’ 

and ‘throat’ hold exactly the same line position in each case. Athena’s prescription reveals 

that the shedding of blood is a necessary and pious element in the cult of Artemis, and that 

the goddess will not be satisfied by mortal worship unless blood-letting is part o f the ritual 

in her honour. Although death will be averted in the new cult, Euripides is careful to show 

that the barbaric element of the cult does not (perhaps cannot) disappear altogether*^ When 

Athena explains to Orestes that this should be established ‘as a penalty for your slaughter’, 

it implies that Artemis did  in fact demand the sacrifice o f Orestes in her Taurian cult, but is 

willing to accept this less barbaric substitute as compensation for his escape from sacrificial 

death.

Within the immediate context of Iphigenia’s statement at 381-90, the story of 

Tantalus also consolidates this conclusion. After Iphigenia has proclaimed her trust in 

specific gods- Artemis and her parents Zeus and Leto, she simultaneously broadens and 

personalizes the spectrum of her proclamation. She doesn’t believe that the ‘gods’ (in 

general) delighted in her forefather Tantalus’ feast, that is the human flesh o f his own son, 

slaughtered by his own hands. And furthermore, she doesn’t believe that any deity is bad. 

But the echo back to her original description in the prologue speech o f Artemis delighting 

in the cult o f human sacrifice (35) is unmistakable. And the story of Tantalus, though not 

irrelevant, comes as a sharp break from the thread of the argument: how can Artemis be 

responsible for human sacrifice?-1 don’t believe the gods delighted in the feast prepared by 

Tantalus- the Taurians must be responsible for the cult since deities cannot be bad. In 

contrast to her blaming the Taurians for Artemis’ barbarous cult, Iphigenia offers no

*^Goff (1999) 122 and Wolff (1992) 329 and n.60 have noted the continuance of violence and bloodshed 
involved in the drawing of blood prescribed for Halai. However, they are in the minority, with most scholars 
interpreting the new cult as ‘superior [and] civilized’ (Sourvinou-Inwood (1991) 231). It cannot be denied 
that the cult at Halai will be less barbaric, but it will still retain a strong association with human sacrifice 
and will continue to shed human blood, if  only symbolically.
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explanation for the story o f  Tantalus. The verbal echo delighting in thus serves to remind 

the audience that Iphigenia had previously ascribed the cult unequivocally to the goddess*'^. 

This undermines the confidence o f  Iphigenia’s statement and highlights her confusion. I 

believe, with Sansone, that the version o f the myth which Iphigenia has in mind, when she 

speaks o f  the feast prepared by Tantalus, is that in which the gods realised that the meal was 

miasmic, and only Demeter, who was stricken with extreme grief over the loss o f  her 

daughter Kore, was so distracted that she ate a piece o f  flesh. The gods are collectively 

horrified by this crime. Pelops is brought back to life and given an ivory shoulder to replace 

the mouthful eaten by Demeter*^, and Tantalus himself is punished with eternal torment*®. 

Human sacrifice is a very real issue in this play, and there is no reason to infer from the text 

that Iphigenia does not believe that Pelops was killed by his father, just as she was by hers. 

Iphigenia says that she does not believe the gods delighted in the meal o f  human flesh. The 

turn o f  phrase used by Iphigenia suggests that she does not doubt the human crime, rather 

she cannot believe in divine error. This seems to be confirmed in the next two lines when 

she blames the local human bloodthirstiness for the murderous cult o f  Artemis. 

Furthermore, the matter-of-fact acceptance o f  family crimes by the siblings can be observed

*■*7116 story of Tantalus also stresses the contrast between divine time and human time. Divine time is 
endless in contrast to the ephemeral nature of human existence. Here the gods are presented as having failed 
to learn through time. Compare Aeschylus in whom time ekdidaskei (and see De Romilly (1968) 60fl'.), in 
contrast to time as presented in Euripides which is linked to the versatility of time, not the justice that time 
produces (see De Romilly (1968) 116). Iphigenia does not beiieve that they ‘delighted in’ the miasmic meal, 
yet Artemis is presented by Iphigenia as ‘delighting in’ the rite of human sacrifice. This is the cni.\ of 
Iphigenia’s dilemma in rationalizing the actions of the gods.
*^Note the influence of this m>lh on the cult of Pelops at Olympia, where a larger-than-life shoulder blade 
was on display (Paus. 5.13.4-6 and see Burkert (1983) 99n.30 for other sources); for a discussion of this in 
the context of aetiology, see Nagy’s excellent analysis (1994) 126ff.
*®Our sources for this version of the m\1h are mostly late, apart from Bacchyl. fr. 42. Others include schol. 
on Pin. 01. 1.40; Apollod. Epit. 2.3; Hyginus Fab. 83, but note with Slater (1989) 497, that ‘Pindar knows 
of a myth in which Pelops is chopped limb from limb into the boiling water of a cauldron; he knows of a 
myth whereby Pelops is taken from a cauldron with an ivory shoulder’.

In the first Olympian Ode, Pindar refuses to believe that Tantalus served up Pelops’s flesh to the gods, and 
says that he cannot call any of the blessed gods a 'Yaa-rpliiapyov (O/. 1.52-3). He retells the myth saying that 
Pelops was abducted by Poseidon and taken to Olympus (on Pindar’s version of the myth, see Nagy (1994) 
116-135); however, Sansone (1975) 288-90 argues convincingly against reading IT  380-9Ias corroborating 
Pindar’s version, since there is an important parallel between Pelops and Iphigenia, who are both 
slaughtered at the hands of their father and saved from death by the gods, and this is too strong to ignore. 
O ’Brien (1988) 105 n. 19 rejects Sansone’s analysis and reads 386-8 ‘as saying, with Pindar, that there was 
no cannibal feast from which Pelops was rescued. The relevant part of his legend is the marriage contest’. I 
agree with O ’Brien that marriage is thematically important in the play, but 386-8 is Tantalus’ legend as it is 
presented rather than Pelops’. The story is about Tantalus’ relationship with the gods, and only b> 
implication about Pelops, who is not actually named here. Cropp (2000) ad loc understands that the feast 
occurred, but that Tantalus did not serve Pelops’ flesh. But it seems to me, tliat it is incredibly difficult to 
separate one from the other. A further suggestive piece of text for the rejection of Pindar’s version is IT 
1415 where the Messenger reports that Iloo-e/Swy, neXaniSai^ evavrioq, for in Pindar, Pelops is a
favourite of Poseidon (note that here (1414) as in the prologue to Tro. Poseidon is on the side of the Trojans 
rather than that of the Greeks as in the Iliad).
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throughout the play* .̂ The myth of Tantalus sei^'es in this instance to consolidate the 

implication that while Iphigenia claims not to believe ill o f the gods, divine arbitrariness and 

fallibility are in fact very real. This is an important message in the play as a whole, and part 

o f what makes it serious and disturbing. Although the protagonists escape physical death 

through divine intervention at the end o f the tragedy, their whole lives are shown to be 

spent as puppets acting only when and how the whims of anthropomorphic gods allow 

them. Iphigenia’s life was taken for Artemis and she has spent and will spend the rest of her 

days in Artemis’ service. Orestes has been driven to matricide by Apollo, and subsequently 

hounded by the Furies around the world (though tried and acquitted by Athena on the 

Areopagus), until he establishes a cult to Artemis at Halai. Both siblings are oppressed by 

the force of Poseidon when they are trying to escape in their ship, and their future can only 

be resolved by Athena, a deity much less connected to the protagonists than their respective 

patrons Artemis and Apollo. Iphigenia has good reason to question the motives of the gods, 

but the grim reality o f this play shows that it is ultimately futile. The answer to Iphigenia’s 

basic question ‘how can the gods really take part in abhorrent rituals?’ is that they just do, 

and the theological message of the play implies that our lives are beyond our control.

Like Iphigenia, Orestes also expresses doubts about his patron. But while Iphigenia 

s.eeks to understand and rationalize the rituals in honour o f Artemis, Orestes simply believes 

tlhat Apollo has lied and lured him to his death. From the very outset, there is a tension in 

the conversations between Orestes and Pylades, with Orestes having lost his faith in Apollo, 

amd Pylades defending the god (103-5)**. At one point, Orestes claims that Apollo has sent 

hi m on this mission a l d o T  t <7jv  -n a p o ^  /x a v reu fia T w v  (713)*® . Orestes’ lack of faith in his patron 

contributes to the negative characterization o f Apollo, which never really disappears, since 

he; fails to manifest himself in any way during the play*. Both siblings express doubts 

pertaining to their patrons, and both also speculate as to the motives o f the gods in 

geineraP'. The context for Iphigenia’s speculation is human sacrifice, that o f  Orestes is

*’ S ee also ch. 3.3, 63-7 for discussion o f the recognition scene which uses tokens exclusively connected to 
famiily crimes.

**Seech. 7.1. 181-2.

*®The god Apollo is ashamed in human terms at the suffering he has caused Orestes; c f  Ion 367 where 
Creiasa tells Ion that Apollo altrxuverai ‘is ashamed' at what he has done, and see Cairns (1993) 302 and 
n .l3  5. Gods in tragedy, like humans are concerned about disapproval; c f  Ion 1557-8, where Athena tells us 
that Apollo does not want to incur blame, and Hel. 884-6 where Aphrodite does not want men to disapprove 
of her. These passages are also adduced by Cairns (1993) 302n. 135.

^On the possibility that Apollo is the “voice” which booms out from within the ship at the moment of 
escape, see below, 150-2.

^'Thiis is not uncommon among Euripidean characters. The gods are unwise or unjust at Andr. 1164-5, El. 
971-2, 1245-6, Her.347, Jon 441-3, 1313, Or.417 (c f  Hipp. 120, Pho. 86). Mortals do not believe the stories 
told about the gods at / /e r  1340-6 (doesn’t believe the gods have affairs), 7>o.971-82 (Hecuba doesn’t
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dreams. He tells Iphigenia at 571-2 oud' oi cro<l>o'i y e  â/ju-ovê  KeKX'r)(j,evoi\ TrrqvMv ove/pwv eiV/V 

aipevMarepoi. The notion of gods as deceptive will then be consolidated by Orestes when he 

proclaims that Apollo himself has deceived him (711). Of course, the outcome o f the play 

shows that neither dreams nor gods are in fact intrinsically deceptive, but humans do fail to 

understand them. Though both siblings express doubts as regards divine will, their doubts 

are very different. Orestes’ general doubt of the gods reflects his complete lack o f faith in 

the god Apollo, while Iphigenia is still very much a respectful servant of Artemis, Just as 

Iphigenia prays to the goddess for help on more than one occasion®^, we notice that Orestes 

has no inclination to appeal to Apollo.

The uncertainties about the gods, specifically Artemis and Apollo, which have been 

cultivated through the play, are confirmed by the figure of Athena as dea ex machina. 

Athena is not completely unconnected to the plot, and there are logical dramatic reasons for 

her appearance at the end of the play. As early as line 90, Orestes had explained that his 

mission was to bring the statue of Artemis ‘to the land of the Athenians’, and he also relates 

his experiences there (939-78). Thus it makes sense that the patron goddess o f Athens 

should prescribe the cults to be established in Attica. Nevertheless, the absence of Artemis 

and Apollo is most apparent. It is never made clear whether or not they had a hand in 

helping their respective proteges at any point in the course of the drama.

There is, however, one final supernatural manifestation that we should discuss, 

which may perhaps imply the presence of Apollo. This occurs once more in the Messenger’s 

speech. He describes how Orestes lifts his sister and the statue safely onto the ship, and then 

at 1385 va6<; f̂ ecrr}<; t i j , which spurred the Greeks on. It seems from

other parallels in tragedy, that this “voice” which speaks is not human. Certainly, it is 

strange that the Messenger, who has had no difficulty in identifying Iphigenia or Orestes as 

speakers up to this point in his narrative, should suddenly describe Orestes (who would be 

the most likely candidate for this utterance) as ‘some voice’. There are three parallels for 

such a divine voice speaking out to the characters: Andr. 1147, Ba. 1078-9, and S. OC 

1623-4®^ In all these cases, the divine voice precipitates death for a protagonist. In A/idr 

the voice rouses the Delphians to kill Neoptolemus, in Ba. the voice instructs the maenads 

to punish Pentheus, in OC the voice leads Oedipus to his death. This is an important

believe the goddesses took part in a beaut>' contest); see Lefkowitz (2003), Cropp (2000) a d  380-91, Yunis 
(1988) 144n .i0 , Mastronarde (1986).
’^Iphigenia prays to Artemis at 1082-88, 1230-33, 1398-1402.

^^These examples are noted by both Cropp (2000) ad  IT  1386, and Sansone (2000) 170n.46, There is an 
especially strong correlation between Ba. 1078-90 and O C  1621-9 discussed by Dodds (1960) a d  loc. He sees 
O C  as having inspired Euripides but does not take into account previous Euripidean examples.
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contrast to IT  in which the voice seems to encourage salvation, but since both Ba. and OC  

were produced after IT, it is impossible to argue that the benevolence o f  the voice in IT  

would have been thought unusuaP.

In the first two parallels, the ‘voice’ is easily identifiable, while Sophocles is vague in 

referring only to a ‘god ’®̂  In Andromache, the voice comes from the shrine o f  Apollo and is 

assumed to be his own’®. In the Bacchae, the voice must belong to Dionysus, and the 

Messenger himself acknowledges this (1079). In IT, however, it is much more difficult to 

identify the source o f  the voice® .̂ The most obvious candidate is Apollo. The voice says 

6%0ju,ev yap Mvnep o w €k' a^evov nopovl ea-iodev e/’creTrAet;cra(x.6v (1389-90) which

implies involvement in the mission. But identification o f  the voice as A pollo’s is far from 

certain, and such identification is undermined by Apollo’s complete lack o f  overt 

involvement at any point in the play®*. But whose voice could this be otherwise?

Sansone suggests an ingenious alternative®®. We noted in ch. 3.2 (47) that Euripides 

may have been inspired by features o f  the Argonautic saga in his depiction o f  Orestes’ 

katabatic-type voyage to the land o f  the Taurians. Sansone also sees connections between 

the two, in this instance through the actual ship used for the voyage. He reminds us that the 

Argo had a plank o f  Dodonian oak built into its hull which had the miraculous power o f  

speech, and further notes that this was known to the tragedians"” . Could it be that the 

miraculous voice which cries out from the centre o f  the ship is in fact part o f  the ship itself? 

This would certainly work in harmony with the voice’s actual utterance, for the ship has 

indeed ‘sailed through the Symplegades...’. There is nothing in the text that could confirm 

or deny the possible connection. But what is most important, is that Euripides has created a

®^Cropp (2000) ad loc. adduces Hdt. 8.37-9 which also involves an encouraging cry (from a temple) in a 
moment of crisis.
®̂ We note also the contrast between the death in OC, which releases Oedipus from his sufferings, and the 
violent malevolent deaths of Pentheus and Neoptolemus in the other two plays; for an undefined divine 
force in Sophocles compare also the OT, where Oedipus is guided by Tyche (at e.g. OT 1080).
®®Cf Andr. 1161-5 and Stevens (1971) ad loc..

punctuates 1384-5 in such a way as to make Artemis the divine figure behind the voice: ‘and the 
sky-fallen statue of the daughter of Zeus spoke out from the middle of the ship’. But, as Cropp (2000) ad loc 
points out, this leaves /3otj ti? with no construction, and is thus clearly a mistake. Like the mistaken 
attribution by L of 1487-9 to Apollo, this highlights audience expectation of intervention by at least one of 
the sibling gods, and simultaneously emphasizes Euripides’ refraining from introducing them.
®*At 1128-31, the chorus sing that Phoebus will lead the fiigitives safely to Athens. This could be used to 
argue that the voice is indeed Apollo’s, but the chorus have also just said at 1126-7 that Pan will urge the 
oarsmen on, in which case Pan is more likely to be behind the voice. It seems to me, at least, that the choral 
optimism here regarding Apollo’s guidance, serves to further undermine the god and highlight his complete 
lack of intervention.
®®Sansone (2000) 170. His suggestion arises through his examination of plot motifs from IT  which inspired 
Apollonius’ Argonautica.
'^^Sansone (2000) 170n.47 quoting A. fr. 20 (Radt) t t o O  3* ea-riv 'kp^oxx; Jepov auSaev îiXov;
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film of confusion through which we cannot grasp the real identity of the divine voice. It is 

certainly not Artemis, since the lines would make no sense if spoken by her, and we can 

never be sure whether or not the voice was Apollo’s. Matters are left simply too vague. In 

this way Euripides continues to suggest that Apollo does not come to his protege’s aid. And 

there is a further point which may be adduced to suggest that the voice is not Apollo’s. 

Immediately after the voice urges the sailors to row hard, the Messenger reports that they 

were pushed back by the waves and the winds at the mouth of the harbour (1391-5). We 

then learn that Poseidon was behind this attack (1415). The gods in tragedy can seek 

revenge on each other, but they do not collide with one another in the way that Apollo and 

Poseidon would here, if we interpret the voice as Apollo’s'®'.

Neither Apollo nor Artemis appears at the end of IT. Artemis’ silence as regards 

Iphigenia can be contrasted with her appearance in Hipp. and her concern for Hippolytus, 

also her faithful servant, but by choice (in fact, the choice which leads to his death). 

Apollo’s silence is also conspicuous in contrast to his appearance in Orestes and even his 

personal involvement in sending Athena at the end of Ion. It is Athena who resolves IT  also, 

and as she states in the exodos (1469-70), this is the second time she has saved Orestes. 

Apollo fails Orestes at his trial in Athens, and both Apollo and Artemis fail the siblings at 

the end of IT. Athena’s appearance in IT  recalls the end of Ion, which takes place at the 

temple of Apollo, and her arrival in Ion (as in IT) is not inappropriate since she prescribes a 

fijture in Attica for the protagonists, but it is noteworthy that in Ion she explains Apollo's 

absence and states that she has been sent by him {Ion 1556-1559); (m e v c r a c r '

’ATToXAajvoj 7 T o p a ,l  0 5  e j  i^uev oxpiv (r<l>(^v fj,oXeTv o w k  ijf/ou ,! t o j v  T za p o iQ e  fjuefj-ipig  e j  ^ lea -o v  

/u-oAtj,! tj/aS? TTe/ATrei touj Xoyoug uju.?v (^paerai. In IT, however, there is no such explanation 

for the absence of the protagonists’ divine patrons. This helps to consolidate the play’s dark 

message concerning the gods, which suggests that they will continue to be unpredictable 

and often unfair. When Athena concludes her speech, neither Orestes nor Iphigenia respond. 

They cannot, since they are offstage, trying to escape. They only hear Athena’s voice 

(1447). At the same time, however, their silence confirms human subordination to the gods 

and the compulsion to bow to fate. Simultaneously, by ruling out any response by Iphigenia 

and Orestes, Euripides leaves their reaction up to our imaginations, which have been 

conditioned by his characterizations in the play. As I have suggested throughout this thesis,

'“'For example, Artemis could not stop Aphrodite taking vengeance on Hippolytus in Hipp. because gods 
don’t interfere with each other. She vows to get revenge on Aphrodite at the end of Hipp., but even then, the 
revenge must be indirect. Artemis will kill the mortal most dear to Aphrodite (1420-22). Compare Gaia in 
IT. who gets revenge on Apollo for ousting her daughter from Delphi by sending humans prophetic dreams 
to override the Delphic oracle (1259-69). She does not attack Apollo him self directly.
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we can only imagine the siblings’ (particularly Iphigenia’s) frustration at the newly 

prescribed fate.

6. 4 The Choes

Apart from the two aetiologies revealed in the exodus, there is a third aition related 

by Orestes immediately after the recognition scene. Having rejected the resolution of the 

Eumenides, Euripides introduces his own aetiological connection between Orestes and 

Athens, that of the Choes ‘Pitcher’ festival, celebrated on the second day of theAnthesteria. 

This was the most important day in the three day festival, which involved the consumption 

of the new year’s wine, and it was preceded by the Pithoigia ‘Opening of the wine casks’, 

and followed by the days of the Chytroi ‘Pots’. Having surveyed the evidence for this 

festival gathered by Burkert, Hamilton and Robertson, it strikes me that Aristophanes’ 

Acharnians, produced in 425 BC, is our only source for the celebration of the Choes which 

predates Euripides’ But the picture presented by Aristophanes is in a comic context 

and unsurprisingly very different and much more sympotic'“ . It involves a drinking 

competition and a major feast with garlands, prostitutes and dancing {Ach. 1000-1232; esp. 

1085fF.). Therefore, how much of Orestes’ description of practice during the Choes is 

Euripidean invention is very difficult to gauge"^. However, one important feature of both 

accounts is the fact that all participants seem to have a vessel each from which they drink'”̂  

Also, the strong correlation between Orestes’ account and later sources suggests that 

Euripides was drawing on some elements at least of established practice in his aetiology, for 

it would be strange indeed for later tradition to be based solely on a few lines from 

Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tattris'^. Furthermore, the aetiology would lose its appeal were the

'^^Burkert (1983) 213-43, Hamilton (1992) passim , Robertson (1993) passim.

Ach. 1142 avunoriKa ra  npa'yiJ.aTa, which Sommerstein (1980) aptly translates as ‘it’s party tim e’. 
'H am ilton  (1992) 24 berates Euripides saying that ‘[his] version fits poorly with the canonical version of 

Orestes’ arrival in Athens given in Aeschylus’ Eumenides' and thus tries to bolster his argument that 
Aristophanes’ version of the Choes is more reliable than Euripides’, saying that IT  947-960, ‘obviously the 
key passage for interpreting the tone o f the festival [is] quite at odds with Aristophanes’ A charnians'. But 
there is no reason why Euripides’ version o f  events is required to tally with the earlier Aeschylean play. In 
fact, one o f the challenges o f  composing tragedies was being able to exploit a stock set o f myths in different 
ways. It is simply unacceptable to judge Aeschylus’ version ‘canonical’ and Euripides’ ‘poor’ because it 
introduces a different aition. Furthennore, it must be no surprise that the tone in IT  is ‘at odds with’ 
Acharnians. One is a tragedy, and one is a comedy, and this difference in genre (which e.xplains the 
difference in tone) remains unaddressed in Hamilton’s discussion. Even in his attempt to dism iss Euripides’ 
version o f the Choes, he is forced to admit, 50, that ‘the soinbemess o f mood accords well with other 
sources’.

'^^Perhaps another feature common to both comic and tragic accounts is the notion that this drinking 
festival was open to everyone: women and children (A. Ach. 1003), but also slaves, and in IT  this is extended 
to the unclean.

C f Nagy (1979) 279n.2 who offers the following insightful analysis o f an aition  ‘in the sense o f “a myth 
that traditionally  motivates an institution such as ritual”. [He stresses] "^traditionally" because the myth may
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audience not able to identify with the practices described. It is more probable that Euripides 

was drawing on alternative mythical tradition rather than entirely inventing the scenario'® .̂

Orestes describes what happened on his arrival in Athens (949-960) o'/' ecrxov 

§Evia fjuovorpaTre^a ju-oil Trape<7%ov'°*...cri'y73 ereicrr)va,vT' aTrpoo'^dejKTOv (m', dairo^ r'

ovcLi(j,'r)v TTMfMaTog t '  auTMv 1 ej ayyo^ '{<rov anaai BaKX'oul fi.erp'rui.a nX'T^pMaavreg elxov
f y  '  -y  ̂ -  » -v / » »*v / 1 / / t o-  t /  > ^  S I  /  10 9  I '

'iq O o v ^ v ... 'i )A 'y o 'j i /  Oe c r iy f )  K a O o K o v v  o v k  e /O e v a / ,1  i ^ e y a  o r r e v a ^ a jv  o u v c k  t j  ijwr^Tpog (p o v e u $  .1 k A u o j 

S ’ ' P iB ^ v a 'io ic r i rafM O, S u c n r - jx ^ l  T eA eT T jv  y e v e c r B a i ,  k c l t i  t o v  v o /x o v  /u ,ev e iv , I % 0 'rlpei; a y y o q  

riaAAaJos TijLtav Aewv"°. The fact that each person has an equal measure o f  wine in a vessel 

implies an individual chous which seems to derive, in this and later accounts, from the fear 

o f pollution which is associated with this festival"’. On this day, participants are extremely 

aware o f pollution and avoid it at all costs. Later sources tell us that all temples were roped 

off on this day, with only the temple o f Dionysus o f the Marshes left open (indeed, this was 

the only day o f the year on which it was open). It was also a day associated with ghosts and 

the belief that they roamed free during this day" .̂ Associating Orestes with the Choes is 

appropriate on two Important levels. Firstly, he is an easy symbol o f  horrific pollution, and

be a tradition parallel to tlie ritual not derivative from  it. Unless we have evidence otherwise, we cannot 
assume in any particular instance that an aetiological myth was an untraditional fabrication intended simply 
to explain a given ritual. The factor of motivating -as distinct from explaining- is itself a traditional function 
in religion, parallel to the traditional function of ritual. It is only when traditions of religion become 
obsolete that rituals may become so obscure as to invite explanations of a purely literary nature’; against this 
view, see Scullion (2000) who argues that Euripidean aetiology is largely invention, discussed n.66, above. 
'®̂ It is impossible to say with any ccrtainty whether or not Orestes’ association with the Choes festival is 
Euripidean invention, but note the reference to Orestes at A. Ach. 1167 in the contest of the wine festival. 
The chorus curse Antimachus wishing that (1165-8) irmaa-la^ eTra naTa^eie auroD ij.e6uujvl -rfjj
KeijxtXiK ’Ope<rTrji;\ Sommerstein (1980) ad loc., using the evidence of the scholia, explains that
Orestes is ‘a man who waylays people at night and steals their clothes’. But surely the reference to Orestes 
fj.aiv6(j.€vo  ̂ must also recall Agamemnon’s son as well as a more recent bandit. Olsen (2002) ad loc. does 
note the connection to Orestes as ‘the archetypal madm an’.
''’®The sense of aidos ‘sham e’ for the providing of hospitality here, in spite of Orestes’ polluted state, is 
noteworthy. Cairns (1993) 290 remarks on this passage that the aidos of those who offer Orestes hospitality 
‘must spring from their own ideas of what is right and from their sympathy for the unfortunate’. The 
sympathy of the Athenians for Orestes thus guides the audience to sympathize with him also.
’’’’ in addition to the parallels drawn between Orestes and Odysseus in ch. 3.2, we note that here again, 
Orestes resembles Odysseus, this time in Phaiacia. At Od. 8. 83-95, Odysseus, welcomed by the Phaiacians 
but saddened by the tales sung by the royal bard sheds tears and covers his head in shame w ith a purple 
cloth. Whenever he stopped crying, he would take up a double-handled goblet and pour a libation. Only 
Alcinous notices that he is ^apu (rrevdxovro^ (95).

Although the festival is in honour of Dionysus, as signalled by Ba,K%lou (953), the mention of ‘Pallas’ is 
worth noting as one further point which ties Athena into the play.
'"T h ere  is no mention of pollution in the Ac/iarnians', the individual pitchers there seem to facilitate the 
drinking competition.
1

‘Orestes is still pursued by the Erinyes in Athens. In this context it is interesting to note the concept of the 
Furies as souls of the dead, which in Greek thought presents a moral development from their primary 
chthonian nature; see Rohde (1966) 178-9. The Kares (Furies) are mentioned in various sources and have 
been commonly identified with souls or ghosts (see e.g. Breinmer (1983) 113-20; Robertson (1993) 203-5 
dismisses this association, but see Burkert (1983) 226-30).
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secondly he is pursued by his mother’s Furies, which evokes the idea of the unrestflil spirits 

o f the dead being present in the world of the living on this day"^ The aition is particularly 

appropriate to the context of the play, since it deals with the possiblilities of accepting 

pollution and barbarity and incorporating it into ritual. Exactly this procedure will be 

reflected in the final aition of the cult of Artemis Tauropolos for which Orestes himself is to 

be the founder. In this case also, the barbaric demands of Artemis are accepted and 

incorporated into ritual. The demand for blood will be fulfilled by a drop of blood shed as a 

symbol for a whole life.

6. 5 Sacrilegious Crime

The establishment of the cult at Halai necessarily involves the crime of asebeia (also 

hierosylidf^'^, because the statue of Artemis must be stolen from the Tauric temple and 

brought to Greece. The majority o f sources agree that this crime was punishable by death"^ 

yet IT  presents it as the will of the gods. We learn at the end of the play that it is condoned 

by Athena, but up to this point, it is only Apollo who is mentioned as approving of, indeed 

prescribing, this deed. He is also the same god who prescribed the matricide, and to a large 

degree he is responsible for the sufferings of Orestes. The act of theft committed by the 

siblings and commanded by Apollo is intended to evoke fear, just as Iphigenia fears Artemis 

when she considers the theft (995-8; cf 1012-14).

When placed into its contemporary historical context, it seems that the perpetration 

o f asebeia as an integral part of the plot was no arbitrary choice o f crime on Euripides’ part. 

Produced in 414"®, this play comes in the aftermath of the mutilation o f the Hermae in

"^A further aspect which suggests itself in connection with Orestes receiving hospitality in Athens is the 
dilemma of many contemporary leaders concerning the institution of xenia. As has been shown by Heniian 
(1987) 1-9, the post-archaic age experiences many difficulties in distingushing between xenia  and betrayal 
of the state (e.g. Pericles in 431 BC who converted his estates into public property to avoid the dilemina of 
fulfilling ties of xenia to his xenos who was king of Sparta; recounted in Thuc. 2.13). Here in IT, we have 
perhaps an analogous situation in that Orestes must be shunned as polluted, but simultaneously must be 
helped as a xenos\ c f  Theseus’ help to Heracles at the end of E. Her.
"‘‘Earliest Attic usage of this tern is found in Aristophanes {Wasps 945 (produced 422 BC) and Wealth 30 
(produced 388)) and Antiphon On the Murder o f  Herodes 10.3. The complexities of what the Greeks 
understood by the term hierosylia are discussed by Cohen (1983) 91-115 who concludes that it is impossible 
to distinguish between it and asebeia. Here I will use the term asebeia to describe a sacrilegious crime. 
There is never any doubt among the sources that theft of a sacred object from a temple counts as a serious 
sacrilegious crime, incurring a serious punishment; c f  Cohen (1991) 203-17.
"^Xenophon Mem. 1.2.62, Apol. 25, Lycurgus Against Leocrates 65, Isocrates Against Lochites (20) 6, 
Demosthenes Against Androtion (22) 69; alternative punishments are found in Xenophon Hell. (1.7.22) 
which describes the penalty for hierosylia as being refused burial in Attica and having one’s property 
confiscated, and Plato {Rep. 344b) says that such a person should be fined.
"'^he play was most likely produced in 414 or 413, either of which would work w'ell witli the impieties of 
415; see Platnauer (1938) xiv-xv and Cropp (2000) 60-62.
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Athens on the eve of the Sicilian expedition, which caused great public outcry and fuelled 

allegations against Alcibiades and his profanation of the sacred Eleusinian mysteries"^. A 

certain Andocides (in his speech On the Mysteries) confessed to being part of the group 

which mutilated the Hermae. He gave the names of his associates, but insisted that he 

himself had not taken part in the mutilation. His associates were condemned to death, while 

he was pardoned and went into voluntary exile soon afterwards. Public agitation was 

appeased, but for Thucydides at least, it was never known for certain who the perpetrators 

were"*. The public further pursued Alcibiades, one of the accused, who was also 

condemned to death, along with some of his family members, and had his property 

confiscated by the state. He managed to flee, however, and escaped death. Thucydides 6.53 

explains how the Athenians took bad advice and ended up imprisoning good men in the 

frenzy to get to the bottom of the matter. Against this background of current contemporary 

awareness o f impiety, it is striking that Euripides should show Apollo commanding such 

asebeia. Killing his mother as Apollo had ordered led to Orestes’ misery and madness, and 

Euripides gives us no reason, at any point before the very end of the play, to suppose that 

this act will not merely lead to yet more wretchedness for the mortals.

Iphigenia turns the theft into a mock ritual, the alleged washing of the cult statue to 

cleanse it from pollution. This would probably have recalled the Plynteria for a 

contemporary audience, which was the annual washing of the cult statue of Athena Polias"’, 

and this in turn would have lessened the association of impiety with the abduction of the 

statue. So Iphigenia, the mortal, tries to alleviate the burden of crime through ritual. By 

contrast, the third stasimon gives us a picture o f ruthless divinity willing to perpetrate 

terrible crimes, shameless by human standards, to secure a desired seat.

Such is the message we receive about the gods in IT. We are shown repeatedly in 

this play that the morals of humans do not apply to the gods. Artemis can demand bloody 

rites, Apollo can prescribe matricide and then leave his protege to seemingly endless 

suffering, to the point that Orestes threatens suicide and loses faith in Apollo altogether. 

The siblings receive no divine aid while carrying out their escape until the last moment, in 

fact they are victimized by Poseidon. When the humans are finally saved from death, the 

overriding message o f the third stasimon is confirmed. The gods do not really care for

"^The story is recounted in Thuc. 6.27ff.
I I ̂

Thuc. 6.53.6-15, who clearly sees the aversion o f panic as the main concern o f the Athenians; on the 
question o f  Andocides’ guilt, see Edwards (1995) 17-26, and in more detail, M acDowell (1962) 167-85. 
"^On the Plynteria  see Parker (1983) 26-7 and Steiner (2001) 109-11.
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humans. They are more concerned about receiving offerings and worship. By the end o f  the 

play, three new cults have been founded, an unprecedented number in any tragedy. 

Iphigenia had expressed her wish in her message to Orestes, to be brought back to Argos 

Tzpiv Bavelv (774). But the closing aition  reveals that she will never go back to Argos but 

rather stay in Brauron, where she w ill be buried when she dies  (1464). Thus w e see how  

Iphigenia’s wish is completely denied. As for Orestes, his greatest desire is to be purified 

from matricide and be rid o f  the Furies. But this is never explicitly addressed. Scholars have 

seen the mock purification as the final stage in Orestes’ purification'^®, but this is hardly 

divinely sanctioned. If anything, the mock purification is precisely that: mock, and there is 

no indication that an actual purificatory ritual takes place'^V W e noted above that the ritual 

set up in honour o f  Artemis ‘in recompense for [Orestes’] slaughter’ (1459) has a double 

implication (escape from slaughter to Artemis, or slaughter o f  Clytemnestra), but the 

immediate implication has to be ‘escape from slaughter to Artemis’ since the cult will be in 

her honour. Orestes is told to go to Halai, and Athena tells him kvravBa. vaov 'idpua-ai

/Speraj,! kmovuyi,ov TaupiK% novojv re a-o)v,\ ouj e|ie#z.o%0eij nepmoX(dv Ka& 'EAAa^al 

olcrrpois 'Epivuiov (1453-6). It is implied that this is the end o f  Orestes’ suffering (Apollo said 

that his trials would be over if he stole the statue, 92), but it is never overtly expressed. 

Athena’s words do not confirm that he will no longer be pursued by the Furies, nor that he 

has now been purified. We assume that his suffering is over, but the lack o f  any divine 

confirmation o f  this again suggests that the ending o f  this play is not unambiguously happy 

for Orestes'^^.

‘In Euripides the universe and man’s soul are portrayed as fragmented and unstable, but one o f the 

most characteristic achievements of Euripidean man is his power of analysis and his will to construct 

an order for himself, to impose intelligibility and often morality on the world he experiences. But this 

is also Euripidean man’s most tragic achievement: we, the audience, should not be misled by a 

character’s analytic skill, optimism, and general high-mindedness into accepting that the construct 

offered is adequate and that the faith professed is anything but flitile, if in fact the drama as a whole 

points to inadequacy and ftitility” ^̂ .

'^°E.g. Burnett (1971) 63, Harligan (1991) 89, W olff (1992) 317 and following him Goff (1999) 113. 

'^'When Burnett (1971) 63 asserts that ‘Iphigenia has given the cult image and the two erstwliile victim s a 
lustral Black Sea bath’, she bases her statement on pure speculation. No doubt, Iphigenia is preten din g  to do 
conduct a purificatory ceremony for the benefit o f the barbarians who are within earshot. But surely, the 
three Greeks are try ing to get on board their ship at this time, not actually fulfilling purificatory rites, 
'^^zanetou (2000), who analyses the IT  in terms o f  ritual also notes 201, that ‘Orestes’ and Iphigenia’s 
... return and new identity are not commensurate with complete reintegration in the com m unity’. 
'^^Mastronarde (1986) 204.
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This statement applies well to the portrayal o f tensions between gods and mortals in IT. 

Iphigenia and Orestes rationalize and seek to explain the commands o f the gods and their 

subsequent fates, but this ultimately fails because the gods are shown to live by their own 

standards, which are incompatible with human ideology. The human mistake is to judge the 

gods in human moralistic terms since they do not share such moral values. This is 

articulated by the divine prescriptions o f sacrilegious crimes which win out over piety'^^ and 

is emphasized by the fact that neither o f the sibling patrons comes to the aid o f their 

proteges. Athena alone comes to their assistance, but she is concerned with establishing 

cults in Attica, which will be under her jurisdiction, and shows no real awareness o f or 

concern for the human cares o f the siblings.

’ '̂‘Compare also how G reek  impiety wins out over barbarian piety in IT, on which see 5.1 passim , esp. 
107-9.
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7. Intertextuality

The study of intertextuality in classical Greek tragedy has attracted comparatively 

little scholarly attention'. One reason must be the fact that, because all Greek tragedy draws 

on a stock of legendary myths*, many of which are related in various forms in the Homeric 

epics, ‘it follows’, to quote Burian, ‘that tragedy [i.e. the tragic plot] is not casually or 

occasionally intertextual, but always and inherently so’^ However, I would like to offer a 

refinement of this analysis by suggesting that a basic tragic myth can be seen as an 

‘architext’, to use Genette’s term \ that is, the generic story-line, which does not in itself 

suggest conscious intertextual allusion on the part of the playwright. For example, the 

Electra plays of each of the three great tragedians are not intertextually linked simply 

because they deal with the same myth. The literary intertextuality must be apparent on a 

specific level, as is the case, for example in Euripides’ Electra’s parody o f the Aeschylean 

recognition tokens. This means that, when looking for intertextual allusions, we must 

separate the basic plot from the literary references. Furthermore, because tragedy is a 

performance, we have the added dimension of visual intertextuality to which an audience 

can respond^ But to what degree did a classical audience respond to intertexts with 

previous plays? As Mossman notes ‘The state of the audience’s knowledge is as much at 

issue as the state of the author’s in the criticism of drama, and of course it is even harder to 

recover because an audience is made up of individuals’®. The answer to the question of 

audience response to allusion must be, as Mossman argues, that some members picked up 

more intertexts than others, and hopefully most registered some, while the visual power of 

previous performances on the minds of the audience members cannot be underestimated^.

In a sense, investigating the intertextual relationship between Euripides and 

Aeschylus is an obvious exercise. It is generally acknowledged that Euripides repeatedly

' But see Gamer (1990) passim, and Zeitlin (2003); cf. Easterling (1997a) 29 ‘It would certainly be wrong to 
imagine tlie plays fiinctioning in a vacuum, sealed off from political and artistic interaction with other 
works’.
 ̂ With the exception of rare examples of historical tragedies, e.g. Aeschylus’ Persians and Phrynichus’ 

^iack o f  Miletus.
 ̂ Burian (1997) 179.

Genette (1982) 7.
 ̂ The Roman literary' tradition, by contrast to the Greek, has been much analyzed in terms of intertextuality. 

This may be because Latin literature is seen as more text-conscious than Greek. On the relationship between 
the Greek and Latin epics, see Nelis (2001). On intertextuality in Latin literature, see e.g. Edmunds (2001), 
Hinds (1998), Wills (1996), Conte (1986), Thomas (1986) and (1982), Morgan (1977), West and Woodman 
(1979); for furtlier bibliography, see Rabau (2003) and Hinds (1998).
® Mossman (1999) 8.
 ̂ Mossman (1999) 9-10, quoting Taplin (1978) 162 on tlie impact of visual effects.
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alludes to Aeschylean plays in his own works. Euripides was keenly interested in reading*, 

and it is clear that he read Aeschylus meticulously, though certainly not exclusively^. 

However, the way in which Euripides uses Aeschylean material is quite specific: he 

consistently picks out what could be seen as logistical problems in Aeschylus’ plays, and 

then offers a ‘better’ solution in his own'°. Euripides is, in effect, producing a metatext, or 

commentary on particular Aeschylean passages. These ‘better’ solutions are not without 

irony, though. The best known example is the recognition scene in Euripides’ Electra, 

which rationalizes the naive recognition tokens o f  Aeschylus’ Choephoroi, and supplants 

them with the proof o f  a scar. Electra’s rationalism, which caused her to mock the 

Aeschylean tokens, fails her, as the stranger is after all Orestes, and the tokens do  indicate 

his presence". There are more examples. From what we know o f  the lost Philoctetes  

plays'^, Euripides seems to challenge Aeschylus’ version in which Odysseus (Philoctetes’ 

enemy) comes to Lemnos unrecognized but undisguised. Euripides’ version has Athena 

disguise Odysseus, which in itself is very Homeric, but also implies that Aeschylus’ plot is 

not quite credible'^ Euripides’ Hik. 846-56, where it is stated that no one has the 

opportunity to observe details in battle, has generally been seen as a reaction to Aeschylus’ 

Seven  or Eleusinians'^. Similarly in Pho., Eteocles refuses to waste time by listing his

*E. Erechth. fr. 369.6 has a choms singing of the deUglUs of reading in old age. Sominerstein (1996) ad 
Frogs 943, where Euripides is portrayed as bookish, comments on the aforementioned fragment explaining 
that ‘Euripides’ devotion to literary culture was so extreme (for his tim e)’, that he could introduce such 
novel detail. Euripides’ character at Ar. Frogs 943 explains that one of his sources for writing tragedies is 
books: see Dover (1993) 34-5.
^AClion (1983) passim  finds correspondences between Euripides and Aeschylus on the level of plot (see esp. 
vol. i, 145ff. for discussion of Orestes’ fate after the matricide), but I can not agree with some of her 
conclusions concerning IT  (see nn.81 and 121, below). However, Aeschylus is by no means the only poet 
alluded to in Euripides. He clearly uses much Homeric material, see Goldhill (1986) 161-7 (on Euripides’ 
use of Homer in IT  which contains katabatic echoes and draws on Odysseus’ character in the portrayal of 
Orestes, see ch. 3.2. on the parallel between Achilles and Thoas, see ch. 5.1, 102-5). Euripidean plays also 
contain many references to other poets and indeed to philosophers; for poets see Garner (1990) 64-78, 90-7, 
100-176; for philosophers see Goldhill (1986) 222-243, Conacher (1998), Allan (2000a) and W right (2002) 
159-226. Euripides’ plays can be self-referential, with allusions to his own previously produced plays. This 
is particularly evident in the case of Orestes, discussed in this light by Zeitlin (2003). Furthermore, 
Euripides is not the only poet to read the work of his predecessors and contemporaries. Scodel (1999) 
167-84 captures this idea well in her discussion of the tragedians as ‘scrupulous readers’.
‘°Cf. Cropp (2000) 36 on IT. ‘In extending and combining the myths of Iphigenia and Orestes, Euripides 
was building especially on Aeschylus’ Oresteia, and improving on it’.
"M any scholars have wanted to delete this scene, but most modem scholars agree that it should be retained; 
see Bond (1974) contra Fraenkel (1950) App. D, and Goldhill (1986) 247ff., who explains that the 
‘interrelations between Euripides and Aeschylus’ Oresteia are...extremely important to an understanding of 
E lectro '. I am grateful to Judith Mossman for letting me read an unpublished paper on the Electra  plays. 
She discusses the failure of Electra’s rationalism in E. El. and further analyzes this as underlining divisions 
within the family.
"Our knowledge mostly rests on Dio of Prusa’s Oration 52.

'^Cf. E. Phil. fr. 790 (Nauck) which seems to be a direct response to A. Phil. fr. 249, commented upon by 
Aristotle at Poetics 1458b23.
'“'See Collard (1975) ad loc, tliough as he argues, it is not necessarily a ‘disingenuous sneer’ at Aeschylus,
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champions in a moment o f crisis, which is an obvious contrast to Aeschylus’ Eteocles in 

Seven‘\  Scodel discusses these examples'®, and concludes that ‘Euripides directs polemic 

against Aeschylus, while replacing Aeschylean material with openly Homeric local

motivations Euripides defends Homer even as he criticizes Aeschylus”’. However, one

need not see Euripides’ deviance from Aeschylus while alluding to him as criticism. His 

attention to the details o f  Aeschylus’ tragedies implies a large degree o f respect for the 

works'*. Indeed Euripides himself is not completely free from inconsistencies in plot, and he 

must also contend with the artificialities of the genre'^. Similarly, Euripides does not always 

replace Aeschylean material with Homeric. In IT, sections which directly challenge 

Aeschylus’ version cannot necessarily be traced back to a Homeric model. There is 

nonetheless a unique relationship and tension between the plays o f the two tragedians, and it 

is no accident that Aeschylus and Euripides are the two poets who duel with words in 

Aristophanes’ Frogs^°.

We have seen in ch.3.2 how Euripides draws on elements from Homer for his 

characterization o f  Orestes in particular*'. This chapter will address the intertextuality 

between Euripides’ Iphigenia in Taiiris and Aeschylus’ Oresteia. I will show how Euripides 

exploits and reworks Aeschylus’ trilogy in a way which cannot be ignored, and promotes his 

own version o f events. The relationship between IT  and the Oresteia is ideal for an 

investigation o f intertextuality because there is no imitation o f plot. That is, there is no real

'^Mastronarde (1994) ad Fhu. 751-2 acknowledges the textual allusion and discusses scholarly opinion on 
its significance.
'®But compare also E. fr. 506 from one of his Melanippe plays: ‘Do you believe that wrongdoings leap up to 
the gods on wings, and then someone writes them down on the folds of Zeus’ tablet, and that Zeus oversees 
it and dispenses justice for mortals? Not even the entire sky would suffice if Zeus were writing down the 
sins of men. nor would he be enough to examine them and send a punishment to each man. The fact is that 
Justice is somewhere here close by, if you want to see her’. This seems to be a direct response to A. fr. 281a. 
It is in quite a poor condition, but the general gist of the text is that Justice rewards the just and the unjust 
according to their deeds, writing the transgressions of the unjust on the tablet of Zeus and opening the 
record on the due day. Eur. fr. 506 may also be read in the context of Eum. where a divine figure similarly 
records the misdeeds of men 273-5 ‘For great Hades is the judge of mortals beneath the ground, and he sees 
all with his tablet-writing m ind’; c f  Cropp et al. (1997) ad  fr. 506.2.
'^Scodel (1999) 175.
'*Wolff (1992) 329 calls Euripidean references ‘a passing tribute’. I certainly agree that they are a ‘tribute’, 
but the references are serious and not merely fleeting acknowledgement.
'^C f Mastronarde (1994) ad Pho. 751-2 who compares Medea, IT  and Ion where messenger-speeches are 
heard though the moment is pressing, Scodel (1999) 76 notes that ‘Euripides as his career progresses seems 
less meticulous in motivating his introductory prologues, as if both he and his audience have with time 
grown accustomed to this convention’.
^*^he awkwardness of the passages mentioning Sophocles are discussed by Dover (1993) 7-9. It is suspected 
that he died while Aristophanes’ play was far advanced. This may have caused Aristophanes some 
problems, but it is clear that a battle between Aeschylus and Euripides contains many more possibilities for 
comedy than any other combination.
^ 'C f n.9 above.
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correspondence on the level o f plot^^ because IT  is not a reworking o f an established plot, 

in the way in which we could identify the Electra plays or the lost Philoctetes plays. The IT  

is clearly what Genette terms a ‘hypertext’, in the category o f a ‘proleptic continuation’̂ ,̂ 

involving ‘intramodal transformations’ "̂*. That is, it tells what happened after the Oresteia, 

but introduces its variations through the same dramatic mode. It may also be seen as a 

‘refutation’ through which the ‘hypotext’ is declared untrue, and the hypertext presents 

itself as re-establishing the ‘true story’^  ̂ though the fluidity o f myth in the dramatic mode 

means that such refutation is not necessarily a criticism. Here the ‘hypotext’ is the Oresteia, 

but the refutation is more specifically applicable to the outcome o f the Eumenides, since the 

premise o f IT  rests on a rejection of the resolution o f the Oresteia, with Orestes still being 

pursued by the Furies, in spite o f his acquittal by Athena. I am by no means suggesting that 

the Oresteia is the only text which the IT  alludes to, nor that IT  is the only play to make 

significant use o f the Oresteia^^. However, the Oresteia is by far most prominently and 

consistently evoked in IT, and provides the strongest basis for examining a whole pattern of 

intertexts rather than isolated allusions. Such passing references will be noted briefly, but 

the main purpose o f this section will be to focus on the wealth o f intertexts between 

Euripides’ IT  and Aeschylus’ Oresteia.

A moment should be spared here to define what I understand by intertextuality. 

There has been some debate among scholars as to the formal conventions o f intertexts. 

What constitutes a definite and intentional reference to a previous work? How can we 

decide whether a common idiom is a specific allusion to another text, or simply an 

expression used with no extraneous intention? Although his book discusses Latin poetry, I 

have found Stephen Hinds’ approach in Allusion and  Intertext most useftil. He argues 

against what he calls ‘philological fundamentalism’^̂  which seeks rigorous classifications 

such as Richard Thomas’ distinction between ‘reference’ (he deems the term  allusion ‘too 

frivolous’”*), and the ‘accidental confluence’ o f language. Hinds characterizes such attitudes 

thus: ‘As palam  is to clam, so ‘reference’ is to ‘allusion’ ®̂, i.e. the ‘philological

^^The plots are only similar in so far as all fairy tales can be seen as one with regard to their structure, c f  p. 
165.

Genette (1982) 197-8.

^‘‘Genette (1982) 323.

Genette (1982) 415.

’̂̂ As well as the recognition scene o f the Electra  noted above, Euripides’ O restes, for e.vample, also contains 
imany allusions to the Oresteia. Coupled with references to Euripides’ own tragedies, Zeitlin (2003) 314 
describes this play as a ‘palim psestic  text’; c f  Genette (1982).
^■^Hinds(1998) 17-51.
^*®Thomas(1986) 172n.8.
^-^Hinds(1998) 22.
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fundamentalist’ will only acknowledge openly obvious references, mostly with the ‘ideal of 

lexicographical certainty’ ”̂ so as to be sure that the author intended such reference^'. But as 

Hinds applies pressure to these principles by use of examples, he shows that ‘not only does 

readerly control become increasingly problematic, but that basic presumption of authorial 

control becomes problematic too ’̂ .̂ As far as ‘accidental confluences’ are concerned. Hinds 

argues that ‘the fact that language renders us always already acculturated guarantees that 

there is no such thing as a wholly non-negotiable confluence, no such thing as 

zero-interpretability’^\ and further argues for non-inert readings of ‘topoi’̂ '*. Even in 

repetition. Hinds argues, there is 'always...some alteration’̂  ̂ Just as ‘philological 

fundamentalism’ is concerned with authorial intention, so what Hinds terms ‘intertextualist 

fundamentalism’ privileges the reader’s or audience’s reception too single-mindedly^®. Thus 

Hinds blurs ‘hard methodological edges’” , since we can never actually know the author’s 

real intention, and individual readers/ audience members will not necessarily pick up on the 

same cues.

I acknowledge Hinds’ influence for my interpretations o f allusions and intertexts 

while writing this chapter. I have not limited myself to the lexicographical ideal, but am 

perhaps philologically safe in doing so, since, as I am only dealing with two specific texts 

(the Oresteia and IT), the indirect allusions can be reinforced and supported by the direct 

verbal references. This approach is further encouraged by the ‘classic’ status of the Oresteia 

even in antiquity^*, which made it an easily identifiable hypotext for a contemporary 

audience. There is no doubt in my mind that Euripides did  intend that the audience should 

recall the Oresteia during the performance of his IT, and I hope that, if nothing else, the 

amount o f material discussed in this chapter will convince the present reader also. The cues 

which I have responded to are, of course, the ones which have presented themselves to me, 

and while I have tried to be openly sensitive to cues, I am sure that there are some I have 

missed. These must be left for the perceptions o f another reader.

^°Hinds (1998) 28.

^'So also Stinton (1990) 454 on Greek poetry 'my contention is that in so far as an allusion was 
dramatically important the poet made it readily understandable, obscure or oblique allusions being 
correspondingly o f  little or no importance for the understanding o f the play as a play’.
^^Hinds (1998) 25,

^^Hinds (1998) 34.

"̂“Hinds (1998) 41ff.

^^Hinds (1998) 121.

^®Hinds(1998)48.
^H inds (1998) 50.

^®Cf Goldhill (1992) 93, 96.
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7. 1 The Oresteia and

I am not the first to notice the strong connection between Aeschylus’ Oresteia and 

Euripides’ Iphigenia in Taiiris. However, no one has yet analyzed the significant intertexts 

between the plays in any systematic way. Caldwell sees IT  as a tripartite structure 

corresponding to the three plays of the Oresteia. Although I certainly agree with him that 

there are significant correspondences and parallels between IT  and the Oresteia, I am not at 

all convinced by Caldwell’s overall argument. He gives a schematic representation of 

character correspondences between the Oresteia and IT  as follows: first third of IT. Orestes 

= Agamemnon (Ag.), Iphigenia/ Artemis = Clytemnestra (Ag.). Second third of IT. Orestes 

= Orestes {Cho.), Iphigenia/Artemis (before recognition) = Clytemnestra (Cho.), Iphigenia/ 

Artemis (after recognition) = Electra, Thoas = Aegisthus {Cho.), then in the final part 

Caldwell sees the Aeschylean Erinyes corresponding to Iphigenia/ Artemis as females who 

wanted to kill, but have now become harmless'” .

This analysis is too rigid. An obvious problem is the identification o f the Erinyes 

with Iphigenia/ Artemis. This transpires in Caldwell’s explanation of a transformation (29) 

‘from females actively seeking to kill Orestes into benevolent partisans o f his escape’. It is 

certainly true o f the Aeschylean Erinyes, but Iphigenia does not ‘actively seek’ Orestes' 

death. In fact, as soon as she learns Orestes’ identity, she wants to help him in spite of his 

matricide. Again, Thoas fails in his ‘role’ as Aegisthus, for although Orestes suggests killing 

Thoas, Iphigenia firmly opposes it. And since Thoas, who appears only in the final third of 

the play (a fact which Caldwell fails to mention), is meant to recall the Aegisthus of the 

Cho., Caldwell’s tripartite analysis of IT  as Ag.-Cho.-Eum. is not as smooth as he would 

have us believe. Indeed, his article is peppered with misleading statements which force his 

desired structure on the reader"*'.

In spite of these shortcomings, Caldwell has addressed an important issue. It seems 

to me, that his analysis ultimately fails, because he tries to explain plot structure in terms of 

intertextuality (though he does not use this term). He acknowledges that he ‘look[s] for

^^Wherever I refer to ‘Aeschylus’ in this section, I refer to the relevant section(s) of his Oresteia, unless 
otherwise qualified.
'“Caldwell (1974-5) 26-29.
‘*'One example on p. 24 re Cho. ‘a brother and sister engage in an involved recognition scene, they plan 
together to defeat their enemies, and they carry this plan to successful completion. The action of the middle 
section of the IT  is precisely identical’. This is a gross generalization- in Cho. Orestes and Electra plan and 
perpetrate the death o f  their mother and her lover, who is also tlieir kin. In IT  Orestes and Iphigenia use 
deception to escape from a barbarian land to return home. This is hardly the same thing, but Caldwell 
glosses over the issue by speaking of ‘enemies’. Caldwell’s unfounded statements about the genre of this 
play are discussed in ch. 1.
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correspondences at the level of plot, theme, and character, rather than individual words and 

phrases’ (24). However, the important work of Propp has shown that ‘all fairy tales are of 

one type in regard to their structure’"*̂. As I hope to show, the strong connection between 

the plays depends more on real textual allusions coupled with the way events are presented, 

than on mere generalities of plot structure. Furthermore, the allusions cannot be made to fit 

a strict pattern of chronology (e.g. that references to Ag. come only in the first part of 77).

Caldwell is not the only scholar to comment on Euripides’ use of the Oresteia in 

77^^ Sansone argues most convincingly, in my view, that IT  is a rejection of the theology of 

the Oresteia, particularly in relation to the Furies'^, and I will build on this conclusion in my 

discussion of the Furies. Garner comes the closest to investigating the real intertextuality 

between the plays. In the three pages of his book which deal with I T  s relationship to the 

Oresteia, he notes some tantalizing allusions, but the scope of his work does not allow him 

to examine this instance of intertextuality in much detail''^ Furthermore, he is wrong to 

claim that ‘as the threat of a grotesque variation of a family bloodbath disappears, the 

allusions to the Oresteia do as welP'^. The allusions continue throughout the play, and in 

actual fact, Athena’s closing speech makes specific reference to the outcome of Aeschylus’ 

Eumenides (1469-72). A fijrther flaw in Garner’s approach is that he does not attempt to 

explain in any satisfactory way, why Euripides (and indeed other poets) consciously alluded 

to their predecessors. He concludes pessimistically that ‘the allusions do not suggest added 

levels o f significance; if anything, they question the possibility of meaning’"’. But surely, 

‘questioning the possibility of meaning’ should not be so easily dismissed. This section will 

show how Euripides systematically creates meaning where Aeschylus could be seen as 

lacking it.

In spite of his short-sightedness, Garner is right to emphasize the opening of the play 

;as rich in allusions to Aeschylus, though he notes only a few''^ Euripides signals to us from 

tthe very beginning of IT  that he is consciously engaging with Aeschylus’ Oresteia. The 

question of Iphigenia’s sacrifice is immediately addressed in her prologue speech. In

''“ Propp (1968) 23.

'‘■^E.g. Verrall (1913) 188 on IT\ ‘[Aeschylus’] grand remedy o f seeking divine justice at A lhcns....had  
fcailed ' (Verrall’s italics). He notes some further general points o f correlation 187ff. Burnett (1971) 71-2 
siees IT  as a satyric-type sequel to the Eum enides, but Sansone (1975) 292 is quite right to argue that ‘the 
r£slationship....is a good deal more serious and significant than Burnett will allow ’; he also questions 
Btumett’s classification o f the tragedy as virtually a satyr play, c f  Sansone (1978) and ch. 1, 4-5.
'^‘Sansone (1975) 292.

‘'^'Garner (1990) esp. 170-2.

"^'Garner (1990) 171.
Gamer (1990) 176.

‘**These w ill be acknowledged individually when discussed.
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Agamemnon, the reasons behind Iphigenia’s slaughter are left extremely hazy. Why does 

Artemis demand the sacrifice? This is a question which still perplexes scholars today'*®. The 

opening of I T  gives us a specific reason for Iphigenia’s sacrifice (16-24); Agamemnon had 

promised to sacrifice to Artemis the finest thing that the year would bear, but neglects to, 

which causes her anger. Calchas then interprets that Iphigenia is the finest thing borne, and 

that she must be sacrificed to appease Artemis. Calchas is also the figure responsible for 

suggesting Iphigenia’s sacrifice in Agamemnon. Euripides thus links the two accounts 

through Calchas’ involvement but provides a much clearer explanation for the demand^®. 

This is the first of several instances where Euripides addresses a ‘problem’ from the 

Oresteia and presents a clear ‘solution’. He has also created a contrast between the two 

accounts through description of the winds. In Ag., winds blow but they are contrary and 

stormy (191-204)^'. In IT , the situation is explained as Beiwfj anXoig. Tru€Ufx,a,Tiov t  o u  

TL/'y%avajv (15), strongly suggesting a lack of winds rather than adverse wind^‘. By creating 

both a contrast and a parallel between the two accounts, Euripides sets up his version of 

events as both engaging with, yet also deviating from, the Aeschylean version. This 

deviation is presently confirmed. The prologue speech reveals that Iphigenia did not, in fact, 

die, contrary to events reported in Agamemnon, though in each account, she is lifted high 

above the sacrificial altar, a pathetic element which once more links the two stories {Ag. 

23 Iff. c f I T  26-7)” . Within this comparison, however, we have yet another deviation which 

is developed later in IT . Though in each case, the sacrificial victim resists, in Ag. Iphigenia is 

gagged, and compared to a goat, while Euripides’ Iphigenia will explain how she pleaded 

for her life and as she was sacrificed like a calf (359flF). Iphigenia’s death in Ag. is presented 

as one of Clytemnestra’s motives for murdering her husband. Although all mythical 

characters believe Iphigenia to have died, if she did not really die, Euripides makes 

Iphigenia’s death redundant as a motive for the Aeschylean Clytemnestra’s murder of 

Agamemnon. Iphigenia’s escape is Euripides’ first rejection o f mythic events as developed 

in Aeschylus^"*.

‘*^See esp. Lloyd-Jones (1983).
“̂Compare also Calchas’ responsibility in lA, and again the lack of a specific divine reason for Iphigenia’s 

sacrifice (89-93). In lA, Calchas and Odysseus are presented as the evil schemers behind the demand. 
^'Fraenkel (1950) translates ‘gales’ and ‘sore storm’.
^^Cf also IT  7-8 which states that Aulis is usually breezy, but, it is implied, not now; in lA the troops are 
also delayed at Aulis by anXoi^ (88).
^Note the possible parallel between the image of the agalma of Artemis, conflated with Iphigenia, and 
Iphigenia as the agalma of the house in Agamemnon (208); see ch. 6.1, 138.
‘̂‘C f Zeitlin (2003) 312 on El. and IT '[Euripides] assumes the stance of a fascinated antagonist/ rival to 

Aeschylean solutions which he rejects, modifies, or alters’. On Sourvinou-Inwood’s suggestion that 
Iphigenia escapes death in Aeschylus, see p. 134n. 18.
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At line 37 of the prologue speech, Iphigenia cuts short her account of the barbaric 

customs of the cult she serves by saying to  d' aXka aiyo)-. This is a direct verbal echo of line 

36 of the Watchman’s prologue speech at the opening of Agamemnon^^. If  there was any 

doubt as to Euripides’ engagement with Aeschylus, it must now disappear. Here we have an 

important marker, a direct reference to Aeschylus, just one line after its position in 

Agamemnon. The line position itself is suggestive, Euripides may be indicating T am writing 

a sequel to the Oresteia’ by placing his line directly after the original position^®. The 

well-known line is followed in Ag. by the famous metaphor of having an ox on the tongue, 

preventing divulgence of further information. In IT, it is followed by an expression of fear of 

the goddess Artemis, but then immediately Iphigenia continues to reveal the actualities of 

the cult, the very information about which she claimed she would be silent. This has led 

several scholars to excise some of these lines, and to move 37 to a different position” . 

However, there are two important reasons for retaining the passage as it stands^*. The first, 

of primary relevance here, is the specific indication that IT  has an integral relationship with 

the Oresteia. If the primary function of xa oAAa a-iydr is to make the audience aware of 

this relationship from the outset, the fact that Iphigenia then disregards her statement of 

silence becomes secondary. But it also signals that Euripides is being different. 

Furthermore, it becomes a pattern in this play that characters say they will keep silent about 

something and subsequently reveal precisely what they claimed they would not̂ ®. Line 37 is 

thus deeply significant. Having presented an alternati'/e to the myth known from Aeschylus, 

Euripides then confirms both his direct evocation of the Oresteia, and also his intention to 

produce something radically different, on both a mythological and intellectual level®’.

After revealing her office of slaughtering Greeks, Iphigenia then launches into a 

report of the dream she had that night. Like Clytemnestra in the Choephoroi, Iphigenia 

dreams of Orestes and terror in the house at Argos®'. The two dreams are quite different,

^^This allusion is noted by Garner (1990) 170. He comments ‘W ill Artemis...require her servant to kill her 
brother Orestes? The daughter would indeed be like the mother.’ However, there are more significant 
implications in tliis intertext. It serves primarily to indicate the conscious reference to Aeschylus. Certainly, 
we fear for Orestes’ death, but the effect o f ra S' oAAa a-iyu)- from tlie Watchman is very different from its 
utterance by Iphigenia. The Watchman hints at Clytemnestra’s evil intentions, while Iphigenia laments her 
position.
^^Many editors delete Ag. 7 (see Fraenkel (1950) ad loc). This would make line 36 o f  the play originally 
line 35. Whatever the status o f line 7, however, IT  t o . 3“ oAAa o-crw- (37) is still positioned just after the 
corresponding line in Ag.
” See Cropp (2000) ad loc- few editors actually delete 37 itself.
^*Here I do not include 40-41, which I believe should be deleted as an e.xplanatory interpolation; see p. 8n.8. 

^^This is apparent in tlie recognition sequence, c f  ch. 3.2, 58-9.

“ On Euripides’ intellectualism in this play, see Wright (2002) 159-226.

Gamer (1990) 171 comments that ‘the circumstance and her response both seem contrived with special 
reference to Clylemnestra’s dream and reaction at the opening o f  the Choephoroi', but offers no further
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both in content and the way in which they are reported. However, they still deserve to be 

compared, particularly after clear reference to the Oresteia. Indeed, when examined, we 

find noteworthy points of correspondence. Iphigenia dreams that she is in the napdevMcri 

(45) in Argos and that vorra. aeicrd^viai (46), and that the house falls as a result (48

TT/Tvovra). Clytemnestra is ■yuuaiKeloicriu ev {Cho. 36-7) at Argos when she has her

dream and is herself shaking on waking up (524 TreTroA/xevT}; cf 535 e'rrTO't)yi,e\ni). Euripides 

thus reuses elements from Clytemnestra’s dream in Cho. in an emblematic way. Iphigenia 

dreams that she is where Clytemnestra actually was when she dreamt®", and while 

Clytemnestra actually shakes on waking from her dream, Iphigenia dreams that the same 

house, in which Clytemnestra was, is shaking. These elements of Iphigenia’s dream reflect 

the reality of the situation surrounding Clytemnestra’s dream. A further point of 

correspondence is that both women arrange for funerary libations as a result of their 

respective dreams. Iphigenia will pour libations for Orestes, whom she believes is dead, 

while Clytemnestra sends libations to Agamemnon’s grave.

The actual language used to describe Iphigenia’s dream in fact more strongly recalls 

Clytemnestra’s speech to her returning husband in Ag. than the language used in Cho. 

Compare the following quotations. Clytemnestra addresses Agamemnon as follows (Ag. 

898-9) v\l/r)X% crreyrj^l cnvXov [lovoyevkq reKvov Trarp/. Iphigenia explains her dream

IT  50-51 ĵ,6vô  d' eXel(f>d  ̂ (rrvXog, ojg eSo^e fio/,1 ^o^uov Trarpf/jwy. She then interprets the pillar 

as Orestes 57 crrOXoi yap  olWajv naTSeg eicnv optrevê ®̂ . Aeschylus’ use of this image is not 

completely appropriate, since Agamemnon is not the only child born to his father, nor yet 

the only son®̂ . Euripides seems to address this by using such an uncommon metaphor to 

represent Orestes, and further explaining its validity in this context, in that the pillar of the 

house is the male child, and Orestes is indeed the only male child. Both passages also 

mention stathmoi, though not in exactly the same context. At Ag. 896 Agamemnon is

analysis. Walde (2001) 170 sees Iphigenia’s dream ‘als Antwort auf und Fortsetzung der Traume ihrer 
Mutter Klytaimnestra’. I am not sure that one can analyze the dream in such specific terms. I certainly 
believe that there are strong correspondences between the two dreams. It is true that Iphigenia’s dream 
reflects the fate o f the house after her mother’s dream in Cho. has been fulfilled, but that is because it 
reflects a different period o f time. There is no interaction between the dreams with regard to tlieir content, 
so we cannot understand Iphigenia’s dream as being ‘an answer to and continuation o f  her mother’s dream 
in a different play. Walde also compares the dream in IT  to that in S. El. as a ‘metacommentary’ on events 
in the Atreid house (172-3). On the dream as a m otif in IT, see also ch. 4.5, 87-9.
®^There is a technical difference between the maidens’ quarters and the wom en’s quarters, but the 
correspondence is nonetheless striking.
“ Garner (1990) 170 also notes that the word (ttCAo? connects the two passages. He makes the point that IT  
50-7 is the ‘only other occurrence o f (ttCAo? in this metaphor in classical Greek’; c f  Cho. 505-7 where it is 
claimed that children are the fame that preserves a man once he is dead. C f also Devereax (1976) 283 who 
notes that ‘the representation o f a human being by a mere object (in dream) occurs only in I T .
®^Cf Hdt. 5.48 where the term aTraij is used to mean ‘without a son’, Powell (1977) s'.v. wT:at<;.
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addressed as tmv crra6ju,wv Kvva. At IT  47-9, Iphigenia explains how the house fell down 

aKfOiv arad^i&v. This further serves to reinforce the intertext between the tw o passages.

O f course, Euripides creates one particularly important difference between the two 

dreams. Clytemnestra’s is fiilfilled as interpreted: Orestes becomes the snake which causes 

her harm. On the other hand Iphigenia’s interpretation o f her dream, which seems at first 

gknce logical and correct, is immediately proven wrong to the audience by the appearance 

o f Orestes whom Iphigenia now believes is dead“ . The reason for Iphigenia’s false 

interpretation o f her dream is explained in the third stasimon^. Zeus uno d' aXadoa-wav 

vvhrrumov e^eTXev ^portov (1279). The implication in the context o f the play is that the dreams 

are not necessarily untrue, but mortals are unable to discern their truth. The contrast in 

success o f dream interpretation between Aeschylus and Euripides is based on a further 

Etripidean deviation from his Aeschylean model, that is the way in which Apollo came into 

possession o f the Delphic oracle. In IT, he does so by violence and unfair tactics, in contrast 

to the account which opens Eum., according to which the seat was given to him. This 

reinforces the notion o f  conflict among the gods in IT, but it further portrays Apollo in a 

negative light®  ̂ It is effectively because o f Apollo that Iphigenia misinterprets her dream 

and almost consecrates her brother, Orestes, to slaughter. The Orestes who appears to us in 

IT  is still hounded by the Furies, but the prologue does not make any direct reference to his 

trial at Athens or to the role o f Athena. For the moment, it seems that Euripides is 

presenting a completely alternative scenario for Orestes’ purification Only later, after the 

recognition scene, does it emerge that Orestes’ fate is a direct epilogue to  his trial at 

Athens, judged by Athena, where a faction o f  the Furies refused to accept the verdict and 

continue to hound him- which means, in effect, that Aeschylus’ version has failed®*.

The recognition scene is perhaps the most important point o f intertextuality between 

the plays. Euripides is well-known for his parodic rationalization o f the recognition tokens

®^Walde (2001) 157 is right to take issue with scholars who find Iphigenia’s dream ‘false’ rather than her 
interpretation.

®^0f course, from a dramatic point of view, the tragic dream serves to create suspense, and tliose who 
receive dreams in tragedy are invariably unsuccessful in whatever way they choose to take apotropaic action, 
c f  Carey (1997) 73.

®^See ch. 4.5 for further discussion o f the third stasimon.

®*Following the prologue, the parados  contains two points o f allusion to the parados o f Ag . ,  also noted by 
Gamer (1990) 171. The choral address to Iphigenia at IT  137 efioXov t I veov; rlva, (tpovrlS" e'xei ;̂ recalls that 
of the chorus at Ag. 85 to Clytemnestra t I x p ^ o g ; rl veov, t i  S' e-n a i(rB o(j.evr). Similarly, the description o f the 
fleet sent to Troy as ^lA/ovauTa at IT  141 must be an allusion to the same description at Ag. 45 (x/A/ovttuTai'). 
It is important that these are the only two examples of this adjective used in any surviving plays or 
fragments from both tragedians. The two textual allusions in the parados  o f IT  serve to reinforce the early 
message that Euripides is consciously referring to the Oresteia.
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in Choephoroi which he develops in his earlier Electra^^. Electra ridicules the idea that she 

anc her brother would have identical hair and footprints (524f?), and crushes the notion that 

she could have woven him anything since she was so young when he left™. These exact 

three tokens were how brother and sister recognized each other in Aeschylus’ version. In 

IT, the recognition is effected, not by physical tokens, but by reference to such tokens and 

by evidence o f  knowledge that they exist. N o tokens appear on stage, nor is any physical 

attribute evoked (like Orestes’ scar in E. £ /.; c f  also Agamemnon’s ring as the proof in S. 

El.). The recognition proofs in IT  are a piece o f  weaving (like Aeschylus), knowledge o f  an 

offering o f  lustral water sent by Clytemnestra (also a feature in Aeschylus), the cutting o f  a 

lock o f  hair (like Aeschylus), along with an ancestral spear (not in Aeschylus). However, 

Euripides uses the proofs in a strikingly different way.

The recognition proofs in IT  are much more loaded and complicated than those 

presented in Cho. At every turn in this play, Euripides draws attention to the complexity o f  

his version o f  the myth in contrast to Aeschylus’. The first proof offered in IT  \s the piece o f  

weaving, the last token in Aeschylus. It both recalls and supplants its counterpart in the 

Oresteia. The woven cloth itself is a strong reminder o f  Cho., but Euripides consolidates 

this connection by having Orestes explain that he knows o f  the cloth (811) a K o y . . .  

’HAcKTpa .̂ This makes logical sense in that Orestes was a baby when Iphigenia left Argos, 

but mention o f  Electra here is also important for establishing the interplay with Aeschylus. 

In Cho., Orestes produces a cloth woven by his sister Electra, saying 231-2 ISoC vSaa- îa, 

TOUTO, (rij^ epyov %epo5,l (ma^riq re  TrX'rjyag, TjSe dnrjpeiov ypa<l>'rjv. The woven cloth recalled in 

IT  is also the work o f  the sister’s hand and depicts at least one beast- the golden lamb. As 

we noted in ch. 3.3, this embroidered cloth is much more sinister than the one used in 

Aeschylus and its significance is more complicated. It is not just a question o f  a pretty 

pattern here, but a pictorial record o f  the family’s sordid crimes. The depictions on 

Iphigenia’s tapestry are descibed in significantly more detail than the general ‘design o f  

beasts’ o f  Electra’s in Cho. The exchange between Iphigenia and Orestes unfolds as follows 

(812-7): Op. ’Arpeajj 0uecrroL/ t' olaBa y e v o ^ e v ^ v  epiv; Icj). ^ K o u a a -  y (p v (r r j< ;  apv6<; tjv v c I k t )  -nepi. 

Op. Taur' o w  b^'^vaa' oJcrB' kv eumjvoi^ I<̂ . o) (ji/'AraT', eyyii^ rwv e(j,Mv j(p ’nnrrQ  <j)pevMV.

®The date o f Electra  is debated but Burkert (1990) makes a good case for production in 420.

™Mossman comments on the lack o f  weaving in E. El. in an unpublished paper. It results in the fact that 
‘there is no symbol o f the brother/sister relationship because there has been no relationship, and Electra has 
had no opportunity to signal her feminine subordination to Orestes in this way’. Euripides overcomes the 
logistics o f age difference in IT  by having the piece of weaving recounted to Orestes by hearsay from Electra 
rather tlian it being actually woven for him.
^'Caldwell (1975) 39-40 notes that X "0 'e n )  cloth’ is a rare word, occuring only once in Aeschylus, at 
Ag. 949, in the ominous conte.xt o f Agamemnon’s entrapment in walking on the draperies, and four times in 
Euripides, three o f which are in IT  (312, 814, 1465). The intertext is surely signifcant, but I cannot agree
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Op. e ’lK M  t '  e v  IcttoTi;  t^A/oi; /x e T a c r r a c r iv ;  I(fi. u(f>7jva x a i  t o ^ '  672o$ e u fi/T o i^  n X o K a J ^ . We have 

discussed the implications o f these revelations within the context o f the play^, but how do 

they affect the relationship with Aeschylus? By adding this extra dimension to the 

recognition proof, Euripides complicates the original and much more straightforward 

Aeschylean m otif At the same time, however, he engages directly with an important 

Aeschylean theme: ancestral crimes and the polluted house.

In the Oresteia the quarrel between Atreus and Thyestes is presented as the root o f 

the family curse and the cycle o f  kindred killings, with Thyestes cursing the seed of 

Pleisthenes’^ Pelops and Tantalus are only ever mentioned as forefathers, with no reference 

to  any wrongdoings^”*. In IT, the quarrel over the golden lamb seems to be the root o f family 

evils, as expressed in the parodos at 187-201. However, Euripides does remind us o f family 

crimes right back to Tantalus and Pelops. Although Pelops is never explicitly condemned 

and Tantalus’ crime is discounted as a fabrication by Iphigenia, the figures o f Pelops and 

Tantalus are nevertheless a much stronger force than in the Aeschylean version. The 

opening lines continue to remind us o f Pelops’ marriage to Hippodameia (1-2) : ...ej YYiaav 

fjboX(l>v\ doaTmv 't-rmotq Oho^iaou yatj,e7 Kop'Tjv. The mention o f swift horses and marriage to 

Hippodameia cannot fail to recall Pelops’ treacherous victory in the race to win his bride^^ 

Similarly, the story that Tantalus served his son up as a meal for the gods, which is 

developed at 386ff., is described within a framework which suggests its authenticity’®. It is 

thus implied, though not explicitly stated that the root o f family crimes goes back further 

than Atreus and Thyestes. In the recognition scene, Euripides consolidates this implication. 

By altering the position o f the Aeschylean token o f  weaving from being the final p roof to 

being the first proof, Euripides implies that there is more to come. He delays with the 

second proof, which deals with Agamemnon’s crime, but reveals with the third token that

with Caldwell’s analysis of this verbal echo as a positive image in IT, which he also uses to support his 
;argument for a tripartite structure of IT reflecting the structure of the Oresteia (on the problems of this 
analysis, see p. 164, above). Rather, the image is ambivalent. The first instance of the term in IT, where 
IPylades uses his garments to shield Orestes, also suggests an image of death (see ch. 3.2, 54-5), and the 
ancestral crimes woven into the cloth described in the recognition scene are surely disturbing in spite of the 
ffact that they help achieve recognition (see ch. 3.3, 63-5). The final reference to the woven garments of dead 
wom en which will be dedicated to Iphigenia is again much more disturbing and ironic than the positive 
‘ final reward’ which Caldwell suggests (see ch. 3.1, 40-3). Rather, while the intertext serves to emphasize 
tlhe shift away from intra-familial entrapment, it simultaneously highlights Iphigenia’s continued 
entrapment in the service of Artemis at the end of the play.
"̂ Ŝee ch. 3.3,63-7.
’^This quarrel and the subsequent horrors are described in detail at^lg. 1217-22, and see esp. 1583-1602 for 
cmrse.
''“̂ Cf 1469, 1600, Cho. 503, Bum. 703.
’ ’̂Most versions of the story include dishonesty and deception on Pelops’ part, see O’Brien (1988) 103.
’®’See discussion of this passage in ch. 6.3, 144-9.
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family crimes can indeed be traced back before Atreus and Thyestes^^. The final proof 

revolves around the ancestral spear which Pelops used to win Hippodameia. Thus, in this 

complex and suggestive way, Euripides uses the recognition scene to trace family crimes 

further into the past than Aeschylus had done, and to reinforce their inescapability.

The lustral water and the lock o f  hair, as the second set o f  recognition proofs in IT, 

are part o f  the evidence o f  Orestes being familiar with Iphigenia’s abortive marriage. At IT  

818, Orestes asks k o a  Xourp' 65 AuXiv /iTjrpoj a^e^o) rropa; In Aeschylus, the offering that 

Clylemnestra sends to Agamemnon’s tomb, which precipitates the recognition scene, is also 

lustral water {Cho. 129 ...%epyi/3a$). Loutra  and chernibes are not exactly the same. Both 

are used for purification, but loutra  are used mostly o f  bathing, and chernibes o f  

purification before sacrifice’*. We should note, however, that in IT, the lustral waters used 

at Aulis are elsewhere always called chernibes, as are the lustral waters o f  consecration to 

slaughter in the Taurian land” . This is the only example o f  loutra  used in IT, which 

emphasizes the contrast between the water o f  condemnation to sacrifice and the 

well-intentioned lustral waters sent by Clytemnestra for her daughter’s marriage*”. It seems 

ironic that Clytemnestra is the one who sends the benevolent loutra. In mythological time 

though, she was still a good mother and faithful wife, and Agamemnon is the villain at 

Aulis*'. This is strongly emphasized in IT  hy the reference to chernibes, associated with 

slaughter, used in Iphigenia’s sacrifice by her father Agamemnon at Aulis, just 43 lines 

(861) after the loutra  associated with Clytemnestra, her mother. It is also noteworthy that in 

Cho., Clytemnestra should send lustral water rather than wine or milk or some other 

offering to the dead* .̂ By having the recollection o f  Clytemnestra sending loutra  in his

’’The tokens are presented achronologically to frame the central evocation of Iphigenia’s fictitious marriage 
with falsely heroic deeds of ancestors, and thus to reinforce the horror of the lure of marriage, see ch. 3.3, 
66-7.
’*In the Oresteia, loutra and cognates are used exclusively of Agamemnon’s fateful bath: Ag. 1109 (with 
Fraenkel ad loc ‘Clytemnestra herself attends her husband in the bath’), Cho. 491, 670, 1071, Eum. 461, 
633. Chernibes is used ironically alAg. 1037 before a human sacrifice (Agamemnon’s murder) and always 
used of human sacrifice in IT- see n.79, below.

Chernibes are used of the sacrifice at Aulis 861; for victims sacrificed in the Taurian land, c f  58, 244, 
335, 622, 643, 1190.

Loutra can also be used of libations to the dead (c f S. El. 84, 434, E. Pho. 1667). This helps to create the 
conflation of marriage and death in Iphigenia’s fate at Aulis; on loutra as part of the proteleia  for 
Iphigenia’s marriage in lA, see Foley (1985) 72.
*’l cannot agree with Aelion (1983) vol. ii, 337 who argues for a positive picture of Agamemnon in IT, 
claiming tliat he loves his daughter and that this love 'seems less selfish and less possessive than 
Clytemnestra’s’. This statement is highly speculative and unsupported by the text. In support of her 
argument, Aelion uses the only line from IT where Iphigenia renounces anger at her father (565). But tliis 
represents Iphigenia’s change of focus from past suffering to present concerns of re-establishing the house 
at Argos. It does not negate the detailed descriptions of Agamemnon’s role in Iphigenia’s sacrifice (esp. 
359-71, 853-64) and certainly says nothing about Agamemnon’s “love” for his daughter.
*^The use of chernibes as a libation to the dead is highly unusual (cf LSJ s.v. Compare Iphigenia,
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recognition scene, Euripides creates a direct and important contrast to the chernibes of the 

Aeschylean recognition scene. Simultaneously, he also reminds us of the loutra used by 

Cl>temnestra in the bath in which she killed her husband, which are mentioned frequently 

throughout the Oresteia^^.

The lock of hair, which is coupled with the lustral water in IT  to form the proof of 

knowledge of events at Aulis, is again more complicated than its Aeschylean counterpart. In 

Aeschylus, the lock of hair is a simple symbol of mourning, appropriately placed on a 

father’s grave. For Iphigenia, the lock of hair shed inappropriately becomes a symbol of 

mourning, where it should have been a symbol of marriage. She herself articulates this 

sentiment, IT  821 //.vTj/xera. y  avr\ (rd)iiaro^ tov(j,ov racjxi). Iphigenia sends her hair back to her 

mother (cf 820 Op. tI  'yap; Ko/Mig Bova-a. crrji t^epe/v;). The lock of hair is sent home

to the mother, an ironic parallel to Orestes in Cho. who comes home and leaves a lock of 

hair for his father*".

When the recognition is complete, Iphigenia and her brother exchange information 

about their respective lives. The final revelation in this exchange is Orestes’ speech which 

chronicles his pursuit by the Furies after the matricide. It is here that Euripides reveals the 

full extent of his conscious response to Aeschylus’ Oresteia. In this speech, Orestes 

divulges information which bases the whole premise of his role in IT  as a direct consequence 

of the failure of the conclusion of Aeschylus’ Etimenides. Orestes explains 941-944 

ju,eTa^poju,a7j ’Ep/vuwvl 'fjXavvofj.eoBa <l)uya.d€i;, iev6ev fj,oi Tro âl ej Tag 'Ad^vaq Z'r] ene^nj/e

Ao|/a^,l îK7)v napaaxeTv T a?^ avwvu/xoij 6ea7g.- SO far, the Aeschylean and Euripidean 

•accounts tally completely. But in the very next line Euripides reveals that the court at 

Athens was established for Ares by Zeus. This disregards the Aeschylean aetiology of 

Eumenides (483-4) in which the Areopagus is created by Athena specifically to try Orestes’ 

case o f matricide, and established for all time to come. In IT, Orestes refers to the 6a-ia

in Athens t/V ’'Ape/ norel e't'a-ar’ €k t o u  br) %epwv ju-iacr/xaro  ̂ (945-6). This

w'ho pours libations of milk, wine and honey {IT 159-66); c f  Helen who sends oflFerings of milk, wine and 
hioney to Clytemnestra’s grave in Orestes.
* '̂See n.78, above.

cannot agree with Walde (2001) 171, who analyzes the hair which grows from the pillar in Iphigenia’s 
dream as a recognition token comparable to the lock of hair in Cho. for the lector litteratus. The concept of 
leictor litteratus is certainly fitting in terms of the intertextuality that I am arguing for, but Walde ignores 
thie recollection of a lock of hair used in the recognition scene in IT  which is a much stronger parallel for 
thte token of tlie Aeschylean recognition scene. Furthermore, it is my view that the hair which grows from 
the pillar, and is anointed for slaughter in Iphigenia’s dream, is a reflection of the scalps of victims which 
probably decorated the altar, which was part of the skene, as evidence of the gruesome practice of human 
sacrifice; see my argument in ch. 2.1, 12-13.
*^Siee Cropp (2000) ad  942 on textual uncertainty.
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effectively means that a homicide court was already long-established there when he comes 

to seek acquittal*®, and Euripides’ aition also involves the gods in blood-guilt*’.

Where Euripides promotes an alternative version o f the founding o f the Areopagus, 

he then immediately introduces his own, more complicated aetiology involving Orestes. In 

IT  Orestes is presented as being the reason for the foundation o f  the Choes (the second and 

most important day o f the Anthesteria festival at Athens) in its contemporary form**. His 

pollution is said to have precipitated the custom o f each person drinking from an individual 

chous (947-60)*’. Euripides has thus added an extra episode to Orestes’ search for 

purification from that found in Aeschylus. Furthermore, Euripides aligns his Orestes with 

the Aeschylean Furies, through having him shunned by society. Orestes explains how he was 

refused hospitality in Athens {IT 948) wj a-rvyouiievov. But, he says, some §evia 

/AovoTpaTTe^a /iaoiI ■nap€(rxov...(n'Y'̂  S' ereim^vavr' anpocrSdeyKTOv ottwjI dairo  ̂ r  ovaZ/ t̂'rjv 

moiMaro^ r  ahrGw Bixa (949-52). This recalls the description o f the Furies in Eum. who are 

rejected by the other gods (cf 69-70, 185, 195, 365-7), and who explain 350-1 ouBe t ij  ecrrtl 

avvBairojp ^eraKoivog, and at 386, they are detov Sixocrrarouvr'. In this way, Euripides adds an 

extra dimension to Orestes’ suffering. He endures on a mortal level what the Furies have 

endured on a divine level in Aeschylus.

Orestes then reverts to Aeschylus’ version by acknowledging the verdict o f acquittal 

from the trial at Athens, and Athena’s responsibility for it. At 965-7, Orestes explains how 

l'cra$ Si jLtoil 4^4»ou^ Si'fjpld '̂qa-e HaAAa^ o)Xevj)\ vikmv S’air^pa 4>6via TTeiparrqpia. Later at 

1469-72, the goddess Athena validates this statement herself, recalling e^ecroxra koa ■npiv

*®Cf. Or. 494-503 which also implies that a homicide court is already in place.
*^Cf. also E. El. 1258-63, where Castor explains that the Areopagus was set up to try Ares after he had 
killed Halirrhothius.
**This festival, its description in IT and the question of Euripidean innovation are discussed in ch. 6.4.
* Î do believe that Euripides is very consciously alluding to the Oresteia throughout IT, and it may not be 

itoo far-fetched to read a deliberate play on words between tlie %o^e<; a.yyo<; choeres angos ( ‘vessel of the 
ichous’) which is honoured at this festival in Athens and tlie X(ni<t)opoi Choephoroi (‘bearers of the chous'),
Uhe title of the second play in the Aeschylean trilogy, and the one with which the recognition scene in IT
(demands most comparison. It is true that we know little about how ancient plays received their titles, and 
w hether or not these titles were important (it seems that they were not, at least not in the way in which titles 
cof modem dramas can be important). Most plays seem to have titles either of a main character, or the 
i(dentity of the chorus. In the case of Choephoroi, the title clearly refers to the chorus and their first scene of 
bring ing  offerings (poured from the chous) to Agamemnon’s grave. Whatever the (un)importance of titles, 
tthe plays did  have titles, if only as a way of distinguishing them, and this kind of pun would have been most 
aippealing to Euripides, who very much revels in word-play (c f the false etymology of Artemis Tauropolos 
ait IT 1454-5, and the play on Thoas’ name 32-3, and see Platnauer (1938) ad loc for more examples).

A further point to note is the fact that the chous o f the Athenian festival and that of Aeschylus’ play are 
diifferent in function. The chous of the festival is used as a drinking vessel while that of the Choephoroi is 
uised as a pouring vessel. However, it has recently been argued, by W right (2002) 206-11, that one of
E 'uripides’ preoccupations in IT (and the other escape tragedies Helert and Andromeda) is with the
plhilosophical question of the relationship between objects and their names. W right shows that, in the escape 
trragedies, Euripides consistently exploits potential double meanings of words. This may also be applicable 
tO) a play on the double meaning of chous.
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(t ' ’Apeioi^ €v -nayoi^ xl/^(j)ou  ̂ ’I'a-a l̂ Kpivaur’, ’Opecrra' Ka'i eWai ro^e.l vikS,v icrrjpeig

o o tk ;  a v  ip^^ou^  Ao/Stj .̂ Here we have another example of a real ‘problem’ in the Oresteia 

which is ‘solved’ by Euripides. Did the vote o f Athena equalize the votes in favour of 

Orestes or give him a majority? It is possible that the stagecraft in the Oresteia made it clear 

exactly what Athena’s vote symbolized. She will either have dropped a voting-pebble into 

an urn, or simply have proclaimed her “vote” metaphorically, indicating the establishment of 

this new system of justice, whereby a man who is awarded equal votes is acquitted. Seaford 

believes the latter^'. However, the text of the Oresteia remains ambiguous, and continues to 

divide scholars’̂ . By contrast, the IT  provides a conclusive answer, validated first by 

Orestes, and then by Athena; Orestes was acquitted on the Areopagus by equal votes.

References to the Areopagus trial o f Orestes also appeal to any reservations we may 

have had at the end of Eiimenides as to how it is possible for a matricide to be acquitted. 

Euripides’ response is most convincing, for he implements his rejection of the verdict 

through the Furies, the very entities who represent rejection of acquittal throughout the 

Oresteia until the very final section of Eumenides. Euripides even accepts that part of the 

Furies are won over by Athena and settle in Athens, but he leaves a contingent of 

malevolent ones, as Orestes explains (968-971) oaat ju-ev ouv e^ovro n€icr6eTcrai 

Trap’ aimqv iepov (opicravr' ex e iv  oVai ’Ep/vuwv ouk k’nela’d^aav  vojU.<{)l dp6fx,oi^ avi^puroia-iv 

'riXatrzpouv pt’ aei The dissonance amongst the gods, which is such a dominant theme in 

the Oresteia, is thus perpetuated in IT, as a faction of the Furies continue to remain in 

conflict with the Olympians. This theme is reinforced in the third stasimon through the 

struggle over the Delphic seat between the chthonian powers o f Earth and the serpent 

guardian, and the Olympian powers of Zeus and Apollo. In this way, Euripides challenges 

the resolution o f divine conflict at the end of the Oresteia by implying that dissonance 

between chthonic and Olympian powers is more deeply rooted that Aeschylus’ version will 

allow. Furthermore, Apollo’s power as presented in this ode, both physically over the 

female chthonian deities and the snake, and mentally over Zeus, implies that, unlike his 

counterpart in Aeschylus, who must defer to Athena to solve the crisis which his command

^Euripides also refers to this establishment of equal votes resulting in acquittal in his Electro, 1265-69.
Seaford (1995) argues, 210, that ‘Athena votes not as a juror but as a deity and was no doubt imagined to 

ground with her vote the practice of equal votes..., as in Euripides’ (here referring to IT  and El.), contra 
Gagarin (1975) 123 and Sommerstein (1989) ad Eum. 711-53; c f  Boegehold (1989) on IT  965-6 who uses 
vase paintings to argue that Athena motions victory with an outstretched hand, but on the difficulty of using 
vases as evidence for perfonnance, see Goldhill (1997) 337.
^ C f also Winnington-Ingram (1983) 73-100.
^^Note OUK hT€i(rBr}(Ta.v v6\u^ could be interpreted either as ‘those unpersuaded by the law’ or as ‘those who 
disobeyed the law’. The latter would imply a greater degree of hostility between the chthonic Furies and the 
laws set down by the Olympian gods, and refreshing a theme of importance in the Oresteia, suggesting that 
it did not really achieve resolution.
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has produced, the Apollo o f  IT  could well be able to release Orestes from the clutches o f  

the Furies by some other means® .̂ Through this interaction with Aeschylus, Euripides 

portrays Apollo as a cruel god, selfishly able to achieve his own ends, but ultimately 

unwilling to come to his protege’s aid.

Orestes continues to be plagued by the Furies in the land o f  the Taurians, and the 

report o f  his hallucinatory fit as described in the M essenger speech (281-319) reveals 

several significant points. Like the end o f  the Cho., the Furies are visible only to Orestes at 

this moment in his pursuit. This is evident from IT  291-2 ...-nap^v opSvl oh raura

(c f  Cho. 1061). Yet, through his fit o f  madness, Orestes describes the Furies in 

terms remarkably reminiscent o f  their appearance in the Oresteia. Compare the following 

examples;

IT  285-7 (Orestes to Pylades re the Furies) ...Trjv^  3* oux 6pai^\ "Aidou dpwKaivav ax; fj.e ^ouXerai icT(ive?v\

SeivaTi; exi^ai^ el; ept' €â Tô ô)|J.evr];

Eum. 127-8 (Clyteinnestra re the Furies) vmo<; novo; re Kvpioi avvwiMorail Seivij; SpaKalv^ e^etcrjpavav

ILevo;.

Cho. 248-9 (Orestes re Clyteinnestra, personified as a vengeful fury) davoirro; ev TrXeicTaTtn kui

(meipa4jia(nv\ Seivrj;

IT  288 (Orestes to Pylades re Furies) Se rrOp m/eouira Ka! ^ovov

Eum. 137-8 (Clytemnestra to the Furies) av 3* a,'nj,aTrpov meufi' hroupiiraua-a KarKrxvahoua-a,,

i^Suo; nvpl

The Furies are generally depicted as serpents or serpent-like creatures in art, but the

similarities in the descriptions o f  breathing fire and gore are nonetheless impressive®^. We

have been told that these are the same Furies who attended the trial at Athens, and it makes

sense that they should be similar in appearance to Aeschylus’ Furies. Yet, here again,

Euripides adds a contradiction to the Aeschylean version: the Furies have wings (IT  289

TTTepo?̂ ), a common feature in representations, but the Aeschylean Furies who hunt and

^ In  A. Eum. Apollo can only temporarily put the Furies to sleep, he cannot stop them from hounding 
Orestes, see Sommerstein (1989) ad  64-93. Yet in IT  his power is such that he can singlehandedly slaughter 
a divine serpent-guardian as an infant and persuade Zeus to make Gaia’s dreams redundant.
^^Here I follow the manuscript reading with Cropp (2000), Sansone (1981), Platnauer (1938). Kovacs 
(1999) and Diggle (1981) follow Jackson reading V yenovwv, see Cropp (2000) ad loc.
®̂ Cf. Ag. 1309 <l>6vov Sofioi meou<rii/ a,l(iaTo<rra'f" '̂, Gam er (1990) 171 also notes the parallels between IT  287 
and Cho. 249, IT  288 and Eum. 137-8.
®^The snake is an important image throughout the Oresteia which symolizes the wrathful avenger. In Ag. 
Clytemnestra is called a4i<l>ia^aivai/ (1233). In Cho. she dreams that she gives birth to a snake (527 reKeTv 
SpaKovr'...) and Orestes affirms that he becomes this snake (549 eKSpaKomtodel; 9 eyw). When Clytemnestra 
and Aegisthus have been killed, they are called ^oTv SpaKovroiv (1047), and in the final stage of the Cho., tlie 
serpent image comes to represent the Furies who have snakes for hair (1049-50 ...n€nXeKra,v^eva.i\ nvKvoT; 
SpaKoumv). The Furies are then visible to all in Eumenides and are appeased, while Athena, the conciliator, 
wears her aegis, traditionally fringed with snakes {Eum. 404). The snake is thus one of a series of images 
which move from metaphorical e.xpression in the first two plays to physical embodiment in the final 
tragedy, reinforcing positive resolution.
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chase like bloodhounds, are distinctly called aTrrepoi (E im . 51, cf. 250 aTrrepoi^). 

Furthermore, rather than being a phantom which coaxes the Furies, Clytemnestra in IT  is a 

■nerpivov which the Furies hold in their arms as if  to hurl at Orestes (289-90 ...|u,'rjT6p' 

ayKaAa/j ejLfcTjvl exovca.. .mi; So while referring to Aeschylus with important

intertexts, Euripides introduces variations to signal his innovation.

It is Athena who explains how Orestes may finally earn respite from his pursuit by 

the Furies, through the institution o f  the ritual o f  Artemis Tauropolos. Once again we have 

a parallel with Aeschylus- Athena, who has been so far unconnected with the plot, resolves 

the situation at the end o f  the play, and establishes a new cult^*. It is striking in Euripides 

that neither Apollo nor Artemis appear ex machina, though they have been most concerned 

with the lives o f  the siblings’’ . Unlike the Aeschylean Apollo, Apollo in IT  remains 

completely silent, in spite o f  Pylades’ trust in him'“ . That the blood-letting prescribed by 

Athena in the exodos should appease the Furies, and earn Orestes’ final escape from 

persecution, is not surprising. They demand blood for blood, and although the symbolic 

drops o f  blood to be drawn every year are not specifially in their honour, there is surely an 

association here between the bloody demands o f  Taurian Artemis and the bloodthirstiness o f  

the Furies. Orestes is told to establish the new cult -rijg 0 ^ 5  cr(f)a,y'rjg anoiv’ (1459). This 

phrase has a double implication. It could mean ‘as a recompense to the goddess Artemis for 

your escape from slaughter’. Or, taking the text more literally, it means ‘as atonement for 

your slaughter’, i.e. ‘your slaughter o f  your mother’. In this way both the conditions o f  

Artemis and those o f  purification from murder, that is the cleansing o f  blood with blood (an 

important m otif in both IT  and the Oresteiay°' are satisfied. Once again, Euripides resolves 

a concern we may have at the end o f  the Oresteia. If the Furies will only be appeased by 

blood, how can they be persuaded out o f  this by Athena? W e accept that they must be 

persuaded for the sake o f  ending the cycle o f  violence, and w e accept Athena’s divine 

powers o f  persuasion. But here Euripides makes a different suggestion, the Furies can be

’*It is true that there are m any exam ples o f  exodoi in w hich  a deity seem ingly  unconnected  to proceedings 
appears and resolves the action, particularly in Euripides. How ever, in  light o f  num erous a llusions to 
A eschylus in  IT, this parallel is important both for reinforcing intertextuality, and for h igh ligh tin g  the 
difference in resolution.

’’ On the dvine failure o f  the sib ling gods to appear, see ch. 6 .3 , 150-2.

'“’See 181-2 below , on Pj lades. It is worth noting that the only net imagery' in IT  (so prom inently associated  
w ith avengers trapping their v ictim s in A eschylus) is associated w ith  A pollo  at IT  77 -8 . Here, O restes in 
despair asks A pollo what net he has now led him  into after so m any previous trials. T liis  contributes to the 
negative portrayal o f  the god- c f  ch. 4 .5 . A p ollo ’s guilt is strongly developed in the later O restes: c f  Or. 
27-9, 162-5, 285, 394, 416 -7 , 596. In that play, how ever, A pollo d o e s  appear ex  m ach ina  to resolve the 
action.

'^'Compare Cho. 312-3 avTi Se ■nXrj/y^ <l>oviâ  (j>ovlavl Tiverui (cf. Cho. 6 6 -7 , 4 0 0 -2 , and Ag. 1430,
Cho. 309f.), and IT  1223-4 (j>6i>ovl y.u(ra,pm eKvlipuj; cf. 197 erri Burkert (1 9 9 2 ) 186 n.8

notes that <̂01/^  <j)6vou is a form ula used also in S. O T  100, E. Her. 40 , Or. 570 , 816.
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appeased by a symbolic blood-letting, a drop o f blood rather than the blood of a whole 

body. Blood is therefore still cleansed with blood as required by the Furies, but the cycle of 

vengeance also ends. We have a further rejection o f Aeschylus, this time o f his theology, 

and the idea that the Furies can change and be appeased with anything but blood.

Note also how Euripides develops gender issues, which are so pervasive in the 

Oresteia. He strongly defines the different cults o f male and female in his resolution. Blood 

is to be drawn at every festival in Halai -npoq av^pog, and with a man’s weapon- the sword

By contrast, the cult in which Iphigenia will serve is firmly set in the female sphere, 

involving dedications o f women who die in childbirth. We saw in ch. 5 .2 how Euripides is 

able to explore gender relations in a new way in IT, through Iphigenia’s position of 

authority as priestess, but the polarity between male and female is ultimately reinforced 

through traditional gender roles, as in Aeschylus. This is foreshadowed in the realm of the 

gods by the triumph o f Apollo over Gaia and Themis in the third stasimon. Unlike 

Aeschylus, however, the polarity in Euripides is simultaneously challenged by the 

implication that the role o f each sex is equally valid, and male cannot assume dominance 

over female. The turning point in the re-afFirmation o f traditional gender roles is a direct 

allusion to the Oresteia. Orestes asks Iphigenia at 621 duoucra apcreuag;

Iphigenia’s response is firm: ouk. The anomaly o f female killing male is remarked upon by 

the chorus at Ag. 1231, where they describe Clytemnestra in horror as apaevog <j)ov€ug- 

(c f ^4>ei Ag. 1351 and 1529'°^). This is now overturned in IT  as it is made clear that 

Iphigenia does not physically kill the sacrificial victim.

Coupled with specific allusions to Aeschylean plot in IT, there are important echoes 

o f central images and themes from the Oresteia. At IT  680 Pylades protests that he should 

not go free back to Argos as the people will believe that he killed Orestes em vocroua-i 

B(ofMaariv. Orestes replies using this very argument, that Pylades should escape because 

693-4 ...o'j voctovvt', exei^lf^eXaSp'. This reflects the image o f vocrô  in the Oresteia, which is 

incurred through crime and associated with the Furies'” . The exchange between Orestes 

and Pylades in IT  is especially significant in the light o f  Ag. 832-7. Here Agamemnon 

explains to his wife navpoi^  yap av^pcov eari cruyyevej r6^e ,\ (j)iXov to v  euTJXoOvr' aveu 4>d6vu)v 

(re$€iv.\ û(T(S>p(ov yap  16  ̂ Kop^lav npocrritx.evo^\ ax^og SinXoi'^ei T<p nenofieuti) vocrovi to 7 j t '  

airro^ avrov  Tn /̂u-acriv /3apuveTa/l Kai to v  dvpaTov eicropcbv crrevei. What we see in IT  is

'“ On the potential ambiguity of the murder weapon in Ag., see Fraenkel (1950) ad  1529 and Appendix B, 
and Sommerstein (1989a).
'°^Incurred through crime: c f  Cho. 69, 279-282; associated with the Furies: c f  Eum. 479 (and then 942). 
The image of disease in the Oresteia is developed in conjunction with metaphors of healing, health and 
cure.
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exactly the opposite. Orestes does not begrudge Pylades his freedom from disease. The 

bond of friendship that exists between the two is too strong to allow this'°^. Envy is not 

Orestes’ disease. His disease is his matricide, his madness’̂ , his house and the crimes of his 

ancestors. This reflects Cho. 69, where the guilty person is said to be subjected to 

7ravap<€Taj voarou. Later at Cho. 279-82 Orestes reveals that, according to Apollo, he will be 

infected with horrific vocrouj (279) if he does not avenge his father. This emphasizes Orestes’ 

dilemma- he will be subjected to disease whether or not he kills his mother- but also 

highlights Orestes’ personal affliction with disease. In IT, Euripides only mentions disease in 

connection with the house. By so doing, he focuses attention more on the crimes of the 

whole Tantalid progeny, rather than just on Orestes’ matricide. This shift in emphasis is also 

evident in subsequent references to disease. At 930, after the recognition scene, Iphigenia 

asks about Menelaus’ rule: ov nou voa-oOvrag 6e7o  ̂ u^picrev A little later, at 992, she

declares her wish to raise up again the vocroOvra r' oI k o v . We can see that every mention of 

disease in the context of the Atreid family is made with specific reference to the house. 

Again, Euripides takes an Aeschylean image and alters it subtly to create his own meaning. 

He emphasizes the polluted state of the house and the necessity for its restoration (cf IT  

993 op6wo-ai), but there is no corresponding metaphor of healing, as in Aeschylus, which 

finally gains supremacy in the conclusion o f the Eumenides'°^. Although the cycle of 

violence is ended at the close of IT, and Orestes is released from his sufferings, no provision 

is made for the prosperity of the house, nor for the return of the siblings to Argos (unlike 

the Aeschylean Orestes who declares vw arreiju./ Trpoj So/xouj at Eum. 764). This fact plays an 

important part in the impact of the tragedy.

We touched briefly on blood and vengeance above, but there is more to be said. The 

setting of IT  at the Taurian temple with the altar streaked with blood creates a powerful 

visual effect'® .̂ This echoes the Oresteid's, use of blood imagery and the colour red, though 

in a different way. In the Oresteia, the avengers are splattered with the blood of their 

victims, in IT  it is the altar which is smeared with the blood of victims. This is important for 

deflecting responsibility from Iphigenia in her role as officiating priestess'®*. There is 

nonetheless a strong connection here because the altar is the place (72) "EAAngv oZ

'*^0n the bond of philia between Orestes and Pylades, later immortalized as a sacred friendship discussed in 
Lucian’s Toxaris, see ch. 3.3, 61-2.
'°^0n Orestes’ madness, see ch. 3.2, 49-55.
'°^he Furies agree not to plague Athens with disease at Eum. 942; for development of tliis theme 
throughout the trilogy, see Sommerstein (1989) ad Eum. 503-7.
'°^See ch. 2 passim  for an analysis of the skene and props.
'“*0n Artemis being portrayed as responsible for the cult of human sacrifice, see ch. 5 .1, 109-16.
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KarcLo-ra^ei <j>6vô . The image o f dripping blood is found in several places in the Oresteia, 

both associated with the house and its curse, and with the Erinyes and their pursuit of 

Orestes’®. By using this Oresteian image to describe the altar at which Orestes may be 

sacrificed, Euripides once again heightens the tension surrounding the possibility o f the 

continuing cycle o f kindred killings.

IT  and the Oresteia abound with terms for blood and murder, but IT  contains 

several allusions which, like the image o f the dripping blood, recall specific images from the 

Oresteia At IT  300, the Messenger describes how Orestes attacks the cattle cbl îa-nqpov 

neXayoi; e^avdeTv aAoj. It has been noted that this strongly recalls Ag. 659 where the Herald 

remembers opMfiev avdovv neXayoi; AiyaTov v€Kpo?q™. In IT  however, the pathos is not quite 

the same. Orestes is the object o f pity as he unwittingly slaughters the cattle in an attempt to 

free himself from the onslaught o f the Furies. But he is a single object o f pity as the 

slaughterer, as opposed to the slaughtered army o f corpses which provoke our pity in 

Agamemnon.

The chorus’ words regarding the human sacrifice at IT  443 dpoa-ov a'lfMa-rrjpav, serve 

as a reminder o f Ag. 1390, where Clytemnestra gleefially describes how Agamemnon died; 

/SoAAei ju.' epê ivT) iJ/aKadi <f)oivia.g dpocrou. In the build up to the recognition scene, the allusion 

to Aeschylus intensifies audience fear for the fates o f Orestes and Pylades. We fear lest the 

cycle o f kindred bloodshed should continue, albeit unwittingly. Compare also the chorus’ 

words as they contemplate the fate o f Orestes, which consolidates the image o f the shower 

o f blood; 644-5 KaToXo<j>{ipofi,a,i ere rov %epv//3ojvl pav/Vi #z,eAo(u.evov This fear is to

be quashed at 621, once more with the direct allusion to Aeschylus noted above. Iphigenia 

will refuse to become the female who will kill the male.

Euripides also exploits the concepts o f justice developed in the Oresteia, the 

vengeful dike o f  blood spilled being atoned for by the spilling o f more blood. In IT, ■noiv'q, 

rlvu} with its cognates and are used both o f Iphigenia’s wishes that the Greeks should 

pay for her slaughter at Aulis, and o f Orestes paying the penalty for his crime. Again, some 

o f these references are directly reminiscent o f the Oresteia. At IT  338-9, the Herdsman says 

to Iphigenia Kav avaXla-King l e v o u g l  Toiov(rde, t o v  (tov 'EAAaj a/noreirret cf>6voul r / v c j c r a

€v AuXl^i Iphigenia is thus presented with terms which recall Clytemnestra at

Ag. 1263, where Cassandra says that she will avrireiaecrSai <l)6vov"'. Similarly, Agamemnon

'°’0 n  the cursed house, cf. esp. Ag. 1309, 1428, Cho. 840; on the Furies and their pursuit o f  Orestes c f  esp. 
Cho. 400-2, Eum. 41-2, 247, 253, 365. Other images o f flowing and pouring in the O resteia  consolidate the 
motif o f dripping blood: see Lebeck (1971) 80-91.
" “Noted by Cropp (2000) ad  IT 200, Garner (1990) 171.

"'See Fraenkel (1950) ad lac. on the ambiguities of this line.
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is described by the chom s as al/x' anorelcrei o f  those previously killed (Ag. 1338), and then 

later by Clytemnestra as 6ava,T({) reicra^ anep  epfev (Ag. 1529). This last instance ironically 

refers to Iphigenia, who in IT  herself prays for a slaughter to atone for hers. She does not 

wish it on her father, but rather on Helen and Menelaus, as she hopes they might venture 

her way, explaining (357) 'iv' a-uro-jg avreTi^ofrqaa^htiv. This is reinforced by the chorus’ 

repetition o f  the wish that Helen would (446) Troivâ  aurnraXoug.

Orestes in both the IT  and the Oresteia  has killed his mother to avenge his father, 

and is known as yi-'nrpoq He is subsequently pursued by the Furies until he pays the

penalty (1459-60). So, the broad generalities are the same, but there are details which 

consolidate further allusions to the Oresteia. One feature which the Orestes o f  IT  has in 

common with his Aeschylean counterpart is that he is called ‘a  light f o r  the hom e' : IT  

848-9 ...<̂ 0 ,0 $ (c f  187 eppei after Iphigenia dreams that Orestes is dead), just as

the Aeschylean Orestes is at Cho. 131"^. Electra prays 130-1 ' E t t o ik t ip o v t '  6ju.6,l <f>iXov t ' 

’0p€(7-rrjy avaipov kv By using this image o f  Orestes from Cho., Euripides once

more raises audience expectations and hope for the restoration o f  the house at the close o f  

the play. The house, however, remains unmentioned.

Orestes’ friend in his troubles, Pylades, also recalls the Aeschylean Pylades. In Cho., 

Pylades’ single utterance (900-2) is o f  great importance, since he urges Orestes on to kill his 

mother at the crucial moment, by reminding him o f  Apollo’s oracle. Pylades advises Orestes 

as follows; ■nov t o  X o m o v  A o^ iou  fx ,avreviJ ,aT a \ r a  ■nv66j(p'r}(rTa, mcTTa t '  euop«w /x .aT a;l 

a - a v r a g  ex^poug t o j v  deo jv  ij-you irX eov. This convinces Orestes to go through with the 

matricide and we never hear from Pylades again. Although Pylades has quite an important 

role in IT  and a significant number o f  lines, he nevertheless retains the fLinction o f  Apollo’s 

mouthpiece which is bestowed upon him by Aeschylus. Compare Pylades’ lines in the 

following instances where he responds to Orestes’ despair"^ At 104-5, when Orestes has 

suggested fleeing the land on seeing how difficult it will be to get into the temple, Pylades 

replies: (jyevyeii' f ie v  o u k  aveK T ov  oud' e ’u o 6a4Jk€v,\ r o v  to C  d eov  ;̂ yj'r3<7’ju.ov o u k  aT iiJTeov"® . In 

each case, we see an emphasis placed on the importance o f  Apollo’s oracle, and Orestes is 

convinced by Pylades’ words. Euripides then changes tack mid-way through the play, using 

the same flinction o f  Pylades defending Apollo. At 719-20, Pylades once again reminds a

"^Cf. IT 957, 1007, ^g. 1646, Eum. 122, 425; cf. also Or. 74, 392.
"^Also noted by Cropp (2000) ad IT 187.
"“*Not all editors read <j>M; ava4/ov, but see Garvie (1986) ad loc. with strong arguments for this reading.
"^In Or., Orestes also turns to Pylades for advice (e.g. 778, 1105ff ). But although Pylades has a significant 
role, this play focuses on blaming Apollo (see n. 100, above), and Pylades has no advice of trust in the god.
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pessimistic Orestes: a r o p  to  rou  6eov cr' ou Bie<j)6opev 76  ■mo\ fj,avTeuiJ,a- K a h o i K ayyu q  ecrrrjKag 

<l>6vou. This time, Orestes is resolutely unconvinced, which is extremely ironic, since the 

recognition scene is about to unfold, and he will indeed shortly escape his death. The fact 

that Pylades is proved right in spite o f Orestes rejecting his words is important. It prepares 

us for Pylades’ final piece o f advice, just after the recognition scene. He addresses Orestes 

and Iphigenia at 9 0 4 - 6  X'^^avra oIktojv Karr' eKefv' eXBelv I onco^ t o  kXcivov ovo//.a"’ 

T135 crarrr)p!ag\ Aot/Bovrej €k yrj^  /Sijcro/xeo^a /3op/3^ou. Orestes is completely convinced, but 

Iphigenia refuses to comply and demands to be satisfied in her questioning first. This delay 

in planning the escape, coupled with Pylades’ reliability, makes us fear for the safety o f the 

trio” *. Here is a further example o f how Euripides has taken a feature o f the Oresteia for his 

IT  and used it to evoke Aeschylus while simultaneously remodelling it into something new.

One final point o f significance in the Oresteia is alluded to in IT  and worth 

mentioning: the theme o f compulsion"’. We have seen how Iphigenia in IT  and Agamemnon 

in Ag. mirror each other to some degree. They are both described as slaughtered or 

murdered, and while Iphigenia seeks atonement for her slaughter in IT, Agamemnon in Ag. 

is presented as paying the price for her slaughter with his own death. A third point o f 

correspondence can be adduced. Both are portrayed as being under compulsion to commit 

the crimes in which they are involved. The most striking example o f  this is IT  620 '““ where 

Iphigenia states, concerning the practice o f human sacrifice aAA' elg avayKrqv Ke'njueff, 

<j)LiXaKT€ov. Cropp a d  loc notes, ‘the language seems to evoke her own sacrifice, when 

Agamemnon ‘went under the yoke o f compulsion’ (A. Ag. 218)’. IT  620 must certainly 

evoke Ag. 218, but the question o f Agamemnon’s responsibility is much more clouded than 

that o f Iphigenia’s'^'. The next section o f  this passage from Ag. also creates a parallel for 

Orestes. Iphigenia in the Agamemnon  is described at 235-8 as (n6fji,ar6^ re KaXS^mp(^pou\ 

(j)uXaK  ̂ KaTacj^efvl (j>66y'yov apoAov oiWoî .l /3/ft %oA/vwv avau^(i) fjuevei. Orestes USes a 

similar image to describe how the Furies pursue him (IT  935) Mcrff aiiLa-nQpa cno^i

read here with Cropp (2000), Sansone (1981), Platnauer (1938). Kovacs (1999) and D iggle (1981) read 
ofifAa for mofiM.

"*These passages are also discussed in the context o f  Pylades’ character, ch. 3.3, 60-3.

"®This theme is also developed in O restes (c f  488, 1330, 1665), a play which draws on elem ents from
many previous works including the Oresteia  and IT, as we have noted at various points during this chapter.
'^ ^ u tc f  a l s o / r  595, 1189.
121 I carmot agree with Aelion (1983) vol. ii, 337 when she says that ‘I’Agamemnon d ’Euripide n’a pas 
choisi: la decision lui a ete imposee par les autres- ou par les circonstances’. It is clearly  indicated in the 
prologue of IT  that Agamemnon will not launch his ships until he sacrifices his daughter (17-20). There is 
no hint o f the overwhelming mob pressure o f lA . The IT  sets out a clear choice for Agamemnon, and he 
does not hesitate.

On tlie issue of Agamemnon’s responsibility in the O resteia, see Lloyd-Jones (1962) and Hammond 
(1965).
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e-neitJ^aXeiv This image of being bridled is linked to the theme of compulsion in both

cases, and serves to emphasize the suffering of each victim. Iphigenia is innocent, but 

Orestes is bridled with bloody bits signifying his matricide and the attack of the Furies.

ET. ”E%€( eKacrrou eiKOfrh y' ofiaprlag.

This line is spoken by Euripides’ character in Aristophanes’ Frogs (1131) and pertains to

the first three lines of Aeschylus’ Choephoroi. It is clearly a gross comical exaggeration to

suggest that Euripides could find twenty mistakes in each of the three opening lines of

Aeschylus’ play. However, I hope it has become clear in this chapter that perhaps the most

important feature of Euripidean allusions to the Oresteia in IT  is the way they address

‘problematic’ issues from Aeschylus and present alternative ‘solutions’. For example, the

reason for Artemis’ demand of Iphigenia’s sacrifice is made clear, as is the fact that Orestes

was awarded equal votes by Athena, and his final purification through a blood-letting ritual

is prescribed and will appease the Furies. This ties in with the premise on which the play is

based, that Aeschylus’ version o f events has in fact failed. On a more subtle level, we have

multiple parallels and contrasts in terms of imagery (blood, disease), theme (paying the

penalty, compulsion, gender relations), events (dream, recognition scene), and also many

many linguistic markers which say ‘this is an echo of the Oresteia\

What does this mean? Here I quote Zeitlin’s definition of ‘the palimpsestic text’ of

Orestes, ‘one layer can be deciphered under another; each one makes its own contribution,

but the total effect is one of bewildering and cumulative complexity that establishes a series

of new if often contradictory relations between the primary level of the text and the

oscillating substratum that shifts beneath it” ^\ The case of Orestes, which contains a

multiplicity o f allusions to many different plays, is not the same as the subject o f this

chapter, where I have focused on the overwhelming intertexts between IT  and one specific

trilogy, the Oresteia. Nevertheless, the allusions are often complex in the way that Zeitlin

describes, and Euripides is certainly a complex playwright. Through engagement with

Aeschylean themes, images, events and language, Euripides highlights the originality of his

‘hypertext’ when he uses these to different ends than his predecessor. The fact that part of

Euripides’ IT  \s a ‘refutation’ of Aeschylus’ Oresteia does not necessarily imply criticism by

contradiction, particularly since the medium of myth, through which tragedy is expressed, is

itself so multifarious. Euripides is also recognizing the literary wealth left behind by

'̂ ^Cf. the image of the maddened Orestes bucking the bridle at Or. 46.
'^^Zeitlin (2003) 314.
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Aeschylus, and acknowledging its importance by exploiting this wealth. The whole effect o f 

Euripides’ serious engagement with Aeschylus contributes to the overall seriousness o f his 

IT  as a tragedy.

Taken individually, many o f the allusions discussed in this chapter may seem no 

more than typical tragic convention. However, I hope that the quantity o f  material adduced 

has convinced the reader o f the real conscious intertextual relationship between Euripides’ 

Iphigenia in Tauris and Aeschylus’ Oresteia.
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Conclusion

Iphigenia in Tauris was meticulously constructed by Euripides as a serious tragedy, 

addressing serious issues, within the original scope of this type of drama. The fate of the 

main character Iphigenia reinforces the dark message at the end of the play. Even in the 

modern sense of the term ‘tragedy’, the outcome of the play for Iphigenia is not ‘untragic’ 

or ‘happy’. Yes, she will receive cult until she dies, and after her death. But Hippolytus will 

also receive cult at the end of Euripides’ Hippolytus. It has never been suggested that this 

makes Hippolytus’ fate any less ‘tragic’, again in the modern sense of the term. We may 

also compare the fate of the title character in Euripides’ Phaethon, who is compared to 

Hippolytus. His sisters, in mourning for his fate, turned into trees which cry amber droplets 

(see E. Hipp. 735-41 and W. Barrett (1964) ad loc). Some may object to these parallels on 

the grounds that both Hippolytus and Phaethon die during the course o f their respective 

plays, while Iphigenia does not. But Iphigenia’s fate is arguably more disturbing when 

analyzed in terms of failed transitions. Having failed to complete her transition as a bride, 

she then fails to complete the transition to death at Aulis, and at the end of IT, she is fated 

to remain in a state of liminality and failed transition. It is true that Iphigenia can be seen as 

the figure o f failed transitions par excellence, but the outcome of IT  is not predetermined. 

We know that the ending of Euripides’ I  A, in which Iphigenia escapes death, is spurious, 

and it seems that in Euripides’ version of that play Iphigenia does complete the transition to 

death. Furthermore, in one mythic variant, Iphigenia does marry Achilles, and completes the 

transition to womanhood by bearing him a son'.

Iphigenia had described herself in her lament at 220 as ayoju-o  ̂ areKvog arroAi^

a<f)iXoi;, but her situation has not really changed at the end of the play. She will continue to

be unmarried, childless, and apart from her city and loved ones. In this she is comparable to

many other tragic characters, whose fate is never questioned as ‘untragic’. Hecuba is apolis

(Hec. 669, 811 Tro. 1186) and ateknos {Hec. 514, c f 669, Tro. 1186), though admittedly

she is childless in a different way, having lost all her children rather than never having any in

the first place. But Electra is ateknos like Iphigenia, aphilos, and also unwedded (S. El.

164, 819, E. Or. 206, 310). Antigone is agamos and aphilos {Ant. 867, 876), Medea faces a

crisis of being apolis^, and Philoctetes is apolis and aphilos {Phil. 228, 1018). The state of

being without city or friends, and for a woman, without marriage and children, is clearly a

recurring motif in Greek tragedies which emphasizes the wretched plight o f individuals

' Nikander ap. Anton. Lib. 27, noted by Seaford (1987) 108 and n.30 with further references.
 ̂ On which see Friedrich (1993).
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concerned. There is no reason why Iphigenia’s fate should not be seen as conforming to the 

tragic mould in this context.

As regards Iphigenia’s character in IT, she is often compared to Helen in the 

eponymous play, and indeed the two plays are often discussed as a pair. But Iphigenia is a 

much more imposing figure than Helen, and is more obviously an authoritative female 

character. She is in control o f all the stage action, which is emphasized through carefiil 

stagecraft^ while Helen is a suppliant in Egypt and can only proceed in her escape plan with 

the help of Theonoe. Furthermore, there is a more or less equal division between Helen and 

Menelaus both in their supplication of Theonoe and in their deceiving of Theoclymenus, in 

contrast to Iphigenia in IT  who orchestrates the deception plan single-handedly. The 

barbarian kings in the two plays are also very different, Thoas, who is often compared to 

Theoclymenus is, in fact, more like Theonoe in that he is characterized by his piety, though 

he does not have divine knowledge. Furthermore, the barbarians in IT  seem to have 

appropriated Greek customs. They practise human sacrifice in honour of the Greek goddess 

who demands it, and they are pious in terms o f Greek religion. They live in a polis, and their 

landscape reflects Greece as it is presented in the play. On the other hand, the Greeks in the 

play appropriate barbarian language, and a great contrast is drawn between barbarian piety 

and Greek impiety within their own religious system.

The characterization of Orestes as a polluted epic hero on a katabatic-type mission

stresses his suffering as being comparable to that of Odysseus on his nostos or that of the

maddened Ajax in Sophocles' play of the same name. We are thus invited to sympathize

with his plight, which is presented as having been orchestrated by the gods. The divinely

ordained conclusion to IT  demonstrates divine indifference to human wishes and sufferings.

Iphigenia is denied a return to Argos, and will never marry. We understand that this is a

‘tragic’ fate for Iphigenia, again in the modern sense of the term, since her desires for

marriage and returning home have been relentlessly emphasized throughout the play. In

particular Iphigenia’s interaction with the chorus in the parodos, which stresses her grief at

her fictitious marriage and at being away from home, is developed by the chorus through

their own laments at being in a barbarian land, and their desires for escape. The fate of

Orestes is ultimately left unclear. He is to found a new cult at Halai, and although we may

assume that this completes his process o f purification, and that he then returns home, there

is no final expression of his release from blood pollution, nor is there any reference to his

return to Argos. Even Pylades and his marriage to Electra remain unmentioned by Athena at

 ̂ The only moment at which Orestes takes control is when he lifts Iphigenia into the ship, and that takes 
place ofiF-stage at the very end of the play (1380-83).
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the end of the play, in contrast to Euripides’ Electra and Orestes where the marriage is 

divinely ordained in the respective exodoi. The divine silence concerning the marriage of 

Pylades and Electra at the end of IT  is particularly noteworthy, since it has been previously 

mentioned by Orestes as the salvation of the oikos. Electra is envisaged as bearing children 

who will continue the Atreid line (695-8). Unlike the close of Orestes, there is no provision 

made either for a marriage for Orestes. Divine silence thus underlines the complete lack of 

divine concern for the Atreid oikos and emphasizes the selfish nature o f the gods. Athena, 

the only deity to help the siblings seems concerned only in as much as the new cults will be 

established under her jurisdiction, in Attica.

Human attempts at piety in this play are shown to be flitile, since the gods 

themselves are impious. Apollo prescribes matricide and sacrilegious theft. In the third 

stasimon, we are told how he took possession of the Delphic oracle by slaughter because he 

lusted after offerings of gold, which ties in with the negative connotations o f Greek lust for 

gold (in contrast to the barbarians), as developed by the chorus. Zeus is amused, and for this 

trivial reason he helps his son confirm his control of the oracle by invalidating the prophetic 

dreams sent to mortals by Gaia. Artemis demands human sacrifice and will continue to 

demand a human blood-letting ritual at the end of the play. And neither o f sibling gods, who 

are conspicuously silent throughout the play, come to the aid of their respective proteges as 

the tragedy concludes.

By way of conclusion to my study of IT, I have analyzed its relationship to 

Aeschylus’ Oresteia. Responses to the Aeschylean trilogy, and specific intertexts with the 

Aeschylean plays, are found time and again throughout IT, and solutions are offered for 

issues which remain unclear at the end o f the Oresteia. By doing this, Euripides demands 

comparison to Aeschylus as a playwright, and his play demands comparison to the Oresteian 

tragedies (whose genre no one has ever questioned, although the outcome o f the Eumenides 

is not ‘tragic’ in modern terms). Euripides’ engagement with the Oresteia in IT  confirms 

that this play is a serious tragedy. As such, this thesis offers a new reading of a neglected, 

and often misunderstood, play. Far from being the ‘tragicomedy’ or ‘melodrama’ which it 

has often been termed, IT  is a disturbing tragedy with a serious message concerning the 

arbitrariness of fate and divine will.
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Appendix

Gender in Goethe’s Iphigenie aufTauris

We saw in ch. 7 how Euripides’ IT  'xs a ‘hypertext’ in relation to the Oresteia. With 

Goethe’s version, the 77"becomes the ‘hypotext’ with Goethe’s Iphigenie as the ‘hypertext’. 

However, unlike IT  which is a ‘transformation’ of the Oresteia, Goethe’s play represents 

the second fundamental type o f hypertextual derivation. It is an ‘imitation’ o f Euripides’ 

original', but also involves ‘transvalorisation’, that is, a substitution of values which reflect 

contemporary society^. In terms o f genre, Goethe’s play is not a tragedy in the modern 

sense, but it does contain the death-averted scenario of the original, which Aristotle so 

admired^ This is most evident in terms of the position of women in society, which is 

influenced by Christian moral values in Goethe. This appendix will investigate the dynamic 

o f this substitution o f values as a reception study of the original play.

During the Renaissance and Enlightenment periods in Europe, the production of 

plays with classical themes was extremely popular. Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauris received 

quite some attention, certainly, and surprisingly, more than the subsequent lack of literary 

interest in this play, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, would suggest. Versions were 

produced as dramas by J. de la Grange Chancel (1697), J. E. Schlegel (1737), C. F. von 

Derschau (1747), C. Guimond de la Touche (1757), and Racine had drawn up a plan for the 

first act of a version of Iphigenia in Tauris which he never completed (this was first 

published by his son Louis Racine in 1747̂ *). Operas were produced in French by H. 

Desmarets and A. Campra (1704) and most famously by C. W. Gluck (1779). Italian 

operatic versions included D. Scarlatti (1713), G. M. Jomelli (1719), L. Vinci (1725), T. 

Traetta (1758), N. Jomelli (1771) and N. V, Puccini (1781)^ Goethe’s dramatic 

interpretation of Euripides’ IT  was completed in its final verse form in 1787®.

Of all the dramatic versions, Goethe’s Iphigenie a u f Tauris stands apart from rest. 

In particular, his characterization of Thoas as a noble man marks a departure from previous

' These two fundamental types of hypertextuality are discussed by Genette (1982) 447. On the IT s  
relationship to the Oresteia with regard to Genette’s terminology, see ch. 7, 159-62.
 ̂ On this, see Genette (1982) 393-404.
 ̂ Goethe termed his play a ‘Schauspiel’, i.e. a drama or more specifically, a spectacle. But cf. Steiner (1961) 
170 ‘No one who has seen [Goethe’s] Iphigenie acted will forget how much anguish is gathered before the 
final twist o f grace’. This corresponds well to Aristotelian requirements of pity and fear.
* See Forestier (1999) 164-7.
 ̂ This information is conveniently collected by Matthiessen (2000) 364 n.3, but see also Gliksohn (1985) 

passim.
* Prudhoe (1966) xvi.
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treatments of the theme, in which Thoas was invariably portrayed as a bloodtiiirsty 

barbarian, which facilitated a violent end to the drama in most modern versions^. But this 

and other apparent innovations by Goethe* are in fact firmly grounded in the Euripidean 

original. Contrary to what most scholars believe, I argued in ch. 5.1 that Euripides has 

characterized Thoas as a decent and pious individual, when in fact he could have 

emphasized his barbarity had he so chosen. I simply cannot agree that Goethe’s noble Thoas 

represents a complete departure from the original. Rather, it seems to me that Goethe is 

perceptively building on the original characterization of Thoas in a very obvious way. 

Goethe’s Iphigenie a u f Tauris (henceforth Iphigenie), has been called his ‘most successful 

theatre work”®. The success of Goethe’s Iphigenie rests in his ability to reflect the issues of 

his own age, while simultaneously emphasizing themes which are based in the original 

Euripidean tragedy. One theme in particular stands out from the rest, that is gender, and this 

will be the main focus for our discussion. The theme is integral to both plays, but markedly 

influenced by contemporary discourse in each case.

It is clear from the opening scene of Goethe’s play that gender relations and their 

ideal are an issue with which the drama will be concerned". In this, Goethe is more 

forthcoming than Euripides, who develops gender relations more deeply in the final third of 

his play'^. In her prologue speech, Goethe’s Iphigenie laments her present fate in Tauris'^ 

and reveals how deeply she misses home. She explains in some detail the sorrows of 

womanhood 23-34 ‘allein/ Der Frauen Zustand ist beklagen wert./ Zu Haus und in dem 

Kreig herrscht der Mann,/ Und in der Fremde weiB er sich zu helfen./ Ihn freuet der Besitz; 

ihn krbnt der Sieg!/ Ein ehrenvoller Tod ist ihm bereit./ Wie eng-gebunden ist des Weibes 

Gliick!/ Schon einem rauhen Gattern zu gehorchen/ Ist Pflicht und Trost; wie elend, wenn

 ̂ Matthiessen (2000) 370. This marks an interesting departure from contemptuous views of tlie Orient 
apparent in earlier German literature, see Colvin (1999).
* E.g. it is simply wrong to say with Stahl (1961) 21 that ‘the whole theme of man’s relation to the gods ...is 
not a real issue in Euripides’. Nor can I agree with Reed (1986) 60 who comments as follows; 
‘Iphigenie . risks death for herself ..rather than commit such an action which would make her 
impure...There are no such scruples in the Greek original’. But there are such scruples in the original, 
where Iphigenia similarly risks her life while refusing to break the law of xenia  by killing the king who is 
her xenos.
^ C f Matthiessen (2000) 370 on Thoas as an evil character in the original.
'“Nicoll (1949) 417.

’’Please note; the characters who appear in Goethe’s drama will be called by their German equivalents, 
where different from anglicised versions (Iphigenie for Iphigenia, and Orest for Orestes). Artemis will also 
be called by her Roman equivalent Diana. All other figures, will be called by their anglicised names.
'^See ch. 5.2.
’^Goethe seems to treat Tauris as an island. This is indicated by the use of the preposition ‘au f in the title 
Iphigenie a u f Tauris, which is used in German to denote position ‘on’ an island; c f  1520-22 where 
Iphigenie compares Tauris to a deserted island. On the misuse of the word Tauris to indicate a place rather 
than a people, see Introduction, vii.
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sie gar/ Ein feindlich Schicksal in die Feme treibt!/ So halt mich Thoas hier, ein edler Mann,/

In ernsten, heil’gen Sldavenbanden fest’.

This opening passage reveals several key points for the theme of gender relations in 

Iphigenie. The first concept which is sure to strike a modern audience most sharply, is the 

fact adduced that even obeying a harsh husband is consolation for a woman, much more so 

than being driven to a distant land. Such a conception of a woman’s role in society is firmly 

in keeping with Goethe’s own apparent views on the position of women, and those of the 

educated German elite of the eighteenth century, Goethe remained convinced of women’s 

status as subordinate to men. Women should be gentle and loving consorts for their 

husbands, should care for their children and uphold moral standards in the family home. 

Women who stepped out of this private sphere were doomed to destroy both themselves 

and those around them, as happens to the character Adelheid in Goethe’s Gotz von 

Berlichingen^^. This conception of the female role reflects the contemporary economic 

situation o f the late eighteenth century in which women had moved ‘increasingly to the 

fringes o f economic and political activity’, and were ‘defined primarily as ...wife and 

mother, whose work within the family would make possible, and safeguard, her husband’s 

success outside the home’'^ This gave way to a new kind of femininity, where the ideal 

woman was responsible for the private sphere of human values, as opposed to the 

previously idealized ‘Hausmutter’ who laboured incessantly on the farm'®.

In spite of giving Iphigenie lines which consolidate male domination over women, by

the end of the play, Goethe’s Iphigenie is revealed as the most powerful character. In fact,

Goethe reverses the exploration of gender found in Euripides’ IT, where Iphigenia is first of

all presented as the powerflil character, and then re-defined in terms of her status as a

woman in relation to Orestes as a man. In Goethe, Iphigenie seems helpless, but is shown to

have a certain divine power which is revealed as the play progresses. Furthermore, man

helping himself by the sword, as Goethe’s Iphigenie describes it, will ultimately be revealed

as the wrong course of action. In the final act, Orest and Thoas are prepared to fight to the

death to resolve the issue of departure from Tauris, but Iphigenie forbids them and shows

them the better way of entreaty and mercy. So Iphigenie’s divine, but also female, morals

are validated while the masculine way of brute force is questioned. Thus, in an ironic way,

Goethe glorifies womanhood, albeit in an idealized form’’. Finally, we note that from the

'“‘Noted by Becker-Cantarino (2002) 184. This is similar to the general motif o f Greek tragedy which tends 
to explore the fate of the oikos in the absence of the male, c f  Hall (1997) 106.
'^Frevert(1988) 19.
'®Frevert(1988) 19.
'^On Goethe’s Iphigenie as an ideal of womanhood, see Preufier (2002) 26-30.
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early stage o f the prologue speech, Thoas is described as ‘a noble man’. This is a contrast 

indeed to Euripides’ prologue in which he is described as a ‘barbarian among barbarians’. 

However, as we noted above, Goethe’s description of Thoas is not such a great leap from 

the original as one might first imagine. Euripides’ Thoas is pious in contrast to the Greeks 

who are impious'*.

The characterization of Goethe’s Iphigenie as the late eighteenth century ideal of 

‘woman’ (as prescribed by men), is executed in part by continuous reference to her purity 

and holiness. She is addressed by the Icing’s servant Arkas as ‘O heil’ge Jungfrau’ (65) 

which sets her apart from more ordinary women o f society, and suggests an affmity with the 

Virgin Mary. This is reinforced by numerous instances of Iphigenie being called ‘heil’ge’ as 

the drama unfolds'^. Goethe may have been partly inspired by the virgin prophetess 

Theonoe in Helen for his characterization o f Iphigenie. Theonoe has divine knowledge, as 

implied by her name, and acts against her brother’s wishes for what she knows to be the 

greater good^°. Similarly, Goethe’s Iphigenie is divinely inspired, and acts against Pylades’ 

advice for what she believes to be divine will and the greater good^'.

As in its Greek original, and indeed in ancient Greek literature in general, Goethe 

presents his female character, Iphigenie, using words as a weapon. So when she discusses 

rejecting Thoas’ offer of marriage with Arkas, the latter advises her (163-8) ‘Der Skythe 

setzt ins Reden keinen Vorzug,/ Am wenigsten der Konig. Er, der nur/ Gewohnt ist zu 

befehlen und zu tun,/ Kennt nicht die Kunst, von weitem ein Gesprach/ Nach seiner Absicht 

langsam fehl zu lenkcn’. This description highlights the inherent differences between male 

and female speech, in terms o f their respective positions. It is a man who expresses this 

distinction, but Iphigenie will prove him right in act one, scene three, when she tries to 

reject Thoas’s proposal of marriage by indirect means and at some length (i.e. she reveals 

her ancestry in the hopes that he will be appalled and retract his offer). The man is in 

command, his wishes are executed, but the woman is subordinate and must argue slowly 

and gently to achieve her ends. Iphigenie is subordinate to Thoas, but she is ultimately able 

‘*Seech. 5.1, 106-9.

'^Note that this terminology also contributes to Iphigenia’s portrayal as a healing force: ‘h eilig ’ ( ‘holy’) and 
‘heilen’ (‘to heal’) are cognates in German.

^°For Theonoe’s name, see Hel. 13-14; Theonoe goes against her brother’s w ishes at Hel. 998-1029.

Pylades is depicted as a deceptive, Odyssean-type character; c f  Orest who makes fim o f  Pylades and his 
plans by saying 762 ‘Ich hor Ulyssen reden’. It is noteworthy that Goethe spent som e time ‘under the 
influence o f U lysses’s personality ’, as Stanford (1963) 190 puts it. Goethe planned to write a play on the 
relationship between Odysseus and Nausicaa, but this was ultimately abandoned. He ‘admired U lysses’s 
freedom o f action, liis fi.xity o f purpose, his iron endurance, his all-pervading alertness and intelligence’ 
(Stanford (1963) 190). It was planned that this play would reveal the ‘inhumane...power o f attraction in 
Ulysses’ character’ (Stanford (1963) 191). This concept ties in w ell with the idea o f  the ‘hum ane’ Iphigenie 
winning out over the Odyssean Pylades in Goethe’s Iphigenie ( c f  n.29, below).
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to  resist his proposition o f marriage through her status as priestess. Like Euripides, Goethe 

has exploited Iphigenie’s position to explore gender relations in a way which is different 

from his other plays. Iphigenie has a divine purpose which enables her to resist Thoas 

without losing moral ground through any audience perception o f an intolerable act o f 

rebellion on her part. Goethe further justifies Iphigenie’s rejection o f Thoas by developing 

their relationship in terms o f father-daughter, which strongly suggests that Thoas’ proposal 

is highly inappropriate"^.

In her confrontation with Thoas regarding the proposal o f marriage, Iphigenie 

explains her desire to return home rather than marry Thoas, Thoas flies into a rage and rants 

insultingly about womankind 463-74 ‘So kehr zuriick! Tu, was dein Herz dich heiBt,/ Und 

hore nicht die Stimme guten Rats/ Und der Vernunft. Sei ganz ein Weib und gib/ Dich hin 

dem Triebe, der dich zugellos/ Ergreift und dahin oder dorthin rei(3t./ Wenn ihnen eine Lust 

im Busen brennt,/ Halt vom Verrater sie kein heilig Band,/ Der sie dem V ater oder dem 

Gemahl/ Aus lang bewahrten, treuen Armen lockt;/ Und schweigt in ihrer Brust die rasche 

Glut,/ So dringt auf sie vergebens treu und machtig/ Der Uberredung goldne Zunge los’. 

Ironically, these platitudes about women which Thoas blurts out are all proven to be 

mistaken in the case o f Iphigenie. Indeed, all the male characters are shown to be mistaken 

in one way or another. Pylades is mistaken in his theology, as is Arkas who has a similar 

theological standpoints^ and Orest, in his madness, mistakenly believes Iphigenie to be 

unchaste. Iphigenie is pure in her desire and will not be enticed away through deceit. She 

does, however, possess the art o f persuasion. But again, this is not an underhand means o f 

achieving a treacherous end, as Thoas here implies. Rather she will ultimately persuade 

through love and kindness and with honesty.

Interestingly, there is no other female figure to act as an evil counterpart to 

Iphigenie^'*. Thus G oethe’s play decisively glorifies woman, and the positive qualities o f 

women, although some o f its characters lament the age-old trademarks o f the female sex, as 

they see them. There is no reason to see Goethe as any kind o f  feminist. As in Euripides, it 

is Iphigenie’s position as priestess which allows Goethe to explore the virtues o f  woman.

^^Stahl (1961) 20 calls Thoas’ love for Iphigenie ‘a romantic episode inconceivable in the Greek play’, but 
it is clearly inspired by Helen in which the Egyptian king Theoclymenus pesters Helen to become his wife; 
c f  Matthiessen (2000) 369, who acknowledges the motif from Helen, but also explains that it had become 
popular in Goethe’s time to insert a romantic element into classical dramas. For the father-daughter 
relationship between Ipliigenie and Thoas, c f  e.g. 510-14, 2154-7.
s^Like Pylades, Arkas believes in the need for human action rather than faith in the gods alone. He presses 
Iphigenie to accept the king’s proposal of marriage in act four, scene two. She says (1462) ‘Ich hab es in 
der Gotter Hand gelegt’. To this Arkas responds (1463) 'Sie pflegen Menschen menschlich zu erretten’. 
■̂̂ Even Clytemnestra’s curse on Orestes is described (1164) as ‘Mutterblutes Stimme’ and Clytemnestra is 

not directly demonized.
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Her position gives her authority to reject Thoas’ proposal on grounds o f chastity, which 

plays into the Christian undercurrent o f the play. Iphigenie is a Virgin-Mary-figure, a human 

being, but the best o f human beings, who achieves this persona by her adherence to an 

ascetic and Christian way o f  life. Iphigenie is thus removed from ‘real’ women, and 

develops more as an ‘ideal’. This is also aided by the medium o f ancient myth, which 

propels Iphigenie’s character into an identifiably alien time-frame and situation, for a 

contemporary audience, in spite o f the clear contemporary preoccupations.

After Thoas’ outburst, Iphigenie attempts to calm his rage, saying 475-7 ‘Gedenk, o 

Konig, deines edeln W ortes!/ Willst du mein Zutraun so erwidern? Du/ Schienst vorbereitet, 

alles zu vernehmen’. To this Thoas replies, still furious 478-80 ‘Aufs Ungehoffe war ich 

nicht bereitet;/ Doch sollt’ ich’s auch erwarten: wuBt’ ich nicht,/ Dali ich mit einem Weibe 

handeln ging?’. His rage thus drives him to further gendered insults, which again are unfairly 

aimed at Iphigenie. We later find out that Thoas had promised to let Iphigenie go free if 

ever an opportunity presented itself for going back to Greece (1970-78). Yet when such an 

opportunity arises, he is quick to forget his promise. It seems that Thoas is rather the one 

whose bargains can’t be trusted.

In any case, Iphigenie defends womankind in her response to Thoas this time, but 

simultaneously acknowledges woman’s subordination to man 481-85 ‘Schilt nicht, o Konig, 

unser arm Geschlecht./ Nicht herrlich wie die euern, aber nicht/ Unedel sind die WafFen 

eines Weibes./ Glaub es, darin bin ich dir vorzuziehn,/ DaB ich dein Gliick mehr als du 

selber kenne’. Pm dhoe translates these last two lines as follows ‘Believe my intuition which 

can foresee/ Your future with an eye more clear than yours’^  ̂ This translation is high in 

poetic merit, and while it is not a very literal rendering o f the German, it conveys the 

concept o f ‘a woman’s intuition’ in no uncertain terms, a concept which the German hints at 

but does not state so explicitly^®. O f course Iphigenie is doubly intuitive in this play, not only 

because she is a woman, but also because o f  her special relationship with the gods, which 

gives her divine insight.

Thoas, however, remains unconvinced by Iphigenie’s predictions for his future and 

continues in the same vein as before. He now laments the fact that he has long withheld

sacrifices from the goddess Artemis and blames Iphigenie 511-6 ‘du hast mich wie mit

Zauberbanden/ Gefesselt, daf3 ich meiner Pflicht vergaB./ Du hattest mir die Sinnen 

eingewiegt’. Here we see a further development o f  the image o f ‘w om an’ as projected onto

^^Prudhoe (1966) 17.
^®Cf. the role of women in Goethe’s works to ‘intuitively sense oncoming disaster’, noted by 
Becker-Caxitarino (2002) 184.
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Iphigenie by Thoas. He has called her deceptive, and persuasive. Now he attributes to her 

the powers of a femme fatale, akin to the Sirens in the Odyssey, whose music has the power 

to charm men and make them witless. Such power is, of course, associated with the 

characteristics of persuasion and deception, but also contains an erotic element^’. Thoas’ 

loneliness, and desire for a son to replace the one he has lost, have confused him into 

thinking of Iphigenie in erotic terms, which are entirely inappropriate to their 

father-daughter relationship.

Having had Thoas define Iphigenie through all the evil qualities o f women, we are 

then shown the attitudes of Orest and Pylades to the fact that Iphigenie is a woman. Orest 

sees it as their doom because he states 784-5 ‘Der wilde Sinn des Konigs totet uns;/ Ein 

Weib wird uns nicht retten, wenn er ziirnt’. Here, Orest interprets the man as more powerflil 

than the woman through physical force. Thus the woman is weaker than the man. But his 

words simultaneously demonstrate that Thoas’ accusation that Iphigenie has lulled his 

senses to sleep is fallacious. Using the same image of the senses (Sinne 516, c f Sinn 784), 

Orest emphasizes that Thoas’ senses are ‘crazed’. But Orest’s argument concerning the 

misfortune of Iphigenie being a woman is contradicted at some length by Pylades. He 

argues as follows 786-93 ‘Wohl uns, daB es ein Weib ist! denn ein Mann,/ Der beste selbst, 

gewohnet seinen Geist/ An Grausamkeit und macht sich auch zuletzt/ Aus dem, was er 

verabscheut, ein Gesetz,/ Wird aus Gewohnheit hart und fast unkenntlich./ Allein ein Weib 

bleibt stet auf einem Sinn,/ Den sie gefaBt./ Du rechnest sicherer/ Auf sie im Guten wie im 

Bosen’. Pylades’ speech ends the scene, so his version of womanhood is shown to hold 

sway. Furthermore, he will be proved right about a woman’s virtue in the case o f Iphigenie, 

which is ironic in the light of his own character’s inclination towards deception^*. But what 

does his analysis contribute to the development of gender relations? It certainly presents an 

ideal of womanhood, and accurately reflects Iphigenie’s constant faith in the benevolence of 

divine power. Like Orest’s analysis, it also holds the man as more physically powerfial and 

involved in cruelty than woman, but it suggests that the woman’s positive disposition will 

go against the man’s, in order to help the victims, Orest and Pylades. Furthermore, it 

suggests that, contrary to the well-used phrase, it is not a woman’s privilege, or even 

custom, to change her mind. Although Pylades’ analysis seems confident and true to the 

characters of the drama, as with his theological reasoning, it will be shown to be mistaken to

^̂ Cf. Buxton (1982) 51 ‘No story illustrates the power of erotic peitho, and its opposition to bia, better than 
the encounter between Odysseus and tlie Sirens in the Odyssey....m  human decision to resist can stand up to 
the Sirens’ seductiveness’.
^^Notably, he conceals his and Orest’s identity from Iphigenie and invents a bogus intrafamilial killing, and 
then urges Iphigenie to deceive Thoas, once her identity has been discovered.
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a certain degree. Iphigenie will remain resolute in her belief, but will be ultimately unwilling 

to go against the king, and will undergo a significant crisis of conscience, during which she 

changes her mind several times^ .̂ In fact, during this very crisis, Pylades tries to persuade 

Iphigenie to perpetrate the plan of deception, but Iphigenie contradicts Pylades’ analysis of 

gender when she says 1677-9 ‘0  triig’ ich doch ein mannlich Herz in mir!/ Das, wenn es 

einen kiihnen Vorsatz hegt,/ Vor jeder andern Stimme sich verschliefit’. Iphigenie’s 

statement thus suggests that a man is more likely to hold the same disposition and be deaf to 

reason, once he has made his decision. But the two statements are perhaps less 

contradictory than they first appear. Iphigenie’s analysis of ‘man’ is that he will not be 

moved once he has decided upon an act o f boldness. This factor confirms Pylades’ 

statement that a man becomes accustomed to cruelty (and boldness). Thus, the woman’s 

disposition which does not change is clearly meant to be a benevolent disposition. But to 

whom should Iphigenie be benevolent? For Pylades, it is quite clear that Iphigenie should be 

on his side, but the issue is more complicated for Iphigenie who does not want to offend the 

king, but also wishes to help Orest and Pylades escape and return to Greece herself In the 

end, Iphigenie manages to remain benevolent to both parties, and does emerge as retaining 

the same disposition throughout, and is thus portrayed in the light of an ‘ideal’ woman.

What Iphigenie’s statement concerning the solidity of man’s resolve omits, is the 

fact that a man is also subject to the power of a woman through her use of persuasion. This 

she refers to in no uncertain terms in her exchange with Thoas in act five, scene three. 

Thoas attempts to make Iphigenie agree to the sacrifice of the strangers by virtue of the fact 

that it is their ‘law’ and her ‘sacred duty’. Iphigenie responds 1856-64 ‘Lal5 ab! Beschonige 

nicht die Gewalt,/ Die sich der Schwachheit eines Weibes freut./ Ich bin so frei geboren als 

ein Mann./ Stiind’ Agamemnons Sohn gegeniiber/ Und du verlangtest, was sich nicht 

gebiihrt:/ So hat auch er ein Schwert und einen Arm,/ Die Rechte seines Busens zu 

verteid’gen./ Ich habe nichts als Worte, und es ziemt/ Dem edeln Mann, der Frauen Wort zu 

achten’. This is a densely-packed expression of woman’s position in society, which touches 

on many different aspects of a woman’s role and nature, in comparison to a man’s. 

Iphigenie claims she was born ‘as free as a man’, a statement which perhaps echoes 

Christian freedom of choice rather than any real equivalent between the social freedom of a 

man and a woman. As far as we can trace Goethe’s own views on freedom, Boyle notes

^^During her crisis of conscience. Iphigenie makes a small number of misleading statements to both Arkas 
and Thoas before coming clean and revealing the truth. Some scholars have seen her purity as tainted 
because of this, but she is what Goethe termed ‘verteufelt human’ for all her Christian morals. On 
Iphigenie’s conflict, see Stahl (1961) 39-52, on Iphigenie as ‘verteufelt human’, see Becker-Cantarino 
(2002) 185 andn.5.
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that he seems indebted to Spinoza’s belief that ‘human freedom was an ‘emendation of the 

intellect’ by which, as mere finite modes of divinity, we lost interest in our finite selves and 

concentrated instead on what was truly divine about us’ “̂. Certainly, Iphigenie seems to be 

in touch with her own divinity, while being a moral agent, a function often borne by women 

in ancient Greek tragedy^'.

The contrast between a man and a woman as drawn by Iphigenie is a contrast 

well-grounded in Greek tragedy. The man’s weapon is the sword, while the woman’s only 

recourse is through words. Some tragic females prove that they can wield both kinds of 

power (e.g. Clytemnestra, and Medea). It is suggested in I T  that Iphigenia can, but later 

revealed that she does not^ .̂ Similarly, in Goethe’s version, Orest in his fit of madness, 

assumes that Iphigenie will kill him with a sword on arrival in Tauris, but he is mistaken. 

The image is particularly violent and disturbing 1248-54 ‘Die liebevolle Schwester wird zur

Tat/ Gezwungen. Weine nicht! Du hast nicht Schuld Ja, schwinge deinen Stahl,

verschone nicht,/ ZerreiBe diesen Busen und eroflfne/ Den Stromen, die hier sieden, einen 

Weg!’. Clearly, Orest’s delusions are what cause him to imagine his own vicious slaughter 

at the hands o f his sister, and the severity o f his suffering is emphasized by the fact that he 

sees such a slaughter as a release from what ‘seethes’ inside him. But Iphigenie has nothing 

to do with swords, and whatever powers or influence she has remain firmly within the 

woman’s realm.

That Iphigenie threatens Thoas, in effect, with Orest and his sword is noteworthy 

given the way in which the events of the play unfold. Precisely at the moment when Orest 

and Thoas are going to battle it out to the death with their swords” , Iphigenie intervenes 

and persuades them with words to cease from physical conflict. Ultimately, the woman’s 

weapon is more powerful than the man’s, and more beneficial. The triumph of Iphigenie’s 

words is foreshadowed at a number o f points during act five, scene three. After Iphigenie 

advises Thoas that the noble man should heed a woman’s word (1856-64, quoted above), 

Thoas responds 1865 ‘Ich acht es mehr als eines Bruders Schwert’. Several lines later, 

Iphigenie once more puts a woman’s plea above the power of the sword. She asks Thoas 

1880-2 ‘Die schone Bitte, den anmut’gen Zweig,/ In einer Frauen Hand gewaltiger/ Als 

Schwert und Waffe, stoBest du zuriick...?’. Thoas still refuses to be persuaded into letting

^®Boyle(1992) 385.
^'On women as moral agents in Greek tragedy, see Foley (2001) 107-299.
^̂ Cf. ch. 7.1, 178.

^^This episode also reflects Helen 978-9 in which Menelaus threatens to fight Theoclymenus to death with 
his sword if Theonoe does not agree to let him escape with Helen.
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the Greeks go free. He can only be persuaded once Iphigenie is completely truthful. 

Because, at this point, Iphigenie is being economical with the truth, her words faiP'*.

The revelation of this truth comes at the end of a monologue, during which 

Iphigenie once again addresses the inequalities between men and women. She asks what 

defines a great deed, whether it can only be accomplished through violence and deceit, and 

whether it is only a man who can accomplish such deeds. The speech begins 'nach einigem 

Stillschweigen\ 1892-3; ‘Hat denn zur unerhorten Tat der Mann/ Allein das Recht?’. She 

continues at 1908-12; ‘MuB ein zartes Weib/ Sich ihres angebomen Rechts entauBern,/ Wild 

gegen Wilde sein, wie Amazonen/ Das Recht des Schwerts euch rauben und mit Blute/ Die 

Unterdriickigung rachen?’. Iphigenie’s speech, and the outcome of the play, imply that a 

woman can accomplish a tremendous deed, and can do so through a woman’s medium of 

words. Her great deed in Christian terms is her decision to be truthful and to trust in divine 

power, and this deed achieves its resolution through her female power o f persuasion. She 

persuades the men o f the play to renounce violence in favour of conciliation. The 

comparison to Amazons as unfeminine women is ironic in that Iphigenie had been originally 

thought to be an Amazon by Orest and Pylades before she revealed her identity as Greek 

(777). Indeed, it is an ingenious innovation on Goethe’s part, apt in terms of both 

geography and history, to introduce the suggestion that Iphigenie might be an Amazon. 

Herodotus 4.110-117 records how the Scythians set up camp and attempted to seduce some 

Amazons who had ventured into their land. They succeed in the seduction, but the Amazons 

refuse to go back to the Scythian’s homeland. They settle elsewhere in Scythia with their 

Scythian husbands, although Herodotus notes that no Amazon woman can marry until she 

has killed a male enemy. In this context, we see how Iphigenie is the antithesis of an 

Amazon, both in being unable to kill a man, and in resisting the seduction o f a Scythian. Yet 

at the same time, it is clear how Orest and Pylades might assume that Iphigenie is an 

Amazon, given the location and the previously practised slaughter o f men, although once 

more, they are mistaken.

The notion of a man’s heroic deeds is further developed by Iphigenie in the final

scene of the play, 2069-75; ‘Der rasche Kampf verewigt einen Mann;/ Er falle gleich, so

preiset ihn das Lied./ Allein die Tranen, die unendlichen/ Der tiberbliebnen, der verlaBnen

Frau,/ Zahlt keine Nachwelt, und der Dichter schweigt/ Von tausend durchgeweinten Tag-

und Nachten,/ Wo eine stille Seele den verlornen,/ Rasch adgeschiednen Freund vergebens

^"'Liewerscheidt (1997) 226 believes that this detracts from Iphigenie’s position of morality, but the 
dramatization of her decision, and the conflict she goes through, emphasize the difficulty of her situation, 
and heighten the impact and the sense of great moral virtue of the final outcome in which she is completely 
truthful.
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sich/ Zuriickzurufen bangt und sich verzehrt’. Again, this highlights the different functions 

o f men and women, and also the grief that is caused by the male arena of physical battle. 

The passage as a whole recalls Homer, with the immortalization of battle in the Iliad, but 

also the grief which it causes, a motif which is also prominent in the Odyssey. Interestingly, 

in Homeric terms, Iphigenie is wrong to say that the poet does not record the grief of those 

who suffer as a result of battle. But of course, in Homer, weeping is not restricted to 

women. Odysseus famously weeps in his distress at the songs o f Demodocus in Book 8. 

521-534, where the scene is described as follows^^:

‘So the famous singer sang his tale, but Odysseus melted, and from under his eyes the tears ran down, 

drenching his cheeks. As a woman weeps, lying over the body of her dear husband, who fell fighting for her 

city and people as he tried to beat off the pitiless day from city and children; she sees him dying and gasping 

for breath, and winding her body about him she cries high and shrill, while the men behind her, hitting her 

with their spear butts on the back and shoulders, force her up and lead her away into slavery, to have hard 

work and sorrow, and her cheeks are wracked with pitiful weeping. Such were the pitiful tears Odysseus 

shed from under his brows, but they went unnoticed by all others, but AJkinoos alone understood what he 

did and noticed, since he was sitting next to him and heard him groaning heavily’’*.

By recalling Homer but simultaneously creating a contrast, Goethe’s Iphigenie seems to be 

making a statement about the contemporary gender functions. In eighteenth century 

Germany, women do not have the very public function o f lament that they had in antiquity. 

Women have become more introverted. Their focus is the family and the home, and public 

displays of distress are not acceptable. This is reflected in the image used by Iphigenie of a 

‘silent soul... full o f grief.

The development of gender relations in Goethe’s Iphigenie, which reinforces 

traditional gender roles, although it reflects contemporary ideals, is nonetheless very similar 

indeed to exploration of gender in the Euripidean original. In Euripides, Iphigenia is thought 

up to a certain point to sacrifice using the sword, but is ultimately revealed as a powerfial 

persuader, and her femininity is firmly re-established at the end of IT. Similarly, Orestes in 

IT  goes through a phase where he seems weak and ineffectual, but ultimately shows himself 

to be brave and physically strong, thus further reinforcing traditional gender roles. Both 

dramatists also exploit Iphigenie’s position as priestess as a means through which to express 

her authority as a woman” . There are some important differences, however. In Goethe’s

Odyssey 8. 83-103 where Odysseus also weeps.
^^Translation by R. Lattimore.

cannot agree with Boyle (1992) 465 that Goethe’s Iphigenie represents ‘the powerless’ who ‘continue to 
seek only an interior victory’. Iphigenie is without a doubt the most powerful character in Goethe’s drama, 
and the victory she achieves affects all the characters involved, not just her ‘interior’ self The irony is that 
she is powerful in spite o f  her subordinate status as a woman, which was also an integral feature of the 
Euripidean original.
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version, it is clear from the outset that Iphigenie has never sacrificed anyone, and O rest’s 

vision o f Iphigenie actually killing him is part o f  his delusion. It is also paramount that 

Goethe’s Iphigenie does not deceive Thoas, this is not part o f her power o f persuasion, 

unlike the Euripidean Iphigenia. Furthermore, while Goethe delineates clear gender roles, he 

suggests that the female way, which is also the Christian way, o f peace and good will is 

superior and more effective than the man’s weapon o f force. Thus, gender and religion are 

inextricably intertwined. This is very different from the outcome o f IT, where gender roles 

are validated in equal measures. Nevertheless, contemporary gender prescriptions facilitate 

Goethe’s portrait o f an Iphigenie who acts in a morally upright way with regard to the 

private sphere o f the household. This reflects a society in which the man was expected to 

carry the burden o f  political action and as such, the ideal o f truth is perhaps more suitably 

expressed through a female figure^*. It remains true, however, that G oethe’s positive 

characterization o f Iphigenie does not reflect any contemporary notion that a woman could 

be superior to a man. She is an idealized and deified version o f the positive power that can 

be exerted on man.

Goethe’s play is so successful because he understood the heart o f  the Euripidean 

original, and develops certain aspects already present in the IT  bringing them into a new and 

contemporary context. We know that Goethe could read Greek, and it is clear that Goethe 

was familiar with a wide range o f Greek tragedies, and other ancient literary genres^®, which 

inform his own version o f mythological events and can be found beneath the surface at 

different points in his play. He skilfully blends the ancient with the modem, particularly 

through his injection o f  Christian moral values, a system o f values which allows G oethe’s 

drama a genuinely positive outcome in contrast to the darker resolution o f  Euripides’ IT. 

Goethe develops gender relations by reaffirming traditional functions o f  male and female, 

yet simultaneously highlights female strengths rather than male dominance over the female. 

In this he very much reflects Euripides, but gender is connected to and dependent on 

religious morals in Goethe’s play, and his Iphigenie’s strength lies in her New Testament 

beliefs.

®̂Cf. PreuJier (2002) 28.
Goethe reading Greek, see Trevelyan (1981) 24, on his use of different tragic myths and sententiae, 

see Trevelyan (1981) 96-103, and Boyd (1942) 9-14.
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